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Definiteness in the Arabic Dialects

by

Michael Lee Turner, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2018

Supervisor: Kristen Brustad

This dissertation proposes a model, based roughly on Dryer’s (2014) refer-
ence hierarch , that can systematically account for variation in the morphosyn-
tactic strategies used to mark different degrees of definiteness and indefiniteness in
the Arabic dialects. These primarily spoken varieties display a great deal of diver-
sity in this domain, not only in the forms of the articles and affixes and that they
use to mark referential status in noun phrases, but also in the semantic notions
with which formal marking strategies can be associated. Although there is some
information available in individual Arabic dialect grammars, many of which note
the existence of any reference-marking strategies perceived as unique or signifi-
cant, there has been relatively little comparative work on these strategies and only
limited progress toward describing them using cross-linguistically applicable mod-
els for semantic typology. The present study fills this gap by providing a case study
based, textually supported account of key points of grammatical variation and a
preliminary typological classification system for dialects’ treatment of definiteness.
The goal of this approach is to clarify the discrete semantic parameters that gov-
ern the use of marking strategies across a diverse set of Arabic varieties, thereby
opening the door for a more thorough comparative analysis of the corresponding
forms’ semantic properties and diachronic origins.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Definiteness in Arabic

One neither need be a student nor a speaker of the language to be acquainted
with the concept of definiteness in Arabic. Followers of sports and international
politics alike will recognize the common element in the names of Moroccan medal-
ist olympian Hicham El Guerrouj and Egyptian diplomat Mohamed ElBaradei; simi-
larly, each day thousands of visitors will marvel at the architecture of the Moorish
Alhambra, and millions more will tune into the Qatari media giant Al Jazeera. A
characteristic feature of Arabic names, the element often rendered in the Latin al-
phabet as El or Al is broadly known as the ‘definite article,’ Arabic’s own equivalent
of the English word ‘the’ and its close counterparts in many European languages,
among them Spanish el, French le, and German der. Beginning students of Arabic
are widely taught that nouns exist in a binary distribution: if they occur with this
element, they are ‘definite;’ if they do not, they are ‘indefinite.’ Whatever com-
plexities the Arabic language may exhibit, it would seem, definiteness is not one
of them.

The aim of this dissertation is to challenge that core thesis. From a theoret-
ical perspective alone, the framework of ‘definite and indefinite’ itself is question-
able, imposing a simple dichotomy on semantic values that are better understood
as complex and multi-tiered. Once we recognize that ‘definiteness’ is actually a
scalar feature, encompassing various intermediate meanings that are neither fully
‘definite’ nor ‘indefinite’ in their traditional senses, we must make room for the
possibility that forms previously described as binary markers may in fact be poly-
semous, and that tiers of meaning previously unrecognizedmay likewise bemarked
by novel forms. Furthermore, if we are to recognize the great diversity of Arabic
– a language family that spans centuries and continents, with hundreds of dialects
and sub-dialects – we must at the same time shy away from the belief that simple
pronouncements can adequately describe an entire grammatical domain, and in
turn take a new view of definiteness as a primary site in our search for linguistic
variation.

Definiteness – understood here to be a subset of referential values that apply
to nominal elements – is a concept grounded in a speaker’s ability to perceive and
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anticipate others’ recognition of entities in a shared world, a cognitive task upon
which nearly all use of language depends. On an underlying level, all speakers can
be said to share this cognitive capability and to factor the resulting mental rep-
resentations and semantic categories into their linguistic production; at the same
time, there is no rule that such categories must be overtly expressed, nor that they
must exist in a one-to-one distribution with actual surface forms. Accordingly, hu-
man languages display a great deal of variability in their grammatical treatment of
definiteness, a fact that is apparent even when considered in simple binary terms.
Dryer (2005a, 2005b), for example, shows that common cross-linguistic arrange-
ments include formal expression of (1) both definiteness and indefiniteness, (2)
definiteness but not indefiniteness, (3) indefiniteness but not definiteness, and (4)
neither definiteness nor indefiniteness.

There are clearly a number of viable combinations through which a lan-
guagemaymark (or leave unmarked) definiteness values. At the same time, Dryer’s
data suggest that these combinations are not distributed randomly: European lan-
guages, for example, overwhelmingly have definite articles, whereas South Amer-
ican languages for the most part do not. An equally important fact is that these
typological trends often appear to be a function of geography rather than language
family; one thus notes that Indo-European languages such as Spanish, Persian and,
and Kurdish cluster not with each other, despite their genetic relatedness, but in-
stead with nearby languages such as Basque, Azeri, and Iraqi Arabic, respectively.
In this light, it is suspect to think that Arabic would be homogeneous, especially
when one considers that it is spread across two continents and is both presently
and historically proximate to a number of non-Arabic languages, including not only
related Afro-Asiatic languages but also members of the Turkic and Indo-European
families, many of which show definiteness-marking patterns opposite of that which
Arabic is purported to have.

Indeed, it is precisely the geography and history of the Arabic linguistic
group that makes it such a valuable target for a study of definiteness. With over
300 million speakers spread over a large geographic expanse and speaking dialects
that have undergone centuries – perhaps millenia – of diversification via both con-
tract and drift, at least some of which can be traced through written records, Arabic
is in many ways comparable to the Romance languages. In turn, it has many of
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the ideal traits of a ‘dialect laboratory’ (Vogelaer and Seiler 2012) in which we
should be able to hypothesize how a particular grammatical configuration, given a
starting point, can be seen to fare when subjected to different historical trajectories
and social pressures. Without a doubt, gaining the ability to trace the diachronic
development of definiteness in Arabic is a key underlying motivation for this dis-
sertation. At the same time, to do so requires that synchronic data must first be
made available in a format that is useful for cross-linguistic comparison, and it is
hoped that the chief contribution of this project will be to forward that initial task.

As such, the primary goal of this dissertation is to systematically describe
the possible range of variability in morphosyntactic strategies in place for mark-
ing different degrees of definiteness and indefiniteness in a geographically diverse
sample of Arabic dialects. These primarily spoken varieties display a great deal
of diversity in this domain, not only in the forms of the articles and affixes and
that they use to mark referential status in noun phrases, but also in the semantic
notions with which even the same formal marking strategies can be associated.1
Although there is a relative wealth of data available in individual Arabic dialect
grammars, many of which note the existence of any reference-marking strategies
perceived as unique or significant, there has been relatively little comparative work
on these strategies and only limited progress toward describing them using cross-
linguistically applicable models for semantic typology.

The present study fills this gap by surveying not only a select body of Arabic
dialect grammars, but also the primary texts that inform them, with the specific
goal of refining grammatical descriptions of definiteness in Arabic into a unified
framework. In doing so, it departs from the binary ‘definite vs. indefinite’ frame-
work that is often used to describe nominal entities, instead using a multi-tiered
model based on previous works on definiteness, and in particular Dryer’s (2014)
reference hierarch (see §2.1.2). The goal of this approach is to clarify the
1 The terms ‘article’ and ‘marker’ in this work are used relatively liberally. This choice mirrors
Dryer (2014, p. e243), who notes: “I use the term ‘article’ in a somewhat nonstandard sense,
one that is more semantic than common uses of the term … although I restrict it to words or
morphemes that occur in noun phrases, I otherwise make no assumptions as to the syntactic
status of the words or morphemes in question.” The current work, in taking an onomasiolog-
ical view (see §1.1.2), is similarly more interested in establishing the meanings conveyed by
grammatical elements than it is in problematizing their respective morphosyntactic statuses.
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discrete semantic parameters that govern the use of marking strategies across a
wide range of Arabic varieties, thereby opening the door for a more thorough com-
parative analysis of the corresponding forms’ semantic properties and diachronic
origins.

The findings of the study are expected to be of interest to two primary schol-
arly audiences. The first of these is linguistic typologists, who should be able to
draw on the Arabic-specific data this dissertation aggregates to bolster their own
work on cross-linguistic typologies of definiteness and related notions. On a purely
synchronic level, the work stands to serve as a case study on grammatical diversity
within a particular domain in a set of closely related language varieties spanning
a relatively broad geographic area. It also hints at some common diachronic path-
ways through which different marking strategies appear to have developed in Ara-
bic, many of which may mirror those found in unrelated languages and could be
useful for broader work on grammaticalization and the evolution of article systems.

The other audience this dissertation hopes to benefit is Arabists, particularly
dialectologists whose focus is on producing holistic descriptions of spoken varieties.
Although it is standard practice within Arabic dialect grammars to include a short
section on definiteness as a feature of nominal morphology, these descriptions
are rarely comprehensive, lack a standardized set of terminology, and are often
based on assumptions of form-meaning equivalencies that do not hold up to more
in-depth analyses. Although this dissertation cannot feasibly cover all possible
marking strategies in all Arabic varieties, what it can do is provide a replicable
model through which future dialect grammars can more accurately describe this
particular domain. In this way it hopes to effect a subtle, albeit meaningful, quality
improvement in descriptive work throughout the Arabic linguistics subfield.

1.1 Issues in Arabic
Beyond more widely applicable questions about the nature of definiteness

as a cross-linguistic category, which are more thoroughly problematized in §2, a
number of theoretical issues in describing such systems can be seen as unique
to the Arabic context. These issues are largely situated in the history of Arabic
dialectology, where a relatively homogeneous approach to linguistic description
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has masked many of the considerations that would lead to a more informed view of
definiteness across the Arabic dialect spectrum. Here I briefly describe traditional
descriptive practices unique to Arabic and the systemic effects they have had on
the larger field of linguistics.

1.1.1 A Standard Model, with Falsifiable Standards
Though not always readily apparent, standard language ideology has played

a significant role in shaping descriptive trends within Arabic dialectology. Arabic
is a prime example of what Milroy (2001) calls a “standard language culture” in
which a shared, presumably invariant literary language known as al-fuṣḥa ‘the most
eloquent’ – a term that somewhat clumsily groups together both Classical and Mod-
ern Standard Arabic – is culturally enshrined as more ‘correct’ and ‘authentic’ than
other varieties. Milroy (p. 531) gives the primary definition of standardization as
“imposition of uniformity upon a class of objects” and cautions that this ideology
is often so deeply embedded that it can frame the parameters of linguistic work on
even non-standard varieties.

Surveying the way in which Arabic dialectologists have traditionally treated
definiteness, one can witness how a desire to impose uniformity, whether conscious
or not, has indeed contributed to a framework where the ‘default’ configuration
looks very much like that of al-fuṣḥa. According to Brustad (2000, p. 18), both
“prescriptive and descriptive grammars alike describe the system of definiteness
and indefiniteness as dichotomous: nouns are either definite or indefinite, and
proper nouns are definite whether or not they are marked by the definite article.”
Typically associated with ‘definite’ noun phrases is a prefixed morpheme (a)l- or
(i)l-, a form common to most known varieties of Arabic; conversely, a majority of
authors identify ‘indefinite’ noun phrases as those which lack the prefix, regard-
less of what other markers may accompany them. I herein refer to this formal
arrangement, wherein a two-way semantic division is maintained on the basis of
a particular marking strategy for definite nouns, as the binar model.

Assumptions about the binary nature of definiteness in Arabic are so deeply
rooted that many grammatical sketches forgo discussion of its pragmatic and se-
mantic aspects entirely, launching directly into remarks on the phonological char-
acter of the so-called ‘definite’ marker. A representative example is in Corriente
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(1977, p. 85), who begins: “5.3.0. The definite article. 5.3.1. Unlike the case in
[Old Arabic], the [Spanish Arabic] article had a constant shape /#’al/, with disre-
gard of vowels eventually abutting upon this juncture …” Countless works on Ara-
bic refer to the same etymological marker as “the definite article,” a phrase which
implies, among other things, that there is only one type of definiteness marker,
that al- can only mark definiteness, and that this configuration is largely consis-
tent across the entire linguistic subgroup.

Not coincidentally, where grammars do make direct reference to the seman-
tics of definiteness in Arabic, it is often because the dialect in question seems to
diverge from the normative pattern. Jastrow’s (2005, p. 135) claim that “in Ara-
bic an indefinite noun remains unmarked whereas the definite noun is marked by
the article al-, ɘl-, il- …” for example, is provided to highlight the apparently un-
Arabic way in which Uzbekistan Arabic “follows the opposite pattern …by leaving
the definite noun unmarked and using an indefiniteness marker with the definite
noun.” Varieties such as Uzbekistan Arabic (ibid.) and Khuzistan Arabic (Matras
and Shabibi 2007), in which the so-called definite article either does not exist
or does not pattern with definiteness in the expected way, tend to be framed as
‘peripheral’ and their article systems as departures from the norm, ‘exceptional’
outcomes of particular language contact scenarios (disregarding the fact that most
Arabic varieties have been subjected to a degree of language contact).

While there is no disagreement among Arabists that a number of varieties
do in fact have ‘indefinite’ articles – markers that are distributed such as that they
do not (in most cases) co-occur with (a)l- – descriptions of these markers tend to
parallel those of “definite” ones, privileging phonological over semantic informa-
tion. Although Blanc’s (1964, p. 118) description of Iraqi dialects gives a phono-
logical account of “the characteristically Mesopotamian ‘indetermination marker”’
as “[Muslim] /fared/, [Jewish] /faġad/, [Christian] /faġed/ and [pan-sectarian]
/fadd/,” for example, his semantic account of the same marker is limited: “its
presence contrasts fairly clearly with that of the article /l/ or other determination
marks, but the degree to which it contrasts with absence of any mark is yet to be
determined.” There are a number of different markers that scholars have identified
as “indefinite” or “indeterminate” because they contrast with al-; what links have
been drawn between these markers, however, seem to have based not on what
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they mean, but rather what they do not.
The sense that one gets from the current literature is that Arabists have

come to agree on a ‘standard model’ for definiteness which, while allowing for
some diversity of forms, is still largely envisioned as a binary system where defi-
niteness is primarily represented by the presence or absence of al- or its etymologi-
cal equivalents. The ‘core’ or ‘central’ dialects, represented by those spoken in the
geographically contiguous Arab-majority countries, are assumed to adhere to this
foundational semantic pattern, which is itself descriptive of the literary language
codified in both Classical and Modern Standard Arabic. Features which pose the
most obvious challenges to the binary model – where the form al- does not appear
where expected, if at all – are written off as ‘peripheral’ and explained as the out-
come of language contact scenarios inapplicable to the broader Arabic-speaking
world; this, in turn, allows for the basic assumption of inherited semantic homo-
geneity to remain.

The state of research on definiteness thus reveals a somewhat schizophrenic
approach where, on one hand, the binary model is taken as a shared standard for
varieties that can be called ‘Arabic,’ but at the same time the standard is regularly
falsified and subjected to caveats. Where there has some been pushback against
this trend, most notably in Brustad’s (2000) account of ‘indefinite-specific’ nouns
as a semantic class (see §2.2), the result has largely been to split the ‘indefinite’
component of the binary model into two parts, so that we may perhaps speak of a
‘trinary model’ allowing for definites marked with al- or an equivalent, indefinites
that are zero-marked, and an in-between tier with different expressions according
to dialect. At the same time, this revised model does not challenge the core feature
of the binary model, which assumes that non-proper definite nouns are invariably
marked with a reflex of al- (and that indefinite nouns are not), even we can cer-
tainly identify varieties called “Arabic” that break with this generalization.2

1.1.2 Semasiology before Onomasiology
A central methodological issue in descriptive linguistic works is how to most

appropriately explore relationships between form and meaning. Description must
2 These varieties are the focus of §5.
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have a starting point, and there are two viable places from which to start: either
one may begin by identifying available forms and try to ascertain corresponding
meanings, or one may begin with available meanings and try to ascertain cor-
responding forms. The first approach Mosel (2002) calls semasiological, or
“analytic;” the second one she calls onomasiological, or “synthethic.” The se-
masiological approach is listener-centered, asking “what meaning should the lis-
tener derive from the attested form?” Meanwhile, the onomasiological approach
is speaker-centered, instead inquiring “what forms does a speaker use to express
an underlying meaning?”

Although Mosel, citing Gabelentz (1891), implies that the semasiological
approach is more foundational – as a linguist must first be able to grasp available
forms in order begin a descriptive project – she notes that “typological research
of the last two decades has shown that [an onomasiological] description is indeed
necessary to fully understand how meaning and form are related to each other”
(Mosel 2002, p. 200). Lehmann (2013) mirrors this view, acknowledging that
semasiological and onomasiological approaches both play a complementary role
in linguistic description, and that while the former employs a structural frame-
work, the latter provides a functional, use-based account of language. At the same
time, most traditional grammars, at least according to Mosel, rely primarily upon
semasiology and at best provide “an unjustified mix” of the two descriptive types.

Within the field of Arabic dialectology, there has been a very strong ten-
dency toward the semasiological approach, where forms represent the primary
target of descriptive practices. A characteristic example is Cowell (1964, p. 494),
who gives the following summary of definiteness in Syrian Arabic:

“A term is definite if (1) it is introduced by the article l- or the
demonstrative prefix hal- or by halli (etc.); or (2) if it is a pronoun or a
proper name; or (3) if it is in construct with a definite term. Otherwise
it is indefinite.”
In this description, one notes that the dependent variable is the semantic

value of the term (i.e. ‘definite’), which is said to be realized through the presence
of a particular set of forms (“the article l-” etc.). This is, in fact, a fair reading from
the listener’s position. Were we to add a onomasiological description, however, it
would be possible to rephrase the original statement as the following:
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“A term is introduced by the article l- or the demonstrative prefix
hal- or by halli (etc.) if it is (1) definite and (2) not a pronoun or a proper
name and (3) not in construct with another definite term. Otherwise it
is umarked.”

Although both of these descriptions are inspired by the same linguistic ob-
servations, they differ on functional grounds, and the value of the onomasiological
rephrasing becomes particularly apparent when one notes that it raises descriptive
questions not seen as relevant in the original, semasiological description. In the
original phrasing, a term is described as ‘definite’ regardless of whether it is accom-
panied by either “the article l- or the demonstrative prefix hal-,” as the goal is to
point the listener to a single meaning that may be conveyed by different forms. The
rephrasing, however, results in ambiguity; it has now become unclear whether the
forms l- and hal- are both equally valid endpoints, conditioned by a single semantic
variable (“definite”), or whether there is another conditioning semantic factor that
would prompt the speaker to choose between them. This ambiguity suggests that
there may be more underlying semantic categories in need of identification, and
that although the original description is accurate, it is not complete.

Counterbalancing the predominant trend in Arabic dialectology by adding
an onomasiological perspective to descriptions of definiteness promises to con-
tribute to a more thorough understanding of the entire domain, and is a trend that
this dissertation hopes to promote. By taking underlying meanings – as opposed
to discrete forms – as an organizational underpinning, it provides a complemen-
tary perspective to previous works that have already identified extant forms but
insufficiently outlined which semantic values they are associated with. In turn, we
can expect to arrive to a more complete descriptive account of the entire Arabic
language family.

1.1.3 Diachronicity without Synchronicity
Peppered throughout the Arabic dialectology literature are recurrent refer-

ences to diachronic developments for which particular definiteness-marking strate-
gies are taken as the primary evidence. Although plausible on the surface, these
declarations are nonetheless methodologically problematic because they are often
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made on the basis of limited data and grounded in the ideology of a standard model,
where the presence of a particular ‘non-standard’ formal arrangement (or absence
of a ‘standard one’) in a given variety is seen, in isolation, to have historical im-
plications. While true that establishing diachronic relationships is a worthy goal
of Arabic dialectology, and some of these claims may in fact be correct, many pro-
posed cases are weakened by lack of contextualization within a sufficiently wide
range of synchronic data.

Writing on the Arabic dialect of Tillo in southeastern Turkey, for example,
Lahdo (2009, p. 111) states that “a linguistic fact that may confirm the claim of
coming from Saudi Arabia via Iraq may also be the use of fard ‘one, a’.” Although
Lahdo takes a shared form fard in the respective Arabic dialects of Tillo and Bagh-
dad as possible evidence of dialect contact or relatedness, to do so relies on at least
two assumptions, among them (1) that fard is not found to play a grammatical role
elsewhere and (2) that it could not just as easily grammaticalize independently in
two or more places. In this particular case, one can easily complicate the histor-
ical claim by noting that Arabic varieties in parts of the Sudan and Tunisia also
have fard as a prenominal grammatical element that conveys a meaning ‘one, the
same’,3 a fact that must be explained either as an independent development (weak-
ening the case that it is not the same in Tillo) or inheritance/contact (weakening
the case for Iraq as an origin point of the feature).

One can identify similar diachronic assumptions in Shabibi (2006, pp. 149-
150), who attributes the presence of a supposedly non-standard feature in Khuzis-
tani Arabic – namely, zero-marking of head nouns in attributive constructions – to
language contact with Persian. Shabibi sees this feature as a candidate for language
contact primarily because she believes it to be “non-existent in other dialects of
Arabic;” this generalization, however, is simply not true: similar structures are pro-
ductive in Arabic as far away as Nigeria, and frozen forms are peppered throughout
the entire dialect landscape.4 While this fact does not rule out the possibility of
contact-induced change in Khuzistani Arabic entirely, it does indicate that restruc-
turing along the lines of Persian is not the only plausible historical explanation for
3 For reflexes of fard in the Sudan see in-text attestations in (Hillelson 1935, p. 66, text 48); for
Tunisian refer to Ben Abdelkader, Ayed, and Naouar (1977, p. 473).

4 For a zero-marked definite head noun in Nigerian, see Owens (1993, p. 94, ex. 20); for parallel
structures in additional varieties, refer to examples (122) and (154) in this work.
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the syntactic arrangement.
While theorizing possible impetuses for past change is certainly useful, the

most methodologically appropriate means of establishing diachronic relationships
is to first survey the available synchronic data, little of which has previously been
described in a a framework that allows for easy cross-dialectical comparison. Be-
fore Arabists can make truly reliable historical claims based on grammatical ex-
pression of definiteness values (in particular), we will thus need a more expansive
vision of variability in Arabic.

1.1.4 Trickle-Down Typology
Cross-linguistic typological studies necessarily depend on the aggregated

works of specialists. It is no surprise that where such studies have included Ara-
bic, they have absorbed many of the assumptions of Arabic dialectologists; in the
case of definiteness, they therefore closely mirror the standard model described in
§1.1.1. Two chapters in Haspelmath et al. (2005), describing the cross-linguistic
distributions of definite (Dryer 2005a) and indefinite (Dryer 2005b) articles re-
spectively, make this clear. In the former, the entire range of Arabic data points
(namely Moroccan, Egyptian, Syrian, Iraqi, Gulf, and Modern Standard Arabic)
are coded as having a “definite affix.” The latter shows more diversity, coding
some varieties (Moroccan and Iraqi) as having an “indefinite affix” or “word” and
others (Egyptian, Syrian, and Gulf) as having “no indefinite, but [a] definite arti-
cle.” These representations closely reflect the impression that Arabists have given,
where definiteness is invariably marked and some formal diversity is allowed for
indefiniteness.

Unfortunately, as we have briefly seen and will further explore, these gener-
alizations are neither fully accurate nor easily applied to the entirety of the Arabic
language family. What is often seen as a ‘definite affix’ in Moroccan dialects (§5.1),
for example, also occurs with indefinites, meaning it is contestable whether Mo-
roccan has an exclusive marker for true semantic definiteness at all. Similarly,
although it is not wrong to say that Syrian and Egyptian dialects do not have a
general indefiniteness marker (as is reflected in Dryer), to believe that this pre-
cludes them from marking particular subtypes of indefiniteness nouns would be
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incorrect.5
It is no fault of typologists that their data on Arabic – which is often one of

many hundreds of languages surveyed – suffer some inaccuracies. Rather, this fact
reflects the state of Arabic dialectology, where the field has yet to agree on uni-
fied frameworks and terminology for some aspects of the grammar, masking many
otherwise astute observations and rendering them inaccessible to generalists. It is
not readily clear, for example, that what Harrell (2004, p. 147) calls a ‘potential
indefinite article’ ši in Moroccan Arabic is formally and semantically equivalent to
what Cowell (1964, p. 467) calls an ‘annexed partitive’ in Syrian. The presence
of such terminological inconsistencies across the field has, in turn, a trickle-down
effect on typology: in this case, we find that despite exhibiting a very similar lin-
guistic fact, Dryer records Moroccan as having an ‘indefinite article,’ while Syrian
is said not to have any.

The Arabic language family has much to offer the study of linguistic typol-
ogy, but it will be in a much better place to do so when terminologies are consoli-
dated and descriptive models agreed upon. Much data on definiteness is available
in the published literature, but because interpreting it requires linguistic training
in Arabic itself, this data has not previously been available in full to general lin-
guists. Accordingly, this dissertation seeks to serve as a step toward interfacing
older, more ad hoc observations and data on Arabic with new terminological stan-
dards.

1.2 Questions, Goals and Scope of the Project
The overarching goal of this project is to put forth a descriptive framework

for modeling definiteness – seen here as a particular subset of referential statuses
– across the Arabic dialect landscape. First and foremost a synchronic study, the
primary questions it seeks to answer are:

• What are the underlying cognitive and semantic statuses that speakers assign
to referents?

5 For an in-depth look at Syrian and other Levantine dialects see §4.2; for comments on Egyptian
see discussion in §3.3.
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• In what different ways can these statuses be marked on a formal level in
spoken Arabic dialects?

• Where do Arabic dialects overlap and diverge in their formal treatment of
these statuses?

• What implications might this apparent diversity contribute to our diachronic
outlooks?

In the course of answering these questions, the dissertation seeks to put
forth solutions to many of the systemic issues, described in §1.1, that currently
complicate the study of definiteness in Arabic. Related goals include:

• Contesting the standard model (§1.1.1) by offering a view of definiteness that
sees it as a range of semantic values rather than a binary, and highlighting
the grammatical diversity of Arabic within this domain

• Encouraging an onomasiological view (§1.1.2) that privileges meaning over
form as a descriptive tool, contributing a new orientation to descriptive trends

• Broadening the synchronic data set as a means of allowing for more thorough
and contextualized comparative work on Arabic, paving the way for better
informed diachronic observations (§1.1.3)

• Interfacing and consolidating terminologies to ensure the usefulness of the
data in cross-linguistic and typological works (§1.1.4)

In addition, this dissertation is meant to contribute to the ongoing project
of Arabic dialect description, a collaborative endeavor that has enjoyed attention
from many hundreds of scholars over the years (for a partial summary of works,
see Eisele 1987). In doing so, it looks to both the past and the future. In the for-
mer sense, it seeks to mobilize an underutilized resource by sourcing analyses from
a sizeable body of transcribed oral texts in various Arabic dialects – which were
presumably published precisely so others could build on their authors’ initial obser-
vations – and bringing the data they offer into a new theoretical framework. In the
latter sense, it is hoped that this task of revitalization will provide a viable model
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by which future dialectological work may investigate and describe definiteness as
a nominal feature.

The scope of this project is intentionally limited in both its theoretical and
analytical dimensions. The definiteness values that are the focus herein represent a
particular subset of semantic concepts that fall under the larger umbrella of ‘refer-
entiality,’ which also governs pronominal and demonstrative functions. A broader
study would foreseeably bring the entire range of referential values together under
the same roof, but the fact that Arabic pronouns and demonstratives are already
relatively well studied means that such an approach would, in effect, greatly in-
flate the amount of data in need of survey without changing the core theoretical
problems.6 Because definiteness is not as well understood or documented, it seems
a more viable theoretical target.

In addition, because this study utilizes categories that are not traditionally
recognized in the Arabic dialectological literature, it is necessarily more involved
than simply citing an impression by a previous author; instead, the generalizations
made herein are typically novel interpretations of primary sources. This fact in-
herently limits the number of sample points that can be sourced. Although the
body of this work can be seen as a series of case studies coupled with commen-
tary, the value of these case studies is that they serve as proof of concept for a
particular theoretical framework, not that they represent a comprehensive survey
of definiteness in spoken Arabic. Nonetheless, I have attempted to cover enough
of a geographic spread to hint at the diversity that does exist within the language
family, and hope that by putting forth a model that other researchers can use we
will, in time, arrive to a truly comprehensive set of data on definiteness in Arabic.

1.3 Layout of this Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as to first build a suitable theoretical frame-

work for understanding and analyzing definiteness prior to the task of profiling
individual dialects. Chapter 2 is dedicated to framework-building, beginning with
a discussion of definiteness as it has been described in previous cross-linguistic and
6 Refer to Magidow (forthcoming) for a comprehensive discussion of aggregated pronominal and
demonstrative data.
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typological works, ways that related semantic concepts might manifest in Arabic,
and diagnostic strategies for correlating particular tiers of meaning with specific
formal arrangements.

Chapters 3-5 form the core of the dissertation, providing a case-study fo-
cused analysis of possible referential marking strategies as per the model intro-
duced in Chapter 2. In keeping with this project’s goal of approaching meaning
through a typological lens, rather than through a strictly formal one, these case
studies and related discussions are grouped on a typological basis, reflecting dom-
inant semantic patterns, as follows:

• The leveled dialects (§3) are characterized by their adherence to a relatively
strict grammatical opposition between definite and indefinite nouns, where
there are no obligatory marking strategies for indefinite nouns under any
syntactic or semantic conditions.

• The conservative dialects (§4) are characterized by their adherence to a rel-
atively strict grammatical opposition between definite and indefinite nouns,
but also feature marking strategies for indefinite nouns that are obligatory
under certain semantic and syntactic conditions.

• The innovative dialects (§5) are characterized by their non-adherence to
a binary grammatical opposition between definite and indefinite nouns, but
may have obligatory marking strategies for other referential categories.

In concluding, Chapter 6 provides a brief synchronic discussion of the aggre-
gated findings of the previous chapters, focusing on how identified forms can be
seen to pattern semantically, and how these semantic patterns differ from dialect
to dialect. To the extent that is possible with the current sample, it makes reference
to geographic location and other factors that may account for similar systems, and
provides an initial diachronic view by suggesting development pathways that may
have led to systems we see today and proposing areas for future attention. I end
by summarizing the study’s key findings, discussing their theoretical and applied
implications, and suggesting avenues for future research.
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Figure 1.1: Locations of Case Study Dialects
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1.4 Dialects and Textual Sources
The analysis presented in this description relies on primary source readings

of texts in Arabic dialects as a mean to re-categorize and re-describe definiteness
systems in Arabic. Because this task necessitates both the existence of such texts
and close readings of them, is not feasible for this dissertation to cover all pos-
sible permutations of referentiality-marking systems that may exist in the Arab
world. Its goal is rather to suggest a model by which the same concepts can be ap-
proached and to put this model to work in a collection of case studies in the hope
that future descriptive works will integrate it on a wider basis. For this reason,
the present dissertation features a limited number of case studies on individual
dialect groups,7 selected as to be spread over a wide geographic expanse and
showcase a wide range of strategies for formally marking definiteness categories.
In doing so, it seeks to show that the presence of formal and semantic diversity
should be a default assumption in future dialectological work.
7 For the purposes of this work, a ‘dialect group’ is seen to be a collection of geographically
proximate varieties that can be shown to share a similar syntactic arrangement for marking
referential values. The term is not meant to deny differences between internal sub-varieties or
suggest historical relationships in unrelated domains.
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Six Arabic dialect groups feature as the primary case studies. The map in
Figure 1.1 gives rough geographic locations for these groups, each of which is indi-
cated with an abbreviation, as follows: h for Hassaniya (Mauritania & Mali); m for
Moroccan; rs for Rural Sudanese, l for Levantine (Lebanon & Syria); s for Sana’ani
(Yemen); ca for Central Asian (Uzbekistan & Afghanistan). Of these groups, two
represent what are described here as ‘leveled’ dialects (given in blue), two repre-
sent ‘conservative’ dialects (given in green), and two represent ‘innovative’ dialects
(given in orange). Table 1.1 provides a list of the same dialects and the primary
works from which textual evidence has been sourced.

The choice of case study dialect groups given here is ultimately subjective,
and reflects my own judgment of dialects for which sufficient primary source ma-
terial is available to highlight potential variability in definiteness-marking strate-
gies. Other Arabic dialects are referenced throughout the work, often as a means
of comparison and contrast, but are not subjected to the same level of analysis as
the primary case study dialects. For some of these dialects I do not feel that there
is enough available textual evidence for deep analysis, and thus reference only
relevant structures or patterns; for others, good analyses are already available, in
which case my goal tends toward interfacing the frameworks and terminologies of
previous works with those of the present one.

Table 1.1: Dialects and Sources
Abbr. Description Primary Source(s)
h Hassaniya Cohen, David. 1963. Le Dialecte Arabe Ḥassānīya de

Mauritanie, Parler de La Gebla. Paris: C. Klincksieck;
Heath, Jeffrey. 2003. Hassaniya Arabic (Mali): Poetic
and Ethnographic Texts. Otto Harrassowitz Verlag
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Table 1.1: Dialects and Sources, cont.
Abbr. Description Primary Source(s)
m Moroccan Sánchez, Pablo. 2014. El árabe vernáculo de Mar-

rakech: análisis lingüístico de un corpus representativo.
Zaragoza: Universidad de Zaragoza; Vincente, Ánge-
les. 2000. El Dialecto Árabe de Anjra (Norte de Mar-
ruecos). Zaragoza: Universidad de Zaragoza; Turner,
Michael. 2013. “Definiteness Marking in Moroccan
Arabic: Contact, Divergence, and Semantic Change”.
M.A. Thesis, The University of Texas at Austin; Brus-
tad, Kristen. 2000. The Syntax of Spoken Arabic: A
Comparative Study of Moroccan, Egyptian, Syrian, and
Kuwaiti Dialects. Washington, D.C: Georgetown Uni-
versity Press

rs Rural Sudanese Hillelson, S. 1935. Sudan Arabic Texts. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press

l Levantine Brustad, Kristen. 2000. The Syntax of Spoken Arabic:
A Comparative Study of Moroccan, Egyptian, Syrian, and
Kuwaiti Dialects. Washington, D.C: Georgetown Uni-
versity Press; Abu-Haidar, Farida. 1979. A Study of
the Spoken Arabic of Baskinta. Leiden and London: E,
J. Brill; Jiha, Michel. 1964. Der Arabische Dialekt von
Bishmizzin. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag

s Sana’ani Watson, Janet C. E, and ʻAbd al-Salām ʻAmri. 2000.
Waṣf Ṣanʿā: texts in Ṣanʿānī Arabic. Wiesbaden: Har-
rassowitz
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Table 1.1: Dialects and Sources, cont.
Abbr. Description Primary Source(s)
ca Central Asian Ingham, Bruce. 2003. “Language Survival in Isola-

tion: The Arabic Dialect of Afghanistan”. In AIDA
Proceedings: Fifth International Conference of the Associ-
ation Internationale de Dialectologie Arabe. Universidad
de Cádiz Publicationes; Jastrow, Otto. 2005. “Uzbek-
istan Arabic: A Language Created by Semitic-Iranian-
Turkic Linguistic Convergence”. In Linguistic Conver-
gence and Areal Diffusion: Case Studies from Iranian,
Semitic and Turkic, ed. by Éva Ágnes Csató, Bo Isaks-
son, and Carina Jahani, 133–139. Psychology Press

1.5 Transcriptions and Conventions
This dissertationmakes extensive use of example texts with interlinear glosses,

as in the following example:
(1) واحدة حاجة منك داير بس أنا الجلابي: ليه قال

qāl
say.pfv.3msg

-lēhu
-3msg.dat

ǧ-ǧallābī:
art-ǧellābī

ana
1sg

bas
only

dāyr
want.ptcp.msg

minn-ak
from-2msg.poss

ḥāǧa
thing

wāḥda
one

‘The ǧallābī said: I only ask for one thing’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 14, text 8)
Latin-script transcriptions of spoken Arabic follow the conventions used by

the Zeitschrift für Arabische Linguistik, described explicitly in Fischer and Jastrow
(1980, pp. 11-14). These are primarily phonemic representations that allude more
to etymology than to exact phonetic character, although some particulary salient
phones (such as ǧ vs. ž) are distinguished. Unvocalized Arabic script represen-
tations, which are even less exacting, are given as an aid for reading and word
recognition in dialects unfamiliar to the Arabic-speaking reader. Keeping the wide
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Table 1.2: List of Conventions

kalima (word.indef) ‘a word’ Example (Gloss) ‘Translation’
consequential concept Newly defined term; recurrent abbreviation
‘a concept’ Quotes of terminology or concepts; ‘scare quotes’
“The meaning of X is [...]” Direct quotes
/i/ Specific phoneme
[i] Specific phone or phonetic realization
<7aja> Verbatim orthographic representations

range of dialects treated in this study within the bounds of a unified transcription
system admittedly leads to some discrepancies. Nonetheless, because this study
is primary concerned with relationships between syntax and semantics, these dis-
crepancies are seen as admissable.

Conventions in this work, given in Table 1.2, are relatively standard. Italics
indicate linguistic examples with known vowels; when such an example is given
in-line, it is accompanied by a gloss in parentheses and a free translation in single
quotes. Small caps are used to focus the definition of a key term, as well as for recur-
rent abbreviations. Single quotes are used for terminologies and for ‘scare quotes;’
this contrasts with direct quotations, for which double quotes are used. Finally, as
is conventional for linguists, specifically phonemic representations of language are
situated between two slashes, specifically phonetic representations between two
square brackets, and specifically orthographic representations between two angle
brackets.

In general, abbreviations used in interlinear glosses follow the typical Leipzig
Glossing Rules (Comrie, Haspelmath, and Bickel 2015). However, because there
is little in the way of a standard for representing non-binary approximations of
definiteness values, I avoid the standard abbreviations def and indef in favor of
the more nuanced set of abbreviations given in Table 1.3. Of these, the first five
(ad - sni) are directly borrowed from Dryer (2014), and the latter two are my own
additions; the exact semantics of these categories are described in chapter 2.8

Most linguistic examples are retranscribed from the original sources, some
of which reflect ZAL conventions, and some of which do not. Even among those
that do, there is some variation how certain phonemes are represented and the
8 Specifically, refer to §2.1.2.
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Table 1.3: Additional Glossing Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning
ad Anaphoric Definite
nd Non-Anaphoric Definite
psi Pragmatically Specific Indefinite
pni Pragmatically Non-Specific but Semantically Specific Indefinite
sni Semantically Non-Specific Indefinite
gna Generic/Abstract
nrp Non-Referential Predicate

degree to which morphological boundaries are indicated, and consistency within
this work calls for a degree of editorial leeway. As such, I have taken the liberty
of adapting transcriptions to the best of my ability, but at the same time have left
the actual morphosyntactic structure of the source utterances unchanged.

Where translation is concerned, I have likewise taken a degree of liberty to
edit and embellish authors’ original translations in order to maintain consistency
throughout this work, wherein translations of spoken Arabic are given in colloquial
American English.9 Some of the examples have not previously been translated into
English, in which case translations that appear here are original to this work. In
other cases, the original authors’ translations are given in a more formal register, or
do not otherwise highlight meanings that I feel are relevant to the current analysis,
so I have modified them. All translations herein should be considered to be altered
unless specifically noted to be original.

In all cases, I have attempted to give sufficient context – whether in the
examples themselves or surrounding descriptive prose – to support my semantic
analyses of given utterances (some of which differ from the original authors’); for
further examination, readers are encouraged to refer to the original sources, which
are cited beside the free translation. Any errors of transcription, translation, or
interpretation in this work, that said, are entirely my own.

9 For example, I consistently translate pragmatically specific indefinite (psi) articles with the
English indefinite ‘this’, as described in Ionin (2006).
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Chapter 2
Approaches

The aim of this chapter is to present a framework for understanding defi-
niteness and to show how that framework can be applied to the task of describing
Arabic varieties. To do so first requires that we probe the meaning of definite-
ness itself, which is taken in this work to be a cover term for a range of semantic
values that can be assigned to nominal referents, including those that are tradi-
tionally described as both ‘definite’ and ‘indefinite.’ The generic use of the term
is in keeping with other works, including Lyons’s (1999) aptly named Definiteness,
and is useful for the connotations it immediately invokes, not only for an English-
speaking reader, but also for anyone who has background in Arabic as a student,
scholar, or speaker. For this reason, it is maintained in the title of this work and
used throughout when speaking about its semantic subject matter in a holistic
sense.1

At the same time, the traditional model of definiteness that encompasses
only two possible variations (definite or indefinite) is insufficient for deep descrip-
tion. Theoretical and typological works of the past century – some of which are
discussed here – have established that human languages can in fact mark various
‘tiers’ of referentiality, many of which are distinct in ways that a binary model can-
not account for. To account for this variation, we must instead opt for a scalar (or
hierarchical) view of definiteness, in which its various ingredients can be isolated
from one another and identified as discrete concepts. The goal of the first section
of this chapter (§2.1) is to briefly walk the reader through these concepts and to
introduce a working theoretical model for approaching them.

Within the Arabic linguistics subfield, the problem of definiteness has seen
relatively little theoretical discussion, and a majority of works take the semantic
values of attested markers for granted or do not otherwise problematize them.2
The most thorough treatment of definiteness in Arabic to date is in Brustad (2000),
whose view of definiteness as a “continuum” (p. 18) along which speakers can
1 For clarity, I thus sometimes mention ‘true’ definiteness when referring to the restrictive seman-
tic notion of unique identifiability.

2 Refer to the issues described in §1.1.
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locate nominal referents – and in turn mark them with appropriate syntax – corre-
lates closely with the foundational assumptions of the current work. Section §2.2
discusses this and the few other relevant Arabic-specific works on definiteness, pro-
viding both a cursory review of the state of the field and an overview of common
structures encountered in the Arabic dialectology literature in an attempt to situate
issues within the present theoretical model.

A final methodological challenge involves a move from theory to applied
analysis. Even if we can describe definiteness on a conceptual level in a linguis-
tic variety for which semantic values are already known, the task of diagnosing
form-meaning correspondences in a variety for which they are not clearly estab-
lished poses difficulty. The final portion of this chapter (§2.3) stands as an orig-
inal contribution, proposing a set of strategies for diagnosing implied meanings,
where possible, from contextual and structural cues that appear in strategically
selected texts. Although not fully formalized, these guidelines are meant to serve
as a starting point for the semantic analysis to follow and a step toward a more
onomasiological view of Arabic grammar.

2.1 Beyond a Binary Model of Definiteness
That definiteness cannot be adequately envisioned as a binary feature has

been recognized in linguistic works for decades. Although authors have used dif-
ferent terms, some common threads run through all the works that have attempted
to model reference-marking systems in a cross-linguistically applicable way. The
most fundamental of these is the notion that all humans share underlying cognitive
representations of discourse entities and that it is only the means through which
these representations are overtly expressed (or not expressed) that differ from lan-
guage to language. While one language may mark a noun that meets the semantic
parameters of ‘definite’ with an article like English ‘the’, for example, and another
may leave a noun in the same context unmarked entirely, the noun remains se-
mantically definite in both languages. I take this as a basic truth: forms and their
distribution vary even where meaning remains constant.
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2.1.1 Problematizing the Binary Model
It is useful to begin with a short critique of the binary model of definiteness

because – although in an objective sense it is by no means a required ‘default’ –
it is a grammatical expectation set forth by the standard language culture (as per
Milroy 2001) of both English, the language in which this work is written, and
Arabic, the language on which it is focused. For this reason, the reality of English
itself serves as a useful bridge into the idea that multiple semantic categories can
in fact underly a system that is often described as dichotomous, and that forms to
which we typically assign a single meaning can in turn be polysemous, a fact that
becomes clear when we venture away from the standard language and recognize
the semantic restrictions of their colloquial pseudo-counterparts.

The binary model itself is not without some merit. In fact, it probably re-
flects one of the more common delineation points in grammatical expressions of
referentiality, especially when European languages are taken into account, and
does indeed seem to describe English well on a basic level. All speakers can agree,
for example, that the following are acceptable expressions in standard English:

(2) a. Sam wants to go see a movie.
b. Sam wants to go see the movie.

Based on this information alone, it is not inaccurate to say that two articles
are indeed sufficient to cover a full range of semantic values that can be expressed
for non-abstract singular English nouns. The marker ‘a(n)’ covers all those values
for which the speaker assumes that the listener cannot uniquely identify the ref-
erent ‘movie’; meanwhile the marker ‘the’ covers all values for which the speaker
assumes that the listener can. The two markers are mutually exclusive and cannot
co-occur, and their implied meanings stand in contrast to each other, indicating a
true dichotomy on the level of formal expressiveness.

At the same time, a closer examination shows that while we can map the
articles ‘a(n)’ and ‘the’ to specific types of meaning, it is indeed possible for further
semantic nuance to exist, unexpressed, under the surface. For the utterances in (2),
given without further discursive context, these semantics cannot be discovered.
When sufficient context is available, on the other hand, a new set of possibilities
arise, suggesting that the semantic values encompassed by ‘a(n)’ and ‘the’ actually
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represent a range of ‘subtypes’ of definiteness.

Subtypes of ‘Indefinite’
We can exemplify this claim for the category of ‘indefinite’ in English by

running a quick semantic test. Consider, for example, the brief exchanges in (3):
(3) a. Sam wants to go see a movie, do you want to come?

– Which movie?
It doesn’t matter, whatever’s playing.

b. Sam wants to go see a movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
I don’t know yet, but he’s going to tell me.

c. Sam wants to go see a movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
It’s the new Star Wars movie.

One notices here that although the focus construction ‘movie’ is identical
in all three exchanges, the referent ‘movie’ is not conceptualized in the same way.
In (3a), for example, the speaker’s second comment makes it clear that none of
the involved parties – whether the speaker, the listener, or Sam – can (or cares to)
uniquely identify the ‘movie’ in question; it is simply a generic reference to the
type of entity Sam wishes to see. This is in contrast with (3b), where the speaker
indicates that, although he cannot uniquely identify the ‘movie’, a third party can
(i.e. it is uniquely identifiable to someone). Finally, in (3c) it is clear that the
speaker has specific knowledge of the ‘movie’ sufficient to identify it. All three
examples share in the speaker’s assumption that the listener cannot identify the
‘movie’ – thus, it is grammatical to mark it with ‘a’ – but the marker alone cannot
account for further distinctions between these subtypes of ‘indefiniteness’.

It is worthy of note, however, that more informal varieties in English do
allow for such distinctions to be made. Consider the following exchanges, typical
of colloquial American speech:
(4) a. Sam wants to go see a movie, do you want to come?

– Which movie?
It doesn’t matter, whatever’s playing.
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b. Sam wants to go see some movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
I don’t know yet, but he’s going to tell me.

c. Sam wants to go see this movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
It’s the new Star Wars movie.

On a pragmatic level, the exchanges in (4) are equivalent to those in (3), but
on a formal level they are expressed differently. Here, we note that exchanges (4b)
and (4c) show the unique markers ‘some’ and ‘this’, in addition to the ‘a’ of (4a) that
is shared with the standard language. All three of these forms meet the conditions
of ‘indefinite;’ as in (3), the speaker here also assumes that the listener cannot
uniquely identify the referent nominal ‘movie’. Nonetheless, the forms ‘some’ and
‘this’ allow the speaker to provide a further degree of semantic specification: ‘some’
indicates that the speaker cannot identify the ‘movie’, but believes a third party
can;3 meanwhile, ‘this’ indicates that the speaker himself can identify the ‘movie’.
The speaker’s response to the question “which movie?” confirms each of these
implications.

This is not to say that ‘a’ cannot be used for all ‘indefinite’ meanings, as in
(3), in colloquial speech. Rather, these examples are meant to emphasize a few
crucial points. The first is that forms can be and often are polysemous, standing in
for multiple meanings simultaneously, as we see in the case of ‘a’, which is gram-
matical for what we have identified as three discrete tiers of referential meaning.
A second point is that multiple forms can and often do represent the same discrete
tiers of meaning, just as both ‘a’ and ‘this’ would be allowable for exchange (4c)
in colloquial American English. A third is that even if two forms can stand in for
one tier of meaning, these two forms do not necessarily share the same polysemy
across the board.

We can test this final observation by replacing ‘a’ in (3) with ‘some’ and
noting that the resulting exchanges, previously acceptable, become semantically
inappropriate:

(5) a. * Sam wants to go see some movie, do you want to come?
3 Note that this particular iteration of ‘some’ is stressed.
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– Which movie?
It doesn’t matter, whatever’s playing.

b. Sam wants to go see some movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
I don’t yet, but he’s going to tell me.

c. * Sam wants to go see some movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
It’s the new Star Wars movie.

The same is true of ‘this’, which can also becomes semantically inappropri-
ate when extended to tiers of meaning for which ‘a’ is acceptable:
(6) a. * Sam wants to go see this movie, do you want to come?

– Which movie?
It doesn’t matter, whatever’s playing.

b. * Sam wants to go see this movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
I don’t yet, but he’s going to tell me.

c. Sam wants to go see this movie, do you want to come?
– Which movie?
It’s the new Star Wars movie.

It is fair to say, then, that although they overlap with ‘a(n)’ for some indefi-
nite meanings, neither ‘some’ nor ‘this’ share its full polysemy; whereas ‘a’ covers
a wider range of meaning, ‘some’ and ‘this’ are restricted to a single semantic sub-
type. We may also note that, in the informal register, English ‘some’ and ‘this’ exist
in addition to the article ‘a(n)’ that is suitable for all registers. In this sense we may
consider them auxiliar markers of referentiality, contrasting with the otherwise
obligator ‘a(n)’.

Ultimately, what we have shown is that even while a contrastive category
‘indefinite’ can be theorized for English, there is room for semantic variability
within that same category, and we must recognize at least three subtypes of mean-
ing within it. The tier occupied by ‘this’ is well documented within the linguistic
literature, and Ionin (2006) convincingly argues that ‘this’ in colloquial English
should be seen as a ‘specific’ article. Meanwhile, the meaning expressed by stressed
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‘some’ has been described in Israel (1999) as ‘non-specific existential’, contrasting
with generic meanings where only the type of entity is important.4

Subtypes of ‘Definite’
We can problematize the semantic values associated with English article

‘the’, at least as it is expressed for singular non-abstract nouns, in a similar fashion.
To do so, we may consider the following examples:

(7) a. Did you know that the president will be visiting our state next week?
b. We heard there was a movie playing, so we went and saw it. Turns
out the movie wasn’t very good.

For both (7a) and (7b), the article ‘the’ signifies a shared semantic feature;
namely, the speaker assumes that the listener is able to uniquely identify the un-
derlined entity (‘president’ or ‘movie’). Although both utterances utilize the same
form, on an underlying semantic level they at not identical; the difference between
them can be explained in terms of why the speaker assumes the entity to be known
to the listener. In the case of (7a), the speaker can assume ‘the president’ to be
identifiable to the listener because they both, simply put, share the same social
reality; the president need not have been mentioned at any point previously in the
discourse. In (7b), by contrast, ‘the movie’ is only assumed to be identifiable to
the listener because it is already present in the discourse, introduced as ‘a movie’
(or alternative, ‘this movie’) in the preceding sentence.

Like with ‘a(n)’ above, we can highlight the inadmissibility of a claim of
semantic congruence between the two instances of ‘the’ highlighted (7) by consid-
ering acceptable auxiliary marking strategies for the same meaning. Compare, for
example, the following:

(8) a. Did you know that the president will be visiting our state next week?
b. We heard there was a movie playing, so we went and saw it. Turns
out that movie wasn’t very good.

4 Israel (1999, p. 170): “... while NPs formed with a/an or with zero can refer either existentially,
to an indefinite instance of a type ... or generically, to the type itself ... NPs with some only
allow non-generic readings.”
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The examples in (7) and (8) are semantically equivalent, but once again
they are not formally identical. For the ‘movie’ in question in (8b), a marker ‘that’
fulfills the same basic semantic role as ‘the’ in (7b), yielding a roughly equivalent
meaning. Nonetheless, the marker ‘that’ does not have the full semantic range
of ‘the’, as can be witnessed when we seek to use it in place of ‘the’ in the first
utterance:

(9) a. * Did you know that that president will be visiting our state next
week?

b. We heard there was a movie playing, so we went and saw it. Turns
out that movie wasn’t very good.

The resulting structure in (9a) is not ungrammatical, but it is semantically in-
appropriate and cannot be employed without changing the basic underlying mean-
ing of the utterance, because ‘that president’ can only refer to a ‘president’ that is
already present in the immediate discourse. At the same time, ‘the president’ can
refer to both types listener-identifiable (or definitely), meaning it is polysemous in
a way that ‘that’ is not for above examples.5

From this discussion we can see that the article ‘the’ in English clearly ful-
fills at least two discrete semantic functions that both fall under the umbrella of
‘definite’, even though it is a single form. These functions are in line with those
described by most typologists, summarized in Dryer (2005a, p. 154) as follows:

“There are, broadly speaking, two functions associated with def-
inite articles. One of these is an anaphoric function, to refer back
to something mentioned in the preceding discourse. The other is a
nonanaphoric function, to refer to something not mentioned in the pre-
ceding discourse but whose existence is something that the speaker as-
sumes is known to the hearer.”

Like with ‘a(n)’, it is a fair generalization to say that English has only one
obligatory article, ‘the’, for both of these functions; ‘that’, as we have seen, is
5 This is not to say that ‘that’ is not polysemous, for it indicates uniqueness not only within the
discursive environment by also the immediate physical environment, e.g. a person pointing as
they say “give me that mug!”
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an auxiliary marker that can presumably be used to explicitly distinguish the
anaphoric function from the nonanaphoric one. At the same time, there is noth-
ing that forbids a language from making this functional distinction obligatorily.
Schwarz (2009), for example, shows that German varieties have formal means for
marking this distinction, where a ‘strong article’ fulfilling the anaphoric function
contrasts with a ‘weak article’ fulfilling the nonaphoric one.

If we thus recognize the necessity of subdividing the category of ‘definite’ as
obligatorily expressed by ‘the’ into at least two subtypes, in the same way that we
propose subdividing ‘indefinite’ as expressed by ‘a(n)’ into three, we are left with
at least five tiers of discrete referential values that can be said to underlie nominal
referents. While this observation does not invalidate the binary model as a useful
concept, what it does suggest is that a neutral, meaning-focused approach should
consider a model that can account for all of these possible variations in meaning.

2.1.2 Models for Definiteness and Referentiality
Building upon the notion that multiple tiers of referentiality exist, previous

typological works have sought to establish appropriate models and terminologies
for describing these categories and the relationships between them. Among these
models we find some shared features; all, for example, recognize the basic notion
of polysemy and allow for forms that transverse multiple tiers of meaning. On
a terminological level, the macro-categories of ‘indefinite’ and ‘definite’ are also
fairly well agreed upon. Nonetheless some differences remain, particularly in re-
gard to the specific names for subtypes of these larger categories. Here I review a
few of these models in an effort to show how different approaches map onto each
other and explain why the final model, Dryer’s (2014) reference hierarch , is
the most appropriate choice for the current analysis.

The Wheel Model (Givón 1978)
Givón (1978, p. 298) proposes a six-tier “wheel” model for nominal mark-

ing that distinguishes six nominal statuses: (a) ‘referential definite’, (b) ‘referen-
tial indefinite’, (c) ‘referential nondefinite’, (d) ‘nonreferential object’, (e) ‘generic
predicate’, and (f) ‘generic subject’; the first and last of these categories, follow-
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Figure 2.1: Givón’s Wheel Model, for English (redrawn)
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 (d)
nonref
   -obj

ing the shape of a wheel, are assumed to border each other. Commenting on the
choice of a wheel and why the statuses arranged accordingly, Givón explains that
his choice is motivated by the observation that, while languages often use a single
surface form to simultaneously represent multiple semantic statuses, these statuses
are always contiguous: one would not, for example, expect to find a marker that
represents referential definites and referential non-definites to the exclusion of ref-
erential indefinites.

Givón’s application of the wheel model to standard English, a redrawing of
which can be seen in Figure 2.1, highlights how single forms can spread across
multiple semantic categories. All three of the primary forms he profiles – ‘the’, ‘a’,
and ‘∅+ pl’ – span at least two categories, and for one of the category of ‘generic
subject’, all three forms are possible. We can envision these distinctions in speech
via the following examples:6

(10) a. The dog [known to the speaker and listener] was barking.
b. A dog [known to the speaker] was barking.
c. A dog [not known to the speaker] was barking.
d. I saw a dog.
e. Spike is a dog. / Spike and Rocky are dogs.

6 These are my inventions based on my reading of Givón.
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f. The dog is a domesticated animal / A dog is a domesticated animal /
Dogs are domesticated animals.

There are a number of strengths in the wheel model. The recognition that
languages often use the same phonological form to represent multiple semantic
statuses, and that a model of referentiality should be able to account for this over-
lap, is one of Givón’s most important contributions. His observation that generic
uses of nouns, whether as subjects or predicates, can be uniquely marked is also
a valuable point that has perhaps not been given as much attention as it deserves
elsewhere; in addition, his recognition that marking patterns can vary for singular
and plural nouns is also astute.

At the same time, the model seems to be lacking in a few important aspects.
Some of Givón’s terminologies are difficult to grasp; it is not easily apparent to a
reader, for example, how one should interpret the difference between ‘indefinite’
and ‘nondefinite’.7 For the English model, some obvious markers are missing, most
conspicuously the ‘some + pl’ that would presumably overlap with ‘a’ for the ‘ref-
erential indefinite’ and ‘referential nondefinite’ meanings; similarly, the colloquial
English singular markers ‘this’ and ‘some’ (discussed in §2.1.1) are left unmen-
tioned. Perhaps a more fundamental issue, however, is that the wheel model lacks
a crucial categorical distinction between anaphoric and non-anaphoric definites.

The Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski 1993)
Another relevant model is Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski’s (1993) ‘Given-

ness Hierarchy’, which takes a broader view of referentiality by including not only
various nominal marking strategies but also subject and demonstrative pronouns.
The authors propose six ‘cognitive statuses’ that exist in a hierarchical relationship,
in the following order:

This model shows some overlap with Givón (1978), whose wheel could be
said to include statuses ranging from ‘uniquely identifiable’ (Givón’s ‘definite’) ‘to
type identifiable’ (Givón’s ‘non-referential object’); at the same time, it does not
break the intermediary tier (‘referential’) into two statuses as does Givón (‘referen-
tial indefinite’ and ‘referential nondefinite’). The authors introduce a key concept
7 Presumably, a ‘referential indefinite’ article is what might elsewhere be called ‘specific’, and a
‘referential nondefinite’ article is what might elsewhere be called ‘non-specific existential’.
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Table 2.1: The Givenness Hierarchy
in

focus > activated > familiar > uniquely
identifiable > referential > type

identifiable

it
that
this

this N
that the N indefinite this N a N

in their conceptualization of the relationship between statuses as a ‘hierarchy’,
which suggests that the discrete semantic values associated with a status accrete
as one moves from right to left. They also explicitly recognize indefinite ‘this’, ac-
counting for it as a ‘referential’ marker; it is not clear, however, how their model
would account for a distinction between indefinite ‘this’ and ‘some’.

Even if both the wheel and Givenness Hierarchy have their merits, then, nei-
ther model is ideal: although each manages to capture the semantic motivations
behind some marking strategies, it fails to do so for others. Givón’s wheel model
cannot account for cases where unstressed demonstratives are used for anaphoric
reference (‘the’ vs. ‘that’), its want for clear terminology makes the model inacces-
sible, and it lacks the advantage of capturing hierarchical relationships between
statuses. Meanwhile Gundel et al.’s model does not seem to be able to account
for a distinction between different types of referential indefinites, as seems to be
needed to explain the colloquial English markers ‘this’ and ‘some’ (as they occur
with singular nouns), and covers a range of referential statuses somewhat broader
than the focus of this study.

The Reference Hierarchy (Dryer 2014)
Fortunately, a recent model proposed in Dryer (2014) answers many of the

theoretical issues highlighted above, and in doing so stands out as a viable basis
for the characterizations made in this work. This model, which the author calls the
‘Reference Hierarchy’ and claims to have developed in response to comparative ty-
pological data on article systems collected for Dryer 2005a and Dryer (2005b), par-
allels previous ones by proposing a set of underlying semantic statuses that serve
as the basis for overt marking strategies. Like Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski
(1993), Dryer’s model provides for hierarchical relationships between successive
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semantic statuses, where each status can be seen to encompass all the descriptive
elements of those to its right:

“the reference hierarch : anaphoric definites > nonanaphoric def-
inites > pragmatically specific indefinites > pragmatically nonspecific
(but semantically specific) indefinites > semantically nonspecific indef-
inites”

At the same time, the model has some unique advantages. First, it is ter-
minologically accessible, a point made by Dryer (2014, pp. e242-e243) himself;
by maintaining the readily understood terms ‘definite’ and ‘indefinite’ but subdi-
viding them with further descriptive terminology, the model maintains some of
the distinctions described in earlier work while simultaneously allowing for nec-
essary nuance. In addition, each of the five tiers of the Reference Hierarchy are
assigned abbreviations, given in Table 2.2. This yields a key practical advantage
over other models by providing a built-in means for shorthand reference to the
semantic concepts that are the focus of this work, not only in narrated prose, but
also in interlinear glosses.

Table 2.2: Dryer’s Terms & Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning
ad Anaphoric Definite
nd Non-Anaphoric Definite
psi Pragmatically Specific Indefinite
pni Pragmatically Non-Specific but Semantically Specific Indefinite
sni Semantically Non-Specific Indefinite

The semantic statuses indicated in the Reference Hierarchy are familiar.
Dryer breaks the single category that Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993) call
‘uniquely identifiable’ and Givón (1978) calls ‘referential definite’ into two sta-
tuses, making a distinction between anaphoric and nonanaphoric referents that
are uniquely identifiable. In addition, he subdivides what Gundel et al. would
give as a single status ‘referential’ by differentiating a ‘pragmatically specific in-
definite’ status from a ‘pragmatically nonspecific (but semantically specific)’ one,
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which would seem to account for language varieties that have more than one mark-
ing strategy for referential indefinites. These parallel Givón’s ‘referential indefinite’
and ‘referential nondefinite’ categories, but are defined in more exacting language.
My own summary of the resulting categories’ respective semantic connotations is
as follows:

• ad describes a unique entity, known to the speaker, that is assumed to be
retrievable for the listener because it is already actively present in the imme-
diate discourse

• nd describes a unique entity, known to the speaker, that is assumed to be
retrievable for the listener because it is unique within the shared world of
the speaker and listener

• psi describes a unique entity, known to the speaker, that is assumed not to
be retrievable for the listener, but about which the speaker is able to provide
further information

• pni describes a unique entity, known to neither the speaker nor the listener,
about which the speaker believes further information is available but is not
able to provide personally

• sni describes a non-unique entity, known neither to the speaker nor the lis-
tener, that the speaker sees as interchangeable with any other entity of its
type

Like the other models, Dryer’s representation of referentiality is arranged
so as to account for discrete markers that are used for overt representation of
more than one semantic status; confirming other authors’ impressions, he remarks
that in all of the languages he has examined these categories are contiguous. As
an example, Dryer’s representation of English (p. e238) gives a a definite article
(presumably ‘the’) that spans both the ad and nd categories, contrasting with an
indefinite article (presumably ‘a’) that spans the psi, pni, and sni categories. I use
a diagram inspired by Dryer’s own representations to show how single forms can
span multiple semantic statuses; an interpreted version of Dryer’s representation
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for English that uses this diagram is in Figure 2.2. Here, we can see how the English
articles ‘the’ and ‘an’ both subsume multiple tiers of the hierarchy:8

Figure 2.2: Reference Hierarchy for English

ad nd psi pni sni

the- a(n)-

The Reference Hierarchy provides a relatively straightforward and standard-
ized means of representing the core referential values that can be associated with
nominal elements and the forms that co-occur with them, and also carries some
advantages over other models. For these reasons I see it appropriate to adopt it as
the core model for semantic analysis in this work, and it is his abbreviations that
are maintained in glosses and used in discussion throughout this text. In addition,
the above diagram is used repeatedly as a means of summarizing findings into a
condensed model for easy comparison.

2.1.3 The Reference Hierarchy in Extended Application
Dryer’s Reference Hierarchy serves as a valuable starting point for a cat-

egorization of semantic statuses that looks beyond the notions of ‘definite’ and
‘indefinite’. At the same time, Dryer limits its application to only the obligatory
articles that describe singular nouns, a fact that I see as a bit of an oversight. It
is my feeling that a deeper, more discerning portrayal of definiteness should con-
sider the totality of structures than can compose a noun phrase. On one hand,
this requires extending the model to accommodate auxiliary markers; on another,
it prompts us to consider whether different arrangements entirely may be possi-
ble for plural nouns and nominal attributes. Here I briefly identify some of these
structures, exploring how the Reference Hierarchy can be conceptually extended
for greater analytical depth.
8 I used a preposed or postposed hyphen to indicate the relative syntactic position of the marker
to the noun; this convention is meant to be agnostic toward the precise morphosynctactic status
of the marker (as a morpheme, clitic, or freestanding word).
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Auxiliary Markers
Dryer’s own representation of English, interpreted in Figure 2.2, yields a

relatively simplistic model of the language, assuming only two articles. While this
is indeed reflective of more standardized registers, the real strength of his frame-
work becomes apparent when it is used to represent the colloquial markers earlier
discussed. In Figure 2.3, I give my own expansion of Dryer’s model, featuring a
number of additions:

Figure 2.3: Reference Hierarchy for English (with auxiliary articles)

ad nd psi pni sni

the- a(n)-
(this-)

(some-)(that-)

None of these additional strategies are obligatory; for this reason I place
them in parentheses, given as alternatives to the ‘default’ markers ‘the’ or ‘a(n)’
that are obligatory in their absence. The reasoning behind my additions are as
follows:

• A marker ‘that’ fulfills the essential function of an anaphoric definite (ad) ar-
ticle by marking a referent that the speaker assumes to be accessible because
it is already present in the discourse; as discussed in §2.1.1, it exists as an aux-
iliary strategy on top of an obligatory ‘the’ and cannot fulfill a non-anaphoric
(nd) function.

• A marker ‘this’, described in Ionin (2006) as a type of indefinite article that
denotes ‘specificity’, fulfills the essential function of a pragmatically specific
indefinite (psi) article by marking a referent that the speaker can uniquely
identify but the listener cannot; it exists as an auxiliary strategy on top of an
obligatory ‘a(n)’, but cannot fulfill a pni or sni function.

• A marker ‘some’ fulfills the essential function of a pragmatically non-specific
but semantically specific indefinite (pni) article by marking a referent that
a speaker cannot or does not care to personally identify with certainty, but
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nonetheless views as unique from others of its kind (i.e. sees as uniquely
identifiable in essence, but not in practice)

Of these, the inclusion of ‘some’ is probably the most contestable addition,
as it would seem to contradict Dryer’s (2014, pp. e239-e240) own statement that
“articles that specifically encode pragmatically nonspecific but semantically spe-
cific indefinites” are unattested, and that he is “not aware of any language where
both notions of specificity are relevant to articles in the language, where the dis-
tinction between pragmatically specific and nonspecific is relevant to the use of
one article, but the distinction between semantically specific and nonspecific is
relevant to the use of another article.”

Nonetheless, I argue that these distinctions are precisely what are at work
in the grammatical operation of ‘some’ with singular nouns in English – which Is-
rael (1999) describes as a ‘non-specific’ but ‘existential’ indefinite – and that we
can in fact identify other languages that mark this tier uniquely. Kagan (2011),
for example, argues that while the key element of pragmatic specificity (as would
be inherent to a psi status) is speaker identifiability, it is also possible to exclu-
sively mark referents that are unique but unknown to the speaker (i.e. are only
semantically specific, or pni). An example she gives from Russian is the following:9

(11) Maša
masha

xochet
wants

vyjti
marry

-zamuž
-inf

za
to

kakogoto
some

šveda
swede

‘Masha wants to marry some Swede’ (Kagan 2011, p. 84)

Kagan shows that an appropriate reading of (11) allows that while the
Swede in question cannot be identified by the speaker, still “there is a particular
Swede whom Masha wants to marry,” and “the sentence does not have a reading
according to which Masha is ready to marry any Swede.” Because the referent is
not identifiable to the speaker, the marker kakogoto cannot be a psi marker; at the
same time, it cannot be a sni marker because the referent ‘Swede’ cannot stand in
for any of its type. I see this as fair reason to claim to that Russian does have an
exclusive pni marker, and that its English equivalent, which Kagan gives as ‘some’,
can stand as one too. In other words, I take Dryer’s given category of pni to be
9 I have attempted to clarify some glossing inconsistencies here.
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equivalent to that of a ‘non-specific existential’, as seen in Israel’s (1999) analysis
of English ‘some’.

In the Arabic varieties that are the focus of this work, we also find a number
of auxiliary markers. I follow the same conventions for these, giving them in
parentheses alongside obligatory markers and showing, where possible, how they
can lend additional clarity to particular semantic readings.

Plural Markers
The potential variability of marking strategies for plural nouns is another

point that should be considered. It is generally accepted that for some languages,
singular and plural head nouns have unique and non-interchangeable articles or
markers; one may consider, for example, how in English ‘an apple’ is grammatical
but ‘an apples’ is not. Similarly, English plurals may be grammatically zero-marked
(‘he wants apples’), but singulars may not (‘he wants apple’). Meanwhile, by con-
trast, uses of ‘the’ are roughly parallel for both singular and plurals (‘he wants the
apple ~ apples’). It is apparent that two independent, but partially overlapping,
systems are at play.

I propose that we can deal with such incongruences by representing plural
markers independently along the Reference Hierarchy. An example is Figure 2.4,
in which I give my interpretation of the article system that is unique to English
plurals in a visualized format that can be easily compared to the singulars given in
Figure 2.3. Some contrasts are easily identified. On the basic level of obligatory
markers, for example, we note that plural nouns have not two possibile marking
types – in the way that singular nouns have either obligatory ‘the’ or ‘a(n)’ – but
rather three types (‘the’, ‘sm’, and zero-marking).10 The representation also ac-
counts for the auxiliary ad marker ‘those’ (parallel to the singular ‘that’) and psi
marker ‘these’ (parallel to the singular ‘this’).

Of the plural markers represented in Figure 2.4, those that co-occur with ad
and nd statuses (the ‘definite’ markers) are relatively self-explanatory, paralleling
10 Note that the article ‘some’ here is unstressed, and thus represented as ‘sm’, following Israel
(1999). It contrasts with stressed ‘some’ as an article that occurs with singulars, as well as
stressed ‘some’ as a partitive that occurs with plural and non-count nouns (contrasting with
‘all’).
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Figure 2.4: Marking of English Plurals

ad nd psi pni sni

the- sm- ∅
(these-)(those-)

the respective functions of obligatory ‘the’ and auxiliary ‘that’ for singular nouns.
The indefinite statuses are somewhat less accessible, but can be elucidated with
the following examples:

(12) a. Sam’s giving away sm books (~ these books), do you want any?.
– Which books?
A couple of chemistry textbooks, and one for biology.

b. Sam’s giving away sm books, do you want any?.
– Which books?
I don’t know, you should ask him!

c. Sam’s giving away books, do you want any?
– No, I’ve got enough books already.

In exchange (12a), we can see from the initial speaker’s response that he
is able to uniquely identify the books in question; accordingly, either ‘some’ or
‘these’ is acceptable as a psi marker. In (12b), by contrast, the speaker cannot
uniquely identify the books himself, but can imply that someone else can; the only
appropriate pni marker is thus ‘some’. Finally, in (12c), the unmarked noun ‘books’
is sufficient to imply that the only function of the noun is to provide the type of
entity being given away; without any semantic specification, plurals of a status sni
are thus zero-marked.

The latter distinction – between pni and sni plurals – is an interesting one
theoretically. Although it is tempting to propose that there is little semantic dif-
ference between sentences such as ‘I want some apples’ and ‘I want apples’, I hold
that in the former ‘apples’ carries a pni status and in the latter a sni status. This
difference can be explained by observing the function of the unstressed marker
‘some,’ which limits the referent ‘apples’ to a real-world, quantifiable set. I argue
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that this individuating function contributes to a sort of semantic (though not prag-
matic) specificity, meaning ‘sm’ acts as a pni marker for plurals.11 Meanwhile, the
zero-marked ‘apples’ refers only to the class of the entity – ‘apples’ in opposition
to ‘oranges’ – and carries no semantic specificity, the hallmark of an sni status.

The observation that marking strategies for singular and plural nouns do
not necessarily pattern together is relevant for Arabic as well. Moroccan Arabic,
for example, has an obligatory psi marker wāḥəd (l-) for singular nouns (wāḥəd
r-rājəl ’a [certain] guy’), but for plural psi nouns waḥəd (l-) is only an optional and
relatively infrequent counterpart to the otherwise obligatory ši (waḥəd n-nas ~ši
nas ‘some [certain] people’ (see §5.1). Because plurality can be seen as a variable
in the choice of marking strategy, the analysis herein treats plural head nouns
independently from singular nouns; the same strategy is in place for mass and
other non-count nouns.

Generic Subjects and Predicates
Another way in which the Reference Hierarchy can be conceptually ex-

tended is through inclusion of generic and predicate nominals. Dryer (2014, pp.
e235-e236) mentions these categories, noting that they should be included in “a
more complete classification of noun phrases;” he also relates that “true predicate
nominals are most commonly coded the same way as semantically nonspecific in-
definites, while generics are coded like either semantically nonspecific indefinites
or nonanaphoric definites.” This is readily apparent in the English examples below,
where ‘the’ and ‘a’ alternate as markers of generic singular subjects overlap with
the respective ad and sni markers (13a) and (13b), and generic singular predicates
are marked in a way identical to sni nouns with ‘a’ (13c).
(13) a. The wolf is an effective predator.

b. A wolf is a four-legged animal.
c. The animal you saw was a wolf.
Because the marking of generics and predicates represents a possible point

of formal variation between Arabic dialects, it is useful to note these patterns where
11 This is more apparent when the focus noun occurs with a verb that is not time-bounded; consider
that ‘I like apples’ is grammatical whereas ‘I like sm apples’ (with unstressed some) is not.
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possible. There is extant evidence that, while most Arabic dialects mark generics
like nd nouns and predicates like sni, some do treat these categories independently
in one way or the other. Moroccan, for example, allows a marker l- with certain
sni constructions (ʿnd-u l-wəld (have-3msg sni-boy) ‘he has a boy’), but disallows
it with generic predicates (huwa wəld (3msg boy) ‘he’s a boy’). Other somewhat un-
expected patterns for generic subjects are evident in Khuzistani Arabic and Maltese
(see §5.3.1); from a diachronic standpoint there is also evidence, given in Al-Jallad
(2015, p. 79), that some ancient varieties of Arabic did not mark generics but did
mark semantically definite nouns. For these reasons it seems inaccurate to simply
assume that Arabic simply treats generic entities similarly across the board.

At the same time, I am not aware of any varieties of Arabic (or other lan-
guages) for which generic subjects or predicates are marked with entirely unique
forms that are exclusive to other tiers of the Reference Hierarchy; in other words,
they nearly always map onto an existing tier and mirror its forms. In this light, I see
it sufficient for the time being not to treat generic subjects and predicates as an in-
dependent tier, but to make note of any departures from the common arrangement
wherein subjects pattern with nd and predicates pattern with sni.

A final theoretical point regarding generics is that it is possible cross-linguist-
ically for plurals to act generically, whether as subjects or objects.12 In the object
position, the generic plural is semantically indistinguishable from a plural noun sni
status, in that it refers only to a class of entities without any further individuation.
This does not mean that all sni plurals are generic – imagine, for example, a server
asking “do you want carrots or peas?” while pointing at two meal options – but
that sni plurals in contexts that are not limited to a specific instance can also be
read as generic, resulting in semantic ambiguity.13

Nominal Attributes
In addition to the above considerations, we may observe that it is typical in

Arabic for the referential status of the head noun to have bearing on the subsequent
marking of accompanying attributes. Views on how these structures should be
12 Consider ‘Dogs are four-legged animals’ and ‘I like dogs’.
13 A fact that I believe has diachronic implications in Arabic; see discussion throughout and sum-
mary in §6.1.2.
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interpreted are given in §2.2.2; for the time being, however, it sufficient to say
that there are three primary attribute types with which we are concerned here: (1)
adjectival attributes, (2) clausal attributes, and (3) genitive attributes. Of these,
the first two have been the subject of many claims that they ‘agree’ with the head
noun in definiteness, implying that if the head noun has a certain marker, the
attribute will also have one.

My data, on the other hand, shows that these claims are not consistently ac-
curate across the Arabic dialect landscape, and that it is in fact possible for nominal
attributes to be marked separately from the head noun. This raises a theoretical
concern that parallels the question of how to represent different marking strategies
for singular and plural head nouns, which may – but do not necessarily – pattern
in the same way across all categories. I thus answer it similarly, by proposing that
nominal attributes also be represented independently along the Reference Hierar-
chy. It is not appropriate to model this distinction with English, which does not
have referentiality of the head noun as a conditioning factor for attributes,14, but in
an effort to give attributive structures their due I have given each type a dedicated
section in each Arabic case study in this work.

Other Structures
Finally, we may use the Reference Hierarchy to conceptualize the semantic

rules that underlie use of other types of linguistic structures. One of the more com-
mon of these is the pronoun system itself. Third person pronouns such as English
‘he’ and ‘she’ fulfill the same semantic function that an ad-marked noun does, al-
lowing the speaker to indicate a referent that is believed to already be present and
uniquely identifiable in the shared discourse.15 So-called ‘indefinite pronouns,’ by
contrast, indicate existential referents that the speaker does not believe the listener
can identify. In English, the word ‘someone’ serves as an indefinite article for an-
imates. Nonetheless, in the same way that we can identify subtypes of indefinite
articles, I hold that we can also identify subtypes of indefinite pronouns. Consider,
14 For example, adjectival attributes in English are unchanged in form regardless of the head noun’s
status: ‘the green house’; ‘a green house’.

15 There is no grammaticalized pronominal equivalent to nd nouns, the closest parallel to which
I imagine would simply be the entire category of ‘proper nouns.’
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for example, the two exchanges in (14):
(14) a. Someone knocked on our door today.

– Who?
It was your friend Sam, remember him?

b. Someone knocked on our door today.
– Who?
I don’t know, they were gone before I got to the door.

Although both of the exchanges in (14) have an indefinite pronoun ‘some-
one’ as a referent, on a semantic level they are distinct. In (14a), the speaker
can uniquely identify the referent, a fact that becomes apparent in the speaker’s
response to the listener’s followup question. In (14b), by contrast, the speaker can-
not uniquely identify the referent, even though that referent is a distinct individual.
In this sense, the indefinite pronoun ‘someone’ in (14a) fulfills the semantic func-
tion of a common noun with a psi article, whereas the same word in (14b) fulfills
the function of a noun with a pni article.

We may note that there is often a degree of formal overlap between indefi-
nite pronouns and markers for indefinite head nouns. In English, for example, the
element ‘some’ occurs both with the indefinite pronoun (‘I saw someone’) and pni
head nouns (‘I saw some guy’). In Arabic, we often observe the same phenomenon;
some Iraqi varieties, for example, have fadd- as a combined psi/pni marker and
fadd- wāḥəd as a psi/pni pronoun (see §4.3.1). For other dialects, psi and pni pro-
nouns are more formally distinct; note, for example, that Hassaniya dialects have
psi wāḥəd and pni ḥadd (§3.1.4).16 While indefinite pronouns are not the core
focus of this work, the fact that they display similar forms and seem to be condi-
tioned by the same semantic factors as psi and pni head nouns has encouraged me
to note them under ‘further observations’ for each dialect.

2.2 Approaching Arabic
In the above section we have seen how definiteness can be described as a

scalar, non-binary feature and seen some relevant models for conceptualizing this
16 Note that for semantic reasons there cannot be a pronominal equivalent of an sni common noun,
which by definition cannot refer to a distinct or individuated entity.
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fact; furthermore, we have seen how the Reference Hierarchy is a suitable frame-
work for comparative work on definiteness, and how its basic concepts can be
extended for deeper analysis. In this section I discuss how this theoretical frame-
work can be brought into Arabic. First, I briefly overview some existing approaches
to definiteness in Arabic, as found in previous literature, attempting along the
way to interface their theoretical assumptions and terminological choices with the
model explored above. Second, I overview some common Arabic structures and
subject them to a cursory re-examination as a means of bringing them into a more
semantically-focused view.

2.2.1 Previous Views
Works that treat definiteness in Arabic explicitly, or at least touch on aspects

of it substantially, can be subdivided into two primary types. The first of these
types adopts a ‘comparative’ view, looking at a semantic concept (or set of them)
across a number of Arabic varieties, with a focus on comparison and contrast. The
second type are ‘single-variety focused,’ looking at a semantic concept (or set of
them) within a given variety. The current work, which seeks to identify variation
within Arabic on the whole, falls more broadly into the first type; at the same
time, its primary case studies mirror the scope of those works that have addressed
patterns in individual varieties.

Comparative Works
The most substantial related work on definiteness in Arabic, and the one

that most closely parallels the current one in spirit, is Brustad’s (2000) The Syntax
of Spoken Arabic. Brustad’s work provides a broad review of linguistic features in
a limited set of varieties (Syrian, Egyptian, Moroccan, and Kuwaiti); this project,
inversely, aims for deeper analysis of a limited set of features in a slightly broader
range of varieties. There nonetheless remains a large degree of overlap between
the two studies, making the earlier one a particularly important launching point
for the current one.

One of the key themes in Brustad is the author’s insistence that definiteness
should not be viewed as a binary feature, but rather a continuum along which
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nouns are placed according to the degree of ‘individuation’ or ‘salience’ they carry
(p. 26). This outlook is generally in keeping with the perspectives we have ex-
plored in §2.1. Nonetheless, Brustad is not as eager as I have been to identify
explicit categories, instead opting for a more multivariate analysis that, she ad-
mits, implies a degree of ‘vagueness’. Her notion of an ‘individuation continuum’
draws heavily on Khan (1984), who posits ‘individuation’ as a discrete feature of
the noun to which a number of sub-features – among them quantity, agency, promi-
nence, specificity, and definiteness itself – contribute. The sheer number of these
sub-features, many of which are co-dependent, but any of which can in theory be
emphasized, suggest a more fluid continuum and blurrier lines between semantic
categories than models such as the Reference Hierarchy would allow for.

That said, Brustad’s perspective is not necessarily at odds with the more
restrictive five-tier model that we have outlined here. In fact, it probably captures
some of the motivating factors that would push speakers to use what I have de-
scribed here as ‘auxiliary’ markers, which indeed do seem to be used to convey an
additional degree of prominence, agency, or quality when a speaker decides the
grammatically obligatory marker itself is not sufficient to do so. Thus, while I see
obligatory marking strategies for each of the five semantic tiers as a direct func-
tion of ‘who knows what’ in the mind of the speaker, auxiliary markers enable the
speaker to call additional attention to ‘what stands out’, or what deserves individu-
ation beyond that implied by the default marker. Like Brustad, I do not believe we
can fully quantify the cognitive factors behind these choices at the present time,
but it is useful to consider them.

On a terminological level, Brustad maintains the commonly understood no-
tion of ‘definite’ as descriptive of an entity uniquely known to both the speaker
and the listener; this corresponds with the present categories of ad and nd. She
does not, on the other hand, accept ‘indefinite’ as a purely oppositional category
to ‘definite’, and instead draws a contrast between true indefinites, which have
no referential values (our sni), and a middle range along the continuum, covering
entities that are unknown to the listener but still individuated, called ‘indefinite-
specific.’ From my reading of Brustad, her notion of indefinite-specific includes
both the categories psi and pni, although they are not explicitly differentiated as
such. Where she sees ‘new topic’ markers – often variations on a number wāḥid
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‘one’ – as functional category, for example, I see a subsidiary reading of a psi sta-
tus: when an entity about which a speaker has unique knowledge is introduced
into the discourse, it is likely to be adopted as a new topic, but does not necessar-
ily have to be. Elsewhere, what she calls a ‘referential indefinite article’ – such
as ši in Moroccan and Syrian – seems to refer only to pragmatically non-specific
(pni) statuses. Thus, while Brustad convincingly establishes that spoken Arabic
can mark intermediate meanings that are neither definite or indefinite, her own
data benefits from further sorting via the Reference Hierarchy model.

Brustad tends to follow other works in calling variants of the Arabic marker
(a)l- ~ (i)l- a definite article, but her analysis suggests that in some dialects this
marker can be used with nouns that are not easily understood as definite.17 Else-
where (p. 115), she suggests that even where (a)l- ~ (i)l- does function as a definite
article, it is not the sole marker than can be used with definites. For three of the
four main dialects in her study, she identifies “unstressed demonstrative articles”
that can also be used for anaphoric – rather than spacial – reference, adding an
additional layer of specification to the ‘definite’ feature of the noun; within our
current framework we can identity such constructions as auxiliary ad marking
strategies. Arabic dialects clearly display diversity in their use of demonstratives
for anaphoric reference; Egyptian, for example, does not use them, while Moroc-
can uses a distal demonstrative in addition to the proximal demonstrative that is
also found in Syrian and Kuwaiti.

In short, the key takeaway from Brustad is that definiteness in the Arabic
varieties – even the ‘core’ dialects of the contiguous Arabic-speaking world – cannot
be see seen as a unitary feature. This conclusion is undoubtedly in accord with
the current project, which seeks not only to further highlight this diversity but to
introduce a more concrete means of representing it; in the latter sense, its choice of
forgoing the multivariate ‘individuation continuum’ analysis in favor of the more
limited – but, I believe, helpful – Reference Hierarchy model is where it differs
from Brustad.

I am not aware of any other works that have engaged definiteness on a com-
parative level with as deep a semantic/pragmatic focus as Brustad. Most other
works are, as described in §1.1.2, very form-focused (or semasiological). Nonethe-
17 For example, see comments on Moroccan in §5.1.1
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less, an excellent survey of ‘indefinite’ markers is Mion (2009), which provides a
well-sourced summary of a wide range of markers in three macro-regions, namely
Mesopotamia, the Maghreb, and the Near East; he also attempts to provide a pre-
liminary diachronic typology, claiming that older indefinite-marking strategies are
nominally postposed (-in, -mā) while newer ones are preposed (wāḥid-, fard-, ši-).
Less clear are the semantic parameters that guide the use of the ‘indefinite’ mark-
ers, which one may assume do vary from dialect to dialect, and possibly require
the use of multiple markers in a single variety. One can also pose a preliminary
challenge to Mion’s diachronic typology by noting that a number of varieties do
seem to have a postposed indefinite marker of newer provenance.18 Not unaware
of these issues, he concludes with the remark:

Pour trouver les raisons qui ont porté à developper des articles indéfi-
nis à partir de certains éléments, nous pourrions supposer que si ces
éléments entrent en fonction, ils créent une référentialité par rapport
au nom auquel ils sont affixes. Cette hypothèse, toutefois, demanderait
une enquête avec des corpus des différentes variétés dialectales. (Mion
2009, p. 229)

Although the current work cannot cover as wide a range of dialects as Mion,
it takes a step in the direction of a corpus-based study by examining the semantics
of indefiniteness in context. In addition, it builds on the idea of looking at defi-
niteness through a typological lens, even if this is based less on syntactic features
than it is on semantic patterning.

Works on Single Varieties
Studies on definiteness in individual Arabic varieties are also relatively

sparse, though a few can be pinpointed. In Turner (2013), which is in many ways a
precursor to the current work, I expand upon Brustad’s (2000) observations about
Moroccan Arabic, arguing that what has elsewhere been called a ‘definite article’
18 Some examples are rajul wāhid (man psi) ‘a [certain] man’ in the Arabic of Chad (Abu Absi and
Sinaud 1968, p. 214) and mnaǧǧam-ən -wēḥət (astrologer-psi -psi) ‘a [certain] astrologer’ in the
Arabic of southeastern Anatolia (Lahdo 2009, p. 95). For the former see (28) below; for the
latter see §4.3.1.
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l- cannot be described as such on a functional basis alone; reframing the argument
in terminologies of the current study, my charge is that l- co-occurs not only with
‘definite’ ad and nd statuses but also with ‘indefinite’ psi and sni statuses. In ad-
dition, I argue that Moroccan – which has two ‘indefinite articles’ wāḥəd and ši –
maintains a distinction between indefinite referential entities that are unique in
the world but not discourse-relevant and those that are both unique and discourse-
relevant. In the current framework, these are described as psi and pni articles,
respectively. Further work on Moroccan is also available in Caubet 1983b, 1983a,
though Caubet does not seem as ready to abandon l- as a definite article. Moroccan
Arabic is treated more thoroughly in §5.1.

In a similar fashion, Fabri’s (2001) work on definiteness marking in Maltese
gives ample evidence that the marker l- is governed by dialect-specific syntactic
rules, serving as to yet another example of a variety in which l- does not pattern
along the lines of the expected standard model. Although Fabri provides evidence
that l- does act as a definiteness marker for head nouns, the same phonological
form cannot be said to be a definiteness marker where it precedes adjectives; the
author’s explanation is that it is only used when there is a choice of referent (i.e.
the noun is not generic). The study is significant for the current project in that it
not only provides a thorough description of definiteness marking in a particular
variety, which is the sort of work the dissertation hopes to catalyze throughout the
field, but also one that is at odds with usual assumptions about the form-meaning
correspondences of the article al- and its etymological counterparts. Fabri’s obser-
vations are put into further context in §5.3.1.

A final investigation of definiteness in a primarily spoken variety is Belyayeva
(1997), whose treatment of Palestinian Arabic might best be described as an explo-
ration of correspondences between discursive structure and the underlying mean-
ings of nouns that occur alongside them. In her article, she makes the case that the
Givenness Hierarchy – as described in §2.1.2 – is a suitable model for the cognitive
processes through which speakers perceive how ‘known’ an entity is, and uses the
hierarchy to explain formal restrictions (and apparent exceptions to them) that are
known to exist in the dialect. One of her most interesting findings is that, in Pales-
tinian Arabic, the semantic status of a noun interacts with word order; SVO word
order, for example, is disallowed with ‘type identifiable’ (sni) nouns, but when
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the noun is modified with an attribute, and thus ‘referential’ (psi), it becomes al-
lowable. Belyayeva also uses the Givenness Hierarchy to explain the cognitive
processes behind the appearance of marked relativized structures with head nouns
that are indefinite, a phenomenon also described in Brustad (2000, p. 93-99) but
traditional descriptions of Arabic grammar would consider ungrammatical. One
of the key values of Belyayeva’s work, then, is in recognizing that the underlying
semantic status of a noun need not be expressed solely via affixes, but can be im-
pact other discursive structures as well; this concept is similar to the one I espouse
as a diagnostic tool in the present work (see §2.3).

Beyond the above, nearly all other work that has treated definiteness in
Arabic has described either Classical Arabic or its close cousin, Modern Standard
Arabic. Among these, two recent works stand out for their commendable view of
this domain as worthy of in-depth, theoretically informed study. The first of these
is Kashgary’s (2015) semantic profile of the Arabic article al- in Classical Arabic,
which also challenges the notion of definiteness as a binary feature. Following
Chesterman (2005), Kashgary argues that definiteness should instead be seen as
scalar, and shows that al- is used to mark the a range of discrete meanings, in-
cluding both ‘exophoric’ and ‘homophoric’ definiteness, corresponding respectively
with ‘true’ definiteness that refers to a unique individual and generic definiteness
that refers to concept. The author’s observation that al- can span a range of a
semantic continuum, much like the one Brustad envisions and we have discussed
previously, again problematizes the notion of a unitary ‘definite article;’ in addi-
tion, the article is helpful as a reference for traditional Arabic terminologies for the
various semantic connotations of al-, many of which seem to have been forgotten
in modern scholarship that assumes a single definition for ‘definiteness.’19 Kash-
gary thus stands out as a worthy effort at reframing Arabic grammar in a more
meaning-focused light; nonetheless, because I have not encountered any formal
grammatical categories that cannot be accounted for with the ad/nd distinction
offered by the Reference Hierarchy, I have not attempted to bring Kashgary’s ter-
minologies into the present work.
19 Among these are terms for different sub-meanings of the definite article al-, including al-

dhihniyya ‘mental’, al-ḥuḍūriyya ‘presence-indicating’, al-dhikriyya ‘endophoric’, istighrāq ḥaqīqī
‘true inclusiveness’, al-māhiyya ‘generic-ness’ and istighrāq majāzī ‘metaphoric inclusiveness’,
where the first three are considered types of exophora, and the latter three types of homophora.
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Finally, a recent dissertation by Jaber (2014) overlaps fairly well with Kash-
gary, and shares many of the same theoretical assumptions, primary among them
the notion that meaning exists independent of form and should be treated as such.
Jaber’s primary interest is in the expression of genericity, for which he argues that
traditional views – which have described all instances of generic nouns as ‘defi-
nite,’ and insisted they are obligatorily marked with ʾl- – are ultimately untenable
when confronted with a broad set of linguistic data. Instead, he argues that, on
a theoretical level, some generics that have been classed as ‘definite’ actual align
more closely on a semantic level with indefinites, despite having al-; in addition,
he gives evidence that it is in fact possible for generic nouns to be zero-marked.
Although Jaber’s work is much more focused on a single theoretical category – and
one to which I, admittedly, do not pay as much attention here – it is thus quite
similar to the present work in both methodology and outlook, using contextualized
data to challenge ingrained, traditional perspectives and cast new theoretical light
on previously attested structures.

2.2.2 Semantic Views of Common Structures
To a non-specialist, the Arabic linguistics literature can sometimes be diffi-

cult to access, a result of the proliferation of field-specific terms and assumptions
about the readership. Here, I introduce some of the key concepts within Arabic
grammar as they relate to this work, at the same time taking the opportunity to
move away from the traditional, syntax-centered view and toward a more meaning-
focused account.

The Arabic ‘Article’
The Arabic dialectology literature ubiquitously recognizes an ‘article’ (often

‘definite article’), common to most varieties of Arabic, that is prefixed to nominal
elements under particular semantic and syntactic conditions.20 In a majority of
varieties this article has a primary allomorph in the vicinity of non-coronal conso-
nants that is characterized by the presence of a consonant /l/: adding the article
20 Other article types, primarily ‘indefinite articles,’ are also recognized in the literature, but when
Arabists speak of ‘the article’ they are almost always referring to the one described here.
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to a common noun fīl ‘elephant’, for example, yields al-fīl, il-fīl, l-fīl. Meanwhile,
in the vicinity of coronal consonants, the article has a set of secondary, phonolog-
ically conditioned allomorphs for which /l/ is substituted with the first consonant
of the nominal it precedes: for nāb ‘tusk’, we thus see an-nāb, in-nāb, n-nāb. Most
traditional accounts have referred to this second set of allomorphs as ‘assimilated,’
though Watson and Heselwood (2015) argue that assimilation is not technically
the process at work, and that the allomorphs of the article are better seen as what
they call “true geminates.” Although these facts are relatively constant through
the Arabic dialect landscape,21 precise phonetic realizations vary from dialect to
dialect, the key point of variation being the quality or presence of a preceding
vowel.

Taken as a generic concept, I represent this structure, elsewhere known as
‘the article’, with the (intentionally ideographic) form ʾl-, inspiration for which is
taken from its Arabic-script equivalent ,<الـ> a representation that is itself con-
veniently ambiguous as to the quality or presence of any accompanying vowels.22
My motivation in doing so is to move the focus away from the marker’s phonologi-
cal form – a topic that nearly every dialect grammar engages – and toward a more
thoroughly semantic view, as is needed in order to produce an onomasiologically
oriented grammatical description.

Most traditional grammars of Arabic treat all instances of ʾl- as iterations
of a single grammatical category, a ‘definite article’ that has the primary function
of marking a particular referential feature of the head noun: al-fīl (ʾl-elephant)
‘the elephant’. At the same time, such grammars also recognize ʾl- as a feature of
the attributive adjective, which is regularly said to ‘agree’ in definiteness with the
noun it modifies: al-fīl al-kabīr (ʾl-elephant ʾl-large) ‘the large elephant’.23

For many dialects, a relatively straightforward agreement rule for head
nouns and adjectival attributes does, in fact, seem to be in place. At the same
time, there are sufficient available counterexamples spread through the Arabic di-
21 With some important exceptions, such as the Tihama area of Yemen, where the form in question
has a shape am- or an- (Simeone-Senelle, Vanhove, and Lonnet 1993).

22 In fact, Brustad (2017) suggests that a primary advantage of the Arabic script’s lack of vowels
is that it allows for such variation.

23 Note that the uncited examples in this section are idealized ‘pan-Arabic’ representations, meant
only to illustrate a theoretical point. They are not necessarily accurate for any given variety.
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alect landscape to suggest that this rule cannot be generalized to Arabic as a whole,
as witnessed in the following examples:
(15) عصري الحانوت في كيتباعوا

kā-ytbāʿu
dur-be.sold.ipfv.3pl

f
in

l-ḥānūt
ʾl-store

ʿāṣri
modern

‘… they are sold in a modern store’ (Brustad 2000, p. 41: Morocco)
(16) ix-xagħar

ʾl-hair
twil
long

ta’
gen

Marija
marija

jogħgob
please.ipfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

‘I like Mary’s long hair’ (Fabri 2001, p. 168, ex. 38: Malta)
(17) الاسود خنفسان هاذ بطل، له يقلّوا هاذ

hāḏ
dem

īgəllū-lla
say.ipfv.3pl-3msg.dat

botol,
botol,

hāḏ
dem

xonfəsān
cockroach.coll

l-aswad
ʾl-black

‘these they call botol, these black cockroaches’ (Shabibi 2006, p. 252, text
3: Khuzistan)
Certainly a simple agreement rule cannot be said to be at work here, or else

the above constructions would be ungrammatical; at the same time, it would be
improper to claim that the presence of ʾl- is simply random. Instead, the lack of
obligatory agreement seems to suggest that it is possible for the marking of head
nouns and adjectival attributes to be determined independently. Even if for some
dialects they are one and the same, from amethodological standpoint it is thusmost
proper to approach them as separate variables which may manifest differently for
the same underlying referential status.

The Arabic ‘Construct State’
Also called the ‘annexed state’ or the Arabic term ʾiḍāfa, the Arabic construct

state refers to a genitive relationship expressed via the immediate syntactic juxta-
position of two or more nouns, wherein each following noun serves as a modifier
for the preceding one: nāb al-fīl (tusk ʾl-elephant) ‘the elephant’s tusk’. Tradi-
tional grammatical descriptions of this construction tend to emphasize its syntax,
concurring on the following points:
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1. If possible, modified nouns inflect for the construct state, most often seen in
the replacement of the unmarked feminine marker -a(h) ~-e(h) with an allo-
morph -at ~-it ~-ət: hijra ‘migration’ > hijrat al-fīl ‘the elephant’s migration’;
*hijra l-fīl.

2. Modified nouns cannot be marked with ʾl-: *al-nāb al-fīl.

3. The modifying noun may be (and usually is) marked with ʾl-, which in turn
contributes to a reading of the entire construction as definite.

The first two points hold up fairly well across the Arabic landscape, though
there are important exceptions. In regard the first, one notes, for example, that
urban Tunisian dialects allow for direct genitive modification of feminine head
nouns without a change of state: dabbūza mā (bottle water) ‘a bottle of water’;
kaʿaba bīra (amount beer) ‘a bit of beer’.24 In regard to the second, we find that
there are indeed allowable constructions – typically expressing generic or abstract
concepts – where both the head noun and genitive modifier can have ʾl-: Lebanese
in-niẓām iṭ-ṭaswīt (ʾl-system ʾl-voting) ‘the electoral system’;25 Khuzistani s-sən l-
əzdəwāj (ʾl-age ʾl-marriage) ‘the age of marriage’.26

Nonetheless it is the third point that is of most importance here, and the
one that stands to benefit the most from a semantically-focused rethinking. Stan-
dard descriptions of the construct state usually rely on an assumption that ʾl-is (1)
indeed a definite article and that (2) its presence for a genitive modifier necessar-
ily transfers the same semantic sense to the modified noun, thus ibn al-malik (son
ʾl-king) would be read as ‘the son of the king ~ the king’s son’. This view would
see the modifying noun malik ‘king’ as having either the status ad (if the king has
already been introduced into the discourse) or nd (because there is typically only
one king in a given political context, and thus he can be identified), and would
propose that the ad or nd status be ‘passed on’ to the head noun ibn ‘son’.

I argue, however, that the referentiality of the nouns in a genitive construct
is not as closely bound as is typically assumed – in other words, that the head
noun may in fact have a referential status independent of the genitive modifier
24 Personal observation.
25 This example was provided by Dr. Kristen Brustad.
26 See Shabibi (2006, p. 161, ex. 2).
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– and that alternative readings for the same construction are often available. An
example is the following, wherein without further context the phrase əbn ṣ-ṣulṭān
(son ʾl-sultan) can be read in two different ways:

(18) السلطان وابن يا و يشتغلون الـ ربعة الثنين شاف
šāf
see.pfv.3msg

ṯ-ṯənīən
ʾl-two

rabʿa
friends

l-yeštaġlūn
rel-work.ipfv.3pl

wy-ā
with-3msg

w
and

əbn
son

ṣ-ṣulṭān
ʾl-sultan

‘He saw the two friends who worked with him and the son of the Sultan’
OR
‘He saw the two friends who worked with him and a [certain] son of the
Sultan’ (Shabibi 2006, p. 253, text 3: Khuzistan)

I suggest that this ambiguity exists in cases where the head noun represents
an entity that does not necessarily exist in a one-to-one relationship with the gen-
itive modifier: it is possible, for example, that a king may have more than one
‘son’, and thus the reading of əbn ‘son’ above as nd or psi is left to the listener. By
contrast, a king can generally only have one wālid ‘father’, in which case the head
noun in a phrase wālid as-sulṭān (father ʿl-sultan) ‘the sultan’s father’ can only be
read as nd, because its relationship with the genitive modifier makes it uniquely
identifiable to the listener.

The relative frequency of such one-to-one genitive relationships – consider
ḏayl al-ḥimār ‘the donkey’s tail’, qabr ar-raʾīs ‘the president’s grave’, bayt al-ʿāʾila
‘the neighbors’ house’, all of which imply the head noun must be unique – may
encourage a reading in which the head noun and genitive attribute share a single
referential status, but I do not believe it is appropriate to take this as a steadfast
rule. My point is instead that the function of ʾl- when used alongside genitive
attributes may better be described as one of marking specificity without regard to
the true definiteness of the head noun, which can simply be left unstated. It is only
if a speaker seeks to explicitly add marked pragmatic focus to the ‘newness’ of the
primary referent that an alternative strategy need be instituted.
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The Arabic ‘Synthetic’ Genitive
In addition to the construct state, most Arabic varieties also allow for a more

overtly marked structure wherein a genitive particle intervenes between the head
noun and the modifier. Although the precise phonological shape of these particles
is extremely variable throughout the Arabic group, the semantics of the source
etymons from which they are derived are relatively limited, and tend to reflect
two primary origins (Eksell 2009). The first of these is a substantive meaning
something along the lines of ‘property’, ‘possession’ or ‘thing’; the second of these
is a relative pronoun, sometimes (but not always) accompanied by a preposition
‘to, for’.27

As is the case with other articles and referential markers, grammatical de-
scriptions of Arabic dialects rarely fail to describe the synthetic genitive, but often
favor discussion of its morphophonological characteristics over that of it semantic
values. An example is Elfitoury’s (1976, p. 123) Libyan grammar, in which the au-
thor describes constructions with the genitive marker mtāʿ as identical in meaning
to those with the construct state; following this impression, he translates both l-aṛd
mtāʿ l-ḥkūma (ʿl-land gen ʿl-government) and arḍ l-ḥkūma (land ʿl-government) as
‘the government’s land’.

I question, however, whether such equivalences should be so simply made,
and suggest that on a deeper and more speaker-centered level there is a crucial
difference in function between ‘synthetic’ and ‘analytic’ genitive constructions in
Arabic. In particular, the former has a primary syntactic advantage of allowing
the speaker to mark the referential values of the constituent nouns independently,
an option for which the construct state does not allow; consequently the synthetic
approach can be seen to give the speaker a greater degree of control over the overt
expression of the head noun’s uniqueness.

To return to the above example, arḍ ‘land’ does not exist in a one-to-one
relationship with the ḥkūma ‘government’, because the government may possess
more than one parcel of land, so an analytic construction arḍ l-ḥkūma (land nd-
27 This latter situation has interesting theoretical implications, because there are Arabic dialects
that have ʾl- as a relativizer (see rural Sudanese dialects in §4.1). If a single form can be shown
to act simultaneously as a marker for both clausal and genitive modifiers, it strengthens the case
that the ʾl- of the ‘construct state’ primarily marks attribution rather than definiteness.
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government) is ambiguous as to whether or not the land can be uniquely identified
at the point at which it is introduced into the discourse. The synthetic strategy l-aṛd
mtāʿ l-ḥkūma (ʿl-land gen ʿl-government), on the other hand, resolves this extant
ambiguity by forcing a reading wherein the head noun is uniquely identifiable
from the outset: ‘the [identifiable] land of the government’ (nd/ad) rather than
‘a [certain] land of the government’s’ (psi).

Because speakers’ choices to use these genitive markers are potentially con-
ditioned by the same semantic values that determine marking for both head nouns
and attributes elsewhere, it seems prudent to examine them where possible. Al-
though this analysis is only provisional, it does seek to establish that referential
values of head nouns have bearing for such attributes, and that this relationship
can be mapped out with the Reference Hierarchy model.

The Arabic ‘Relative Pronoun’
The set of structures called a ‘relative pronoun’ in the Arabist literature

usually refer to forms that serve the primary purpose of introducing a clausal com-
plement that follows a head noun, but can also (as the name suggests) act pronom-
inally. Like with synthetic genitives, exact forms vary from dialect to dialect, but
we can generally break these down in three types: (1) variants of illi, (2) variants of
aḏḏi, and (3) structures that are identical to the ‘article’ ʾl- (see Retsö 2004 and Vin-
cente 2006 for a more in-depth summary). For most Arabic varieties, the clausal
relativizer is distinct from other types of attribute markers; for a notable minority,
however, it is formally indistinguishable from others. Where such overlap occurs,
the dialect typically uses the same form for both clausal and genitive attributes.28
For dialects that have ʾl- as a clausal relativizer, however, it is worth noting that
the same form is shared across all three primary attribute types (clausal, adjectival,
and genitive in the sense of a ‘construct state’).29

As is the case with adjectival attributes, the syntax of Arabic relativizers is
widely assumed to depend on the definiteness of the modified head noun, following
28 For example, Retsö, citing Marçais’s (1956) work on the dialect of Djidjelli, gives ər-rāžəl əddi

ža (ad-man rel come.pfv.3msg) ‘the man who came’ and l-ḥāl əddi xū-yi (ʾl-condition gen
brother-1sg.poss) ‘the condition of my brother’.

29 See §4.1 for Rural Sudanese, which exhibits this pattern.
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the same sort of hypothetical ‘agreement’ rule whereby clausal attributes of head
nouns marked for definiteness are also marked (albeit sometimes with a different
marker). In turn, head nouns that are unmarked for definiteness are implied to
have zero-marked clausal attributes. Vincente (p. 71) states, for example, that “in
cases where the antecedent is an indefinite noun ... the relative pronoun does not
appear and the relative clause is simply juxtaposed to the main sentence.” This tra-
ditional view would thus suggest that clausal attributes of ad and nd head nouns
are marked with the relativizer, while for psi and pni head nouns any following
clausal attribute is unmarked.30

Nonetheless, much in the same way that we can cite exceptions to the hy-
pothetical ‘agreement’ rule for adjectives, we can also cite varieties for which a
noun unmarked by ʾl- (which the traditional view would hold to be indefinite) is
followed by a relativizer, whether the implied meaning is definite (19) or not (20):

(19) كدب؟ دا وريته الـ كلام تقول
tugūl
say.ipfv.2msg

∅-
∅-

kalam
speech.ad

al-
rel-

warrēt
show.pfv.1sg

-a
-3msg.obj

da
dem

kidib?
lie

‘are you saying what I told you was a lie?’ (Abu Absi and Sinaud 1968, p.
212: Chadian)

(20) له تناسب بنيّة له اندّور
əndawwir
seek.ipfv.1sg

-la
-3msg.dat

∅-
∅-

bnayya
girl.pni

lli-
rel-

tnāsib
suit.ipfv.3fsg

-la
-3msg.dat

‘We’ll look for a girl for him that will suit him’ (Brustad 2000, p. 95:
Kuwaiti)

In fact, it seems that such patterns are relatively widespread, a point that
is supported by extensive evidence in Brustad (2000, pp. 91-99), who identifies
a number of dialects in which the relativizer is allowable with ‘indefinite-specific’
nouns (our psi or pni). The relationship between definiteness marking of head
nouns and clausal attributes should accordingly be seen as more complex than
30 I do not consider sni here because a noun that can be modified with a clause must be at least
semantically (if not pragmatically) specific.
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a simple agreement model. The current work, in turn, treats clausal attribute
marking – use of the so-called ‘relative pronoun’ – as an independent variable that
can follow unique semantic rules, not simply as a function of whether or not ʾl- is
present for the head noun (see again §2.1.3).

Arabic Superlative Forms
In Arabic, superlative expressions are constructed by preposing a compara-

tive adjective with the unique shape aC1C2aC3 (or a close variant) to a common
noun: akbar fīl (larger elephant) ‘the largest elephant’. Superlative forms are in-
herently nd, in the sense that they provide enough information to allow for the
unique identification of the referent via shared world knowledge. Despite this, as
a general rule Arabic does not allow for other overt markers of definiteness, in
particular ʾl- with superlatives. We can observe this fact in (21) below:
(21) عنده لـ ثياب أفخر

afxaṛ
finest

ṯīyāb
clothes.nd

l-
rel-

ʿand-u
at-3msg

‘the finest clothes he has’ (Heath 2003, p., text 32: Hassaniya)
Because the syntactic construction of superlatives is invariable across vari-

ous Arabic varieties, whereas this study is most interested in variability, I do not
discuss such forms elsewhere.

Arabic Vocatives
Somewhat similarly to superlatives, vocative constructions – which call at-

tention to a unique, preexisting referent in the world shared between speaker and
listener – are also inherently nd. Most Arabic varieties mark such constructions
with a ‘vocative particle’ ya or a. In most varieties that have a marker ʾl-, the
vocative particle disallows it: ya fīl! ‘hey elephant!’. If we are to assume that ʾl- in
these varieties is indeed a definite article, such syntactic behavior is typologically
consistent with Hill’s (2013, p. 62) cross-linguistic observation that “vocatives
display a deviant use of the definite article.”31 In this sense, we can consider the
31 See also Lyons’s (1999, pp. 152-153) comments on vocatives.
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vocative particle to be a sort of specialized nd marker itself that cannot ‘stack’ with
other overt markers of the same.

There are, however, exceptions to the above generalization. Moroccan di-
alects, in particular, allow ʾl- to co-occur with the vocative: a l-fīl! ‘hey elephant!’.
Rather than view this fact as a departure from cross-linguistic norms, I instead ar-
gue that it is further evidence that ʾl- in Moroccan is simply not a ‘definite’ article.
This thesis is more thoroughly explored in §5.1.

Arabic Indefinite Pronouns
In Arabic, animate indefinite pronouns are nearly always built on the trilit-

eral root ʾḥd ‘one’. Although I am not aware of any studies that look explicitly at
these forms across Arabic dialects, my impression is that there are two major strata
– indefinite pronouns derived from a historical shape aḥad, and those of a shape
wāḥid – and that the former is relatively older. In some varieties, these two shapes
exist side by side; Hassaniya, for example, has both ḥadd (< *aḥad) and wāḥəd (<
*wāḥid), albeit with different semantic values (see §3.1.4). Other varieties, such as
Iraqi, use a single historical shape (wāḥəd), but distinguish pni pronouns from psi
ones by adding what is otherwise a pni nominal marker to the same pronoun (fadd-
wāḥəd). Still others, like English, use a single shape for both semantic senses. I
make note of animate indefinite pronouns where possible because they often show
formal overlap with other referential marking strategies, a fact that I believe is
useful for historical analysis.

For inanimate indefinite pronouns, nearly all Arabic dialects use a variation
on the word ‘thing’ (*šayʾ or *ḥāja). Those that have explicit means of marking psi
or pni tend to construct such pronouns with them; Moroccan has, for example, psi
waḥəd l-ḥaja ‘something [known to the speaker]’ and pni ši ḥaja ‘something [not
known to the speaker]’; Iraqi, which has a combined psi/pni marker fard, has a
single inanimate indefinite pronoun faddši ‘something’. Because these patterns are
relatively consistent, I only make note of inanimate indefinite pronouns in cases
where they depart from the predictable strategy.
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Arabic ‘Nunation’
‘Nunation,’ a translation of the Arabic term tanwīn, refers to an Arabic-

specific construction wherein a suffixal morpheme -(V)n is appended to an indef-
inite, non-construct common noun, e.g. Classical Arabic baytu-n (house.nom-n)
‘a house’. In all varieties of which I am aware, such forms can occur only with
indefinites; for this reason, they have sometimes been broadly called markers of
‘indefiniteness’.32 Scholars have tended to use nunation as a cover term for phono-
logically similar morphemes in both Classical Arabic and spoken dialects. Nonethe-
less, I find helpful Stokes’s (2017, pp. 187-227) suggestion that we distinguish
‘dialectical tanwīn’, which has an invariant shape -an or -in, and treat it as its own
entity. Like with with generic gloss ʾl-, I use -n herein to refer to dialectical tanwīn
as a grammatical class without specific comment on its immediate phonological
realization.33

Stokes’s aggregated data shows that “by far the most common context in
which [dialectical tanwīn] occurs is suffixed to a noun followed by an adnominal
attributive adjective” (p. 183). A representative example of this pattern is the
following, from the Najd area in Central Arabia:

(22) يل طو ان حربيّ جانا
jā
come.pfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

ḥarbiyy
harbi

-in
-n

ṭuwīl
tall

‘This tall Harbi [man] came to us’ (Ingham 1994, p. 48: Najd)

It is also common to find -n when modified by a clausal attribute. Another
example, this time from Bahrain, shows such a construction:

(23) بيّعها ان أراض
arāḍ
lands

-in
-n

bayyaʿ
sell.pfv.3msg

-ha
-3fsg.obj

‘Some lands that he sold’ (Holes 2015, p. 132: Bahrain)
32 This is, however, probably an oversimplification; see footnote in Stokes 2017, p. 181.
33 In Arabic text, I use a unique word <ان> to distinguish this form, a choice which parallels its
representation in historical Judeo-Arabic writings (see Blau 1981).
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Interestingly, where we are not likely to find -n, even in dialects where it
is productive, is with unattributed head nouns. This raises a rather significant
theoretical question; namely, if -n in a particular dialect only occurs with nominal
attributes, might not it better be seen as an attribute-marking prefix an- or in-
rather than a suffix on the head noun? Viewed in this light, it would instead
seem to parallel the respective syntactic functions of ʾl- (with adjectival attributes)
and the relativizer (with clausal attributes). This question is briefly explored as it
relates to rural Sudanese varieties in §4.1.

In either case, on a purely semantic level, what we can say is that instances
of -n, being indefinite, are indeed restricted to psi pni, and sni statuses. Nonethe-
less, it seems that for most dialects -n is conditioned by not only these semantic
factors but also the syntactic requirements of the attributive structure. Perhaps we
could say that the semantic factors ‘restrict’ the occurence of -n by disallowing it
with ad and nd nouns, whereas syntactic factors ‘prompt’ it by requiring when
attributive structures occur for the remaining, allowable meanings.

Arabic Partitives
Partitive constructions in Arabic can vary widely in form, but are often

derived from semantically similar lexemes and follow comparable syntactic rules.
While there are a number of different partitive senses in Arabic, the one that is
most theoretically interesting in the present case is that which approximates ‘some’.
Probably the most invariant construction with this sense involves reflexes of a lex-
eme baʿḏ̣ used in construct with a plural noun marked with ʾl-, as in Gulf Arabic
baʿḏ̣ r-rayāyīl (part ʾl-men) ‘some (of the) men’ (Qafisheh 1977, p. 132). The
construction can refer to either generic parts (some men, as opposed to all men) or
specific parts out of a previously delineated whole (some of the [aforementioned]
men).34 In the large majority of dialects, baʿḏ̣ is a ‘true’ partitive and can only be
used with divisible (i.e. plural and non-count) entities. The lexeme’s wide geo-
graphic distribution and similar syntax suggests that it is a relatively old structure,
though one continually reinforced via a cognate structure in literary Arabic.

On the other hand, there is another set of so-called partitives that appear as
34 In older Classical Arabic sources, the word baʿḏ̣- retains a meaning ‘one’: baʿḏ̣-u r-rijāl (one-nom
ʾl-men) ‘one of the men’, for which verb agreement is singular rather than plural.
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newer developments and see much more variance across the Arabic dialect land-
scape. Derived from lexemes with meanings such as ‘a piece of’ or a ‘a thing/bit of’,
these partitives most often occur with non-count nouns: Egyptian ḥittit ḥadīd (part
iron) ‘a piece of iron’ (Hinds, Badawi, and Cairo 1986); Moroccan ši xʷəbz (part
bread) ‘a bit of bread’; Tunisian kaʿba bīra (part beer) ‘a bit of beer’. Such con-
structions can be distinguished syntactically from baʿḏ̣-constructions in that they
do not typically have ʾl-.35 They can also often be distinguished on a functional-
semantic level in that, at least in certain circumstances, they can be used with
singular nouns: Egyptian ḥittit fār ‘what a mouse’ (Brustad 2000, p. 31); Tunisian
kaʿba tuktuk ‘a hell of a car’.36

I believe such semantic extensions of partitive forms can be traced back
to their original function as modifiers of non-singular nouns. Viewed through a
semantic lens, the functional effect of a partitive construction is to lend a sense of
individuation to an otherwise undifferentiated and non-referential type of entity,
which we would otherwise class as sni. By delineating a ‘part’ of the whole and
in turn specifying a set group, partitive structures move otherwise generic plurals
and non-count nouns into the realm of semantically specified (pni, and perhaps
even psi) referents.37 This results in ambiguity in that a listener is able to read
the partitive not only in its original sense as a quantifier, but also as a marker of
referentiality; once the referential sense is firmly established, it can be extended
to nouns for which the original partitive sense is not valid.38

The present work is concerned, then, with ‘partitives’ primarily insofar as
they bridge into to the referential function, at which point I simply call them ‘arti-
cles’ or ‘markers’ for their respective semantic statuses. This terminological choice
is somewhat opposite of previous writings – Cowell (1964, p. 467), for exam-
35 This is not a strict rule. See, for example, the construction ši mən (l-) in Hassaniya (§3.1.2).
Nonetheless, the Hassaniya construction also seems to be a ‘true’ partitive that can only be used
along plural and non-count entities, contrasting with similar lexemes that have been extended
to singulars.

36 Personal observation. The literal meaning of tuktuk is ‘rickshaw’.
37 As explored in §2.1.3, we can observe this distinction in English ‘I talked to people’ vs. ‘I talked
to some people’.

38 Thus, while English ‘some’ can have a partitive meaning (when stressed) or an entirely referen-
tial meaning (when unstressed, i.e. ‘sm’) with plurals and non-count nouns, for singular nouns
it can only have the referential sense.
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ple, maintains that what I see as a distinct pni marker ši in Syrian is an ‘annexed
partitive’ (see §4.2.1) – but is nonetheless in keeping with a focus on synchronic
semantic values rather than a historicizing, form-focused approach.

2.3 Diagnostic Strategies for Semantics in Context
In the preceding sections I have addressed how we can model definiteness

using cross-linguistically applicable models, and the Reference Hierarchy in partic-
ular; in addition, I have shown how such a model interfaces with existing concepts
in the Arabist literature. Finally, what I hope to do here is to provide a brief out-
line for how we can move from the theoretical realm into applied description of
definiteness in individual Arabic dialects.

As an onomasiologically focused approach, the analysis herein hinges upon
the identification of discrete semantic values first and only then upon identifica-
tion of the actual forms that co-occur with them. This is the inverse of the more
common descriptive approach in Arabic (see again §1.1.2), whereby analyses adopt
grammatical forms as the primary unit of organization and seek to find their mean-
ing. Methodologically, this poses an issue in that, in lieu of using ‘known’ forms
as scaffolding to identify meanings – a practice that I believe biases descriptive
approaches from the start – we need to identify an alternative means of isolating
discrete meanings in context. To do so, in effect, means we must take the best
possible guess at a speaker’s attitude toward a given discursive entity.

The flow chart in Figure 2.5 is a graphic representation of this process of
identifying discrete meanings given a listener’s perspective of what a speaker has in
mind. It captures the hierarchical nature of different referential statuses, wherein
various assumptions about how ‘known’ an entity is accumulate to yield a given
semantic reading. While it is certainly true that formal marking strategies are in-
volved in this process, it must also be true that speakers have other, more indirect
means of procuring the same information. I am convinced this must be the case be-
cause, were it not true, it does not seem possible that acquisition and transmission
of form-meaning correspondences would ever be possible in the first place.39
39 For example, early English L1 learners have been found to ‘overuse’ the article ‘the’ by using it
with referential indefinites as well as definites (see Thomas 1989), but ultimately learn to restrict
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Figure 2.5: Flow chart for Diagnosing Semantic Statuses

Is the
entity...

necessarily distinct
from any other en-
tity of its type in the
discursive universe?

semantically nonspe-
cific indefinite (sni)

no

uniqely identifiable, in all
of its discourse-relevant
aspects, for the speaker?

yes

pragmatically nonspe-
cific indefinite (pni)

no

uniquely identifi-
able, in all of its

discourse-relevant as-
pects, for the listener?

yes

pragmatically spe-
cific indefinite (psi)

no

explicitly introduced or
implied in the immedi-
ately preceding discourse?

yes

nonanaphoric
definite (nd)

no

anaphoric definite (ad)

yes

The question that follows, then, is whether we may be able tap into the same
indirect indicators as a means of identifying discrete semantic statuses where par-
it, presumably because repeated contextualized input is sufficient to discover its grammar even
when the semantic value of the form itself was not initially ‘correct.’
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ticular forms have not previously been described as markers of them. Indeed, I
believe that this approach is possible, and that it stands to benefit grammatical
descriptions by providing functional insight that a form-focused description would
otherwise miss. At the heart of it is the notion of what I will herein call struc-
tural correlates: grammatical structures independent of a given noun phrase
that nonetheless, for semantic reasons, tend to co-occur with it only when it carries
certain referential values.

2.3.1 Structural Correlates
To envision what I mean by structural correlates, it is helpful to first con-

sider a simple example from a grammatical domain unrelated to the current one.
Consider, then, the grammatical category of future tense in spoken English. A
standard, semasiological description of English would likely identify future tense
as reading of a verb preceded by the marker ‘will’, or perhaps ‘to be’ + ’going’; this
description works because we have foreknowledge of the respective forms. Imag-
ine, however, that we tried to approach the same meaning without relying upon
the immediate forms that are associated with it. Instead, we would have to rely
on alternative grammatical and discursive indicators, as in the following:

(24) I (?) call you tomorrow.

Here, although the hypothetical future tense marker is omitted entirely, we
are still able to predict its semantics with full accuracy in lieu of the form. The key
to doing so is the time adverb ‘tomorrow’, for which we already know the meaning
and can, accordingly, extract allowable tense meanings for the verb ‘call’. Based
on the evidence in (24), then, we may say that a common structural correlate of
the future tense is certain temporal adverbs, in this case ‘tomorrow’. The value
of this strategy is that, by taking focus off of the form and moving it toward the
meaning, we make room for the possibility that forms otherwise not present in
standard descriptions will present themselves as indicative of that meaning. The
above example does not allow for much additional discovery, though we still might
identify further variations on the future marker: ‘to be’ + ‘gonna’, or even ‘a’ (‘I’m
’a call you’).
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Nonetheless, it is worth cautioning that not all target meanings will always
be accompanied by a viable structural correlate. Without the adverb ‘tomorrow’ in
(24), for example, a future tense reading (‘I will call you’) would be no more valid
than a past tense reading (‘I did call you’). The same is true of the definiteness
status of nouns. Consider the following:
(25) I read (?) book.

Although the syntax of English requires that the singular noun ‘book’ must
be preceded by an article, without any further context the articles ‘that’, ‘the’, ‘this’,
‘some’, and ‘a’ are all equally viable; in essence, the noun ‘book’ may occupy any
tier of the Reference Hierarchy. If such context becomes available, however, viable
markers are quickly restricted:
(26) I read (?) book that you gave me yesterday.

This time, the associated clausal complement (‘that you gave me yesterday’)
is sufficient to rule out all but the articles ‘that’, and ‘the’. This is because, by
making reference a realis past action undertaken by the listener that directly relates
to the head noun ‘book’, the speaker has signaled that the listener should be able
to uniquely identify that book. In addition, the relative clause has has the effect of
re-anaphorizing the entity, bring a ‘book’ that was previously a topic of discourse
back into play. As a result we can identify the semantic status of ‘book’ as ad; this
in turns, explains why both the obligatory ‘the’ and auxiliary ‘that’ ad markers are
viable.

2.3.2 Structural Correlates for the Reference Hierarchy
For semantic statuses associated with the Reference Hierarchy, I have iden-

tified a number of types of structural correlates that are generally viable for dis-
tinguishing a particular meaning from the others. Used together in context, they
serve as helpful diagnostics in favor of a given reading.

Discursive Recurrence
Perhaps the simplest type of structural correlate is the discursive recurrence

of a given nominal entity in the extended discourse. Any given noun that is there-
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after adopted or maintained as a discursive topic, or otherwise referred back to,
must be either ad, nd, or psi; it cannot be pni or sni. The reasoning for this
is relatively straightforward as, by the definitions we have established above, a
speaker cannot generally give further information about an entity that is not at
least pragmatically specific (and thus uniquely identifiable in at least some aspects
to that speaker). When reading a text, if we are able to read ahead and find that
the same noun reoccurs, we are able to limit its identification to at least one of
these statuses.

Furthermore, we may subdivide the notion of discursive recurrence into
that which occurs with entities which are ‘old’ in the discourse and those that are
‘new.’ Old entities are those that are already active in the discourse prior to the
current instance, meaning the current instance must itself be anaphoric (ad). By
contrast, first mentions of discursively significant referents may be either nd or
psi, depending on whether or not the listener can be seen to have have knowledge
of it. In such contexts, contextual clues can help us further delineate between the
two. If the referent is of a type that can be assumed to exist on account of shared
knowledge between the speaker and listener, it is likely nd; otherwise, it is likely
psi.

Existential Structures
Existential structures, whether introduced with a verb or a dedicated exis-

tential particle, similarly restrict the possible semantic statuses that can be read
for a given noun. Following Payne (1997, p. 123), it is a general rule that existen-
tial constructions can only occurs with indefinites;40 this, from the start, restricts
possible co-occuring nominal statuses to psi, pni, and sni.

In addition, I offer the suggestion that existential structures in purely ‘inter-
rogative’ contexts further restrict associate nouns to only pni and sni. This idea
is grounded in the pragmatic notion that, while a speaker may ask about the exis-
tence of a class of entity, or a particular entity that may be known to someone else,
there is no reason for a speaker to inquire about the existence of a referent that
is already uniquely known to him or her. ‘Interrogative’ occurences of existential
40 Consider, for example, how ‘there is a mouse in the house’ is allowable, but ‘there is the mouse
in the house’ is not.
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structures are thus useful for further delineating possible semantic statuses.

Relativized Structures
Yet another viable category of structural correlates is that of relativized

clausal complements to a given noun. These clauses nearly always provide further
discursive information about the target referent that is useful in determining its
status. Like for other structural correlates, the presence of relativized structures
immediately restricts possible co-occuring statuses by ruling out those that are
semantically incompatible. Namely, it generally disallows sni statuses, which by
definition can only refer to a generic class and thus cannot be individuated via
further clausal description. It furthermore disallows most nd statuses, which –
being known to both the speaker and listener via shared world knowledge – are
simply not in need of further specification.41 The Reference Hierarchy statuses
that commonly co-occur with relativized structures, then, are ad, psi, and pni.

We can further break down such structures by distinguishing between ‘re-
alis’ and ‘irrealis’ clausal complements, as traditionally understood in Arabic gram-
mar.42 Clauses that involve ‘realis’ structures – which in Arabic include perfective
verbs, indicative-marked imperfective verbs, and predicative constructions with a
null copula – tend to indicate that the speaker has unique, pragmatically salient
information about the referent, thereby further restricting possible statuses to psi
and ad. Often, the same relativized clause can also imply that the listener too
has unique knowledge of the the referent; in this case, the only possible reading is
ad.43

Meanwhile, ‘irrealis’ clausal complements – which in Arabic include verbs
marked for future tense or subjunctive mood, as well as perfective verbs that oc-
cur in conditional contexts – tend to indicate that the speaker is speculating about
a referent that, while still unique in the world, is hypothetical or otherwise not
41 Note the oddity of a phrase such as ‘the moon that is in the sky’ outside of poetic contexts, given
our knowledge of the ‘moon’ as a unique nd entity that can only exist in the sky.

42 Recognizing that the precise meaning of these terms is somewhat variable from language to
language, I use them here only in the senses that they carry in the Arabist literature.

43 For example, in ‘the house that you showed me yesterday,’ the referent ‘house’ is necessarily
ad.
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known to to the speaker. Such referents lack pragmatic specificity while nonethe-
less maintaining semantic specificity, and can thus be classed as pni.

Correlates in Comparison
When the above structural correlates are viewed in aggregate, they can con-

tribute to more certain reading of the referential status of a given noun. Table 2.3
provides a summary of the respective correlates above: discursive recurrence, for
both ‘old’ (DISC-OLD) and ‘new’ (DISC-NEW) referents; the presence of existen-
tial structures, including those in ‘interrogative’ (EXIST-INT) contexts; and rela-
tivized clausal complements, including those that involve realis action on part
of the ‘speaker’ (REL-SPEAKER), those that involve it in the part of the ‘listener’
(REL-LISTENER), and those for which accompanying structures are ‘irrealis’ (REL-
IRREALIS). When a status is not immediately clear, these structural correlates can
be cross-referenced to argue in favor of a particular interpretation.

Table 2.3: Structural Correlates of Semantic Statuses

ad nd psi pni sni
DISCURSIVE + + +
- DISC-OLD +
- DISC-NEW + +
EXISTENTIAL + + +
- EXIST-INT + +
RELATIVIZED + + +
- REL-SPEAKER + +
- REL-LISTENER +
- REL-IRREALIS +

This is admittedly an incomplete, working system devised for the task at
hand, and I do not contend that it is anywhere near theoretically complete. Nonethe-
less, I believe that the concept of structural correlates is sound and that the above
diagnostics are useful as a starting point for formalizing semantic analysis of defi-
niteness in way that benefits the current goal.
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2.3.3 Textual Applications
Finally, diagnosing discrete semantic statuses must be done in sufficient

context. As we have seen above, access to the structural correlates we need to
ensure a meaning-center descriptive approach of definiteness, as opposed a form-
centered one, requires that we look not only to relevant noun phrases but also to
the discursive contexts that accompany them. Ideally, this should be on the level
of paragraph-length discourse.

This approach stands in contrast to that of many existing grammatical de-
scriptions of Arabic, wherein examples that are given in isolation, belying the
contextualized decision-making process that informs speakers’ choice of marking
strategy. One example is Matras and Shabibi’s (2007) claim, regarding Khuzistani
Arabic, that definiteness is marked only on the adjective, for which the following
is given as a proof:

(27) walad
boy

č-čibīr
def-big

‘the big boy’ (Matras and Shabibi 2007, p. 139, ex. 4)

Although the claim may be correct, it is not independently verifiable, or
even easily contestable, because a reader cannot access the original context in
which it occurs. A more transparent semantic analysis, then, should allow for
access to the original extended context in which a target structure occurs. This
technique is used quite convincingly throughout Brustad (2000), and is mirrored
herein in that the bulk of data from which judgments are made are taken from
transcribed, published dialectical Arabic texts of paragraph length or greater.

That said, not all texts are necessarily of equal use for all types of semantic
description; rather, some types lend themselves better than others to particular
tasks. In the Arabist literature, we can generally distinguish between two broad
types of texts. The first of these is what I call narrative texts, in which speak-
ers primarily use past tense structures to narrate a series of events; these texts are
likely to have identifiable protagonists and include folk tales, jokes, and personal
anecdotes. The second type of text is descriptive texts, in which speakers primar-
ily use existential and present tense structures to describe places and things; these
texts include accounts of cities, cultural traditions, recipes, and the like.
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On the whole, narrative texts are the more valuable text type for the current
task, in that they are more likely to follow a predictable set of patterns. Most
narrative texts begin by identifying a protagonist, whether that be a character who
is already familiar or a new one introduced by a psi marker (if one exists). As the
now-familiar protagonist – who can now be referenced with either an independent
pronoun or an ad-marked common noun – interacts with new referents, they are
brought into the discourse in the same way. Those referents that are afterwards
adopted as discursive topics are likely to be psi. Those that are not are typically
pni (if minimally specified) or sni (if interchangeable with any other of their type).
We can see this pattern in the following example (28) from Chadian Arabic:

(28) آخر درب يشيل دا الرجل يشيف وكت يوم كل كفى. ما طول وقعد واحد رجل من الدين شال ججا
juha
juha

šāla
take.pfv.3msg

d-dēn
gna-debt

min
from

rajul
man

wāḥid
psi

wa-
and-

gaʾad
remain.pfv.3msg

tawwal
linger.pfv.3msg

mā-
neg-

kaffā.
repay.pfv.3msg

kull
every

yōm
day

wakit
when

yišīfa
see.ipfv.3msg

r-rajul
ad-man

dā
ad

yišīla
take.ipfv.3msg

derib
road

ʾāxar.
different

‘Juha took out debt from this man and went a long time without paying it
back. Every time he saw the man, he took a different road.’ (Abu Absi and
Sinaud 1968, p. 212, Chadian)

Here, the narrative begins with a familiar referent ‘Juha’ (a well-known folk
character), who is the acting protagonist. The narrator relates Juha’s interaction
with a new referent, a particular rajul ‘man’ fromwhom Juha has taken out debt. By
analyzing the text, we find that this ‘man’ is indeed textually prominent, appearing
again in a new clause; this serves as evidence that the ‘man’ fits the specifications
of a psi referent. In turn, we are able to hypothesize that the functional role of
the accompanying word wāḥid – which would elsewhere mean ‘one’ – may be
that of a psi article: rajul wāḥid ‘this man’.44 By contrast, once the referent ‘man’
has been introduced into the discourse, its second occurrence must by definition
be ad. This time, we find a different set of markers – a prefixed variant of ʾl-
44 We can contrast this with noun derib ‘road’, also in (28), which is not textually prominent or
individuated in any way (and thus sni), and is completely unmarked.
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and a suffixed demonstrative form dā – for which we can again pose a hypothesis
suggesting they are markers of anaphoric definiteness. Such hypotheses can then
be further verified – or contested – by providing examples of identitical forms in
parallel semantic contexts.

Because narrative texts facilitate straightforward analysis of this sort, I prior-
itize them where possible. Nonetheless, descriptive texts remain useful, especially
for elicitating additional examples of nd and psi structures, which are more likely
to occur in them than in narrative texts.45 Sometimes, as a matter of chance, it
simply happens that the best available texts in a given variety are primarily descrip-
tive; in such cases I feel that the quality and quantity of the overall work make up
for a paucity of narrative texts.46 Either way, both text types do, given sufficient
length, tend to allow for identification of all semantic statuses, but the fact that
they do have different values for semantic analysis suggests that future dialecto-
logical studies would do well to seek out varied types of texts when collecting
them.

45 This is because nd and psi referents are only marked once per textual occurence, and descriptive
texts are more likely to introduce a wide range of referents than narrative ones, which tend to
emphasize the actions of a more limited set of referents.

46 This is case with Watson and ʻAmri’s (2000) excellent work on Sana’ani.
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Chapter 3
The Leveled Dialects

This chapter is primarily concerned with a set of dialects for which I use
the term ‘leveled’ as a broad descriptive category.1 This term admittedly implies a
historical stance, suggesting that these dialects have in fact undergone a process of
morphological and semantic shift that has led to a relatively simple and uniform
set of form-meaning correspondences. Nonetheless, the focus of this chapter is to
highlight the high degree of similarity that these dialects display synchronically. Of
the features they share, the most important is a relatively strict binary opposition
on the formal level between definite and indefinite singular head nouns, where the
former is obligatorily marked and the latter is by default unmarked.

It is appropriate to begin with this typological group for a number of reasons,
at least some of them relating to the fact that these are the varieties that do in fact
correspond quite well with traditional representations of definiteness in spoken
Arabic (refer to §1.1.1). The value of doing so is twofold. On one hand, it shows
that the binary model does have some basis in linguistic reality – even if it is
restricted to certain dialects – and that while we can posit a number of underlying
discrete semantic statuses for nouns, it is indeed possible that these be distributed
between only two obligatory marking strategies. On the other hand, that even
these relatively simplex dialects show some auxiliary, non-binary strategies for
marking referentiality serves as a prologue to the more complex arrangements
seen in dialects profiled in the following chapters.

The dialect groups discussed in this chapter are geographically diverse and
span a sizable portion of the east-west axis of the Arabic-speaking world.2 Of the
two primary case studies, the Hassaniya group, described in §3.1, extends from
the Atlantic Ocean into the Sahara as far as the Niger river in Mali, and represents
the westernmost collection of dialects that displays a ‘leveled’ formal arrangement;
meanwhile, the Arabic of Sana’a in Yemen, described in §3.2, serves as a sample
point in the southern Arabian Peninsula. Other varieties brought in for compar-
ative discussion (§3.3) include Egyptian, Kuwaiti, Libyan, Tunisian, and Dhofari
1 I would like to thank Dr. Kristen Brustad for suggesting this particular term.
2 Note the limited definition of ‘dialect group’ given in §1.4.
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(Omani) Arabic.

3.1 Hassaniya (Mauritania & Mali)
The Hassaniya (ḥassānīya) dialect group represents a continuum that spans

large swaths of western Africa, beginning at the Atlantic coast of Mali and the
western Sahara and extending inland as far as northern Mali. There is undoubtedly
linguistic variation within this group, particularly on a phonological level;3 at the
same time, Heath (2003, p. 8) asserts that “the grammar of Malian Hassaniya
differs little from that of Mauritanian dialects.” I take this assessment as sufficient
for treating the Hassaniya dialects together in this investigation, while allowing
room for the possibility that there is intra-group variation in treatment of certain
referential statuses. The Hassaniya dialect area extends up the Atlantic coast into
southern Morocco (see Heath 2002, pp. 6-7), where it blends into the Moroccan
group (§5.1), but because few texts are available in these dialects it is difficult to
analyze them.4

Consulted here are texts from two primary geographic zones, which we
can describe roughly as western (Mauritanian) Hassaniya and eastern (Malian)
Hassaniya. Texts for the western subgroup are found in Cohen (1963) and Baba
(2002) and represent the speech of the Gebla (gəbla) region in southern Mauritania.
Texts for the eastern subgroup are found in Heath (2003) and are sourced from
Timbuktu and, even further east, Gao. Explicit grammatical description for the
western subgroup is available in Cohen, but for the eastern subgroup we are mostly
limited to Heath’s observations, none of which explicitly comment on definiteness
or referentiality.

Even where we have data on the semantics of definiteness in Hassaniya it
is somewhat limited. Cohen (1963, p. 156) provides an overview of the forms
3 For example, a couple of salient features in western Hassaniya are the voicing of /f/ to /v/ and
the merger of /u/ to /ə/, neither of which are present in the more phonologically conservative
eastern varieties.

4 What texts do exist, including those in the dialect of Mhamid as described in Aguadé (1998),
seem to show amix of definiteness-marking strategies found in both the Hassaniya andMoroccan
group and would be a worthwhile target for future work on different grammatical systems in
contact.
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of the ‘Arabic article,’ but his only comment on its meaning is that it precedes a
‘determined noun.’ The same author states that Hassaniya has not developed an in-
definite article, a trait he sees as more common in ‘urban’ dialects, and that it does
not have a productive word-final ‘indetermination’ marker like Classical Arabic.5
The few pedagogical materials available on Hassaniya reflect this impression. Fran-
cis and Hanchey (1979), for example, state: “there is no equivalent in Hassaniya
to the English indefinite article ‘a’. Thus a noun standing alone is automatically
indefinite.”

3.1.1 Basic Arrangement
For most singular nouns, the basic arrangement in Hassaniya can be de-

scribed as having obligatory marking for ad and nd referents and zero-marking for
psi, pni, and sni referents (Figure 3.1).6 In this sense it follows a binary definite-
indefinite arrangement on the most basic formal level. At the same time, both
western and eastern dialects productively use demonstrative elements for auxiliary
marking of ad referents, and the easternmost variety of Hassaniya (in Gao) has a
productive auxiliary psi marker derived from ‘one’, indicating that the grammar
recognizes more than just two referential categories.

Figure 3.1: Basic Arrangement in Hassaniya

ad nd psi pni sni

l- ∅
(-wāḥəd/-wəḥda)(-ḏāk/-ḏīk)

Anaphoric Definites
The obligatory marker for anaphoric definites throughout the Hassaniya

group is l- and its variants əl-, lə-, which undergo assimilation patterns typical of
5 Cohen (1963, p. 156): “Le ḥassaniya n’a pas développé, comme divers autres dialectes, surtout
citadins, un article indéfini. En outre, il n’a pas comme la langue classique, de marques dési-
nentielles de l’indétermination...”

6 Note that some nouns of Berber origin follow an exceptional pattern; see §3.1.4.
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ʾl- when followed by a coronal consonant (see Cohen 1963, p. 155 for a detailed
account). It serves the usual anaphoric function of calling up a referent that has
already been introduced. This strategy is at play in the following western-type
text from Gebla (29), a humorous story in which a sultan orders a man to make
one of his donkeys memorize the Quran. Here, we can see that the referents ḥmāṛ
‘donkey’ and ṛāžəl ‘man’ are first introduced (†) and then resumed as anaphoric
references, marked with l-:

(29) بيه ماشي ّ وتم الحمار الراجل قبظ ... ويحّفظه بيه يمشي عنه لراجل وقال ... حمار عنده سلطان خالق
xāləg
exist.ptcp

səlṭān
sultan

ʿand-u
have-3msg

ḥmaṛ†
donkey

...

...
w-gāl
and-say.pfv.3msg

l-
dat-

ṛāžəl†
man

ʿann-u
about-3msg

yəmši
go.ipfv.3msg

bī-h
with-3msg

w-
and-

iḥaffḏ̣
memorize.caus.ipfv.3msg

-u
-3msg.obj

...

...
gbaḏ̣
take.ipfv.3msg

əṛ-ṛāžəl
ad-man

lə-ḥmar
ad-donkey

w-tamm
and-continue.3msg.ipfv

māši
walk.ptcp

bī-h
with-3msg

‘There was this sultan who had this donkey ... he told this man to walk
around with him [the donkey] and make him memorize [the Quran] ...
the man took the donkey and went along with him’ (Baba 2002, p. 426)

The same strategy is apparent in the following eastern example from Gao
(30), in which the speaker is recounting the dangers of lions in the Sahara. Here,
we note that the speaker employs a referent sbaʿ ‘lion’ twice: the first time as a new
subject (†), and the second as an anaphoric reference marked with the assimilated
prefix l-:

(30) كبدك في النار له يقول و السبع عليه يرّصف ... سبع عليه رّصف ينين ماشي ّ تم
tamma
continue.pfv.msg

māši
go.ptcp

ynayn
when

ṛaṣṣaf
jump.pfv.3msg

ʿli-h
upon-3msg

sbaʿ†
lion

...

...
yṛaṣṣaf
jump.ipfv.3msg

ʿli-h
upon-3msg

s-sbaʿ
ad-lion

w-
and-

ygūl
say.ipfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg.dat

‘n-nār
gna-fire

f-
in-

kabd-ak’
liver-2msg.poss
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‘He was going along when this lion jumped on him ... the lion was jumping
on him and telling him “[may there be] fire in your liver!”’ (Heath 2003,
p. 116, text 20: Gao)

Although the default and only obligatory strategy for marking singular ad
referents is with l-, the distal demonstrative series ḏāk/ḏīk/ḏūk (m/f/pl) is often
used alongside l- for additional focus. This element can be either preposed or
postposed; in the anaphoric sense it does not frequently have the prefix ha- that
occurs with other deictic senses.7 A western-type example from Gebla is the fol-
lowing (31), where the referent fullāni ‘Fulbe [man]’ has typical indications of an
ad status, having been mentioned in the immediately preceding discourse (†):

(31) يرحل آبى الفلّاني وذاك التراب، من ماهو هو يرحل، يكون خالق ما له وقلنا واحد لفلّاني وجينا
w-
and-

žayna
come.pfv.1pl

l-
to-

fullāni
fulbe

-wāhəd†
-psi

w-
and-

gulnā
say.pfv.1pl

-lu
-3msg.dat

mā
neg

xāləg
exist.ptcp

yakūn
be.ipfv.3msg

yaṛḥal,
leave.ipfv.3msg

huwwa
3msg

māhu
neg.3msg

mən
from

t-tṛāb,
nd-land,

wə-
and-

ḏāk-
ad

l-fullāni
ad-fulbe

āba
refuse.pfv.3msg

yaṛḥal
leave.ipfv.3msg

‘we came to a Fulbe [man] and told him he had no choice but to leave,
[because] he wasn’t from the country. The Fulbe refused.’ (Heath 2003, p.
78: Gao)

Here, the addition of the element ḏāk to the already ad-marked referent has
the effect of reaffirming the anaphoric reference, while perhaps also emphasizing
a behavioral contrast between this particular Fulbe and other Fulbes the speaker
had encountered.

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Marking of nd referents is formally similar to that of ad nouns, and gen-

erally requires the marker l-. It differs, however, in that the auxiliary strategy
of specifying with a distal demonstrative is not available. Although nd referents
do not, by definition, refer to overtly discourse-present entities, they are uniquely
7 See Cohen (1963, p. 159) for further information on demonstrative forms and variants.
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identifiable by way of shared cultural knowledge; among speakers of Hassaniya,
this knowledge often references aspects of pastoral life. In the following excerpt,
for example, (32), the noun xayma ‘tent’ is the first overt referent of its kind (the
speaker has made no prior mention of a tent), but the context of ‘pasturing,’ par-
ticularly when given by a nomadic speaker, provides sufficient world knowledge
for the listener to identify it uniquely as the speaker’s temporary encampment:

(32) الخيمة عند الخرفان ... أزواد في معزبّين نحنايا العام ذاك
ḏak
dem

l-ʿām,
ad-year

naḥnā-ya
we-foc

mʿazzbin†
pasture.ptcp.pl

f-
in-

aẓawād
azawad

...

...
l-xərfān
nd-lambs

ʿand
at

l-xayma
nd-tent

‘that year, we were pasturing in Azawad ... the lambs were at the tent’
(Heath 2003, p. 100, text 18: Gao)

A similar example from Timbuktu (33) likewise relies on knowledge of no-
madic life. Here, the referent ṣadṛāya ‘tree’ is also the first of its kind in the dis-
course, suggesting it cannot be ad. It can nonetheless be contextually inferred via
shared real-world knowledge – the hallmark of an nd status – because the listen-
ers, presumably seasoned pastoralists like the speaker, would be aware that the
appropriate place to leave a camel is tied to a (shade-providing) tree:

(33) الصدراية تحت فّم لحقه ما ... بعيره فيه خلّى اللي للبلاد جا يلين
ylayn
when

ža
came.pfv.3msg

lə-l-blad
to-ad-place

lli
ad.cls

xalla
leave.pfv.3msg

fī-h
in-3msg

bʿīr-u
camel-3msg.poss

...

...
mā
neg

laḥg-u
find.pfv.3msg

famm
there

taḥt
under

ṣ-ṣadṛāya
nd-tree

‘When he came to the place where he had left his camel, he didn’t find it
under the tree’ (Heath 2003, p. 156, text 28: Timbuktu)

I cannot identify any auxiliary strategies for explicit marking of nd referents
in the Hassaniya dialect group; see, however, §3.1.4 for discussion of zero-marked
ad and nd statuses.
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Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
There is no obligatory marking strategy for PSI referents, which are often

given as bare nouns. An example is found in the following narration from Gao
(34), where the target referent aṛḍ ‘place’ can be diagnosed as psi because it is a
new referent, is specified via relativization, and subsequently adopted as a topic:

(34) حتّى كبيرة ضاية أصليتنها كدامة كدامة، لها يقولوا أرض ف سلّاق، هو ماشي تم
tamm
continue.3msg.pfv

māšši
going

huwwa
he

sallāg,
hunting

f-
in-

aṛḍ
place.psi

ygūlū
say.3pl

-lha
-3fsg.dat

kadāma,
kadama

kadāma
kadama

āṣlītənn-ha
originally-3fsg

ḍāya
floodplain

kbīra
big

ḥatta
very

‘He was going along hunting in this place called Kadama. Kadama is a very
large floodplain.’ (Heath 2003, p. 132, text 24: Gao)

The same zero-marking strategy is found in more westerly dialects of the
Hassaniya continuum. The following introduction to a folktale from Gebla (35)
shows this pattern repeatedly.8 Here, three unique referents səlṭān ‘sultan’, ḥmaṛ
‘donkey’, and ṛāžəl ‘man’ appear as prominent first-time referents that subsequently
re-appear in the narration, a semantic pattern typical of psi nouns. All three are
zero-marked:

(35) قبظ ... ويحّفظه بيه يمشي عنه لراجل وقال القرآن يحّفظه يدور عنه له قال حمار عنده سلطان خالق
بيه ماشي ّ وتم لحمار الراجل

xāləg
exist.ptcp

səlṭān
sultan.psi

ʿand-u
have-3msg

ḥmaṛ
donkey.psi

gāl
say.pfv.3msg

ʿann-u
about-3sg

idūṛ
want.ipfv.3msg

iḥaffḏ̣
memorize.caus.ipfv.3msg

-u
-3msg.obj

l-qurʾān
nd-quran

w-gāl
and-say.pfv.3msg

l-
dat-

ṛāžəl
man.psi

ʿann-u
about-3msg

yəmši
go.ipfv.3msg

bī-h
with-3msg

w-iḥaffḏ̣-u
and-memorize.caus.ipfv.3msg-3msg.obj

...

...
gbaḏ̣
take.ipfv.3msg

əṛ-ṛāžəl
ad-man

lə-ḥmar
ad-donkey

w-tamm
and-continue.3msg.ipfv

māši
walk.ptcp

bī-h
with-3msg

8 This is a repeat of example (29).
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‘There was this sultan who had this donkey, he said that he wants to make
him [the donkey] memorize the Quran. He [the sultan] told this man to
walk around with with him [the donkey] and make him memorize [it]
... the man took the donkey and walked around with him’ (Baba 2002, p.
426)

Although both eastern and western members of the Hassaniya dialect group
allow for zero-marking of psi referents, they differ in regard to auxiliary marking
strategies. I cannot identify any auxiliary strategies in the western group. In the
eastern Hassaniya dialect in Gao, however, speakers regularly mark singular psi
referents with a suffixed auxiliary marker -waḥəd, as occurs alongside blad ‘place’
in the following (36):

(36) الافيال وفيه ياسرين السبوعة فيه بومو هاري له ينقال واحد بلد دخلنا ينين غيّاب، وتمّينا غيّاب وتمّينا
ياسرين
w-
and-

tammayna
continue.pfv.1pl

qiyyāb
travel.ptcp.pl

w-
and-

tammayna
continue.1pl.pfv

qiyyāb,
travel.ptcp.pl,

ynayn
when

dxalna
enter.pfv.1pl

blad
country

-wāhəd
-psi

yəngāl
say.pass.ipfv.3pl

-lu
-3msg.dat

‘hari-bomo’
hari-bomo

fī
in

-h
-3msg.poss

s-
sni-

sbūʿa
lions

yāsrīn
many

w-
and-

fī-h
in-3msg.poss

l-
sni-

afyāl
elephants

yāsrīn
many

‘We kept traveling, until we entered this place called Hari-bomo. There
are many lions there, and there are many elephants there.’ (Heath 2003,
p. 110, text 19: Gao)

While on a purely formal level -waḥəd is not easily distinguishable from the
count numeral or numeric adjective waḥəd ‘one, a single’ – which is undoubtedly
its source – its functional role in the above (36) clearly aligns with the role of a psi
marker: it introduces a new referent whose discursive prominence is evidenced by
further specification, first via a dependent relative clause and then via resumptive
reference in a following sentence. Meanwhile, the semantics of the noun itself al-
ready imply a single place – one cannot typically enter two ’places’ at once – so
it seems unlikely that -waḥəd is needed for enumeration. Rather, it seems to have
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been grammaticalized into an article of sorts. The structure is relatively consis-
tent, occurring multiple times in the same speaker’s discourse,9 and also showing
inflection for gender (feminine form -waḥda):

• blad -wāḥəd ygūlū-lu īdāmān (place psi.m say.ipfv.3pl-3msg.dat idaman) ‘A
place they call Idaman’ (Heath 2003, p. 112, text 19: Gao)

• blad -wāḥəd ygūlū-lu dīnawaqaru (place psi.m say.ipfv.3mpl-3msg.dat di-
nawaqaru) ‘A place they call Dinawaqaru’ (Heath 2003, p. 112, text 19:
Gao)

• blad smiyya -waḥda ygūlū-lha īsāqīrən (place name.gen -psi.f say.ipfv.3mpl-
3fsg.dat isaqiren) ‘A place of a name they call Isaqiren’ (Heath 2003, p. 112,
text 19: Gao)

By contrast, however, similar structures in both Gebla and Timbuktu – de-
spite the latter’s proximity to Gao – are unmarked:

• blad yəngāl-lu ḥsayy āmūra (place say.pass.ipfv.3msg -3msg.dat ḥsayy āmūra)
‘a place they call Hsayy Amura’ (Cohen 1963, p. 266, text IV: Gebla)

• blad yṣabbṭu fī-h (place collect.grass.ipfv.3pl in-3msg) ‘a place in which they
collect grass’ (Heath 2003, p. 158, text 30: Timbuktu)

Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
Referents of a status pni are not obligatorily marked, and (unlike for psi) I

cannot identify any auxiliary marking strategies in the surveyed texts. In the fol-
lowing representative example from Timbuktu (37), we can identify three prospec-
tive pni referents: two instances of sayyāṛa ‘vehicle’, and one instance of kamyūn
‘truck’:

(37) نشوف فّم من و لليرا تّديني ثانية سيّارة ندخل لاهي فّم من تنكا، إلى ماّشة هون من سيّارة نضور لاهي
لبمكو فيه نمشي كميون نارى كاني

9 See also the structure fullāni -wāhəd ‘a [certain] Fulbe man’ in (31).
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lāhi
fut

nḍawr
search.ipfv.1sg

sayyāṛa
vehicle.pni

mən
from

hawn
here

māšša
go.ptcp

īlā
to

tunka,
tonka

mən
from

famm
there

lāhi
fut

nədxul
enter.ipfv.1sg

sayyāra
vehicle.pni

ṯānya
other

təddī-ni
take.ipfv.3fsg-1sg.obj

l-layra,
to-lere

w
and

mən
from

famm
there

nšawf
see.ipfv.1sg

kān-i
whether-1sg

nāṛa
see.ipfv.1sg

kamyūn
truck.pni

nemši
go.ipfv.1sg

fi-h
in-3msg

l-bamaku
to-bamako

‘I’ll look for a vehicle going from here to Tonka, from there I’ll get in an-
other vehicle to take me to Léré, and from there I’ll see whether I can
find a truck in which I can go to Bamako’ (Heath 2003, p. 164, text 32:
Timbuktu)

That these three referents are pni is supported by structural indications.
They exist as the potential, unrealized objects of future tense verbal constructions,
implying that they cannot be uniquely identified by the speaker (i.e. pragmatically
specific) in the present; at the same time, they are each further specified – the
latter two with clausal attributes – which suggest they must be unique entities in
the world (i.e. semantically specific).

Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Fully non-referential entities of a status sni likewise have no obligatory

marking, and am I also unable to identity any auxiliary strategies for them. A
typical example from the western variety (38) is kābūs ‘pistol’, here posed as a
question where the goal is simply to establish the existence of a category of items:

(38) كابوس؟ عنده واحد فيكم ما
mā-
neg-

vī-kum
in-2pl

wāḥəd
one

ʿand-u
have-3msg

kābūs?
pistol.sni

‘Is there not one of you who has a pistol?’ (Cohen 1963, p. 258, text III:
Gebla)

The same pattern is present in more eastern dialects, as seen in (39) and (40)
below. Here, the respective referents ša ‘domesticated animal (sheep or goat)’ and
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ḥbal ‘rope’ again refer to no specific individual entity, but rather simply a member
of their class that is (on a pragmatic level) interchangeable with any other:

(39) ملّي شاة منا واحد يذبح وغدا اليوم، شاته يذبح واحد
wāḥəd
one

yaḏbaḥ
slaughter.ipv.msg

šāt-u
animal-3msg.poss

l-yūm,
nd-day,

w-
and-

qda
tomorrow

yaḏbaḥ
slaughter.ipfv.msg

wāḥəd
one

mən-na
gen-1pl

ša
animal.sni

ṃṃʷalli
again

‘one person slaughters his animal today, and tomorrow one of us slaughters
an animal again’ (Heath 2003, p. 172, text 34: Timbuktu)

(40) حبل في ثلاثة كل الحمير، ثلاثة، ثلاثة قرّنّاهم الحمير، وقرّنّا
w-
and-

gaṛṛanna
bind.pfv.1pl

lə-
nd-

ḥmīr,
donkeys,

gaṛṛannā-hum
tie.pv.1pl-3pl.obj

ṯlaṯa
three

ṯlaṯa,
three,

lə-
ad-

ḥmīr,
donkeys,

kull
each

ṯlaṯa
three

fə-
prep-

ḥbal
rope.sni

‘We bound the donkeys [to each other], we tied them up three by three,
the donkeys, each three to a rope’ (Heath 2003, p. 110, text 19: Gao)

Singular non-referential predicates are zero-marked and otherwise pattern
entirely with sni nouns, as is rīwāya ‘story’10 in (41):

(41) الصّح عندها رواية مجنونة، رواية لك راهي هاذي
hāḏi
dem

ṛā-hī
foc-3fsg

-lak
-2msg.dat

rīwāya
story

mažnūna,
crazy

rīwaya
story

ʿand-ha
have-3fsg

ṣ-ṣaḥḥ
gna-truth

‘This here is a crazy story, a story with truth to it’ (Heath 2003, p. 114,
text 19: Gao)

10 Apparently a borrowing: because Gao Hassaniya has no such phoneme, /i/ in the source lexeme
riwāya is approximated with /ī/.
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3.1.2 Generic, Plural and Non-Count Referents
Generic singular referents in Hassaniya are marked with ʾl- as if they were

singular nd referents. This pattern extends to most plurals and non-count nomi-
nals, for which ʾl- is the default marker for unquantified and otherwise unspecified
nominals (sni) as well as for semantically definite nouns. The only semantic tier
that is regularly zero-marked for plurals and non-count referents is psi, as summa-
rized in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Plural and Non-Count Nouns in Hassaniya

ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-∅ ši mən--ḏūk-

Generics
Like in most other Arabic dialects, generic instances of singular nouns in

Hassaniya pattern wholly with nd nouns and are marked exclusively with the ap-
propriate allomorph of ʾl-. In (42), for example, we note that the generic use of
ṛājəl ‘man’ – here, a stand-in for any potential man who fasts – requires the prefix:
(42) بيبان ربع قّدامه ينفحوا يصوم منين الراجل عن قال حكيم خالق

xāləg
exist.ptcp

ḥakīm
wise.man.psi

gāl
say.pfv.3msg

ʿan
about

əṛ-ṛājəl
gna-man

mnayn
when

iṣūm
fast.ipfv.3msg

yənvatḥu
open.ipfv.pl

gəddām-u
before-3msg

ṛbaʿ
four

bībān
doors.psi

بيبيان اربع قدامه ينفتحوا يصوم منين الراجل عن قال حكيم خالق
‘There’s this wise man who said that when a man fasts four doors open in
front of him’ (Baba 2002, p. 244, §4.17: Gebla)
The same can be noted in (43), in which the speaker is speaking about

treament of an ill əššīr ‘child’ in general terms, without reference to any specific
individual:
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(43) الحلبة من وحبّات آتاي من وشوي الكمونة له ندير ... يقذف الّشير يعود يلين
ylayn
when

yʿūd
become.ipfv.3msg

l-əššīr
gna-child

yəgḏəf
vomit.ipfv.3msg

...

...
ndīr
make.ipfv.1sg

-lu
-3msg.dat

l-kammūna
sni-cumin

w-šwayy
and-bit

mən
gen

ātāy
tea

w-
and

ḥabbāt
seeds

mən
gen

l-ḥalba
sni-fenugreek

‘when a child starts vomiting ... I prepare him some cumin, and a bit of
tea, and some fenugreek seeds’ (Heath 2003, p. 200, text 44: Gao)

On a functional level it is difficult to distinguish generic plurals from sni
plurals), both of which fulfill similar semantic functions (see below).

Plurals
We have seen that for singular nouns, the marker ʾl- follows a relatively

limited distribution, used exclusively to mark ad and nd statuses along the lines
of a ‘true’ definite article. For plurals, however, Hassaniya seems to allow for a
much broader distribution of this marker, allowing it not only for the ad and nd
tiers but for pni and sni tiers as well. We may be able to explain this fact as a
semantic extension resulting from the inherent ambiguity between generic plurals
and sni plurals; presumably the marker ʾl- has been distributed to non-referential
plurals following the model of generic singular nouns.

In the following excerpt (44), for example, the plural referents sbūʿa ‘lions’
and afyāl ‘elephants’ are clearly non-referential (sni) and refer to the existence of
a class of entities in general, not to any specific group:

(44) ياسرين الافيال وفيه ياسرين السبوعة فيه بومو هاري له ينقال واحد بلد دخلنا
dxalna
enter.pfv.1pl

blad
country

-wāhəd
-psi

yəngāl
say.pass.ipfv.3pl

-lu
-3msg.dat

‘hari-bomo’
hari-bomo

fī
in

-h
-3msg.poss

s-
sni-

sbūʿa
lions

yāsrīn
many

w-
and-

fī-h
in-3msg.poss

l-
sni-

afyāl
elephants

yāsrīn
many

‘... we entered this place called Hari-bomo. There are many lions there,
and there are many elephants there.’ (Heath 2003, p. 110, text 19: Gao)
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This marking strategy remains in effect for non-referential predicates, which
categorically pattern with other sni plurals, as is witnessed by marking on the
predicate ṭāfīlāt ‘girls’ in the following (45):

(45) الطافيلات بعد نحنا زلنا ما
mā-
neg-

zəlna
cease.ipv.1pl

naḥna
1pl

baʿd
still

ṭ-ṭāfīlāt
nrp-girls

‘we were still girls’ (Heath 2003, p. 174, text 35)

These examples compel us to recognize a contrast between the distribution
of ʾl- for singular nouns, where it is proper to call it a ‘definite article’ that does
indeed pattern with ad and nd statuses, and its distribution for plural nouns, where
it undoubtedly occurs with indefinite statuses. In this light, it is not surprising that,
in addition to sni, ʾl- also occurs with pni nouns. If a speaker wants to specify a set
of individuals within the generic class – in essence, to delineate a pni plural – the
form ʾl- accumulates with a second prefix cluster that takes the form ši mən, šəmn
or a close phonological variant,11 literally ‘a thing/bit of’ (see Cohen 1963, p. 166).
Essentially a partitive structure, ši mən has the effect of lending semantic (but not
pragmatic) specificity to an otherwise generic class, as it does to the referent plural
bəl ‘camels’ in the following Northern Hassaniya example (46):

(46) معاها يعود و البل من شي لها ويخلّي فّم خيمة لها يبني يقّد
ygədd
be.able.ipfv.3msg

yibni
build.ipfv.3msg

-lha
-3fsg.dat

xayma
tent

famm
there

u
and

yxəlli
give.ipfv.3msg

-lha
-3fsg.dat

ši-
pni

ṃəl-
pni

l-bəl
pni-camels

w yʿūd mʿā-ha

‘He’s able to build her a tent there and give her some camels and stay with
her’ (Aguadé 1998, p. 211)

We may note that the link between the above examples is that they are all
indefinite plurals that the speaker cannot – or does not care to – quantify; rather
than unique individuals they represent a general class of entities or an unspecified
11 Note, for example, that in (46) this structure undergoes assimilation: ši mən l-bəl> ši məl l-bəl.
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subset of such a class. However, when a Hassaniya speaker refers to a new plural
referent that is quantified, the resulting structure is zero-marked. This is evident for
the plural referent rkāyəz ‘[tent] poles’ in (47), where the speaker uses a particular
arrangement of poles as a trap to capture a lion:
(47) آبوقي كيف عّدلهم ركيزات عشر ... هون ركيزة وجهر هون ركيزة جهر

žhaṛ
bury.ipv.3msg

rkīza
pole

hawn,
here

w-
and-

žhaṛ
bury.ipv.3msg

rkīza
pole

hawn
here

...

...
ʿšaṛ
ten

rkāyəz
poles.psi

ʿaddal-hum
do.ipv.3msg

kīf
as

ābūgi
thatch.covering

‘He buried a pole here, and buried a pole here... he set up these ten poles
as [if for] a thatch-covering’ (Heath 2003, p. 114)
Because the act of quantifying a plural noun has the effect of lending that

noun a degree of pragmatic specificity, it is possible to read such structures as ex-
hibiting psi statuses. This analysis, in turn, suggests that psi plurals in Hassaniya
are zero-marked. We can confirm hypothesis using the same diagnostic strategies
that apply to singular nouns against other examples. In (48), for example, the
plural referent šūʿārā ‘poets’ is introduced with an existential structure and then
adopted as the topic of discourse, typical indications of psi head nouns. As ex-
pected, the referent is zero-marked:
(48) ثاني، واحد بيه سمع معروف، شاعر ... سمو هون عندنا واحد شعبيين. شوعارا ثنين، شوعرا خالقين

xālgīn
exist

šūʿārā
poets

ṯnayn,
two

šūʿārā
poets

šaʿbiyyīn.
popular.pl

wāḥəd
one

ʿand-na
have-1pl

hawn
here

sm-u
name-3msg.poss

MW
[name]

šāʿər
poet

maʿrūf,
known

smaʿ
hear.pfv.3msg

bī-h
prep-3msg

wāḥəd
one

ṯāni
other

...

‘There are these two poets, popular poets. We have one here named MW,
a well-known poet, the other had heard about him...’ (Heath 2003, p. 156,
text 27: Timbuktu)
We may then observe that for plural nouns in Hassaniya, zero-marking is

in some senses the more ‘marked’ strategy, used for only one of the five major
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semantic statuses; conversely, ʾl- has a wide range and is used for a combination of
ad, nd, pni, and sni nouns. It is perhaps even possible to argue that it is a ‘default’
marker of plurality barring a particular set of semantic/syntactic conditions that
would require its absence.12

Non-Count Nouns
Non-count nouns in Hassaniya follow the pattern of plurals, wherein ad, nd,

pni, and psi nominals are marked with a variant of ʾl-. We witness the use of this
marker alongside generic/sni referents kammūna ‘cumin’ and ḥalba ‘fenugreek’ in
the following (49):
(49) الحلبة من وحبّات آتاي من وشوي الكمونة له ندير ... يقذف الّشير يعود يلين

ylayn
when

yʿūd
become.ipfv.3msg

l-əššīr
gna-child

yəgḏəf
vomit.ipfv.3msg

...

...
ndīr
make.ipfv.1sg

-lu
-3msg.dat

l-kammūna
sni-cumin

w-šwayy
and-bit

mən
gen

ātāy.SNI
tea.sni

w-
and

ḥabbāt
seeds

mən
gen

l-ḥalba
sni-fenugreek
‘when a child starts vomiting ... I prepare him some cumin, and a bit of
tea, and some fenugreek seeds’ (Heath 2003, p. 200, text 44: Gao)
However, like with plurals, when a speaker introduces a new, indefinite non-

count noun that is pragmatically salient (psi), it is zero-marked. This approach is
visible in (50), in which the protagonists find a particular group of bgaṛ ‘cattle’,
upon which they subsequently act.
(50) تاهاغيت منه هي وحكمت أوداش منه هو حكم بقر. جبروا ينين والنيروبة، هو ... ماشي ّ تم الذيب،

ḏ-ḏīb,
nd-jackal

tamm
continue.ipv.3msg

māši
going.ptcp

...

...
huwwa
3msg

wə-
and-

n-nayrūba,
nd-rabbit,

ynayn
when

žabṛ-u
find.ipv.3pl

bgaṛ.
cattle.psi

ḥkam
take.ipv.3msg

huwwa
3msg

mənn-u
from-3msg

awdaš
bull

w-
and-

ḥakmət
take.ipv.3fsg

hiyya
3fsg

mənn-u
from-3msg

tāhāqīt
cow

12 This arrangement has parallels in the way the nearby Moroccan-Algerian group (§5.1) treats
not only plural but also singular nouns.
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‘Jackal was going along, him and Rabbit, when they found this [group of]
cattle. He took a bull from them, and she took a cow from them.’ (Heath
2003, p. 80, text 12: Timbuktu)

3.1.3 Attributive Structures
Adjectival Attributes

Marking of adjectival attributes follows a strict binary distribution similar to
that of singular nouns, where those that follow ad and nd head nouns are marked
with l- and attributes of psi, pni, and sni head nouns are zero-marked. For singular
nouns, this results in apparent ‘agreement’ between the respective markers of the
head noun and adjectival attribute, as in the following:

(51) تخليه الابيض والـكبش
wə-
and-

l-kabš
ad-ram

l-abyaḏ̣
ad-white

txallī-h
leave.ipfv.3fsg-3msg.obj

‘as for the white ram, leave it [alive]’ (Heath 2003, p. 44, text 6)

(52) فتران عجيل فيه لحقوا
laḥgu
find.pfv.3pl

fī-h
in-3msg

ʿžayl
calf

fatrān
emaciated

‘They found there this emaciated calf’ (Heath 2003, p. 50)

For plural and mass nouns, however, the illusion of agreement cannot be
maintained. This is most evident for sni plurals, where ʾl- marks the head noun but
is disallowed for the adjectival attribute. The resulting ‘mismatch’ – which is not
really a mismatch, but rather evidence that marking of head nouns and attributes
are controlled by unique semantic rules, rather strict agreement – is evident for
l-ma nāgeʿ ‘standing water’, t-tṛāb xāḏ̣ṛa ‘green earth’, and l-aṣdāṛ xuḏ̣ṛ ‘green trees’
in the following (53):

(53) خضر والأصدار خضرة التراب ف ويخرصوا ناقع، الما ف ويخرصوا
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w-
and-

yxaṛṛsu
look.ipfv.3pl

fə-
prep-

l-ma
sni-water

nāgeʿ,
standing

w-
and-

yxaṛṛṣ-u
look.ipfv.3pl

fə-
prep-

t-tṛāb
sni-earth

xāḏ̣ṛa
green

w-
and

l-aṣdāṛ
sni-trees

xuḏ̣ṛ
green

‘and they look at standing water, they look at green earth and green trees’
(Heath 2003, p. 172)13

While the fact that the only indefinite nouns for which l- occurs in Hassaniya
are non-singular means that such patterns are relatively infrequent, ‘non-agreeing’
patterns can be identified with more consistency in other dialects; see, for example,
§5.1.3 for the same in the Moroccan group.

Clausal Attributes
Two formal markers of clausal attributes are attested in Hassaniya: (ə)l and

(ə)lli; both appear in western and eastern varieties. Although the form (ə)l- is
indistinguishable from ‘unassimilated’ ʾl-, it does not display any allomorphy and
thus seems to represent a unique form. Cohen (1963, p. 157) considers these
two variants to be semantically analogous and simply in free variation, at least
in the Arabic of Gebla;14 Ould Mohamed Baba (2008, p. 52) seems to support
this reading, calling the two forms allomorphs. Although claims of ‘free variation’
should generally be seen as a call to further investigation, I am unable to identify
any semantic distinction between these two forms, and believe it is in fact possible
to see the former as a simple reduction of the latter.

For ad and nd head nouns, (ə)l ~(ə)lli is obligatory with all clausal at-
tributes, as in the following:
(54) بعيره فيه خلّى اللي للبلاد جا

ža
came.pfv.3msg

lə-
to-

l-blad
ad-place

lli
ad.cls

xalla
leave.pfv.3msg

fī-h
in-3msg

bʿīr
camel

-u
-3msg.poss

13 Heath’s reading (as implied by his translation) seems to take these nouns to be nd, but I read
them as sni, in part because of the attributive strategy.

14 La correlation est exprimée par une particule qui se présente sous deux formes ... Mais ces deux
formes ne constituent que de purs allomorphes en variation libre.
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‘he came to the place where he had left his camel, he didn’t find it under
the tree’ (Heath 2003, p. 156, text 28: Timbuktu)

(55) يعطي لاهي لـ القدر يعطي وكلهم
w-
and

kull-hum
each-3pl

yəʿṭi
give.ipfv.3msg

l-qadṛ
nd-amount

l-
rel-

lāhi
fut

yəʿṭi
give.ipfv.3msg

‘and each one of them gives the amount that he will give’ (Heath 2003, p.
172, text 34: Timbuktu)
It is also possible, as Cohen (1963, p. 158) observes,15 for speakers to mark

clausal attributes of ‘indefinite’ head nouns with (ə)l ~(ə)lli. On a semantic level,
these nouns appear to qualify as psi, i.e. prominent new referents that the speaker
wishes to mark as such:16

(56) منه رحلنا اللي لمرحن جيت
žayt
come.pfv.1sg

l-
to-

mərḥan
camp.psi

lli-
rel-

ṛḥalna
leave.pfv.1pl

mən-hu
from-3msg

‘I came to this camp that we had abandoned’ (Heath 2003, p. 104, text 18)
(57) صبياتهم فيهم اللي بخيام

bə-
in-

xyām
tents.psi

əlli-
rel-

vī-hum
in-3pl

ṣbiyyāt-hum
friends-3pl.poss

‘in these tents where their friends are’ (Cohen 1963, p. 158)
However, it does not seem appropriate to claim that clausal attributes are

marked indiscriminately for all psi head nouns. Rather, (ə)l ~(ə)lli seems to occur
only when the psi noun is the object of a verb or preposition in the relativized
clause. By contrast, when it is taken as the subject, it is zero-marked, as is wit-
nessed twice – once for dašṛa ‘village’ and once for malik ‘king’ – in the following
(58):
15 “Il n’est pas impossible de trouver des exemples où əlli se rapporte à un antécédent indéterminé.”
16 That said, we must note that there is a degree of ambiguity in such structures: while the above
referents are most probably psi it is not impossible to also envision them as nd referents that
the speaker assumes to be available via bridging anaphora.
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(58) المال من ياسر يعطيه ضحّكه حّد ملك فيها دشرة خالقة
xālga
exist.ptcp

dašṛa
village.psi

∅-
∅-

vī-ha
in-3fsg

malik
king.psi

∅-
∅-

ḥadd
person.pni

ḍaḥḥk
laugh.caus.pfv.3msg

-u
-3msg.obj

yaʿtī
give.ipfv.3msg

-h
-3msg.obj

yāsər
lot

mən
gen

l-māl
gna-money

‘There’s this village in which [there’s] this king who gives anyone who
makes him laugh a lot of money’ (Baba 2002, p. 246)

What evidence we have for pni nouns suggests they follow the same semantic-
syntactic rule, where clausal attributes are marked with (ə)lli if the head noun is
relativized as an object, but are otherwise left unmarked, as in (37).

Genitive Attributes
The predominant means for expressing genitive relations in the Hassaniya

group is via direct annexation, to the extent that throughout some of its range
this may be the only extant strategy for doing so for ad and nd statuses. For
western dialects of Hassaniya, Ould Mohamed Baba (2008, p. 76) states that there
is no means of expressing ‘indirect annexation;’17 in the more eastern dialects of
Timbuktu and Gao, however, we can identify an explicit genitive attribute marker
ntāʕ/ntāʕət/ntāʕāt (m/f/pl). This structure occurs with ad and nd head nouns – for
which it is typically interchangeable with direct annexation – as in the following
(59):

(59) هاذا ايلمدي يحكموا بنهم الرقيبات نتاع القاضي – كبير ايقاوان كبير قال
gāl
say.pfv.3msg

kbīr
chief

īgāwan,
storytellers.gen

kbīr–
chief--

l-qāḏ̣i
nd-head

ntāʿ
gen

r-rgaybāt,
ad-reguibat

bən-hum
comp-3pl

yaḥkmu
judge.impv.pl

īləmdi
ilimdi

hāḏa
dem

17 “Como se puede observar, no existe en ḥassāniyya, como tampoco en otros dialectos beduinos,
la llamada anexión indirecta es decir, aquella en la que se usa una partícula de anexión como:
/dyāl/, /mtāʕ/, /ntāʕ/, /ta/ 109 , etc.”
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‘The chief – the head of the reguibat said that they’re going to judge this
ilimdi’ (Heath 2003, p. 132, text 24)

It is not, however, restricted to definite statuses, and can also occur with
psi head nouns, as in (60) and (61):

(60) قرفاف نتاعة يواية ر مّلّي خالقة
xālga
exist

ṃṃʷalli
again

rīwāya
story

ntāʿət
gen.f

garf̣āf̣
garfaf

‘There’s this one story of Garfaf’ (Heath 2003, p. 50, text 8)

(61) عّدلوا اللي العرب نتاعات تلقيات شفنا
šəfna
see.pfv.1pl

təlgiyyāt
parades.psi

ntāʿāt
gen.pl

l-ʿṛab
nd-arabs

lli
rel

ʿaddlu
do.pfv.3pl

‘We saw these parades of the Arabs, [those] that they put together’ (Heath
2003, p. 174, text 35: Timbuktu)

The form ntāʕ/ntāʕət/ntāʕāt therefore seems to have a primary syntactic ad-
vantage of allowing for genitive specification of pragmatically specific head nouns
that are explicitly new to the discourse (psi). For ad and nd statuses, on the other
hand, it is an auxiliary strategy available on top of the direct annexation approach
common to most dialects, perhaps used to give additional focus and individuation
to a referent that is already present in the discursive universe.

3.1.4 Further Observations
Indefinite Pronouns

As we have seen, Hassaniya dialects do not obligatorily distinguish between
psi and pni nominals. At the same time, there is evidence that (at least in the Arabic
of Gao) a post-nominal -wāḥəd can serve as auxiliary psi marker, suggesting that
categorical distinctions can indeed be made within the larger dialect group. In fact,
it is worth noting that psi and pni category distinctions are present throughout the
dialect group for indefinite human referents in the form of indefinite pronouns.
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The psi indefinite pronoun is wāḥəd, as in the below excerpt (62). Note that
the human referent has structural correlates typical of psi nouns; it stands in for
a new referent introduced by an existential construction, is specified with relative
clause, and adopted as the subject of the discourse:
(62) الناس مع فتن سعيد، وّل بكر أبو له ينقال تفقحيبلله أولاد من واحد خالق

xāləg
exist

wāḥəd
person.psi

mn-
from-

awlād
sons

tvaġaḥaybaḷḷā
tvaġaḥaybaḷḷā

yəngāl
say.pass.ipfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg-dat

bubakaṛ
bubakar

wəll
son

saʿīd
sa'id

vatan
fight.pfv.3msg

mʿa
with

ən-nās
sni-people

‘There was this person from the tvaġaḥaybaḷḷā tribe who was called Bubakar,
the son of Sa’id, he used to fight with people’ (Baba 2002, p. 236, text 4.3:
Gebla)
The pni indefinite pronoun is ḥadd, as in the following (63). Here, the

protagonist is looking for someone (or the other) “as stingy as him;” that is, a
person who has unique traits, but who is not uniquely identifiable:18

(63) كيفته راخس لحّد يلوّد أهله عن مشى كيفته، حّد بر يج قّد ولا راخس راجل خالق
xāləg
exist

ṛāžəl
man.psi

rāxəs
stingy

w-
and-

la
neg

gadd
be.able.pfv.3msg

yažbaṛ
find.ipfv.3msg

ḥadd
person.pni

kīvt-u,
like-3msg,

mša
go.pfv.3msg

ʿan
to

ahl-u
people-3msg.poss

ylawwad
search.ipfv.3msg

l-
for-

ḥadd
person.pni

rāxəs
stingy

kīvt-u
like-3msg

‘There was this stingy man who couldn’t find anyone like himself. He went
to his people to look for someone as stingy as him.’ (Baba 2002, p. 242,
text 4.12: Gebla)

Zero-marked Definites
Although the basic arrangement for singular nominals in Hassaniya involves

a binary definite/indefiniteness distinction, some words of non-Arabic origin ap-
pear to violate this rule, showing zero-marked structures even when semantically
18 See (58) for another example with ḥadd.
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definite.19 Cohen (1963, p. 156) mentions this possibility in the western-type di-
alect of Gebla; while not explicitly described in eastern-type dialects, it is present
in a number of Heath’s (2003) texts. An example is the referent āqān ‘rope’ in the
following excerpt from a folktale, in which a character who has descended into a
well asks another to hand him the well-rope (nd via situational knowledge). Even
when mentioned a second time, the noun remains unmarked:

(64) آغان له مشّى وحكم خلاص
xlāṣ
then

w-
and-

ḥkam
take.pfv.3msg

maššā
pass.pfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg.dat

āqān
rope.ad

‘So he took hold and passed him the rope’ (Heath 2003, p. 92, text 14:
Gao)

We see the same pattern in the excerpt below (65), where a referent īləmdāy
~īləmdi ‘Tuareg apprentice’ is first introduced as a psi noun, then subsequently
resumed as a clear ad referent. In the latter case we note that it too does not have
the expected marker ʾl-:

(65) يلمدي إ يحكموا بنهم الرقيبات نتاع القاضي – كبير يقاون، إ كبير قال ... ايلمداي له يقولوا واحد خالق
هاذا

xāləg
exist

wāḥəd
person.psi

ygūlū
say.ipfv.3pl

-lu
-3msg.dat

īləmdāy,
ilimday,

wāḥəd
one

mən
from

īləmdan
ilimday.pl

...

...
gāl
say.pfv.3msg

kbīr
chief

īgāwan,
storytellers.gen

kbīr–
chief--

l-qāḏ̣i
nd-head

ntāʿ
gen

r-rgaybāt,
ad-reguibat

bən-hum
comp-3pl

yaḥkmu
judge.impv.pl

īləmdi
ilimday.ad

hāḏa
dem

‘There was this person they call an ilimday, one of the illimdan [Tuareg
apprentices] ... the chief – the head of the reguibat said that they’re going
to judge this ilimday’ (Heath 2003, p. 132, text 24: Gao)

19 Most of these are of Berber origin, but some are from other African languages as well: “Una
excepción a esta regla la encontramos en los préstamos, especialmente los de origen africano
y bereber, que no llevan generalmente el artículo, y no por ello son siempre indeterminados”
(Ould Mohamed Baba 2008, p. 46).
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In one sense, then, it is fair to say that such nouns appear to be zero-marked
for definiteness. But this is perhaps a less accurate statement than to say that these
nouns simply cannot be modified with the marker ʾl-, whether as an indicator of
definiteness or anything else, particularly when we recall that ʾl- is also the default
marker for sni and pni plurals and non-count nouns. This fact is apparent in the
following example, where the unquantifiable and pragmatically non-specific nouns
kammūna ‘cumin’ and ḥalba ‘fenugreek’, but the equally non-referential noun atay
‘tea’ (of Berber provenance) is not:20

(66) الحلبة من وحبّات آتاي من وشوي الكمونة له ندير ... يقذف الّشير يعود يلين
ndīr
make.ipfv.1sg

-lu
-3msg.dat

l-kammūna
sni-cumin

w-šwayy
and-bit

mən
gen

ātāy.SNI
tea.sni

w-
and

ḥabbāt
seeds

mən
gen

l-ḥalba
sni-fenugreek

‘when a child starts vomiting ... I prepare him some cumin, and a bit of
tea, and some fenugreek seeds’ (Heath 2003, p. 200, text 44: Gao)

This unique syntactic behavior seems to be determined on a lexical basis,
where certain foreign borrowings are exempt from marking with the Arabic mor-
pheme ʾl- . In this fact the Hassaniya group shows commonality with Moroccan
Arabic dialects, which also disallow the marker l- with nouns of Berber origin as a
structural rule, without regard to the definiteness values (see §5.1.4).

3.1.5 Summary: Hassaniya
We have seen that on the most basic of levels, the Hassaniya dialect group

can be said to follow the ‘binary’ definite-indefinite model, where most singular
nouns of a status ad or nd are obligatorily marked with a reflex of ʾl-, and those
of a status psi, pni, or sni are not obligatorily marked. This binary distinction
is maintained for adjectival attributes, for which the function of ʾl- is roughly
analogous. At the same time, when we take an expanded view of the system that
considers auxiliary marking strategies, generic and non-singular head nouns, and
20 Also note the unmarked nd noun īləmdan ‘Tuareg apprentices’ in (65).
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clausal/genitive attributes, we find that the same linguistic system exhibits a great
deal more complexity.

One notable finding is that the easternmost region of the Hassaniya group –
that of Gao – appears to have developed a non-obligatory, but regularly productive,
marker -wāḥəd/-waḥda (m/f) for psi singular nouns. It is clear that this marker is
derived from a numeric adjective ‘one, a single’, but it is less clear how it should
have taken on the role of a psi marker in one place when it is elsewhere restricted to
the former sense. I suggest that a reanalysis must have been driven by the inherent
ambiguity in structures such as the following, where the sense of ‘a single’ and ‘a
certain’ are both simultaneously viable readings of wāḥəd:

(67) ... الشور نعّتنا آمنيرنا، اللي هو واحد أرقاز واحد، أرقاز آمنيرنا
āmnīr-na
guide-1pl.poss

aragāz
man

wāḥəd
one.m

...

...
aragāz
man

wāḥəd
one.m

huwa
he

lli
rel

āmnīr-na,
guide-1pl.poss

naʿʿat-na
show.pfv.3msg-1pl.obj

š-šawṛ
gna-direction

‘Our guide was [a single man ~ this man] ... this man, he was our guide,
he showed us the way’ (Heath 2003, p. 120, text 21: Gao)

Presumably, at some point speakers began to see the referential reading as
a discrete, separable meaning of a polysemous word wāḥəd, at which point they
extended it to referents for which explicit quantification was not needed. On a
semantic level, the use of wāḥəd as a psi marker in eastern Hassaniya also parallels
its use as an independent psi pronoun throughout the entirety of the dialect group.

The formal arrangement that Hassaniya sees for marking referential statuses
on plural and non-count nouns likewise complicates the notion of a simple definite-
indefinite binary. Although for singular nouns the marker ʾl- can only occur with
ad and nd statuses, non-singular nouns regularly have ʾl- for not only ‘true defi-
nites’, but also for sni and pni statuses. This fact can also be related to an apparent
reanalysis, wherein an inherent state of semantic ambiguity between generic and
sni non-singular nouns allowed the transfer of ʾl- from the former to the latter.

Of the three primary attribute types in Hassaniya, only adjectival attributes
follow a strict binary definite-indefinite distribution, where those that modify ‘true’
definite (ad and nd) head nouns are marked with ʾl-, and those that do not are
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left unmarked. In the case of clausal attributes, on the other hand, is is allowable
for speakers to mark not those that modify not only definite head nouns with a
relative particle, but also those that modify indefinite (psi and pni) head nouns.
For genitive attributes, a marker ntāʿ (etc.) is available for ad, nd, and psi statuses,
and has the unique functionality of explicitly specifying a psi head noun as a new
referent where the traditional ‘annexed state’ would not.

A final fact that complicates the notion of a binary model is the regular
omission of the marker ʾl- for some nominals of non-Arabic origin. On the surface,
it may seem that these nouns cannot be marked for ‘definiteness’. However, when
we consider the fact that ʾl- is not exclusively a definiteness marker – as it can
be used for indefinite plural forms – it seems more proper to say that such nouns
simply cannot be modified with ʾl- under any circumstances. That foreign loans
may display resistance to normative patterns, even if it is on a lexicalized basis,
suggests that language contact can certainly affect the definiteness system within
a given variety. At the same time, the fact that we have not seen full-scale leveling
of the zero-marked pattern to Arabic-origin words also suggests that the native
system is fairly robust.

3.2 Sana’ani (Yemen)
The Sana’ani dialect group refers to those dialects spoken in and around the

Yemeni capital of Sana’a, a landlocked city in the mountainous southwest Arabian
Peninsula. While Sana’ani is a ‘Yemeni’ dialect in the geographic sense, the great
diversity of Yemeni dialects makes it difficult to generalize trends over a wide
geographic area in the way that is possible with Hassaniya above.21 Still, as the
best documented Yemeni dialect, and the one for which the most substantial body
of texts are available, I believe Sana’ani serves as a useful window into the value
that Yemeni dialects as a whole can lend to our thinking about definiteness in
Arabic.

The most substantial body of texts in modern Sana’ani, and the one from
which most of the examples discussed here are drawn, is in Watson and ʻAmri
(2000), a collection of descriptive accounts of the sights, industries, customs, and
21 See Behnstedt (1985) for an overview of Yemeni dialect diversity.
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traditions of Sana’a as narrated by al-ʻAmri himself. The texts are accompanied
by an introduction to the grammar of Sana’ani and relatively extensive linguistic
footnotes, both of which parallel observations in the more comprehensive Watson
1993. Further data is drawn from Naïm (1989), a narrative folk tale told by a
resident of Sana’a in her forties, complementing the other more descriptive texts
in Watson and ʻAmri.

Watson’s (1993, p. 27) account of definiteness in Sana’ani implies a strict
binary model, wherein “the unmarked value for definiteness is indefinite” and
“common nouns are defined by the definite article al-.” She provides contrastive
pairs such as ʿiyāl ‘children’ vs. al-ʿiyāl ‘the children’, madāʿah ‘pipe’ vs. al-madāʿah
‘the pipe’, and rijāl ‘v’s. ar-rijāl ‘the men’. These representations parallel those
found in pedagogical materials; Qafisheh’s (1984, p. 19) Yemeni Arabic, which
is based on the dialect of Sana’a, for example, also makes a binary distinction
between unmarked indefinites and defined nouns with al-. I am not aware of any
works that explicitly identify any type of indefinite article in Sana’ani.

3.2.1 Basic Arrangement
Similar to Hassaniya, the basic arrangement for singular nouns in Sana’ani

can be described as having obligatory marking for ad and nd referents and zero-
marking for psi, pni, and sni referents (Figure 3.3). Nonetheless, we also find
evidence that the dialect has additional, auxiliary strategies for marking discrete
semantic subcategories. Like many other Arabic dialects, it allows for explicit
demarcation of ad referents with a preposed demonstrative adjective. In addition,
I offer the original claim that Sana’ani displays an emergent auxiliary psi marker
in the postposed form -hākaḏā(-hā), which has elsewhere been viewed instead as
a manner adverb.

Figure 3.3: Basic Arrangement in Sana’ani

ad nd psi pni sni

al- ∅
(-hākaḏāhā)(hāḏāk-/hāḏīk-)
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Anaphoric Definites
The obligatory marker for anaphoric definites in Sana’ani Arabic is a prefix

al-,22 which undergoes assimilation patterns typical of ʾl- in other dialects (see
Watson 1993, p. 7). In circumstances where the referent is relatively clear, it
alone is sufficient to indicate the anaphoric reference. In the following excerpt
from a Sana’ani text, for example, we can observe that a noun barik ‘pool’ which
has already been introduced (†) is thereafter marked with al-:

(68) صغيرة غرفة على يدخل البرك عند من الواحد بعدا يدخل وحين ... هاكذها برك أمامه يبسر يدخل
الماء حق ماخضا هاناك

yidxul
enter.ipfv.3msg

yisbir
see.ipfv.3msg

amām-ih
before-3msg

barik†
pool

hākaḏahā
psi

...

...
wa-
and-

ḥin
when

yidxul
enter.ipfv.3msg

baʿdā
then

al-wāḥid
gna-person

min
from

ʿand
at

al-barik
ad-pool

yidxul
enter.ipfv.3msg

ʿala
into

ġurfih
room

zuġayrih
small

hānāk
there

maxḍā
channel

ḥakk
gen

al-maʾ
water

‘He goes in and sees in front of him this pool ... and when he then [returns]
from the pool, the person enters into this small room where there is a water
channel’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 156)

Likemost other dialects, Sana’ani also allows for auxiliarymarking of anaphoric
referents with demonstrative adjectives. Watson (1993, p. 44) identifies two sets
of demonstrative adjectives in Sana’ani, one of which begins with a prefix hā-, and
one without it. Both forms are attested in anaphoric usage; nonetheless, they ex-
hibit slightly different syntactic use. The hā- ad demonstratives can occur both
prenominally or postnominally, the latter of which is seen here:

(69) طالع عيجلسوا هاكذا عالية مراتب بقعة تلقي هاذيك السمسرة وفي ... سمسرة بيت كل في
fī
in

kulla
every

bayt
house

samsirih
caravanserai

...

...
wa-
and-

fī
in

s-samsarih
ad-caravanerai

hāḏik
ad

tilgay
find.ipfv.2msg

bugʿah
place

marātib
benches

ʿāliyih
tall

hākaḏā
psi

ʿa-
fut-

yijlisū
sit.ipfv.3pl

ṭāluʿ
high

22 Or l-, after vowels: fī l-bayt ‘in the house’.
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‘In every house there [was] a caravanserai ... in the caravanserai you can
find this place [with] these tall benches where they’d sit high up’ (Watson
and ʻAmri 2000, p. 64)
Meanwhile, when forms without hā- are used, they occur only prenominally,

as in the following:
(70) وتاعب الشمس من حامي قده التاجر ذيّك سار ... تاجر واحد به كان قالوا

gālu
say.pfv.3pl

kān
be.pfv.3msg

bih
exist

wāhəd
person.psi

tājir
merchant

...

...
sār
go.pfv.3msg

ḏayyik
ad

at-tājir
ad-merchant

gad-u
foc-3msg

ḥami
hot

min
from

aš-šams
nd-sun

wa-
and-

tāʿib
tired

‘As they say, there was this merchant ... the merchant was hot and tired
from the sun’ (Naïm 1989, lines S3, S17)
In both cases, use of a demonstrative adjective as an auxiliary anaphoric

marker tends to re-focus a unique referent that is available in the discourse, but
not momentarily prominent, as the current subject.

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Referents of a status nd are likewise obligatorily marked with a prefix al-. As

elsewhere, nd nouns can be identified in contexts where shared world knowledge
makes them available despite the fact that they have previously been introduced
into the immediate discourse. In the following (71), for example, we note that
the noun jāmiʿ ‘mosque’ is uniquely identifiable not because it has previously been
mentioned, but rather because a mosque can be assumed to be present in nearly
ever community in Muslim-majority Yemen; it, in turn, takes the required prefix:
(71) خبيره ولفي الجامع في وصلى سار خبير، لقي تاجر، واحد به كان قالوا

gālu
say.pfv.3pl

kān
be.pfv.3msg

bih
exist

wāḥid
person.psi

tājir,
merchant

ligiy
meet.pfv.3msg

xabīr,
friend

sār
go.pfv.3msg

wa-
and-

ṣalla
pray.pfv.3msg

fi
in

l-jāmiʿ
nd-mosque

wa-
and-

ligiy
meet.pfv.3msg

xabīr-ih
friend-3msg.poss
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‘As they say, there was this merchant who met a friend, he went to the
mosque and met a friend’ (Naïm 1989, line S4)

The same is true in the following excerpt (72) from a text in which the
speaker is describing the experience of visiting a ḥammām, or public bath. Here,
we similarly note that the singular noun ladāh ‘clothes’ is uniquely identifiable
because we can assume, via cultural knowledge, that the visitor to the ḥammām
would be wearing them. It too is marked with ʾl-:

(72) زغار ضيقان هاكذها وغرق بمعالق اللادة يعلّق و
wa-
and-

yiʿallig
hang.ipfv.3msg

al-ladāh
nd-clothes

bi-
with-

maʿālig
hooks.sni

wa-
and-

ġurag
holes

hākaḏahā
psi

ḍīgan
windows

zuġar
small

‘And he hangs [his] clothes on hooks, and [there are] these holes, [like]
small windows’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 154)

At the same time, unlike nouns of a status ad, nd nouns in Sana’ani cannot
take any auxiliary markers.

Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
Sana’ani Arabic does not have an obligatory means of marking psi referents

and, accordingly, such nouns are often found with zero-marking. In the following
(73), for example, we can identity the noun ḍabīʿah ‘custom’ as psi because it is
introduced by an existential construction and thereafter adopted as a topic and
explained in further detail by the speaker. We note that the noun has no explicit
marker:

(73) فيه يعرقوا يدخل، هو هاذا الحمام هانا، صنعاء أهل في طبيعة به وعاد
wa-
and-

ʿād
foc

bih
exist

ḍabīʿah
custom

fī
among

ʾahl
people

ṣanʿā
sana'a

hānā,
here

al-ḥammām
ad-bath

hāḏā
person.ad

hū
3msg

yudxul,
enter.ipfv.3msg,

yiʿragū
sweat.ipfv.3pl

fī-h
in-3msg
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‘And there’s this custom among the people of Sana’a here, that person en-
ters the bathhouse, they sweat there’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 160)

The same zero-marking approach can be witnessed for kīs ‘bag’ in the fol-
lowing (74). Here, an accompanying adjectival attribution shows that the speaker
is able to differentiate the entity from others of its kind and, once individuated,
refer back to it with an object pronoun. It too is zero-marked:

(74) يفحصني و يده في يدخّلها سودة، خرقة بكيس هاذا يكيّسني طبعا
ḍabʿan
certainly

yikayyis
scrub.ipfv.3msg

-nī
-1sg.obj

hāḏā
person.ad

bi-
with-

kīs
bag

xirgih
cloth

sawdih,
black,

yidaxxil
put.ipfv.3msg

-hā
-3fsg.obj

fi
in

yad-ih
hand-3msg.poss

wa-
and-

yifḥas
rub.ipfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

‘Of course, he scrubs me with this rough cloth bag, he puts it in his hand
and rubs me’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 160)

Nonetheless, it is not accurate to say that all psi referents are completely
unmarked. Instead, we may take note of a recurrent pattern whereby psi nouns are
accompanied by a postfixed marker -hākaḏā ~-hākaḏāha. In her Syntax, Watson
(1993, p. 47) describes hākaḏā as an ‘indefinite demonstrative’ which, alongside a
form kaḏā that lacks the hā- prefix, carries an adverb-like meaning ‘like this’. While
this is undoubtedly its original meaning, I suggest that on a sychronic, functional
level -hākaḏā(ha) has all the hallmarks of a psi article, evidence for abounds in
Watson’s texts.

In the following excerpt (75), for example, we find a new referent bugʿah
‘place’ that we can identify as psi because it is further specified by a relative clause
and thereafter adopted as a topic. The noun is followed by hākaḏāhā:

(75) هاكذا برك فيه هو المفرج ... حكنا البستان في مفرج نسميها هاكذاها بقعة في أخي حك العرس فعلنا احنا
الوسط في

iḥna
1pl

fiʿilna
do.pfv.1pl

l-ʿiris
ad-wedding

ḥakk
gen

ax-ī
brother-1sg.poss

fi
in

bugʿah
place

hākaḏāhā
psi
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nisammī-hā
call.ipfv.1pl-3fsg.obj

mafraj
mafraj

fi
in

l-bistān
nd-garden

ḥakka-nā
gen-1pl

...

...
al-mafraj
ad-mafraj

hū
3msg

fi-h
in-3msg

barik
pool

hākaḏa
psi

fi
in

l-wasaṭ
nd-middle

‘we had my brother’s wedding in this place that we call a mafraj, in our
garden ... the mafraj has this pool in the middle’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000,
p. 242, text 27: Sana’a)

In the above example, it is admittedly possible to read hākaḏāhā as an ad-
verb, perhaps in reference to the preceding verb fiʿil ‘do, make’; were this the only
occurrence of the structure, it might be possible to discard the a referential reading
entirely. The fact that hākaḏāhā is consistently attested with the same semantics
and in the same syntactic position, however, serves as a counterpoint to this view.
In another excerpt (76), for example, the speaker introduces another new referent
barik ‘pool’ followed by the same marker and further description:

(76) بارد كله خارج عادوا هاكذها برك أمامه يبسر يخدل
yidxul
enter.ipfv.3msg

yibsir
see.ipfv.3msg

amām-ih
in.front-3msg

barik
pool

hākaḏahā
psi

ʿādū
return.pfv.3pl

xārij
outside

kull-ih
all-3msg

bārid
cold

‘[a person] goes in and sees in front of him this pool in the outer area which
is all cold’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 156)

Continuing the same narration, the same speaker yet again marks a new
referent dūš ‘shower’, this time recognizable as psi via the existential structure
and following relativized clause. Again, it is marked with -hākaḏahā:

(77) منّه يتغّسل بارد يتغّسل يشّي خرج أحّد قد لا هاكذها دوش الحمّام في وبه
wa-
and

bih
exist

fi
in

l-ḥammām
ad-bathhouse

dūš
shower

hākaḏahā
psi

lā
if

gad
foc

aḥadd
person.pni

xaraj
exit.pfv.3msg

yiššī
want.ipfv.3msg

yitġassal
wash.ipfv.3msg

bārid
cold

yitġassal
wash.ipfv.3msg

minn-ih
from-3msg
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‘There’s this shower in the bathhouse [where] if someone’s gotten out and
wants to wash off [with cold water] they wash off with it’ (Watson and
ʻAmri 2000, p. 157)

For these reasons I believe it fair to class hākaḏa(-hā) as a fairly productive,
albeit non-obligatory, marker of psi statuses. It is also worth pointing out that
while an identical form can carry an ‘indefinite demonstrative’ meaning, as in
ad-dunya hākaḏā ‘the world is like that’ (Watson 1993, p. 47), it is not simply
interchangeable with all such structures. I can find no instances, for example, of
an indefinite demonstrative kaḏā (lacking the hā- prefix) which acts as a psi marker
in the way that hākaḏa(-hā) does.

Elsewhere in Arabic, it is not unheard of that an adverbial demonstrative
be adapted into the role of a psi article; for this same phenomenon in Egyptian,
see §3.3.1.

Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
Unlike psi statuses in Sana’ani, for which speakers have the option of auxil-

iary marking, pni statuses for singular are consistently zero-marked. In the follow-
ing (78), as an example, the noun filim ‘film’ is partly individuated – as witnessed
by the (also zero-marked) relativized clause that follows it – but is not pragmati-
cally salient, as the actual identity of the film neither is known, nor important, to
the speaker. It is unmarked:

(78) الوقت يضيّعوا قولتهم يتفرّجوه فلم للمسافرين يفتحوا
yiftaḥū
put.on.ipv.3pl

la-l-musāfirīn
to-nd-passengers

filim
film

yitfarrajū-h
watch.ipfv.3pl-3msg

gawlat-hum
saying-3pl.poss

yiḏ̣ayyuʿu
waste.ipfv.3pl

l-wakt
gna-time

‘They put on some film or the other for the passengers to watch, as they
say, so they can waste time’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 100)

The same pattern is seen for the referent maktab ‘office’ in the following
(79). Here, while the office is again individuated via a relative clause, suggesting
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it as least semantically specific, the context makes it clear that the office is one of
many that are otherwise indistinguishable; it too, then, is pni and left unmarked:
(79) في بالسياحة يخرّجوك هم اللي مكتب تلقى هاناك وبه يورّوه، هاناك يسأل يشتي حد الا السياحة، ومكاتب

صنعاء خارج في صنعاء
wa-
and

makātib
offices

as-siyāḥah,
gen-tourism,

lā
if

ḥadd
person.pni

yištī
want.ipfv.3msg

yisʾal
ask.ipfv.3msg

hānāk
there

yiwarraw
show.ipfv.3pl

-h,
-3msg.obj

wa-
and-

bih
exist

hānāk
there

tilgā
find.ipfv.2msg

maktab
office

illī
rel

hum
3pl

yixarrijū
take.ipfv.3pl

-k
-2msg.obj

bi-
ins-

s-siyāḥah
gna-tourism

fī
in

ṣanʿā
sana'a

fī
in

xārij
outside

ṣanʿā
sana'a

‘and [there are] tourist offices, if anyone wants to ask there, they’ll show
him. There, you’ll find some office or the other where they’ll take you for
tourism in Sana’a or its outskirts’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 26)
Note that while, as the above examples show, there is thus no viable pni

marker for semantically singular nouns, Sana’ani does allow for a somewhat un-
usual structure where a prefixed marker zārat- is affixed to noun that is singular
in form but interpreted as a plural. I briefly mention this structure alongside ‘true’
plurals in §3.2.2.

Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Finally, like those with a status pni, sni nouns that are fully unindividu-

ated, and for which the only discursively relevant aspect is the type of entity, are
exclusively zero-marked. This is evident in the following three examples, where
the respective referents gufl ‘lock’ (80), dalw ‘bucket’ (81), and ḍaḷī ‘goat’ (82) all
share in a lack of further specification or semantic differentiation.
(80) بقفل مقّفل أدواته، فيه يضرح الصندوق هاذا

hāḏa
dem

ṣ-ṣundūg
ad-box

yiḍraḥ
put.ipfv.3msg

fī-h
in-3msg

adawāt-ih,
things-3msg.obj

mugaffal
closed

bi-
with-

gufl
lock
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‘He puts his things in the box; [it’s] locked with a lock.’ (Watson and ʻAmri
2000, p. 154, text 17)

(81) بدلو منه، به للناس يدي منه، الماء يبز
yibizz
take.ipfv.3msg

al-māʾ
ad-water

minn-ih,
from-3msg

yiddī
bring.ipfv.3msg

li-
to

n-nās
nd-people

bi-h
with-3msg

minn-ih,
from-3msg,

bi-
with-

dalw
bucket

‘he [the bath-man] takes the water from it [the basin], he brings it to the
people from there with it, with a bucket’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 160)

(82) المزحط في نذبحه ونسير طلي نشتري
ništarī
buy.ipfv.1pl

ḍaḷī
goat

wa-
and-

nisīr
go.ipfv.1pl

niḏbaḥih
slaugther.ipfv.1pl

fī
in

l-mazḥaṭ
nd-slaughterhouse

‘We buy a goat and go slaughter it in the slaughterhouse’ (Watson and
ʻAmri 2000, p. 230)

3.2.2 Generic, Plural and Non-Count Referents
Like Hassaniya and most other Arabic dialects, generic singular referents in

Sana’ani pattern with nd nouns and are accordingly marked with the prefix al-. For
plural and non-count nouns (Figure 3.4), patterns closely parallel those of singular
nouns, though we may note the presence of a unique partitive form zārat that can
impart a degree of further semantic specificity to non-singular nouns. In addition,
while zero-marking can be seen as default for semantically non-specific plurals
and non-count nouns, al- is also allowable, likely due to the ongoing ambiguity
between sni and generic nouns when non-singular.

Generics
Generic singular subjects in Sana’ani pattern exclusively with nd nouns and

are marked with al-. In the following, for example, the noun marih ‘woman’ refers
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Figure 3.4: Plural and Non-Count Nouns in Sana’ani

ad nd psi pni sni

al- ∅
(-hākaḏāhā) (zārat-)(hāḏawlā) (al-)

not to a specific individual that the speaker can identify, but rather to a typical,
generic Yemeni woman who can thus be expected to behave in a certain way:

(83) أخواتها ويجي خواتها ين ويج عندهم تجلس أهلها بيت الى المرة سارت الا
lā
if

sārat
go.pfv.3fsg

al-marih
gna-woman

lā
to

bayt
house

ahla-hā
family-3fsg.poss

tijlis
sit.ipfv.3fsg

ʿinda-hum
with-3pl

wa-
and-

yjayn
come.ipfv.3fpl

xawāt-hā
sisters-3fsg.poss

wā-
and-

yijī
come.ipfv.3msg

ʾaxawat-hā
brothers-3fsg.poss

‘If a woman goes to her family’s house, she sits with them and her sisters
come and her brothers come’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 230)

Generic plural subjects are treated identically, as seen for al-juhhāl ‘children’
here:

(84) الصغار الجهال بهن يلعبوا لعبة هن هاذولا الزرقيف
az-zurgayf
ad-marbles

hāḏawlā
dem

hin
3fpl

liʿbih
toy

yilʿabū
play.ipfv.3pl

bi-hin
with-3fpl

al-juhhāl
gna-children

az-zuġār
gna-small

‘Marbles are a toy that small children play with’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000,
p. 178)

Plurals
Plural nouns in Sana’ani follow marking patterns that closely parallel those

of singular nouns. On the level of obligatory markers, they too exhibit a binary
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distribution wherein definite ad and nd statuses are marked with al- and the re-
maining, non-definite statuses are zero-marked. At the same time, we do find
that auxiliary strategies are available to speakers. Like for singulars, for plurals a
demonstrative adjective hāḏawlāk can be used for extra focus on an ad noun:
(85) مريّعين (الأهل) اللهل هاذولاك وهم هاناك الى وصلنا

wuṣulnā
arive.pfv.1pl

lā
to

hānāk
there

wa-
and-

hum
3pl

hāḏawlāk
dem

al-lahl
ad-family

mirayyaʿīn
wait.ptcp.pl

‘we got there and the family were waiting’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 238,
text 27)
We also find that the same postfixed marker -hākaḏahā that is active for psi

singulars can be optionally used with psi plurals. This is evident in the following
(86), where the referent ġurag ‘holes’ are further specified and adopted as a topic
in subsequent discourse:
(86) زغار ضيقان هاكذها وغرق بمعالق اللادة يعلّق و

wa-
and-

yiʿallig
hang.ipfv.3msg

al-ladāh
nd-clothes

bi-
with-

maʿālig
hooks.sni

wa-
and-

ġurag
holes

hākaḏahā
psi

ḍīgan
windows

zuġar
small

‘And [you] hang your clothes on hooks, and [there are] these holes, [like]
small windows’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 154)
In addition, we may note that Sana’ani has an apparent pni marker zārat,

seemingly less productive than other structures, that can be used to lend a degree
of semantic (but not pragmatic) specificity to an indefinite plural. Watson (1993,
pp. 190-191) gives this structure as a partitive ‘some’, ands provides a few isolated
examples, one of which contains a plural:
(87) ثاني مناطق في ناس زارة

zārat
pni

nās
people

fi
in

manāṭig
places

ṯānī
other

‘some people in other places’ (Watson 1993, p. 191)
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Without discursive context, it is difficult to further qualify this particular
example, but what it does show is that zārat can be used with common plural
nouns. Where this form most commonly occurs, however, is with singular nouns
that have a plural reading, as in the following, where marih ‘woman’ is singular in
form but semantically parallels a plural form rijjāl ‘men’:

(88) الرجال من أحسن هي قد مرة زارة
zārat
pni

marih
woman

gad-ī
foc-3fsg

ʾaḥsan
better

min
than

ar-rijāl
gna-men

‘some women are better than men’ (Watson 1993, p. 191)

In keeping with the partitive-like reading that lends semantic specificity,
Sana’ani has a number of time phrases that make use of zārat, among them zārat ḥin
‘sometimes’, zārat yūm ‘on some days’, and zārat sana ‘in some years’.23 Although
the marker is relatively infrequent in actual use,24 I thus suggest that it may have
been more productive in the past, a state that would have allowed for it to become
uniformly frozen into common phrases.

Finally, when a plural noun is fully non-referential – referring only to the
existence of a class of things, as opposed to individuals within it – it is by default
zero-marked. This is evident for the noun as in samāsir ‘caravanserais’ below:

(89) مه؟ سماسر ماهي داري أنتي سماسر، به كان أول من
min
from

awwal
first

kān
be.pfv.3msg

bih
exist

samāsir,
caravanserais

hāh,
ok

antī
2fsg

dārī
know.ptcp

māhī
what

samāsir
caravanserais

mih?
q

‘In the past there were caravanserais, you know what caravanserais are,
right?’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 64)

23 Piamenta (1990, pp. 198, 208) glosses these as ‘on many days’ and ‘in many years’; I see the
two meanings as relatively interchangeable.

24 I base this observation on the fact that, in Watson and ʻAmri (2000), it is nearly entirely limited
to time phrases; this could, however, be because the speaker is male and, as the author (p. 114)
observes, “zārat as an annexed term [is] used more by women than men.”
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Nonetheless, in object position it is difficult to distinguish such meanings
from a purely generic use of a plural, so such a structure marked with al-, as in
(84), can also in theory be read as sni.

Non-Count Nouns
Non-count nouns follow the same patterns as plurals, whereby an obligatory

distinction is made between definites (with al-) and most indefinites. Of note is
that, like for plurals, the relative ambiguity between generic use and individual
instantiations of sni plurals results in a situation where either zero-marking or,
alternatively, prefixation with al- is allowable. The following example, in which
the speaker is listing a number of items that can be found in the market, highlights
this situation. Here, we note that the first three items mentioned – rūtī ‘roti’, kidam
‘baps’, and xāṣṣ ‘pita’ – are marked with ʾl-, whereas the final two – xubz ‘bread’,
and malūj ‘maluj’ – are not:

(90) ملوج ونلقى خبز نلقى السوق في به وعاد ... الخاص يلقى و الـكدم يلقى و الروتي واحد يلقى السوق وفي
wa-
and-

fī
in

s-sūg
ad-market

yilgā
find.ipfv.3msg

wāḥid
person.gna

ar-rūtī
sni-roti

wa-
and-

yilga
find.ipfv.3msg

l-kidam
sni-baps

wa-
and-

yilga
find.ipfv.3msg

al-xāṣṣ
sni-pita

...

...
wa-
and-

ʿād
also

bih
exist

fi
in

s-sūg
ad-market

nilgā
find.ipfv.1pl

xubz
bread

wa-
and-

nilgā
find.ipfv.1pl

malūj
maluj

‘In the market a person can find roti, can find baps, can find pita bread
... and also in the market we can find bread and find maluj’ (Watson and
ʻAmri 2000, p. 60, text 4)

Of course, it is theoretically possible that this change represents a shift in
the speaker’s mind from a generic situation to a more restricted one, but there is
little in the structure of the utterance that would confirm this. Rather, I suggest,
it is indicative of the ongoing ambiguity that pervades the use of non-singular sni
nouns.
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3.2.3 Attributive Structures
Adjectival Attributes

Marking of adjectival attributes in Sana’ani occurs on a strict agreement
basis, whereby any head noun that is marked by ʾl- – regardless of whether it is
singular or non-singular – requires that the adjectival attribute also be marked with
ʾl-. An example is the following, wherein the speaker is recounting the merits of
a certain style of window. Here, the anaphoric reference to the aforementioned
al-ʿugūd al-yamanīyih ‘Yemeni windows’ shows ʾl- for both the head noun and the
adjective. By contrast, the semantically non-referential bayt yamanī ‘Yemeni house’
is unmarked for both:

(91) يمني بيت كل في موجودة جدا جميلة أشيا هاذا اليمنية العقود
al-ʿugūd
ad-windows

al-yamanīyih
ad-yemeni

hāḏā
dem

ʾašyā
things

jamīlih
beautiful

jiddan,
very

mawjūdih
present

fī
in

kulla
every

bayt
house

yamanī
yemeni

‘These Yemeni windows are really beautiful things, [they’re] present in
every Yemeni house’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 127, text 13)

There is no other means of marking adjectival attributes, which can thus
be appropriately seen as respecting a strict formal division between definite and
indefinite noun phrases.

Clausal Attributes
Clausal attributes in Sana’ani are introduced with either a marker allī ~illī

~allaḏī or a zero marker. Mirroring traditional descriptions of the Arabic ‘relative
pronoun’ (see §2.2.2), Watson (1993, p. 235) describes the marked construction
as a ‘clausal definite article,’ which would seem to suggest that it occurs only with
definite (ad) statuses. This, however, seems to be a misnomer, as she herself
states that “occasionally, the clausal definite article introduces a clause which is
attributive to an indefinite noun.” It is fair to say that, where ʾl- is present for the
head noun, an overt relativizer is required, as in:
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(92) ليه اسير أنا أشتي اللي السوق ماهو يعني
yaʾnī
mean.ipfv.3msg

mā-hu
neg-3msg

s-sūg
ad-market

illī
rel

ʾaštī
want.ipfv.1sg

ʾanā
1sg

sīr
go.ipfv.1sg

lay-h
to-3msg

‘I mean, it’s not the market that I want to go to’ (Watson 1993, p. 28)

That said, the overt relativizer can and frequently does occur with indefinite
(psi and pni) head nouns as well. This is evident for the noun nās ‘people’ below,
which we can identify as pni on the basis of the adverb yumkin ‘maybe’, indicating
that the referents’ existence is only hypothetical:

(93) يعرفوه بيزرعوه اللي ناس فيه يمكن
yumkin
maybe

fih
exist

nās
people

allī
rel

bi-yizraʿū
ind-grow.ipfv.3pl

-h
-3msg.obj

yiʿrafū
know.ipfv.3mpl

-h
-3msg.obj

‘maybe there are some people or the other who grow it and know it’ (Wat-
son 1993, p. 235)

Still, relativization of psi and pni head nouns differs from that of ad nouns
because the relativizer allī ~illī ~allaḏī remains optional rather than obligatory.
Thus we are still able to cite examples of indefinite nouns, such as the psi referent
nās ‘people’ below, where a relativized structure is zero-marked:

(94) طاسه على يدق واحد يضمبل، ناس يّدو هاذا البرع بالبرع، مشهورين هم
hum
3pl

mašhūrīn
famous.pl

bi-
with-

l-baraʿ,
gna-baraʿ,

al-baraʿ
ad-baraʿ

hāḏā
dem

yiddaw
bring.3pl

nās
people

yiḍambul,
drum.ipfv.3pl,

wāḥid
person.psi

yidugg
bang.ipfv.3msg

ʿalā
on

ṭāsuh
plate

‘They’re famous for baraʿ dancing, [for] this baraʿ dancing they bring in
these people who drum, one of them bangs on a plate’ (Watson and ʻAmri
2000, p. 246)
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I suggest that this variability indicates that speakers of Sana’ani can use
indefinite relativizing structures, like other optional marker strategies, for further
pragmatic nuance when they wish to highlight the agency of a referent to a greater
degree than the default strategy would allow.

Genitive Attributes
Beyond the common Arabic construct state (see §2.2.2), Sana’ani has a pri-

mary synthetic genitive particle ḥagg or ḥakk. Textual evidence supports Watson’s
(1993, pp. 220-224) observation that it is allowable as a modifier for both definite
and indefinite nouns, as in (95) and (96) respectively:
(95) حكنا البستان في مفرج نسميها هاكذاها بقعة في أخي حك العرس فعلنا احنا

iḥna
1pḷ

fiʿilna
do.pfv.1pl

l-ʿiris
ad-wedding

ḥakk
gen

ax-ī
brother-1sg.poss

fi
in

bugʿah
place

hākaḏāhā
psi

nisammī
call.ipfv.1pl

-hā
-3fsg.obj

mafraj
mafraj

fi
in

l-bistān
ad-garden

ḥakka-nā
gen-1pl

‘we had my brother’s wedding in this place that we call a mafraj, in our
garden’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 242, text 27: Sana’a)

(96) الماء حق مخضى هاناك صغيرة غرفة على يدخل
yidxul
enter.ipfv.3msg

ʿala
to

ġurfih
room

zuġayrih
small

hānāk
there

maxḍā
channel

ḥakk
gen

al-maʾ
water

‘He enters into this small room [where] there’s a water channel’ (Watson
and ʻAmri 2000, p. 156)
Definiteness, then, is not restrictive for the marking of genitive attributes;

the choice between the pan-Arabic construct state and a synthetic genitive seems
to be a function of pragmatic rather than syntactic factors.

3.2.4 Further Observations
Indefinite Pronouns

As we have seen, for common nouns Sana’ani does not obligatorily distin-
guish between the categories psi and pni, though auxiliary markers are available
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for further specification. Somewhat of an exception to this trend is for indefinite
pronouns, where we instead find a categorical distinction between wāḥid, which
can be used with both psi and pni meanings, and ḥadd, which can be used exclu-
sively with pni meanings. In the following we note that wāḥid has a psi meaning,
referring to a specific individual that the speaker can identify:

(97) الحمّامي احنا نسمّيه مسنّب، رجّال واحد هاناك يبسر الحمّام وسط الى يدخل وحين
wa-
and-

ḥīn
when

yudxul
enter.ipfv.3msg

lā
to

wasṭ
inside

al-ḥammām
ad-bath

yibsir
see.ipfv.3msg

hānāk
there

wāḥid
person.psi

rajjāl
man

musannib,
stand.ptcp

nisammī-h
call.ipfv.1pl-3msg.obj

iḥna
1pl

al-ḥammāmi
nd-ḥammāmi

‘When you go into the bath-house see you this man standing there, we call
him the ḥammāmi’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 152, text 17)

Here, however, wāḥid has a pni meaning, referring to an individual that
only hypothetically exists, and thus cannot be uniquely identified:

(98) يوم كل ناس عنده بخزّنوا واحد به الا قد
gad
foc

lā
if

bih
exist

wāḥid
person.pni

bi-xazzinū
ind-chew.ipfv.3pl

ʿnd-ih
at-3msg

nās
people

kullu
every

yawm
day

‘if there’s someone whose house people chew [gat] at every day’ (Watson
and ʻAmri 2000, p. 112, text 11)

The indefinite pronoun ḥadd, by contrast, can only be used with pni mean-
ings, as in the following:

(99) الضيوف الى بنخلّيه شي ولا عندنا جاء حد الا قده الديوان، ساع فعلناه هاذا الـكبير المكان
al-makān
ad-room

al-kabīr
ad-big

haḏā
dem

fiʿilnā
do.pfv.1pl

-h
-3msg.obj

sāʿ
like

ad-dīwān,
ad-salon

gad-ū
foc-3msg

lā
if

ḥadd
person.pni

jāʾ
come.pfv.3msg

ʿinda-nā
to-1pl

wallā
or

šī
something

bi-nxallī
ind-keep.ipfv.1pl

-h
-3msg.obj

la-
for-

ḏ̣-ḏ̣uyūf
gna-guests
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‘We did up this big room like a salon, in case someone comes to our place
or something we keep it for guests’ (Watson and ʻAmri 2000, p. 124, text
12)

Finally, we can identify at least one instance of a structure zārat wāḥid,
which by combining zārat (discussed in §3.2.2) with the indefinite pronoun seems
to have the effect of also limiting it to an exclusively pni status:

(100) موضوع من يتحاكى ولا كلمة يدي واحد زارة خمس الساعة من تسمع غر قدك ونتجابر، نخزن ونجس
wa-
and-

njiss
sit.ipfv.1pl

nixazzin
chew.ipfv.1pl

wa-
and-

nitjābar,
chat.ipfv.1pl

gad-ak
foc-2msg

ġarr
only

tismaʿ
hear.ipfv.2msg

min
from

as-sāʿah
nd-hour

xams
five

zārat
pni

wāḥid
person

yiddī
bring.ipfv.3msg

kalimih
word

wallā
or

yitḥākā
speak.ipfv.3msg

min
about

mawḍ̣uʿ
subject

‘We sit chewing and chatting, from five o’clock onward all you can hear is
someone or the other saying something or talking about a subject’ (Watson
and ʻAmri 2000, p. 114, text 11)

What we are seeing in the indefinite pronoun system may be a semantic
reshuffling, whereby a former distinction between exclusively psi wāḥid and exclu-
sively pni ḥadd – parallel to the what we see in Hassaniya – has been attenuated by
the extension of wāḥid to a general indefinite article. Subsequently, I propose, the
zārat wāḥid formmay have emerged as a newer, but still not fully conventionalized,
means of making the psi/pni distinction.

3.2.5 Summary: Sana’ani
In this section I have shown that the Sana’ani dialect group, like Hassaniya

before it, meets the basic parameters of a ‘leveled’ dialect in that it follows the
binary definite-indefinite model for obligatory markers: ad and nd nouns are in-
dicated by reflexes of the prefix ʾl- and psi, pni, and sni nouns by its absence.
When we look at the dialects in more depth, however, a fully binary representa-
tion fails to suffice for a full grammatical description.
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For singular nouns, we note that ad definite noun (to the exclusion of nd
nouns) can be further focused with a demonstrative adjective; this pattern is also
found in Hassaniya. On top of that, a particularly important finding for Sana’ani
is the presence of what I have described here as a postfixed psi article -hākaḏā ~
-hākaḏāha, which can be used to mark a referent about which the speaker has prag-
matically salient knowledge. This marker is ultimately derived from an adverb-like
indefinite demonstrative, but in the psi function is perhaps better viewed as part of
the indefinite noun phrase. This reading points to a process of reanalysis whereby
speakers have reinterpreted a recurrent, semantically ambiguous structure as hav-
ing a particular referential value.

Looking to generic nouns, whether plural or singular, we find that Sana’ani
exclusively patterns them with nd nouns and thereby marks them with ʾl-. This
fact has implications for sni plural and non-count nouns, which are difficult to
distinguish from plurals and – because of this residual ambiguity – can be either
markedwith ʾl- too or zero-marked.25 Other markers for non-singular nounsmirror
those found for singulars, with the addition of an infrequent prefixed marker zārat-
that, as a partitive-like structure, can lend additional semantic specificity to a pni
noun phrase.

Finally, attributive structures in Sana’ani can be described as following the
binary model, wherein definites are consistently marked and indefinites consis-
tently unmarked, for adjectival attributes only. This pattern is consistent for both
singulars and plurals. For clausal attributes, by contrast, the relativizer allī ~ illī ~
allaḏī is required for definite (ad) statuses, but also available for psi and pni sta-
tuses, meaning definiteness is not a wholly restrictive semantic factor. The same
is true for genitive attributes, for which the particle ḥagg ~ ḥakk can occur across
the full range of semantic statuses.

3.3 Discussion
In the previous two sections we have looked specifically at how two dialect

groups – Hassaniya and Sana’ani, respectively – allow for the formal expression of
definiteness as understood via the Reference Hierarchy, and how the patterns they
25 Refer again to (90), which shows both structures in tandem.
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show fit into a ‘leveled’ typological class. Here, I briefly review some other dialects
that also display similar arrangements in order to establish the applicability of this
class across the broader Arabic dialect landscape. I then discuss the cumulative
data to identify key places where we have found – and might expect to find in
future studies – linguistic variation among leveled-type dialects.

3.3.1 Other Dialects with Leveled Features
Egyptian

The Egyptian dialect group includes those varieties spoken along the Nile
and its Delta; it is relatively well-documented and enjoys some of the best previ-
ous descriptive work available on definiteness in Arabic. Texts in Brustad (2000)
show that Egyptian, like Hassaniya and Sana’ani, have a ‘true’ definite article il-
that patterns with ad and nd common nouns. Brustad’s (p. 30) assessment of
Egyptian dialects is that they “do not appear to have any articles that specify or
individuate an indefinite noun.” Though her use of the term ‘article’ is somewhat
more restrictive than the one used here, this claim aligns with my own judgment
that Egyptian has no obligatory marker for psi, pni, or sni nouns.

Still, despite the basically binary distribution of definiteness in Egyptian,
it does have some apparent auxiliary markers for certain semantic statuses. The
most important of these is an ambiguously referential use of what is elsewhere a
manner adverb kida ‘like this’, whereby it displays some of the semantic properties
of a psi marker:
(101) كدا رفيّع ذيل نايمة، وهي ودنها في دخلت اللي دي

di
dem

illi
rel

daxalit
enter.pfv.3fsg

fī
into

widna-ha
ear-3fsg.poss

wi-
and-

hiyya
3fsg

nayma,
sleep.ptcp,

dēl
tail

rufayyaʿ
skinny

kida
psi

‘That’s what went into her ear while she was sleeping, this skinny tail’
(Brustad 2000, p. 388)
Interestingly, this structure closely parallels the postnominal psi use of -

hākaḏāhā, also originally an adverbial demonstrative, in Sana’ani Arabic (§3.2.1).
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Although Brustad (p. 30) is, to my knowledge, the only author who has made
note of this kida’s pragmatic function, is regularly attested throughout Egypt. The
following excerpt from a text recorded near Bani Swayf, many miles south of Cairo,
for example, again shows it with an ambiguously referential meaning alongside the
noun ḥuwəyza

(102) قّدها على كدا صغيّرة حويزة لها بنعمل
bi-
ind-

niʿmil
do.ipfv.1pl

-laha
-3fsg.dat

ḥuwəyza
box

ṣġayyaṛa
small

kida
psi

ʿala
upon

ʾaddi-ha
size-3fsg.poss

‘we make it [= the chicken] this little box in its size’ (Behnstedt and
Woidich 1988, p. 16, text 46, line 1)

In addition to kida, Brustad also notes a psi-like, specifying use of what is
elsewhere a partitive ḥittit ‘a bit of’, as in the following, where it occurs alongside
kida:

(103) هو! كدا فار حتة هو، كدا قد فار لقينا
laʾēna
find.pfv.1pl

fār
mouse

ʾadd
size

kida
psi

-hō,
-3msg,

ḥittit
psi

fār
mouse

kida
size

-hō
psi -3msg

‘we found a huge mouse, this huge mouse!’ (Brustad 2000, p. 31)

Like other leveled dialects we have seen, then, Egyptian speakers do have
access to auxiliary structures than can highlight referential tiers that are not obli-
gatorily marked; among these, at least one etymologically parallels a structure we
have previously seen elsewhere. Nonetheless, a strategy common elsewhere that
Egyptian does not employ, Brustad (p. 140) notes, is the anaphoric use of demon-
strative adjectives.

Kuwaiti
The Arabic of Kuwait, like Egyptian, is also one of the primary dialects en-

gaged in Brustad (2000) and for which we have good existing analysis definiteness,
which again exhibits the leveled pattern. For common nouns, Kuwaiti maintains
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a strict distinction between definite nouns (marked with il-) and indefinites (un-
marked). Like Hassaniya and Sana’ani, the dialect does allow for auxiliary use of
a demonstrative adjective with ad common nouns (p. 138); unlike them, how-
ever, it does not have any discernible structures that could optionally be used to
mark any of the indefinite statuses. Brustad does identify a ‘topic marker’ wāḥid
that can substitute for an indefinite human referent (p. 20), though I read this
structure where it occurs instead as an indefinite pronoun.

Libyan
Libyan Arabic dialects, including those spoken in the eastern Benghazi area

(Elfitoury 1976; Owens 1984) and Tripoli further west (Grand’Henry 2000; Yoda
2005), also show a leveled pattern, with a very strict binary division between def-
inite (ad and nd) nouns, marked with (i)l- , and indefinite (psi, pni, and sni)
nouns, which are invariably unmarked. A cursory review of texts in Grand’Henry
(2000) confirms this impression, and I am unable to identify any recurrent or pro-
ductive auxiliary marking strategies. A single object of interest in Grand’Henry is
a footnote (p. 47), citing Griffini (1913, pp. 309-310), that mentions an indefinite
structure wāḥəd əl-marra ‘this one time’; while this structure no longer seems to be
productive, it parallels the obligatory psi structure wāḥəd l- in Moroccan dialects
(see §5.1.1), perhaps indicating a historically active pattern that only survived in
frozen expressions.

Tunisian
The Arabic of Tunisia, including both interior dialects, such as that of Tozeur

(Saada 1981), and coastal dialects, like the one spoken in Sous (Talmoudi 1980),
also display traits of heavily leveled dialects, wherein we witness a strict formal
delineation between definite common nouns, marked with il-, and zero-marked in-
definites. I am not aware of any textual evidence of regularly productive auxiliary
strategies for marking indefinite nouns. Nonetheless, I do offer the following slang
use of the partitive kaʿba ‘a bit of’ from the speech of urban Tunis, the national
capital:

(104) مزيان تكتك كعبة عنده
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ʿand-u
have-3msg

kaʿba
psi

tuktuk
rickshaw

mazyān
beautiful

‘He’s got a hell of a pretty car’, lit. ‘He’s got some beautiful rickshaw’

Here, the ‘exaggerative’ use of the pseudo-partitive structure mirrors the
semantic function of a psi article, and parallels extended functions of the etymo-
logically similar ḥittit in Egyptian.

Coastal Dhofari (Oman)
The dialect of the coastal Dhofar province in Oman, profiled in Davey (2016),

stands out as another variety which has seen a relatively thorough exploration of
definiteness. Davey’s analysis (p. 83) is explicitly informed by Brustad’s (2000) no-
tion of a ‘definiteness continuum’ (see §2.2.1), the author’s attention to which sug-
gests an analysis attuned to the possibility of marking strategies beyond a definite-
indefinite dichotomy. The actual distribution of forms within the dialect, that said,
neatly aligns with a ‘leveled’ description, wherein common nouns that are definite
are marked with il-, and those that are not are zero-marked. The only noteworthy
structure is a composed temporal adverb wāḥad zmān ‘sometime’, which perhaps
suggests a frozen referential-like use of a number wāḥad ‘one’ with an inanimate
referent; beyond this, however, the marking of definiteness is relatively simplex.

3.3.2 Summary: Variation Within the Leveled Dialects
This chapter has treated the formal expression of definiteness in two primary

dialect groups that, despite being geographically separated by a great distance,
share a common typological pattern that defines them as ‘leveled.’ Specifically, the
marking of definiteness for singular nouns shows a binary marked/unmarked split
that aligns with definite/indefinite meanings, respectively. When compared side-
by-side, as in Figure 3.5, this structural similarity becomes immediately apparent.
We have also seen that other Arabic varieties mirror this basic pattern.

Nonetheless, a significant finding in this chapter is that despite the similarity
of such dialects on the most basic of levels – that is, the obligatory marking of
singular head nouns – there remains a good deal of variability when we look at
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Figure 3.5: Comparative Basic Arrangements for Leveled Dialects
Hassaniya

ad nd psi pni sni

l- ∅
(-wāḥəd/-wəḥda)(-ḏāk/-ḏīk)

Sana’ani
ad nd psi pni sni

al- ∅
(-hākaḏāhā)(hāḏāk-/hāḏīk-)

the dialects in greater depth. One of the easiest places to identify this variation is
in auxiliary strategies for the same singular head nouns. For both Hassaniya and
Sana’ani, for example, we have seen evidence that anaphoric definite (ad) nouns
can be further marked with a demonstrative adjective, which occurs alongside the
obligatory reflex of ʾl-. While these structures share the same etymology, they are
not identical in all respects; the ad demonstratives in Hassaniya, most significantly,
lack the prefixed deictic element hā- that is present for those attested in Sana’ani.
We also have evidence that demonstrative adjectives can assume an anaphoric
function in Kuwaiti, but this is not the case in Egyptian, suggesting that while the
pattern is common, it is not descriptive of Arabic dialects without exception.

Another important point of variation is in the auxiliary marking of indefi-
nite statuses. Neither Hassaniya nor Sana’ani has a obligatory article for any of
the indefinite statuses, but both can be seen to have supplemental strategies for
marking psi nouns, in particular. For Hassaniya, this marker is derived from a post-
posed lexeme wāḥəd ‘one’ and is only regularly productive in the eastern range in
which the dialect is found; in its etymology this marker mirrors the Moroccan psi
marker wāḥəd (see §5.1.1). For Sana’ani, the same function is fulfilled by a marker
-hākaḏā(hā), which is instead derived from a manner adverb ‘like this’, paralleling
a pattern that Brustad has observed in Egyptian. The psi tier of the Reference Hier-
archy, then, seems to be a common target for diversification of forms, and within
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the leveled dialects alone we are able to identify two different pathways via which
these forms may develop.

In their treatment of plural and non-count nouns we can also note differ-
ences within the leveled dialects. In Hassaniya, the reflex of ʾl- – which, for sin-
gulars, is restricted to only ad and nd statuses – has a wider semantic range for
plurals, where it occurs with both pni and sni statuses as well. In Sana’ani, the
distribution of ʾl- closely parallels that of singulars, though the dialect does ap-
parently allow for ʾl- with non-singular sni nouns (on top of zero-marking). Both
dialects use partitive structures to denote non-singular pni nouns, but these dif-
fer in form, and the Hassaniya structure (ši ṃən-) is much more frequent than the
Sana’ani one (zārat-). Finally, Hassaniya does not allow for explicit marking of psi
plurals, whereas Sana’ani allows for the same marker that is active for singulars.26

For attributive structures, the leveled dialects seen here are remarkably sim-
ilar in semantic patterning, albeit not always in form. Adjectival attributes pattern
nearly identically in both varieties, reflecting a strict binary definite-indefinite di-
vide where those of ad and nd head nouns are marked with ʾl-.27 Clausal attributes
for both dialects are obligatorily marked for definite (ad) statuses, although the
same respective markers are also maintained as auxiliary strategies for indefinite
(psi and pni) ones. Similarly, genitive attributes in both dialects can be assigned
with a particle that, while varying in form, can occur unrestricted with any tier of
the Reference Hierarchy.

For all these possible points of variation, there still remain a few of concord.
All of the leveled dialects treat generic nouns the same, marking them consistently
as if they were nd nouns. For these nd nouns, reflexes of ʾl- are the obligatory and
sole markers, and I am aware of no auxiliary strategies that may be used with non-
anaphoric definites. In a similar fashion, I am not aware neither any obligatory or
auxiliary strategies for marking singular pni and sni nouns in any of the leveled
26 This fact likely relates to the respective etymologies of the markers: in Hassaniya, the singular
psi marker -wāḥəd’s resemblance to a number ‘one’ foreseeably discourages its use alongside
plurals.

27 An apparent difference is that Hassaniya allows for ‘mismatched’ constructions where a noun
is marked with ʾl-, but the accompanying adjective is not; such structures are unattested in
Sana’ani. I see this ‘mismatch,’ however, as an effect of Hassaniya’s allowance of ʾl- with
indefinite non-singular head nouns rather a difference in its treatment of adjectival attributes.
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dialects, a fact that contrasts with the relative frequency of psi options. These
observations together point to ad and psi statuses as the more common loci for
grammatical change and reanalysis within this set of varieties, perhaps because
– being indicative of more discursively prominent entities – speakers have more
reason to innovate additional means of focus for the nouns they mark.
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Chapter 4
The Conservative Dialects

In this chapter I explore a set of dialects for which I have chosen the de-
scriptive label ‘conservative,’ and which differ from the leveled dialects in that
they have, in some form or the other, syntactically obligatory means of marking
one or more indefinite semantic status. At the same time, these varieties continue
to resemble the leveled dialects in an important way, namely that they still main-
tain a strict formal separation between definite and indefinite head nouns and
attributive adjectives wherein the former is marked with a reflex of ʾl-. This re-
current feature accounts for the namesake ‘conservatism’ of this typological class,
even where dialects within it may exhibit other more innovative patterns.

This set of dialects represents a conceptual step forward, wherein some of
the grammatical distinctions that we have previously seen as optionally available
become, instead, required. These conventionalized marking strategies occur pri-
marily in the indefinite range of the Reference Hierarchy. In one sense, the obser-
vation that the conservative dialects have ‘indefinite’ articles (of one sort or the
other) is simply a continuation of what most previous descriptions of such dialects
have already found. Where the description in this chapter departs from previous
works, that said, is in exploring how the articles they have noted are conditioned
by discrete semantic factors, often aligning with only particular sub-meanings or
syntactic arrangements rather than ‘indefiniteness’ as a monolithic category.

Like before, the dialect groups treated in this chapter are found throughout
the Arabic-speaking world. The first of the two primary case studies includes di-
alects of the rural Sudanese hinterlands, primarily the Jezira region that occupies a
triangle bordered by the Blue and White Nile. Meanwhile, the second looks at the
dialects of the northern Levant as spoken in Syria and Lebanon. Varieties brought
in for comparative discussion include those of Iraq, the Najd (Central Arabia), and
Tillo (Southern Turkey), all of which show conservative-type features.
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4.1 Rural Sudanese
The Rural Sudanese dialect group refers to dialects spoken in two distinct

areas that border the Nile in the central Sudan and for which texts are available
in Hillelson (1935, pp. 38-77). The first of these, and the primary source for the
analysis in this section, is a triangular area known as the Jezira (al-ǧəzīra) that
is bordered on its west by the White Nile and on its east by the Blue Nile. The
second area is among the Rubatab tribe (ar-rubāṭāb) near the fourth cataract of the
Nile in the northern Berber province. Although these areas are not geographically
contiguous, they are relatively close to each other and present nearly identical
patterns in their treatment of definiteness, which I see as sufficient reason to treat
them together. That said, Sudanese dialects are diverse and underdescribed, so it
is not accurate to attribute any patterns seen here to Sudanese Arabic as a whole.1

Information on definiteness in these varieties is very limited, as they have
not, to my knowledge, been the focus of any grammatical description beyond
what mention they receive in Hillelson’s (1935, pp. xi-xxiv) brief introduction.2
Nonetheless, between Hillelson’s comments and other works in which varieties
with similar features are described, we can sketch out an initial picture of defi-
niteness in the Rural Sudanese group. Like other Sudanese varieties (and similar
to most Arabic), they have a reflex of ʾl- in the shape al-, which Hillelson sees
as a ‘definite article’, presumably implying it marks ad/nd statuses for both head
nouns and adjectival complements. A more uniquely Sudanese feature also seen is
the presence of a clausal attribute marker al- that is morphologically identical to
the ‘article;’ this structure is described in detail in Dickins (2009), who shows that
Urban Sudanese uses it with both definite and indefinite antecedents.

Where the Rural Sudanese dialects depart most noticeably from nearby va-
rieties, however, is in their use of a productive suffixal element -an that Hillelson
(1935, p. xxii) calls tanwīn, or ‘nunation’ (see §2.2.2). While the author does not
speculate on the semantics of this form, it is clear from his examples that it occurs
with indefinite nouns; in addition, we may note that all for all of the examples
1 Other varieties in Hillelson – including that of the Sudanese capital, Khartoum – fall squarely
into the ‘leveled’ type and are explicitly excluded from this analysis. The rural varieties treated
here present a more typologically relevant case for the current chapter.

2 This is, in fact, one of my motivations for examining them here.
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noun in question is modified with either an adjectival or clausal attribute. These
observations support a preliminary hypothesis that -an might, as Blau (1981, p.
173) observes is the case for phonologically similar suffixes in modern Bedouin
dialects, serve “as a morpheme indicating that the indefinite noun, to which it is
affixed regardless of case, is followed by an attribute.” On a methodological level,
however, this possibility introduces a complication: because the presence of post-
nominal attributes – particularly clausal ones – are one of the best diagnostic tools
for delineating a semantic status, it becomes more difficult to determine whether
the presence of -an in such cases is being conditioned on a primarily syntactic or
semantic level. I have accordingly sought to source a sufficient variety of exam-
ples as to be able to comment more accurately on how the marker -an plays into
expression of values along the Reference Hierarchy.

4.1.1 Basic Arrangement
The basic arrangement for singular nouns in Rural Sudanese is relatively

binary, following a pattern we have seen for the leveled dialects whereby ad and
nd referents are marked with a reflex of ʾl- which is disallowed for indefinite
statuses (Figure 4.1). Unlike previous dialects, however, the Rural Sudanese group
has obligatory marking of all indefinite statuses under certain syntactic conditions
(*), namely when the head noun is modified by a following adjectival or clausal
attribute. Like most other dialect groups, it also allows for auxiliary marking of
ad statuses with a demonstrative adjective, but differs from them in a preference
for the proximal form over the distal form.

Figure 4.1: Basic Arrangement in Rural Sudanese

ad nd psi pni sni

al- -an*, ∅
(da/di)
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Anaphoric Definites
Rural Sudanese has an obligatory anaphoric definite marker al-, which un-

dergoes typical assimilation patterns and is, by itself, sufficient for establishing
anaphoric reference. This is evident in the following, where the a referent tōr
‘bull’ is first introduced (†) and then, on second mention, marked with al-:
(105) ساقه في توّكه التور ضرب جهله علي الولد ... الخضار في ودخل انطلق السيد لقسم ان تور في قول عاد

ʾād
so

qūl
say.imp

fī
exist

tōr-an†
bull-psi

lə
gen

qasm
qasm

as-sīd
as-sīd

inṭalaq
break.lose.pfv.3msg

u-
and-

daxal
enter.pfv.3msg

fi-
in-

l-xadār
ad-field

...

...
al-walad
ad-boy

ʿalē
upon

ǧahl-u
ignorance-3msg.poss

ḍarab
hit.pfv.3msg

at-tōr
ad-bull

tawwak-u
injure.pfv.3msg

fi-
in-

sāq-u
leg-3msg.poss

‘So there’s this bull belonging to Qasm As-Sid, it broke free and entered
the field ... the boy, in his ignorance, hit the bull and injured it in the leg ’
(Hillelson 1935, p. 48, sec. 32: Jezira)
Speakers also have an auxiliary ad-marking strategy available in the use of

a demonstrative adjective da (m) ~ di (f), which is typically (but not necessarily)
postposed. Unlike in most other varieties, in Sudanese dialects the distal demon-
strative is preferred. An example is the following (106), in which the referent ǧana
‘boy’ has already been introduced as the subject of a conversation between two
speakers:
(106) ذهب ظنيته دا الجنا

aǧ-ǧana
ad-boy

da
dem

ẓannēt
think.ipv.1sg

-u
-3msg.obj

ḍihib
lose.way.pfv.3msg

‘I think the boy has lost his way’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 50, sec. 35: Jezira)

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Singular head nouns of a status nd in Rural Sudanese use al- exclusively and,

unlike anaphoric definites, cannot take any auxiliary marker. Like elsewhere, they
can be isolated when speakers introduce referents that can be uniquely identified
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via shared world knowledge. In the following (107), for example, the identify of
the referent ʿumda ‘mayor’ is available because, as is the case in most places, the
listener understands that the speaker’s locale has only one mayor. It is accordingly
marked with al-:

(107) عليه شكاني للعمدة وروّح دربه عدل
ʿadal
make.pfv.3msg

dərb-u
way-3msg.poss

u-
and-

rawwaḥ
go.pfv.3msg

lə-
to-

l-ʿumda
nd-mayor

šakā
complain.pfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

ʿalē
to.3msg

‘he went straight to the mayor and complained to him about me’ (Hillelson
1935, p. 48, sec. 32: Jezira)

Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
A large majority of psi nouns in Rural Sudanese are marked with a suffix

-an, an observation that one can attribute to the great likelihood that such nouns
– of which the speaker, by definition, has unique knowledge – will have modifiers
that provide further information. These modifiers include adjectival and clausal
attributes, which seemingly work as a syntactic trigger for -an, provided the head
noun is semantically indefinitely.

The presence of -an alongside a nounmodified with an attribute is evident in
the following example (108), wherein a referent ganā ‘boy’ can be identified as psi
not only because it is modified with an adjective šukrī ‘Shukri, i.e. from Shukriyya’,
but also because the boy is discursively prominent, bringing the speaker news that
he thereafter relates:3

(108) الوادي خبار أدّاني حوري، ان بعير له راكب شكري ان جناي فوقي جا قيبل
qibēl
earlier

ǧa
come.pfv.3msg

fōq-ī
above-1sg

ganā-yan
boy-psi

šukrī
shukri

rākib
ride.ptcp

-lu
-3msg.dat

baʿīr-an
camel-psi

ḥūrī,
yellow,

addānī
bring.pfv.3msg

xabār
news

al-wādī
nd-wadi

3 Note that -an appears to have an allomorph -yan here after the long vowel /ā/.
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‘Earlier this Shukri boy came up to me riding a yellow camel, he brought
me news of the wadi’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 60, sec. 44: Jezira)

The same is true of the psi referent saxala ‘goat’ in the next example (109),
which is modified by an adjective ‘sick’. It is clear from the context that the goat
is individuated and distinct from others of its type, as well as know to the speaker.
Interestingly, the feminine noun also sees a change of final -a to -t before -an;
this allow allomorphic variation is typically associate with the ‘construct state’ (i.e.
synthetic genitive; see §2.2.2):

(109) البهايم مع ويدرجها ليها يفكر وبدوره عاطلة ان سخلة عندي فيشان
fīšān
because

ʿind-ī
have-1sg

saxalt-an
goat-psi

ʿāṭla
sick

w-
and-

bə-dūr
ind-want.ipfv.1sg

-u
-3msg.obj

yafkur
care.ipfv.3msg

lē-ha
for-3fsg

w-
and-

yedarriǧ
make.easy.ipfv.3msg

-a
-3fsg.obj

maʿa
with

l-bəhāym
nd-flock

‘because I have this sick goat, and I want him to take care of her and keep
it easy on her with the flock’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 46, sec. 31: Jezira)

It is even possible to find -an with even more complex psi constructions. Be-
low (110), for example, an indefinite construct referent wad- axū (son- brother)
‘nephew’, which has the suffixed morpheme, is followed by both genitive and
clause modifiers. Somewhat less complex, but parallel, is the psi referent bint
‘girl’, which also has a genitive modifier and is marked with -an:

(110) ليها دايراه ما وهي منها لي ان بنت مّديه لي ان أخوي ود عندي
ʿind-ī
have-1sg

wad
son

axū-yan
brother-psi

lai
gen.1sg

maddī
bring.ptcp

-hu
-3msg.obj

bint-an
daughter

lai
gen.1sg

minnə-ha
from-3fsg

u-
and-

hī
3fsg

mā-
neg-

dāyra
want.ptcp.f

-hu
-3msg.obj

-lēha
-3fsg.dat

‘I have this nephew of mine for whom I’ve brought this daughter of mine by
her [= one of my wives], but she doesn’t want him for her [in marriage].’
(Hillelson 1935, p. 74, sec. 55: Jezira)
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While -an is an obligatory marker for a most psi nouns encountered in con-
text, I nonetheless do not believe it to be mandatory for all psi nouns without
exception. Of note is that, in each of the above examples, the noun in question is
accompanied by an modifying attribute. When we specifically search for instances
of psi nouns that do not have a modifying attribute – as is possible to by using
discursive prominence and recurrence as diagnostics – one finds that psi nouns are
instead zero-marked. An example is an unattributed referent ṣabara ‘fox’ in the
following exchange, where a certain fox causes a man’s donkey to run away, in
turn angering his wife, to whom he explains the story of the fox:

(111) قت ... وصولي قبل أولادي أم شافته ... الحمار جّفلت ماروق حفرة من صبرة نّطت كدا قالت بس
صبرة جّفلته الحمار ليها

bass
but

qālat
say.pfv.3fsg

kide
thus

naṭṭat
jump.pfv.3fsg

ṣabara
fox.f

min
from

ḥufrat-
pit-

mārōq
manure

ǧaffalat
make.run.pfv.3fsg

al-ḥumār
ad-donkey

...

...
šāfat
see.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

umm-
mother

awlād-i
children-1sg.poss

qabul
before

wuṣūl-i
arrival-1sg.poss

...

...
qut
say.pfv.1sg

-lēha:
-3fsg.dat

al-ḥumār
ad-donkey

ǧaffalat
make.run.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

ṣabara
fox

‘Suddenly this fox jumped up from a manure pit and made the donkey run
away ... my wife saw it [= the donkey] before I got back ... I told her:
“this fox made the donkey run away”’ (Hillelson 1935, pp. 72-74, sec. 54:
Rubatab)

The evidence thus points to -an as a marker of psi nouns being simultane-
ously conditioned by both semantic and syntactic factors, both of which must be
present to require the suffix.

Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
On a formal level, pni referents in Rural Sudanese follow the same marking

patterns as those of a status psi. Unlike for psi nouns, where one can use discursive
recurrence as a diagnostic, pni nouns – which the speaker does not have unique
knowledge of personally – cannot typically be adopted as topics; this tendency, in
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turn, limits possible structural correlates to those that immediately accompany the
head noun. Perhaps for this reasons, all clear examples of pni referents have -an,
though this does not fully rule out the possibility that a speaker could conceptualize
an unmarked noun as pni.

In the following example (112), which shows a pni referent zōl ‘man, person’
accompanied by an attributive clause,4 the speaker is recounting how, after the
death of his father, he and his siblings were left without a man to take care of
them. While the referent is individuated and semantically specific, the speaker
implies that (at the time) that person was not uniquely identifiable to him, and
thus is not pragmatically specific. It is marked with -an:

(112) راسنا يمسك ان زول علي متقرهين كنا صغار كنا وكت نحنا
niḥna
1pl

wakit
when

kunna
be.pfv.1pl

suġār
small.pl

kunna
be.pfv.1pl

mitqarrihīn
need.ptcp.pl

ʿalē
of

zōl-an
man-pni

yamsik
take.care.ipfv.3pl

rās-na
self-1pl

‘When we were young we really needed some man or the other to take care
of us’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 66, sec. 48: Rubatab)

A semantically parallel use of -an is evident in (113), wherein the speaker
hopes that God will provide a referent arnab ‘rabbit’, which is individuated via the
relativized, purposive-like clause that follows:

(113) النفير لأهل ملاح منها ونسوي بها نتععشى ان ارنب لينا يدينا اللّٰه
aḷḷāh
god

yəddī
bring.ipfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

-lēna
-1pl.dat

arnab-an
rabbit.f-pni

nitʿaššā
have.dinner.ipfv.3fsg

b-ā
by-3msg

w-
and-

nəsawwi
make.ipfv.1pl

minnə-hā
from-3fsg

mulāḥ
mulāḥ

lə-
for

ahl
people

an-nafīr
ad-hunting.party

‘May God bring us some rabbit or the other that we can have for dinner,
and from which we can make mulāḥ for the hunting party’ (Hillelson 1935,
p. 46, sec. 30: Jezira)

4 Note that zōl also plays the role of an sni pronoun, which is a possible reading here; see §4.1.4.
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Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Fully non-referential, sni nouns, about which the speaker is only concerned

with type and usually has no individuating information to add via attribution, are
most commonly unmarked. Two relevant examples are in the following, where
bambar ‘stool’ and saʿina ‘skin’ are mentioned only in passing:

(114) سعنة في الروب ّ تهز بمبر فوق لها قاعدة مرته ولقيت
u-
and-

liqēt
find.ipv.1msg

marat-u
wife-3msg.poss

qāʿida
sit.ptcp.f

-la
3fsg.dat

fōq
on

bambar
stool

təhizz
shake.ipfv.3fsg

ar-rōb
sni-buttermilk

fi-
in-

saʿina
skin

‘I found his wife sitting on a stool, shaking buttermilk in a skin’ (Hillelson
1935, p. 38, sec. 24: Jezira)

Nonetheless, when an adjective that is only classificatory – referring to a
generic sub-type of an entity – occurs alongside a sni noun, that noun does take
the suffix -an. Below, for example, we have no reason to believe the qariʿa ‘bowl’ is
any more individuated than other bowls simply because it is clean; the adjective,
instead, is just a descriptor of type. Because it syntactically modifies the noun
phrase, however, -an is required:5

(115) نظيفة ان قرعة فوق ليه سخنته وقامت امه لي اللبن ودّى
waddā
bring.pfv.3msg

l-ləban
ad-milk

lē
to

umm-u
mother-3msg.poss

u-
and-

qāmat
rise.pfv.3fsg

saxxanat
heat.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

-lēhu
-3msg.dat

foq
in

qariʿt-an
bowl-sni

naḍīfa
clean

‘He brought a bowl of milk to his mother and she heated it up for [the
mayor] in a clean bowl’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 42: Jezira)

The rules that determine marking of sni nouns, then, are essentially iden-
tical to those that determine the marking of psi and pni nouns. The difference in
the frequency of -an for these different statuses is simply an outcome of semantic
5 Note that this suffix also triggers a change of state for the feminine noun, like in (109).
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factors, in the sense that the more a speaker presumes to know about a referent,
the more likely it is to be attributed.6

4.1.2 Generic, Plural and Non-Count Referents
Like in the leveled dialects, Rural Sudanese consistently groups generic sin-

gular and plural nouns with nd statuses. For non-singular head nouns (Figure 4.2),
we note a pattern similar to Hassaniya, and to a lesser degree Sana’ani, wherein
the reflex of ʾl- has a much broader range and can be used with not only ad and
nd statuses, but also with pni and sni indefinites.

Figure 4.2: Plural and Non-Count Nouns in Rural Sudanese

ad nd psi pni sni

al- al-*-an, ∅
(dēl)

Generics
Generics are, like for most other Arabic dialects, marked exclusively as if

they were nd with al-; they cannot be subjected to any auxiliary marking with a
demonstrative adjective. The following proverbial saying (116) shows this pattern
multiple times, where the three nouns ši ‘thing’, ṣāhib ‘friend’, and ʿāqil ‘wise man’
all take the article prefix:
(116) يه بيسوّ ما العاقل العدو ويشمّت الصاحب بينّفر الـ الشي

aš-šī
gna-thing

al-
rel-

bi-
ind-

naffir
alienate.ipfv.3msg

aṣ-ṣāhib
gna-friend

w-
and-

išammit
please.ipfv.3msg

al-ʿadū
gna-enemy

al-ʿāqil
gna-wise.man

ma-
neg-

b-
ind-

sawwī
do.ipfv.3msg

-h
-3msg.obj

6 For another potential example of a sni singular noun with a purely classificatory attributive
adjective, see baʿīr-an ḥūrī ‘a yellow camel’ in (108).
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‘A wise man doesn’t do something that alienates a friend and pleases an
enemy’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 50, sec. 34: Jezira)

Plurals
Definiteness marking for plural nouns in the Rural Sudanese group parallels

that of singulars, where both ad and nd are obligatory marked with al-; ad ref-
erents alone can also be accompanied by a plural demonstrative adverb dēl. For
psi plurals, patterns also parallel that of singulars, where they take an obligatory
suffix -an if attributed. This pattern is evident for the plural psi noun šiyāh ‘sheep’
in the following (117), where the speaker is asking about a particular group of
sheep about which he has unique knowledge:7

(117) ياح؟ ر ان شياه لك بانن ما
mā
neg

bānan
appear.pfv.3fpl

-lak
-3msg.dat

šiyāh-an
sheep.pl-psi

riyāḥ?
stray.pl

‘You haven’t seen these stray sheep, have you?’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 58, sec
43: Jezira)

For lesser-specified indefinite plural nouns, however, we find an incongru-
ence with singulars. For these, al- can serve as a marker even when there is no
contextual indication that they are in any way individuated. In the following, for
example, the speaker is simply listing things he remembers seeing in a neighbor’s
house without any further specification, indicating that they are sni; despite this,
they are marked with al-:

(118) مجدعات والتلاليس القراف ليك أشوف السرير تحت دنقر وكت
wakit
when

danqar
look.pfv.1sg

tiḥt
under

as-sərīr
nd-bed

ašūf
see.ipfv.1sg

-lēk
-2msg.dat

al-qurāf
sni-leather.sacks

w-
and-

at-talālīs
sni-cotton.sacks

məǧaddaʾāt
thrown.ptcp.fpl

7 We know from context that the speaker has unique knowledge of the sheep, because when later
asked “how many?” the he responds by specifying that there are xamis šiyāh ‘five sheep’.
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‘When I looked under the bed I saw leather sacks and cotton sacks thrown
there’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 38)
I suggest that, as elsewhere, the extension of al- to sni (and then pni) plu-

rals is a likely outcome of ongoing semantic ambiguity between generic and non-
generic referential meanings in object position.

Non-Count Nouns
Non-count nouns mirror plurals, where nouns with true definite (ad and

nd) statuses are consistently marked with al-, as are fully non-referential sni nouns;
psi non-count noun, while rare, presumably have suffixal -an if modified. For pni
collective nouns, both markers seem to be viable under the right conditions. In the
following (119), on one hand, a referent qahwa ‘coffee’ appears as pni because it is
partially individuated from other coffee by the relativized, purposive-like structure
that follows it:
(119) بها نتونّس الـ القهوة لينا سوّي جنا، ها

hā
voc

ǧana,
boy

sawwi
make.imp

-lēna
-1pl.dat

l-qahwa
pni-coffee.f

an-
rel-

nitwannas
be.social

b-a
by-3fsg

‘Hey boy, make us some coffee by which we can be social’ (Hillelson 1935,
p. 46, sec. 32: Jezira)
On the other hand, in the below we make note of a similar purposive-like

relativized clause for which the referent ləban ‘milk’ does not have al-, but rather
-an. The differentiating factor here appears to be the presence of a specifying
partitive šiwayyit- ‘a bit of’, which presumably disallows al-:
(120) يشربه ليه نسّخنه ان لبن ية شو فيهن تلقى كان ديل، الغنيمات شخّب

šaxxib
milk.imp

al-ġinēmāt
nd-goats

dēl,
dem,

kān
if

talqa
find.ipfv.2msg

fī-hin
in-3fpl

šiwayyit-
part-

ləban-an
milk-pni

nəsaxxin
heat.ipfv.1pl

-u
-3msg.obj

-lēhu
-3msg.dat

yišrab
drink.ipfv.3msg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘Milk these goats here, if you find any milk in them that we can heat up for
him he can drink it’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 44, sec. 27: Jezira)
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4.1.3 Attributive Structures
Adjectival Attributes

Adjectival attributes in Rural Sudanese generally present a ‘matching’ con-
figuration where those that follow head nouns marked with al- are consistently
given the same prefix, regardless of the actual definiteness of the head noun: ad-
dīk al-mirōqil ‘a fluttering rooster’ (used generically); al-awlād al-litām ‘the orphan
children’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 72). For head nouns that have a suffixed morpheme
-an, which are invariably indefinite, accompanying adjectives are zero-marked, as
in (121):
(121) حّقار ان زول دا السيد قسم

qasm
qasm

as-sīd
as-sid

da
dem

zōl-an
person-nrp

ḥaqqār
miserable

‘That Qasm as-Sid is a miserable person’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 48, sec. 33:
Jezira)
A relatively infrequent, but important exception is for a small set of appar-

ently lexicalized nouns for which the noun-adjective relationship instead mirrors
the Arabic construct state (§2.2.2). For these, the head noun is not externally
marked, but for feminine nouns see a change of state where final -a becomes fi-
nal -t; meanwhile, the accompany adjective is marked with a reflex of ʾl-. On a
semantic level, these phrases appear to be limited exclusively to nd-type statuses,
including generic uses of nouns, as in sanat- al-bēḍa ‘a good year’ (lit ‘white year’)
and sanat- aǧ-ǧadib ‘a bad year’ in the following:8

(122) يمحل البلد الجديب وسنة يتّسب، البلد بيضا، البيضا سنة
sanat-
year-

al-bēḍā
nd-white

bēḍā,
white

al-balad
nd-country

yətassib,
be.water.ipfv.3msg

wa-
and

sanat-
year

aǧ-ǧadib
nd-bad

al-balad
nd-country

yamḥil
dry.out.ipfv.3msg

‘In a good year the country gets watered, and in a bad year the country
dries out’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 64, sec. 47: Jezira)

8 Also note nəhart as-sādsa ‘the sixth day’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 40).
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Clausal Attributes
For the most part, clausal attributes mirror adjectival attributes, following

the same sort of agreement pattern where head nouns marked with al- require that
a morphosyntactically identical marker al- introduce the relativized clause. This
pattern is evident for al-maṭarāt an-nazalan ‘the rains that fell’ in the following:9

(123) محسوبات نزلن الـ المطرات بالحيل، ان تساب في ما حتى
ḥatta
also

mā-
neg-

fī
exist

tasāb-an
precipitation-sni

bi-
with-

l-ḥēl,
gna-truth

al-maṭarāt
ad-rain

an-
rel-

nazalan
fall.pfv.3fpl

mahasūbāt
counted.ptcp.f

‘In truth there wasn’t much precipitation, the rains that fell could be counted’
(Hillelson 1935, p. 64, sec. 47)

Meanwhile, head nouns that have a marker -an often have zero-marked
clausal attributes, as seen in (124):

(124) النفير لأهل ملاح منها ونسوي بها نتععشى ان ارنب لينا يدينا اللّٰه
aḷḷāh
god

yəddī
bring.ipfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

-lēna
-1pl.dat

arnab-an
rabbit.f-pni

nitʿaššā
have.dinner.ipfv.3fsg

b-ā
by-3msg

w-
and-

nəsawwi
make.ipfv.1pl

minnə-hā
from-3fsg

mulāḥ
mulāḥ

lə-
for

ahl
people

an-nafīr
ad-hunting.party

‘May God bring us some rabbit or the other that we can have for dinner,
and from which we can make mulāḥ for the hunting party’ (Hillelson 1935,
p. 46, sec. 30: Jezira)

Although the zero-marked pattern is thus true for a majority of clausal at-
tributes that occur with indefinite head nouns, we can nonetheless cite some lim-
ited evidence in favor of the notion that al- can occur for them as an auxiliary,
optional relativizer. In the following, we see an apparent ‘mismatch’ where a psi
9 Note that the second iteration of ʾl- here is assimilated, as is the usual case when it precedes a
coronal consonant.
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singular noun ḥikāya ‘saying’ with a marker -an is followed immediately by a rela-
tivized clause that is introduced with al-:
(125) شكا وسبقني بكى دقّاني البيقولوها: ان حكاية عليكن بقت

biqat
become.pfv.3fsg

ʿlē-kun
for-2pl

ḥikāyt-an
saying-psi

al-
rel-

biqūlū-ha:
say.ipfv.3pl-3fsg

“daqqā
hit.pfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

baka
cry.pfv.3msg

u-
and-

sbaq
precede.ipv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

šaka”
complain.pfv.3msg
‘It’s turned out for you [like] this saying that they say: “he hit me and cried,
and beat me to complaining’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 48, sec. 32: Jezira)
This pattern suggests that the relativizer use of ʾl- in Rural Sudanese, while

required for definites, is not necessarily restricted to them, paralleling Dickins’s
(2009, p. 566) observation of the same phenomenon in Khartoum Arabic, as well
as other dialects group in the current work.

Genitive Attributes
Only very rarely does the Rural Sudanese group use an analytic genitive, pre-

ferring instead the synthetic ‘construct state’ in a majority of cases. The occasional
exception to this generalization sees the allative-dative preposition lə- used as a
genitive marker alongside a psi noun for which a speaker apparently wishes to em-
phasize the indefinite element. This can be observed in the following (126), where
the genitive marker occurs alongside the explicitly indefinite wad- axū ‘nephew’
and bint ‘daughter’
(126) ليها دايراه ما وهي منها لي ان بنت مّديه لي ان أخوي ود عندي

ʿind-ī
have-1sg

wad-
son-

axūy-an
brother-psi

l-ai
gen-1sg

maddī
bring.ptcp

-hu
-3msg.obj

bint-an
daughter

l-ai
gen-1sg

minnə-ha
from-3fsg

u-
and-

hī
3fsg

mā-
neg-

dāyra
want.ptcp.f

-hu
-3msg.obj

-lēha
-3fsg.dat

‘I have this nephew of mine for whom I’ve brought this daughter of mine by
her [= one of my wives], but she doesn’t want him for her [in marriage].’
(Hillelson 1935, p. 74, sec. 55: Jezira)
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The same motivation can be seen in the following (127), where the speaker
is able to explicitly mark the noun tōr ‘bull’ as a new, prominent referent (‘a certain
bull of Qasm As-Sid’s) by independently marking it as indefinite with -an and then
following it with the genitive construction:

(127) الخضار في ودخل انطلق السيد لقسم ان تور في قول عاد
ʾād
so

qūl
say.imp

fī
exist

tōr-an
bull-psi

lə-
gen-

qasm
qasm

as-sīd
as-sīd

inṭalaq
break.lose.pfv.3msg

u-
and-

daxal
enter.pfv.3msg

fi-
in-

l-xadār
ad-field

at-tōr tawwak-u fi- sāq-u

‘So there’s this bull belonging to Qasm As-Sid, it broke free and entered the
field’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 48, sec. 32)

The fact that this structure only appears with psi semantic statuses and for a
specific pragmatic reason suggests that it is in an early stage of conventionalization,
and lends weight to my suggestion (in §2.2.2) that a desire to independently mark
the referentiality of a head noun that would otherwise be implied by its modifier
is a primary motivation in the development of synthetic genitives. It also stands
as a point of contrast with the leveled dialects seen previously, where definiteness
does not seem to be a limiting factor in the marking of genitive attributes.

4.1.4 Further Observations
Indefinite Pronouns

Like other dialects we have seen, Rural Sudanese maintains a distinction
between psi and pni animate pronouns. The former of these is expressed with the
relatively typical wāḥid or a variant, as in the following:

(128) يألّفن غنمه يتمنى القدر ليلة جاته واحد في زمان قالوا
qālū
say.pfv.3msg

zamān
once

fī
exist

wāḥid
someone

ǧāt
come.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

lēlt
night

al-qadur
nd-power

itmannā
wish.ipfv.3msg

ġanam
livestock

-u
-3msg.poss

yəʾallifan
be.thousand.ipfv.3fpl
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‘As they say, once there was this guy who wished, on the Night of Power,
that his livestock would multiply by a thousand’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 62,
sec. 45: Jezira)

For pni pronouns, on the other hand, the group departs from most other
Arabic varieties in that, rather than building it from a root meaning ‘one’ (see
§2.2.2), it instead adapts the common noun zōl ‘man, person’ as a primary form.
Like other common nouns, it maintains the syntactic rule whereby -an is suffixed
if the noun is modified; otherwise, it is unmarked. This morphology is evident in
the following two examples:

(129) حفر؟ ان زول في داحين
daḥīn
now

fī
exist

zōl-an
person-pni

ḥafar?
dig.pfv.3msg

‘Is there anyone who’s dug yet?’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 62, sec. 46: Jezira )

(130) براي زول فيه ما خلا، البيت داخل، ابقى له قل
qul
say.imp

-lu
-3msg.dat

abqa
come.imp

dāxil,
inside

al-bēt
nd-house

xala,
be.empty.pfv.3msg

mā-
neg-

fī-hu
in-3msg

zōl
person.pni

barāi
besides-1sg

‘Tell him to come in, the house is empty, there’s no one here besides me’
(Hillelson 1935, p. 46, sec. 32: Jezira)

An Alternative View of -an
Throughout this section we have repeatedly looked at the interplay between

semantic and syntactic factors as they pertain to speakers’ choice of marking cer-
tain substantives with the suffix -an. In doing so, I have maintained a view of
this morpheme as a suffix on the head noun. At the same time, while there are
certainly semantic factors at play in the choice of -an – it can only occur, after all,
with indefinite head nouns, and is mutually exclusive with the prefixed marker al-
– the fact that it is restricted to only syntactic configurations in which a nominal
attributive is present suggests that another analysis is possible. This alternative
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view would suggest that rather than a suffix on indefinite head nouns, the form
in question instead be seen as a prefix for their associated attributes; that is, in-
stead of reading a structure as baʿīr-an ḥūrī (camel-sni yellow) ‘a yellow camel’,
we might read it as baʿīr an-ḥūrī (camel sni-yellow).

The major advantage of this view is that it simplifies the overall analysis;
rather than having to continually qualify head nouns as modified or unmodified,
one can simply treat the definiteness marking of attributes independently, as we
have already done. It also makes the functional role of the morpheme more trans-
parent, in turn allowing us to note the interesting similarities between a hypothet-
ical prefix an- and the better-established al-. Reanalyzing the indefinite relative
structure previously seen in (124) in this way and comparing it to a similar struc-
ture for a noun introduced with al-, for example, reveals a remarkable structural
congruence:

(131) بها نتععشى ان ارنب لينا يدينا اللّٰه
aḷḷāh
god

yəddī
bring.ipfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

-lēna
-1pl.dat

arnab
rabbit.f

an-
pni-

nitʿaššā
have.dinner.ipfv.3fsg

b-ā
by-3msg

‘May God bring us some rabbit so we can have dinner ’ (Hillelson 1935, p.
46, sec. 30: Jezira)

(132) بها نتونّس الـ القهوة لينا سوّي
sawwi
make.imp

-lēna
-1pl.dat

l-qahwa
pni-coffee.f

an-
rel-

nitwannas b-a
be.social by-3fsg

‘Make us some coffee so we can be social’ (Hillelson 1935, p. 46, sec. 32:
Jezira)

I am inclined to believe this functional similarity, in combination with the
phonological proximity of -an ~ an- to al-, is not simply a coincidence, and may
indeed hint at a historical split from a single morpheme. On a synchronic level,
however, the morphemes are clearly distinct, as is attested by the fact that -an ~
an- does not have assimilative morphology like al-. This is perhaps a strike against
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considering it an attributional prefix, as is the observation, made for example (125),
that it can co-occur alongside al- when the latter is used to introduce a relativized
clause. Finally, we may note that, as in example (108), -an appears to have an
allomorph -yan when the head noun ends in a long vowel, something that would
be rather unexpected were there a word boundary between them. For these reasons
I have ultimately sided the with traditional view of -an as a suffix, but maintain
that the alternative hypothesis has merits.10

4.1.5 Summary: Rural Sudanese
In this section I have looked at the Rural Sudanese dialect group and shown

that it meets the basic description of a ‘conservative’ dialect, distinguishing on
the basic level of singular nouns a distinction between ‘true’ definites, which are
obligatorily marked with a reflex of ʾl-, and indefinites, which cannot be, but
have an obligatory marker -an under certain syntactic conditions. Like elsewhere,
though, this essentially binary system becomes more complex when we examine
other ways in which definiteness can manifest in the nominal system.

For singular head nouns, ad and nd nouns are consistently marked with
the prefix al-; for ad nouns only, a demonstrative adjective da ~ di is available
for additional focus. All three indefinite statuses (psi, pni, and sni) are marked
identically on a formal level, obligatorily taking a suffix -an when followed by an
attribute, but otherwise unmarked. At the same time, the fact that, for pragmatic
reasons, psi and pni nouns are much more likely to be accompanied by such at-
tributes means that, in practice, they are much more frequently accompanied by
-an. This potentially creates a surface-level impression that -an is not available for
sni nouns; upon further analysis, however, any such impression dissolves.

Like other dialect groups, Rural Sudanese treat generics exclusively as nd
nouns; also like elsewhere, the resulting ambiguity between non-singular generic
and sni meanings seems to have allowed extension of the singular nd marker
10 Were this alternative view adopted, it would have the effect of making the basic arrangement
in Rural Sudanese look much liked that the leveled dialects, with a strict marked/unmarked
binary distribution of ʾl-. I would hesitate, still, to call the group ‘leveled,’ as zero-marking
of indefinite adjectives is a rather salient feature of leveled varieties that, upon enacting this
reanalysis, the current dialect group would still depart from.
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al- to indefinite plural and non-count nouns. The only semantic status for which
al- appears disallowed is psi non-count nouns for which the speaker can provide
explicit information on quantity or quality.

Among attributive structures attested in Rural Sudanese, adjectival and
clausal attributes generally following a ‘matching’ model where the presence of al-
for the head noun also requires it on the attribute; otherwise they are unmarked.
Some counterpoints to this generalization do exist; we note that some lexicalized
nd noun-adjective expressions, for example, allow an adjective to have al- even
when the head noun does not. In addition, we have at least one point of evidence
that al- can introduce a relative clause for an indefinite nounmarked with the suffix
-an, also representing a sort of ‘mismatch.’ Unlike in other dialects we have seen,
synthetic genitive constructions are rare and only used when a speaker wishes to
explicitly and independently mark an indefinite, often psi head noun.

4.2 Levantine (Lebanon & Syria)
The Levantine dialect group, for the purposes of the current work, includes

the Arabic varieties spoken in settled communities in Lebanon and Syria in the
central Levant. Levantine represents one of the better described set of Arabic va-
rieties, and a number of quality texts are available; here, however I have taken
the liberty of focusing on texts from three primary sources. The first of these is
Abu-Haidar’s (1979) study of the Arabic of Baskinta, a Lebanese village situated
northeast of Beirut. Also in Lebanon is the Arabic of Bishmizzine, a village located
south of Tripoli and profiled in Jiha (1964). Finally, I refer to Brustad’s (2000, pp.
395-408) texts in Syrian Arabic, primarily reflecting the dialect of Damascus.

Definiteness in Levantine has traditionally been described in binary terms.
Cowell (1964, p. 494), for example, describes it as determined by the presence or
absence of a reflex of ʾl- where a common noun that is modified with an article
il- or hal- is definite, and any noun that is not modified as such is indefinite. Of
these two forms, il- is parallel to the obligatory definite article in other leveled
and conservative dialects; meanwhile, hal- is described by Cowell (p. 556) as a
prefixed or proclitic reduction of the proximal demonstrative combined with the
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article.11
In contrast with this traditional view, however, Brustad’s (2000) compar-

ative work on Syrian Arabic has challenged the binary hypothesis, and suggests
that definiteness in Levantine is ultimately more complex. She identifies a “refer-
ential indefinite article” ši-, glossed as ‘some (kind of)’, which is used to marked
nouns in the ‘indefinite-specific’ range; in the current framework, her gloss would
suggest that ši- thus qualifies as a pni article.12 Brustad (p. 117) also treats the
discursive functions of the form ha-, showing that it is often used in combination
with il- to make anaphoric reference to discursively prominent entities; this seems
to line up with ad in the current framework. My goal in this section, then, is to
interface Brustad’s claims for Syrian with the Reference Hierarchy model and show
that they are applicable for the larger Levantine group as well.

4.2.1 Basic Arrangement
In marking singular common nouns (Figure 4.3), Levantine follows a pattern

common to both leveled and conservative dialects, wherein a reflex of ʾl- that has
a shape il-, and follows typical assimilation patterns, occurs with both anaphoric
(ad) and non-anaphoric definite referents (nd). Like most other varieties, it also
provides for marking of ad referents alone with an additional demonstrative ad-
jective ha-.13 Where the dialect group nonetheless departs from others that we
have seen, however, is in its treatment of indefinites, which are unmarked when
pragmatically specific (psi) or semantically non-specific (sni), but for pni referents
have a unique productive marker ši-.

Anaphoric Definites
Common nouns to which speakers seek to make anaphoric reference are

obligatorily marked with, at the very least, il- throughout the Levantine dialect
group. It seems possible for il- to stand alone as an ad marker, as in the following,
11 For purposes of transparency, I choose to gloss these two constituents separately, i.e. ha- l-
rather than hal-; this mirrors the choice in Brustad (2000).

12 Cowell (1964, p. 467) simply calls ši an ‘annexed partitive’ and does not emphasize its referential
qualities.

13 At the same time, this is to a greater extent than most dialects; see below.
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Figure 4.3: Basic Arrangement in Levantine

ad nd psi pni sni

(ha-)
il- ∅ ši- ∅

where a referent malik ‘king’ that has already been introduced, and is repeated
again, is marked with only il-:

(133) اياها له وردّل الملك شافها للملك. عطاها
ʿaṭā
give.pfv.3msg

-ha
-3fsg.obj

li-
to-

l-malik.
ad-king

šāf
see.pfv.3msg

-a
ad-king

il-malik
and-

w-
return.pfv.3msg

raddal
-3msg.dat

-lu
obj-3fsg

yā-ha

‘He gave it to the king. The king looked at him and gave it back to him.’
(Jiha 1964, p. 46, text 7, line 18: Bishmizzine)

In an apparent majority of cases, however, ad referents are explicitly marked
not only with a reflex of ʾl-, but also with the unstressed demonstrative adverb ha-.
This is clear in the following, where a referent žār ‘neighbor’ is first introduced (†)
and then thereafter referenced anaphorically as a zalmi ‘man’, which is marked
with the prefixed complex ha- l-:

(134) ... تشتغل عن بهالنهار قعادة ومرته هالزلمة نايم وإلّا كتير. النوم بحب بهالضيعة جار عندنا
ʿin-na
have-1pl

žār†
neighbor.psi

ib-
in

ha-
dem-

ḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

b-iḥibb
ind-love.ipfv.3msg

in-nawm
gna-sleep

iktīr.
a.lot

wa-
and-

ʾilla
so

naym
sleep.ptcp

ha-
dem-

z-zalmi
ad-man

w-
while

mart-u
wife-3sg.poss

ʿāʾdi
sit.ptcp.f

b-
in-

han-nhār
ad-day

ʿan-
asp-

tištġil
work.ipfv.3fsg

...

‘We had this neighbor in the village who really loved to sleep. So the man
was sleeping while his wife was sitting that day knitting ...’ (Abu-Haidar
1979, p. 141, text V: Baskinta)
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It is worth noting that although similar structures are attested in most vari-
eties, where they have the function of focusing an anaphoric referent, in Levantine
these demonstrative structures occur so frequently that they border on obligatory.
Even where we can cite evidence to the contrary, as in (133) above, we note that
the entities in question are often sufficiently individuated via context that they
could potentially be read as nd even at first mention.14 For common nouns that
are not so easily uniquely identified, on the other hand, this unstressed demonstra-
tive can nearly always be expected to appear, as is evident for both an animate
referent xūri ‘priest’ and an inanimate referent ʾiddās ‘bread’ below:

(135) لهالخوري ووعّته القربان هالقّدام عملت ... قربان قّداس لي عملي : ية للخور لها قال بهالضيعة خوري عندا
بكير

ʿin-na
have-1pl

xūri
priest.psi

b-
in

ha-
dem-

ḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

ʾal
say.pfv.3msg

-la
-3fsg.dat

li-
to-

l-xuriyyi:
nd-wife:

ʿmilī
make.imp.f

-li
-1sg.dat

ʾiddās
bread

ʾirbān
sacrificial

...

...
ʿimlit
make.pfv.3fsg

ha-
dem-

l-ʾiddās
ad-bread

il-ʾirbān
ad-sacrificial

iw-
and-

waʿʿit
prepare.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

l-
for-

ha-
dem-

l-xūri
ad-priest

bakkīr
early

‘We have this priest in our village, he said to [his] wife: “make me some
sacrificial bread” ... she made the sacrificial bread and prepared it for the
priest early [in the morning]’ (Abu-Haidar 1979, pp. 138-139, text III:
Baskinta)

Because the unstressed structure ha- has attained such a broad semantic
scope in Levantine, even verging on grammaticalization into a true ‘anaphoric
article,’ I suggest that it has in turn lost some of its original focusing function. It
is perhaps unsurprising, then, that we find ‘double demonstrative constructions’,
as Brustad (2000, p. 132) calls them, that lend yet another degree of focus to
a nominal referent. These demonstratives take ‘full,’ gender-inflected forms and
follow the noun phrase:
14 While it is possible to have more than one ‘king’ in a given discursive context, for example,
unless otherwise specified a particular place usually only has one king, who is thus uniquely
identifiable as far as the speaker is concerned.
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(136) هادا؟ الفاخر هالشي شو
šu
what

ha-
dem

š-ši
ad-thing

il-fāxir
ad-luxurious

hāda?
dem

‘What is this luxurious thing?’ (Jiha 1964, p. 46, text 7, line 19: Bish-
mizzine)
Accordingly, although I class ha- as an auxiliary marker, it seems to be ap-

proaching obligatory status for non-ambivalent ad nouns, and the closer Levantine
equivalent to unstressed demonstratives in the dialects we have previously seen is
the postposted, inflected structure in (136).

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Nouns of a semantic status nd are, like in dialect groups we have previ-

ously seen, typically marked with a reflex of ʾl-. Like elsewhere, nd referents are
assumed by the speaker to be available to the listener because of shared world
knowledge, even if that knowledge is culturally localized. In the following excerpt
from Baskinta (137), for example, the speaker is relating a story about a Maronite
priest (xūri). Because Maronite priests (unlike those of other denominations) are
typically married, the first mention of a xūriyyi ‘wife (of a priest)’ is nd, andmarked
with il-:
(137) قربان قّداس لي عملي : ية للخور لها قال بهالضيعة خوري عندنا

ʿin-na
have-1pl

xūri
priest.psi

b-
in

ha-
dem-

ḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

ʾal
say.pfv.3msg

-la
-3fsg.dat

li-
to-

l-xuriyyi:
nd-wife:

ʿmilī
make.imp.f

-li
-1sg.dat

ʾiddās
bread

ʾirbān
sacrificial

‘We have this priest in our village, he said to [his] wife: “make me some
sacrificial bread”’ (Abu-Haidar 1979, pp. 138-139, text III: Baskinta)
We can note the same pattern for an inanimate referent luġa ‘language’ in

the following, where the speaker is recounting her time in America. Here, the
language is assumed to be uniquely identifiable as the language of the country,
even at first mention, and is accordingly also marked with il-:
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(138) جيراننا من اللغة تعلّمت اللغة، تعلّمت
tʿallamt
learn.pfv.1sg

il-luġa,
nd-language

tʿallamt
learn.pfv.1sg

il-luġa
nd-language

min
from

žīrān-na
neighbors-1pl.poss
‘I learned the language, I learned the language from our neighbors’ (Brustad
2000, p. 398, line 30: Syrian)
Although il- alone is the primary marker for nd referents, it is worthy of note

that Brustad (2000, p. 117) also argues that ha-, as seen with ad nouns above,
can also combine with il- to “refer to uniquely identifiable objects not directly
referred to in the discourse, but which exist in the permanent registry,” including
referents like ‘the sun’, which are nearly always nd. I see limited evidence of
this pattern on a productive level, but do not doubt that such forms may occur,
perhaps representing an ongoing semantic extension of ha- to all ‘true’ definites as
it approaches obligatory status for ad nouns.

Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
For the Levantine dialect group, newly introduced, discursively prominent

referents of a status psi are consistently zero-marked, and I am unable to locate
any productive auxiliary strategies that would accompany them. Evidence of this
observation is available in the following tale of a certain tāžir ‘merchant’ (139).
Not only is this merchant the protagonist of the story, but on a structural level the
noun is modified by both an adjective and a relative clause, showing the speaker
has explicit knowledge of the referent; still, it is introduced without any articles or
markers:
(139) فيا ويسافر ياخدها و بوابير يحمّل عظيم تاجر في مرة كان

kān
be.pfv.3msg

marra
once

fi
exist

tāžir
merchant

ʿaẓīm
great

yḥammil
load.ipfv.3msg

bwābīr
ships

w-
and-

yāxud
take.ipfv.3msg

-ha
-3fsg

w-
and-

ysāfir
travel.ipfv.3msg

fi-ya
in-3fsg

‘Once there was this great merchant who would load up ships and take
them and travel on them’ (Jiha 1964, p. 42, line 1: Bishmizzine)
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A structurally similar story below (140), from elsewhere in Lebanon, shows
the same grammatical pattern. Here, the speaker introduces a referent žār ‘neigh-
bor’, which again refers to the protagonist of the tale and again is accompanied by
a relativized clause. Again, the noun is unmarked:

(140) كتير النوم بحب بهالضيعة جار عندنا
ʿin-na
have-1pl

žār
neighbor.psi

ib-
in

haḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

b-iḥibb
ind-love.ipfv.3msg

in-nawm
gna-sleep

iktīr
a.lot

‘We had this neighbor in the village who really loved to sleep’ (Abu-Haidar
1979, p. 141, text V: Baskinta)

Finally, we can see the same pattern yet again with an inanimate noun, in
which the speaker recounts a certain sahra ‘[evening] party’, specifying further
individuating details:

(141) عّرفتهن يران الج لكّل سهرة عملت ثمانية، الساعة العشا بعد المسا يعني سهرة عزيمة، عملت بناتهن من وواحدة
علينا

w-
and-

wāḥde
person.psi.f

min
of

bənāt-on
daughter-3pl.poss

ʾəmlit
do.pfv.3fsg

ʾazime
invitation

...

...
sahra,
party

yaʾni,
mean.ipfv.3msg

l-masa
nd-evening

baʿd
after

l-ʿaša
nd-dinner

s-sāʿa
nd-hour

tmānye,
eight

ʿəmlit
do.pfv.3fsg

sahra
party

la-
for-

kill-
all-

iž-žīrān
ad-neighbors

ʿarrafit
introduce.pfv.3fsg

-on
-3pl.obj

ʿlē-na
to-1pl

‘This daughter of theirs had this invitation ... this party, I mean, in the
evening after dinner at eight o’clock, she had this party for all of the neigh-
bors and introduced them to us’ (Brustad 2000, p. )

That Levantine group does not have an obligatory means of marking psi
referents is not unusual, considering that, by definition, none of the leveled dialects
(in §3) do either. What is more unexpected, that said, is that Levantine does not
even seem to have any auxiliary means of marking such referents, a pattern that
is common among even dialects where psi marking is non-obligatory.
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Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
For unambiguous pni referents, Levantine dialects show evidence of a con-

ventionalized, obligatory article ši- that lends a referent semantic specificity while
simultaneously signaling that the speaker is unable to uniquely identify it. Of this
marker, Brustad (2000, p. 27) has observed that “the article /ši/ indicates the par-
tial specificity of the nouns it modifies ... these examples demonstrate that speakers
use /ši/ to indicate that they have a particular type of entity in mind.” This im-
pression is supported by textual evidence, as in the following example provided by
Brustad herself:
(142) ينصدم ما لحتّى مقّدمة شي له نعمل لازم

lāzim
necessary

naʾmil
make.ipfv.1pl

-lu
3msg.dat

ši-
pni-

muqaddime
preparation

la-
so

ḥatta
purp

mā-
neg-

yinṣidim
be.shocked.ipfv.3msg
‘We need to arrange some sort of preparation for him so hewon’t be shocked’
(Brustad 2000, p. 27: Syrian)
In the above, although the speaker cannot identity the nature of the muqad-

dime ‘prepation’ explicitly, it is semantically specific in the sense that the speaker
can identify a certain purpose for which it can be used (namely, keeping the subject
of the conversation from being shocked). A similar structure is seen in (143) below,
where specific nature of the referent mašḥra ‘kiln’ comes across as less important
to the speaker than the act of burning charcoal, for which it could be used:
(143) تحم ية شو ويشيل مشحرة شي له يعمل كان حرش نفتة عنده حدا كان واذا

iw-
and-

ʾiza
if

kān
be.pfv.3msg

ḥada
person.pni

ʿind-u
have-3msg

nitfit-
parcel-

ḥirš
woodland

kān
be.pfv.3msg

yaʿmil
make.ipfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg.dat

ši-
pni-

mašḥra
kiln

w-
and-

išīl
remove.ipfv.3msg

išwayyit-
bit-

taḥm
charcoal

‘If someone had a parcel of woodland he would make himself some sort of
kiln and burn a bit of charcoal’ (Abu-Haidar 1979, p. 145, text X: Baskinta)
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In both of the above examples, we may note that the marker ši- directly
follows a verb with a dative object; while this is a common syntactic arrangement
and could, in theory, encourage a reading of ši- as a verbal structure,15 further
examples show that this is not the case. In the following, for example, the ref-
erents ṭaḥūn ‘coffee grinder’ and sṭayli ‘bucket’ are separated from the verb by a
preposition bi- and clearly independently marked:
(144) يفرحوا كانوا لقتتها مشرومة سطيلة شي يمّا عتيقة بان طحون شي متل حرزان بشي يحضوا كانوا اللي الولاد

ويحيّصوا
il-wlād
ad-children

illi
rel

kānu
be.pfv.3pl

yiḥḍu
find.ipfv

bi-
with-

šī
something

ḥirzān
worthwhile

mitil
like

ši-
pni-

ṭaḥūn
coffee.grinder

ban
look.pfv.3msg

ʿatīʾa,
old

yamma
or

ši-
pni-

sṭayli
bucket

mašrūmi
detached

laʾtit-
handle

a
-3fsg.poss

kānu
be.pfv.3pl

ifraḥu
be.happy.ipfv.3pl

w-
and-

iḥayyṣu
rejoice.ipfv.3pl

‘The children who would find something worthwhile, like some sort of
coffee grinder that looked worn out, or some sort of bucket with a broken
handle, would be happy and overjoyed’ (Abu-Haidar 1979, p. 144, text IX:
Baskinta)
Further evidence of the same is available in the following, where the refer-

ent luġəm ‘mine’ follows a preposition ʿa ‘over’. As is often the case for pni referents,
a partially specified reading is supported by a relativized structure indicating the
potential relevance of the referent:
(145) بهالنهر يروّحنا لغم شي ع دولابك يمرق لا عمّي، يا دخلك

daxlak
take.care.imp

ya
voc

ʿamm-i,
dear-1sg.poss,

la
neg

yumruʾ
go.ipfv.3msg

dūlāb-ak
wheel-2msg.poss

ʿa
over

ši-
pni-

luġəm
mine

yrawwiḥ
push.ipfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

bi-
in-

ha-
dem-

n-nahər
ad-river

‘Take care, dear, that your wheel doesn’t go over some mine that will [ex-
plode and] push us into the river’ (Jiha 1964, p. 28, line 3: Bishmizzine)

15 I consider this option because entirely verbal structures with a homophonous ši are indeed
possible in Levantine: bidd-ak ši trūḥ? (want-2msg ši go.ipfv.2msg) ‘do you want to go?’; the
syntactic status of such structures is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Finally, we may note that while all of the above examples show ši- as a
marker for inanimate referents, which do account for a majority of its occurences,
I see this as a function of the fact that animate referents a speaker feels to be
worthy of mention are simply more likely to be pragmatically salient (i.e. at least
psi). When an animate referent is mentioned in passing, it too can be marked with
ši-, as in:

(146) ختيار زلمة شي لقيوا قّدموا
ʾaddmu
proceed.pfv.3pl

laʾyu
find.pfv.3pl

ši-
pni-

zalmi
man

xityār
old

‘They went on and ran into some old man’ (Jiha 1964, p. 54, text 8: Bish-
mizzine)

The marker ši-, then, qualifies as a seemingly unrestricted marker of any
nouns that meet the semantic parameters of semantic, but not pragmatic, specifi-
cation.

Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Nouns of a status sni are – unlike pni referents, but like psi referents –

consistently unmarked. This pattern, which resembles what we have seen across
the leveled dialects, is evident in the following anecdote, where a semantically
non-specific noun minxul ‘sieve’ appears twice with no marking:

(147) معروف تعمل بك له: قالت لجوا فاتت فرمشيّة، ع وصلت ... منخل تجيب بدها مرة بيروت ع نزلت
مناخل؟ عندك منخل. تعطيني

nizlit
descend.pfv.3fsg

ʿa
to

bayrūt
beirut

marra
once

badd-a
want-3fsg

tjīb
bring.ipfv.3fsg

minxul
sieve

...

...
wiṣlit
arrive.pfv.3fsg

ʾa
pass.pfv.3fsg

farmašiyyi,
to-

fātit
inside

il-
say.pfv.3fsg

žawwa
-3msg.dat

ʾalit
with-2msg

-lu:
do.ipfv.2msg

b-ak
known

taʾmil
give.ipfv.2msg

maʾrūf
-1sg.obj

taʿṭī
sieve

-ni
have-2msg

minxul.
sieves?

ʿind-ak imnāxil?
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‘Once she went down to Beirut to get a sieve ... she went into the pharmacy
and said: “do me a favor and give me a sieve. Do you have sieves?”’ (Abu-
Haidar 1979, p. 143, text VIII: Baskinta)

4.2.2 Generic, Plural and Non-Count Referents
Like other Arabic varieties we have seen, Levantine consistently marks generic

referents with a reflex of ʾl-. Non-singular referents follow a pattern that is essen-
tially identical to singular ones; unlike many Arabic varieties, Levantine maintains
a formal distinction between generic and sni plurals, marking the former but not
the latter.

Figure 4.4: Plural and Non-Count Nouns in Levantine

ad nd psi pni sni

(ha-)
il- ∅ ši- ∅

Generics
The Levantine dialect group consistently treats all generic substantives, whether

singular or plural, as if they were nd nouns; they are accordingly marked with il-
and cannot, to my knowledge, have any additional markers. The following two
examples, respectively, show a singular generic noun žār ‘neighbor’ and a plural
noun šabāb ‘guys’. Both are marked with the prefix il-:

(148) ابدا ابدا جاره عن شي بيعرف ما الجار الشي، نفس بتلاقي هالمنطقة، لبرّات طلعي
tḷaʿi
go.imp.f

la-
to-

barrāt-
outside-

ha-
dem

l-manṭʾa,
ad-region,

bi-tlāʾī
ind-find.ipfv.2fsg

nafs-
same-

iš-ši,
ad-thing,

iž-žār
gna-neighbor

mā-
neg-

b-yaʿrif
ind-know.ipfv.3msg

ši
thing

ʾan
about

žār-u
neighbor-3msg.poss

ʾabadan
never

ʾabadan
never
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‘Go outside of this area and you’ll find the same thing, a neighbor doesn’t
know anything about his neighbor’ (Brustad 2000, p. 400, line 28: Syrian)

(149) وكذا كتير حلوة اذا واحدة ياخدوا مثلا انه مثلا يهتموا عاد ما الشباب
aš-šabāb
gna-boys

mā
neg

ʿād
still

yihtammu
care.ipfv.3pl

masalan
for.example

ʾinnu
that

masalan
for.example

yāxdu
take.ipfv.3mpl

waḥde
one.pni

ʾiza
whether

ḥilwe
pretty

ktīr
and-

w-
like.that

kaza

‘Guys no longer care, for example, that they [marry] someone pretty and
all that’ (Brustad 2000, p. 406, line 10: Syrian)

This pattern is in accord with all other dialects we have seen so far.

Plurals
Unlike some other Arabic varieties, where singular and plural marking strate-

gies show disparate distribution of markers, marking of plurals in Levantine is es-
sentially identical to singulars, where il- is obligatory for all ‘true’ definites, ha- is
present for a majority of anaphoric definites, ši- marks pni statuses, and psi and
sni nouns are unmarked. The latter observation – that sni nouns are consistently
unmarked – is worth special consideration because, as we have seen, many vari-
eties allow for or even require a reflex of ʾl- with sni plurals. Levantine, on the
other hand, disallows such syntax, as is evident for the plural noun bwābīr ‘ships’
in the following:

(150) فيا ويسافر ياخدها و بوابير يحمّل عظيم تاجر في مرة كان
kān
be.pfv.3msg

marra
once

fi
exist

tāžir
merchant

ʿazīm
great

yḥammil
load.ipfv.3msg

bwābīr
ships.sni

w-
and-

yāxud
take.ipfv.3msg

-ha
-3fsg

w-
and-

ysāfir
travel.ipfv.3msg

fi-ya
in-3fsg

‘Once there was this great merchant who would load up ships and take
them and travel on them, I mean he loaded them and sold on his own
account’ (Jiha 1964, p. 42, line 1: Bishmizzine)
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If we are, as discussed elsewhere, able to attribute the extension of ʾl- to
ambiguity between generic and sni plurals in certain contexts, it may be that this
ambiguity is not so insurmountable that a dialect must inevitably level the two
categories. This would perhaps account for how Levantine has maintained a formal
distinction between them.

Non-Count Nouns
Non-count nouns mirror plural and, concomitantly, singular nouns. They

maintain the same essential distinction that plurals do between generic and sni
nouns, as in the following, where two collective nouns samik ‘fish’ and idjāj ‘chicken’
both refer to a non-referential class of entity and are unmarked:
(151) بتعاود له بقل الضيعة من عندنا من رجال له بعيط التازة! سمك وبنادي الضيعة سمك بيّاع لعندنا بيوصول

بدجاج؟ سمك
b-yuṣāl
ind-arrive.ipfv.3msg

il-
to-

ʾin-na
at-1pl

biyyāʿ-
seller-

samik
fish

aḍ-ḍayʿa
nd-village

w-
and-

bi-nādi
ind-call.ipfv.3msg

“samik
fish

it-tāza”
nd-fresh

...

...
bi-ʾayyiṭ
ind-call.ipfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg.dat

rižžāl
man

min
from

ʿin-na
at-1pl

mn
from

iḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

bi-ʾil
ind-say.ipfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg.dat

bi-tʿāwid
ind.exchange.ipfv.3msg

samik
fish

b-
with-

idjāj?
chicken

‘This fish seller arrives to our village and he’s calling out “fresh fish!” ... this
man of ours from the village says to him “will you trade fish for chicken?”’
(Abu-Haidar 1979, p. 140, text IV)
Non-count nouns are often frequently marked with ši-, which has the effect

of partially individuating an otherwise unspecified and unquantified noun, as it
simultaneously does for both ʾamih ‘flour’ and ḥašīš in the following:
(152) بالحبل بيحزمه حشيش أو قمح شي انها فكرت أنا ... وبتفلس بحزمها سيخ يا له: قال

ʾal
say.pfv.3msg

-lu:
-3msg.dat:

ya
voc

šayx
mister

bi-
ind-

ḥzim
tie.ipfv.1sg

-a
-3fsg.obj

w-
and-

ib-
ind-

tiflus
come.loose.ipfv.3fsg

...

...
ʾana
1sg

fikkart
think.pfv.1sg

...

...
ʾinn-a
comp-3fsg

ši-
pni-
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ʾamih
flour

ʾaw
or

ḥašīš
grass

ib-yiḥzm
ind-tie.ipfv.3msg

-u
-3msg.obj

bi-
with-

l-ḥabil
sni-rope

‘He said, “you knowmister, I tie them up and they come loose” ... I thought
that it’s some sort of flour or grass that he ties up with a rope’ (Abu-Haidar
1979, p. 136, text I: Baskinta)

4.2.3 Attributive Structures
Adjectival Attributes

For the most part, adjectival attributes follow a strict, semantically deter-
mined binary distribution whereby adjectival complements to ad and nd nouns
are marked by a reflex of ʾl-, and adjectival complements to psi, pni, and sni
head nouns are unmarked. Both of these possible formal variations are evident in
the following example, where at first mention an indefinite (sni) head noun ʾiddās
‘bread’ is modified by an adjective ʾirbān ‘sacrificial’. At second mention, the ref-
erent is now definite (ad), and both the head noun and attributive adjective are
accordingly marked with il-:

(153) بهالقّداس وعجلي مخايل، بمار قدس روح بدي قربان، قّداس لي عملي : ية للخور لها قال بهالضيعة خوري عندا
وروح بكير قوم بدي واعلميه، القربان

ʿin-na
have-1pl

xūri
priest.psi

b-
in

ha-
dem-

ḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

ʾal
say.pfv.3msg

-la
-3fsg.dat

li-
to-

l-xuriyyi:
nd-wife:

ʿmilī
make.imp.f

-li
-1sg.dat

ʾiddās
bread

ʾirbān,
sacrificial,

badd-i
want-1sg

rūh
go.ipfv.1sg

ʾaddis
hold.mass.ipfv.1sg

ib-
in-

mar
saint

imxāyil,
michael

iw-
and-

ʿažžli
hurry.imp.f

b-
with-

ha-
dem-

l-ʾiddās
ad-bread

il-ʾirbān
ad-sacrificial

w-
and-

iʾmilī,
make.imp.f,

badd-i
want-1sg

ʾūm
get.up.ipfv.1sg

bakkīr
early

iw-
and-

rūḥ
go.ipfv.1sg

‘We have this priest in our village, he said to [his] wife: “make me some
sacrificial bread, I want to go hold mass at St. Michael’s. Hurry with the
sacrificial bread and make it, I want to get up early and go’ (Abu-Haidar
1979, pp. 138-139, text III: Baskinta)
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The major exception to this rule seems to be a lexicalized class of common
classificatory noun-adjective combinations that show, rather than the agreement
pattern described above, il- on the adjective only, as in the following:
(154) الحمرا بأرض زرع

zraʿ
sow.imp

b-
in-

ʾarḍ
earth

il-ḥamra
sni-red

‘sow [it] in clay soil’ (lit. ‘sow in red earth’) (Jiha 1964, p. 104, text 15:
Bishmizzine)
This construction mirrors the Arabic construct state (§2.2.2) as is syntac-

tically identical to similar ‘non-agreeing’ structures that we have seen in Rural
Sudanese (see §4.1.3).16 On a semantic level, however, this structure is distinct for
Levantine in that it occurs with sni nouns, rather than nd ones as in the Sudanese
varieties. Some further examples from Abu-Haidar (1979) include samik it-tāza
‘fresh fish’ (p. 140), niktit l-ixir ‘another joke’ (p. 143), and šaġlit l-ixir ‘another
prank’ (p. 143); of these, the latter two show a change of state for the feminine
nouns nikti ‘joke’ and šaġli ‘prank’. Whether this syntactic arrangement is condi-
tioned by any particular semantic factor remains unclear, though certain adjectives
(such as ixir ‘other’) do seem to trigger the structure.

Clausal Attributes
Clausal attributes in Levantine are realized either with a preceding marker

illi ~ halli ~yalli or with zero-marking. In line with traditional grammatical de-
scriptions of relative markers (see §2.2.2), Cowell (1964, p. 495) describes the
presence or absence of the marked form in Syrian as “a matter of definiteness,”
stating that clausal attribution for definite nouns obligatorily requires a marker.
Cowell’s observation holds true for the entire Levantine group, as in the following
example:
(155) ليا ين رايح اللي هالمينا على وصلوا
16 In addition, it is worth noting that such constructions also parallel the semantics of indefinites
with -an in Rural Sudanese. It is not impossible that aṛd il-ḥamra, in (154), was historically arḍ-il
ḥamra ~aṛd-in ḥamra.
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wiṣlu
arrive.pfv.3pl

ʿala
to

ha-
dem-

l-mīna
ad-port

ʾilli
rel

rāyḥin
go.ptcp.pl

la-ya
to-3fsg

‘They got to the port they were going to’ (Jiha 1964, p. 44, text 7, line 8:
Bishmizzine)

Cowell (p. 497) describes clausal attributes that occur alongside indefinite
head nouns as usually zero-marked, giving a number examples from Syrian that
see parallels elsewhere in Levantine. The below two examples, for instance, show
zero-marked relativized structures that accompany a psi and pni indefinite noun,
respectively:

(156) كتير النوم بحب بهالضيعة جار عندنا
ʿin-na
have-1pl

žār
neighbor.psi

ib-
in

haḍ-ḍayʿa
ad-village

b-iḥibb
ind-love.ipfv.3msg

in-nawm
gna-sleep

iktīr
a.lot

‘We had this neighbor in the village who really loved to sleep’ (Abu-Haidar
1979, p. 141, text V: Baskinta)

(157) بهالنهر يروّحنا لغم شي ع دولابك يمرق لا عمّي، يا دخلك
daxlak
take.care.imp

ya
voc

ʿamm-i,
dear-1sg.poss,

la
neg

yumruʾ
go.ipfv.3msg

dūlāb-ak
wheel-2msg.poss

ʿa
over

ši-
pni-

luġəm
mine

yrawwiḥ
push.ipfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

bi-
in-

han-nahər
nd-river

‘Take care, dear, that your wheel doesn’t go over some mine that will [ex-
plode and] push us into the river’ (Jiha 1964, p. 28, line 3: Bishmizzine)

While the unmarked strategy is thus predominant for indefinites, both Cow-
ell (p. 499) and Brustad (2000, p. 94) do mention the possibility that the marked
relativizer illi ~ halli ~yalli can, however, occur with indefinite nouns, as in the
following example from Cowell:

(158) الموقف استغلّوا يلّي ناس كتير في كان
kān
be.pfv.3msg

fī
exist

ktīr
many

nās
people

yəlli
rel

staġallu
exploit.pfv.3pl

l-mawʾəf
ad-situation
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‘There were a lot of people who took advantage of the situation’ (Cowell
1964, p. 499)

I too find such examples to be rare, and add to the above the observation
that they seem to be syntactically restricted to existential predicates. Still, they
show that the marked relativizer can be seen as an auxiliary marker for at least
some clausal attributes of indefinite nouns, allowing speakers to explicitly specify
psi or pni phrases if the head noun is not otherwise marked.

Genitive Attributes
For analytic genitive structures, the Levantine dialect group has a form tabaʿ-

that can introduce a genitive attributive for any head noun, regardless of definite
status. In absolute numerical terms, it is most often attested with definite head
nouns, as in the following:

(159) موجود مانو العظم تبع النخاع لقيوا كسروها، بهالعصا، ضربوها هالحصان ايد جابوا
žābu
bring.pfv.3pl

ʾīd
leg

ha-
dem

l-iḥṣān
ad-horse

w-
and-

ḍarbū
hit.pfv.3pl

-ha
-3fsg.obj

bi-
with-

ha-
dem

l-ʿaṣa,
ad-stick

kisrū
break.pfv.3pl

-ha,
-3fsg.obj

laʾyu
find.pfv.3pl

in-nxāʿ
ad-marrow

tabaʿ-
gen-

il-ʿaḍəm
ad-bone

mānu
neg.3msg

mawžūd
present

‘They brought the horse’s leg and hit it with a stick, they broke it, and they
found that the bone marrow wasn’t there’ (Jiha 1964, p. 56, text 8, line
21)

This structure is not, however, restricted to only definites, and it can occa-
sionally be shown to modify completely non-referential indefinite nouns, as in snān
tabaʿ ḥamīr (teeth gen donkeys) ‘donkeys’ teeth’ (Jiha 1964, p. 96, text 14: Bish-
mizzine). In this sense marking of genitive attributes in Levantine does not – as is
also the case in Hassaniya and Sana’ani – seem to be restricted by the definiteness
status of the head noun.
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4.2.4 Further Observations
Indefinite Pronouns

Like other dialects we have seen, Levantine allows for a formally marked
distinction between psi and pni pronouns. As elsewhere, the animate psi pronoun,
signaling an indefinite referent of whom the speaker has unique knowledge, has a
form wāḥid, as in the following:

(160) بيعه بدي جحش ّ كر عندي في قال: بطران، من بواحد التقينا
ltaʾayna
meet.pfv.1pl

b-
with-

wāḥid
person.psi

mni-
from-

bṭirrān,
bṭirrān,

ʾāl:
say.pfv.3msg

fi
exist

ʾind-i
have-1sg

kurr
foal

žaḥš
donkey

badd-i
want-1sg

bīʿ
sell.ipfv.1sg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘We meet with someone from Bṭirrān, he said: “I have this donkey foal I
want to sell”’ (Jiha 1964, p. 100, line 1: Bishmizzine)

When the speaker cannot uniquely identify the referent, however, the pni
pronoun is typically ḥada, paralleling pni forms we have seen in other varieties:

(161) فحم ية شو ويشيل مشحرة شي له يعمل كان حرش نفتة عنده حدا كان واذا
iw-
and-

ʾiza
if

kān
be.pfv.3msg

ḥada
person.pni

ʿind-u
have-3msg

nitfit-
parcel-

ḥirš
woodland

kān
be.pfv.3msg

yaʿmil
make.ipfv.3msg

-lu
-3msg.dat

ši-
pni-

mašḥra
kiln

w-
and-

išīl
remove.ipfv.3msg

išwayyit-
bit-

aḥm
charcoal

‘If someone had a parcel of woodland he would make himself some sort of
kiln and burn a bit of charcoal’ (Abu-Haidar 1979, p. 145, text X: Baskinta)

Though it is not seemingly productive in the current texts, Brustad (2000, p.
30) also notes a variant of ḥada, ḥadan, which occurs in various Levantine dialects.
This alternative form resembles the more widespread form with an attached suffix
-(a)n that parallels the obligatory indefinite marker for attributed common nouns
in Sudanese. Because most instances of the pni pronoun are modified in one way
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or the other, it is possible to imagine that this form thus represents a historical
grammatical use of -(a)n in Levantine in a similar manner, now frozen into the
indefinite pronoun.17

Finally, we may cite at least one instance in which ḥada is ‘double-marked’
with the same pni article ši- that occurs with common pni nouns:

(162) هالحزّورة لنا يحّل حدا شي لنا نشوف ندور نروح لازم
lāzim
must

nrūḥ
go.ipfv.1pl

ndūr
search.ipfv.1pl

nšūf
see.ipfv.1pl

-əlna
-1pl.dat

ši-
pni-

ḥada
person.pni

yḥill
solve.ipfv.3msg

-əlna
-1pl.dat

hal-ḥazzūra
ad-mystery

‘We have to go find someone who can solve this mystery for us’ (Jiha 1964,
p. 62, line 8: Bishmizzine)

Even though the sni meaning of ḥada is generally clear, the ši- here has an
apparent ‘reinforcing’ effect, emphasizing the fact that the speaker is not quite sure
who the person they intend to find will be.18

Object Marker l(a)-
A unique grammatical aspect of the Levantine dialect group is the presence

of an invariant marker l(a)- that occurs with certain definite nouns when they are
the direct object of a verb. Abu-Haidar (1979, p. 103) describes this structure,
saying that “a common phenomenon in [Baskinta Arabic] is the occurrence of an
anticipatory direct object pronominal suffixwhich is followed by the object it refers
to, to which the particle l- is prefixed. This construction does not occur where the
object is indefinite.” She gives an example:

(163) للصبي شفته
17 Brustad suggests the same, stating that “evidence thus exists supporting the use of /tanwīn/ as
an indefinite-specific marker in a number of geographic locations from an early period, and
surviving until today in parts of the Peninsula, perhaps also in Levantine /ḥadan/ someone,
anyone, which may be a reflex of this indefinite-specific nunation.”

18 Note that such ‘reinforced’ forms with ši- in Moroccan are much more common, to the point
that they have become part and paracel of the standard pni pronoun (see §5.1.4).
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šift
see.pfv.1sg

-u
-3msg.obj

l-
?-

iṣ-ṣabi
boy

‘I saw the boy’ (Abu-Haidar 1979, p. 103)

Abu-Haidar’s observations seem to be fundamentally accurate for the whole
group, raising the question of whether l(a)-, which seems to be dependent on def-
initeness, can also be viewed through the lens of the Reference Hierarchy, but her
examples do not provide sufficient context to make a diagnosis. Brustad (2000,
pp. 353-358), on the other hand, describes the same structure in Syrian, which
she identifies as la-, in a more pragmatically focused manner, showing that it has
the function of calling a referent that the speaker assumes to be available to the
listener but not in the active discursive registry.

In the current framework, then, it seems proper to call l(a)- a restrictive ob-
ject marker for exclusively nd referents. This reading accounts for the fact that the
marker does not seem to co-occur with ha-, which is primary only with ad nouns.
It also fits with the tendency of l(a)- to occur with proper nouns – such as names
of people19 – in object position, because proper nouns are by definition uniquely
identifiable via shared world knowledge rather than presence in the immediate
discourse, and thus semantically parallel to nd common nouns.20

4.2.5 Summary: Levantine
The focus of this section has been the Levantine dialect group, for which

the expression of definiteness is consistent with that of a ‘conservative’ dialect,
where for singular nouns definite (ad and nd) statuses are obligatorily marked
with a reflex of ʾl- and at least one other obligatory marker exists for indefinites.
In this sense it resembles Rural Sudanese and other conservative dialects, but the
particular way in which it realizes this arrangement is unique.

For singular head nouns, ad and nd nouns in Levantine are consistently and
obligatorily marked with the prefixed article il-. Like for many other varieties, an
additional demonstrative adjective ha- can precede the noun phrase when the head
19 Brustad (2000, pp. 354) gives šift-u la-mḥammad ilyōm? (see.pfv.2msg-3msg.obj obj.nd-
mohammed today) ‘Have you seen Muhammed today?’; compare with (163).

20 Refer to footnote in §2.1.3.
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noun is ad; Levantine stands out, however, in the sheer frequency with which this
element occurs, to the point that it could be called obligatory for all but the most
accessible ad nouns. For singular indefinites, nouns of a status psi are unmarked,
putting Levantine in a minority of dialects have neither obligatory nor auxiliary
means of marking new, discursively salient common nouns. For unambiguous pni
singulars, on the other hand, Levantine has a very productive marker ši-, contrast-
ing with unmarked forms in leveled dialects. Like other leveled and conservative
dialects, Levantine consistently leaves non-referential sni singular nouns fully un-
marked.

Levantine resembles all dialects we have previously seen in grouping gener-
ics with nd nouns, whether singular or plural. It stands out, however, in maintain-
ing a strict ‘mirroring’ pattern whereby non-singular plural and non-count nouns
are marked for definiteness in exactly the way that singulars are. This arrangement
is possible, it seems, because speakers keep a formal distinction between generic
non-singular subjects and ‘real’ sni non-singulars that exist in a bounded moment
in time, marking the former (like other generics) with il- but leaving the latter
unmarked.

In its treatment of nominal attributes, Levantine shows a tendency toward
a matching pattern where definites are marked and indefinites are marked, but
with important exceptions. In the case of adjectival attributes, most definite head
nouns have adjectives marked with il-, but an occasional pattern in which non-
referential, sni head nouns also have adjectives marked with il- seems to bely a
strict agreement rule. The same is true for clausal attributes, for which Levantine
has an obligatory marker illi ~ halli ~yalli alongside definite head nouns, but at
the same – as is the case in all the previous case study dialects – does allow for the
marked form clausal attributes of some indefinite head nouns. Finally, for genitive
attributes, Levantine does not seem to have referential status as a restrictive factor,
contrasting with Rural Sudanese but paralleling the situation in Hassaniya and
Sana’ani.
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4.3 Discussion
In the previous two sections we have explored the two respective cases of

the Rural Sudanese and Levantine dialect groups and seen how they both, in some-
times similar and sometimes different ways, exhibit typological patterns typical
of ‘conservative’ dialects. In this final section I show how this typological class
is at first glance also applicable to other Arabic varieties. I then conclude with a
summary of the key types of variation we have identified within the conservative
dialects.

4.3.1 Other Dialects with Conservative Features
Iraqi

A relatively well-studied group of Arabic varieties, Iraqi dialects have il- as
a ‘true’ definite article, but have also long been recognized as having an ‘indefi-
nite article’ cognate with the pan-Arabic word *fard ‘one, an individual’; in Iraqi
dialects themselves, this word has various phonological realizations, among them
farəd-, faġad-, and fadd- (Blanc 1964, p. 118). Beyond the basic description of
*fard- as an indefinite article and its common characterization as an Iraqi shibbo-
leth, however, I am not aware of any writing that explicitly situates it within a
comparative framework.21 My reading of this marker is that its semantics are vari-
able within Iraq itself. In the dialect of Basra, in southern Iraq, the prefix fadd-
seems to be an obligatory marker for both psi and pni articles; the former of these
senses is apparent in the following, where a new, discursively prominent referent
ṭalib ‘student’ is introduced with fadd-:22

(164) متأخر للمدرسة راح طالب فد يوم فد
fadd-
psi-

yōm
day

fadd-
psi-

ṭalib
student

rāḥ
go.pfv.3msg

li
to

l-madrasa
nd-school

mitʿaxxir
late

21 For example, Blanc (1964, p. 118) says of *fard-: “its presence contrasts fairly clearly with
that of the article /l/ or other determination marks, but the degree to which it contrasts with
absence of any mark is yet to be determined.”

22 I base a pni reading on some of the examples in Woodhead and Beene (1991), including fadd
ḥijja ‘some [sort of] excuse’ and fadd ʾajwiba ‘some [sort of] answers’.
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‘One day this student went to school late’ (Denz and Edzard 1966, p. 78,
sec. V: Basra)

The obligatory nature of psi ~ pni fadd- in a dialect which otherwise re-
spects a binary definite-indefinite distribution of il-would place that of Basra firmly
in the ‘conservative’ group. It would also do so in a manner distinct from that of
both Rural Sudanese, where all indefinites are marked under certain syntactic con-
ditions, and Levantine, where only pni referents are marked.

Nonetheless, elsewhere in Iraq one finds that *fard-, while present, only has
a meaning ‘a single, the same’ rather than an obligatory referential one. This is
the case in Christian Baghdadi Arabic (Abu-Haidar 1991), where we can find psi
referents – like ṣānʿa ‘maid’ in the following – that are unmarked:

(165) ويّانا تصلّي كانت قنصلّي وبيبي أنا تسمعنا كانت ولمّن كاتوليكية صانعة عندنا كانت
kānət
be.pfv.3fsg

ʿənd-na
have-1pl

ṣānʿa
maid.psi

kātōlīkəyyi
catholic

w-
and-

lamman
when

kānət
be.pfv.3fsg

təsmaʿ
hear.ipfv.3fsg

-na
-1pl.obj

ana
1sg

w-
and-

bīb-i
grandmother-1sg.poss

qa-nṣalli
ind-pray.ipfv.1pl

kānət
be.pfv.3fsg

ətṣalli
pray.ipfv.3fsg

wəyyā-
with-

na
1pl

‘We had this Catholic maid, and when she would hear me and my grand-
mother praying she would pray with us’ (Abu-Haidar 1991, p. 156, text 3:
Christian Baghdad)

Such dialects would, unlike that of Basra, seem to qualify instead as ‘leveled’
rather than ‘conservative’. While I am thus confident that some Iraqi dialects fit
the ‘conservative’ typological pattern, it is not accurate to say Iraqi dialects as
a whole do this, and a study to explore the comparative semantic dimensions of
*fadd would be worthwhile.

Najdi (Central Arabia)
The Arabic of the Najd, in southern Arabia, also shows both a binary definite-

indefinite distribution of the reflex of ʾl- alongside an apparent indefinite marker
-in that occurs with some, but not all indefinite nouns. Ingham (1994, p. 49) states
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that “the conditions for the occurrence of the suffix are partly syntactic and partly
semantic. In the central Najdi type the suffix occurs more rarely in utterance final
position and therefore has something of the nāture of a juncture element since it
occurs in positions where a noun is followed by some modifying element in an
appositional relationship non-pausally.” An example he provides (p. 48) is the
following:23

(166) يل طو ان حربيّ جانا
jā
came.pfv.3msg

-na
-1pl.obj

ḥarbiyy-in
harbi-psi

ṭuwīl
tall

‘This tall Harbi came to us’ (Ingham 1994, p. 48)

Here, the speaker seems to be aware of the identity of the Harbi person,
and able to describe him, thus qualifying the referent ḥarbi(yy) as psi. In this
sense, the marker -in certainly seems to serve as a sort of referential marker, a
observation that finds support in Brustad’s (2000, p. 29) consideration of it as a
suffix on ‘indefinite-specific’ nouns. At the same time, Ingham’s comments make it
clear that there is also a syntactic dimension to speakers’ choice to use -in, parallel
to that we have seen in the Rural Sudanese group. The exact interplay between
these semantic and syntactic features may become more clear through closer study
using a Reference Hierarchy-like model.

Tillo (Anatolia)
The dialect of Tillo in southeastern Turkey represents one of the best-described

varieties of the Anatolian Arabic, and is the subject of an exclusive analysis, accom-
panied by supporting texts, in Lahdo (2009). As is the case for other dialects that
qualify as ‘conservative,’ Lahdo (p. 81) shows Tillo Arabic to have a reflex of ʾl- (əl-
and variants) that patterns semantically with ‘true’ definites,24 as well as markers
that occur with some, but not all, indefinites. The latter observation suggests that
Tillo may mark some indefinite referential statuses but not others. My reading, in
23 Like elsewhere, this is my own gloss and translation.
24 Lahdo (p. 82) also makes the case for a combined ‘demonstrative article’ al-, originally from
the demonstrative article ha- plus ʾl-, that can be used anaphorically.
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fact, is that Tillo does have a true psi article in the masculine and feminine forms
-ən-wāḥət and -ən-wəḥde, respectively, and representing a combination of a Rural
Sudanese-like linking suffix -ən with a Hassaniya-like postposted number wāḥət
~wəḥde ‘one’.

Although Lahdo does not comment specifically on the semantics of these
forms, and seems to be more interested in documenting the synctactic presence
of so-called nunation, a cursory review of his texts shows that -ən-wāḥət ~-ən-
wəḥde nearly always occurs with new, discursively prominent referents that are
known to the speaker. In the following, for example, the feminine noun ḥakkoye
‘story’, which sees construct-like change of state when the marker is added, is being
introduced as the topic of the discourse:

(167) وحدة ان حكاية التتّون هاذ بحث يحكوا
yeḥkaw
tell.ipfv.3pl

baḥs
about

āv
dem

ət-tattūn
ad-tobacco

ḥakkoyət-ən-wəḥde
story-psi-psi

‘They tell this story about that tobacco ...’ (Lahdo 2009, p. 229, text 1, line
1)

In addition, Lahdo (2009, pp. 111-112) mentions a possible indefinite arti-
cle fard, an apparent cognate of the referential article in some Iraqi dialects. My
reading of Lahdo’s examples is that fard in Tillo is semantically restricted to a
meaning of ‘a single, the same’, and has not reached a full referential status as in
southern Iraqi varieties.25 In any case, the presence of various forms that can be
seen to have referential properties elsewhere makes Tillo an valuable study for the
diachronic study of definiteness.

4.3.2 Summary: Variation Within the Conservative Dialects
In this chapter we have looked at the formal expression of definiteness in

two more primary dialect groups that, once again, have distinct histories and are
geographically separated from each other by a considerable distance. Despite these
25 This would, however, parallel uses of the cognate faġad in Christian Baghdadi (Abu-Haidar
1991).
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differences, we have seen how these dialects nonetheless display a common typo-
logical pattern, wherein they share the same obligatory strategy of marking ad
and nd definites with a reflex of ʾl- and also have an obligatory marker for at
least one indefinite status. This results in partial congruence, visible in the side-
by-side comparison in Figure 4.5, but leaves room for further variation within the
indefinite range, in particular, as witnessed in the arrangements we have briefly
discussed in other conservative dialects.

Figure 4.5: Comparative Basic Arrangements for Conservative Dialects
Rural Sudanese

ad nd psi pni sni

al- -an*, ∅
(da/di)

Levantine
ad nd psi pni sni

(ha-)
il- ∅ ši- ∅

The single most consistent grammatical feature in the conservative dialects,
and the one that grants them the very conservativism by which they are charac-
terized, is their maintenance of a strict formal delineation between definite and
indefinite singular nouns. In this sense, they share a key feature with the leveled
dialects. For both the Rural Sudanese and Levantine groups, we find that a reflex
of ʾl- – al- and il-, respectively – occurs consistently with all ad and nd statuses.26
Both dialects also allow for further marker of ad referents with a demonstrative
adjective; for these, however, the dialects are not fully equivalent. In Rural Su-
danese the demonstrative element da ~ di shows gender inflection, can occur either
prenominally or postnominally, and is only used for explicit focus. Meanwhile, in
Levantine, the demonstrative ha- is uninflected, restricted to only the prenominal
26 A minor exception is apparent zero-marked nd head nouns in a few (apparently frozen) Rural
Sudanese constructions; see §4.1.3.
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position, and is used with a majority of ad nouns, reflecting grammatical progres-
sion toward an obligatory ad marker.27

Although the distribution of ʾl- in the conservative dialects closely resem-
bles that of the leveled dialects, where conservative dialects depart quite distinctly
from them is in their treatment of indefinite singular nouns. Under the current
definition, all conservative dialects have obligatory marking of at least some indef-
inites under certain conditions; among dialects that meet this criteria, however, we
may identify two primary sub-strategies that I will refer to as s ntax-dependent
and s ntax-independent.

Of the two primary case studies here, the syntax-dependent approach is rep-
resented by the Rural Sudanese varieties, which have a marker -an that is not only
semantically conditioned in that it can only occur with indefinites, but also syn-
tactically conditioned in that it can only occur with head nouns that are modified
with an attributive structure. Because these attributive structures – most of which
require that a speaker be able to at least conceptualize an entity as distinct from
others of its type – are most likely to occur with psi and pni head nouns, it is
possible to read -an as a sort of explicit marker for them; this is, in fact, what Brus-
tad 2000, pp. 27-30 suggests in her discussion of ‘nunation’ as ‘indefinite-specific’
marking. At the same time, in examining primary source texts in Rural Sudanese
we have encountered some evidence against this theory, both in the fact that there
are identifiable psi that remain unmarked (111) and sni nouns that do take the
marker -an (115).

The syntax-independent approach represented in Levantine’s use of themarker
ši-, by contrast, is entirely dependent on a particular semantic condition of the head
noun. In one sense, this makes it more simplex, because other elements of the noun
phrase do not come into play; in another, however, it is more complex because it
is not consistent for all ‘indefinite’ statuses. Whereas -an is active for psi, pni, and
sni statuses, Levantine uses ši- for only pni statuses and keeps psi and sni statuses
zero-marked. Both dialects, then, have three variations on nominal form (marked
definite, marked indefinite, and marked definite), but distribute them in different
ways.
27 While I have chosen to represent ha- and il- as two morphemes, an interpretation that allows
for a ‘fused’ form hal- would also support this theory.
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In their treatment of plural and non-count nouns, the case study conserva-
tive dialects behave quite differently. Rural Sudanese allows for the reflex of ʾl-
with sni non-singulars, a likely result of the ambiguity that arises between them
and non-singular generics in object position. Levantine, by contrast, maintains a
clear formal division between these two categories, consistently leaving sni plural
and non-count nouns unmarked. This has the result of keeping the overall system
of definiteness marking in Levantine essentially identical for nouns regardless of
their number, whereas the Rural Sudanese group sees distinct systems for singulars
and non-singulars.

For attributive structures, the conservative dialects are on the whole fairly
similar, but with a few idiosyncracies. Adjectival attributes generally follow a bi-
nary ‘matching’ pattern, where head nouns modified with a reflex of ʾl- require
an attributive modified with the same structure. A notable exception to this is a
‘mismatched’ structure, found in both dialects but not greatly productive, where
the adjectival attribute has ʾl- but the head noun is marked; interestingly, in Rural
Sudanese such constructions tend to be nd, but in Levantine they tend to be sni.
For clausal attributes, both dialects are similar in requiring a relativizing structure
for semantically definite head nouns, but not explicitly disallowing it for indefi-
nite. Finally, genitive attributes represent an interesting point of variation, where
Sudanese – which only rarely uses an analytic construction – restricts them to psi
referents, but Levantine allows them with any semantic status.

Looking to other definiteness-related structures, both Rural Sudanese and
Levantine share in the common psi pronoun *wāḥid. For pni pronouns, however,
they differ somewhat in that while Levantine maintains a standard reflex of *aḥad,
Rural Sudanese abandons it in favor of a more uniquely Sudanese ẓōl ‘man, per-
son’. Elsewhere, we find that Levantine has a unique direct object marker l(a)- that
occurs only with nouns of a status nd, essentially ‘re-anaphorizing’ them and intro-
ducing referents that are assumed to be known only via shared world knowledge
back into the active discursive registry.

In summary, even while the conservative dialects share in a few fundamen-
tal features, they also display a good deal of variation when we look to the par-
ticular mechanics by which they derive these features, and continue to maintain
that variation when we look beyond singular nouns. If the key feature that distin-
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guishes such dialects from the ‘leveled’ class is the fact that they obligatorily mark
singular indefinite nouns, then the recurring theoretical issue of the conservative
dialects is what sort of conditions – whether semantic, syntactic, or a combination
of both – determine the use of these markers. A chief goal of descriptive work going
forward should be to unravel these factors using diagnostic strategies for semantics
in context, a preliminary model for which I have sought to provide here.
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Chapter 5
The Innovative Dialects

In this chapter I bridge into a final set of dialects that I class as typologi-
cally ‘innovative.’ These varieties cease to exhibit the primary unifying feature of
the ‘leveled’ and ‘conservative’ dialects in that they lack, in one way or another,
a true definite article that patterns exclusively and consistently with ad and nd
singular head nouns. In doing so, they break with traditional conceptualizations
of Arabic grammar, where the presence of absence of ʾl- is a sufficient metric for
establishing a binary definite or indefinite semantic reading, and serve as a cau-
tionary demonstration of the limits of describing definiteness in Arabic with even
the broadest generalizations.

The driving force behind the semantic reshuffling we see in these dialects,
and the feature that grants them their ‘innovativeness,’ is an unraveling of the ba-
sic form-meaning correspondence between the marker ʾl- and ‘true’ definiteness,
defined as unique identifiability to both the speaker and the listener. Two primary
mechanisms are at play in this process. The first of these is semantic bleach-
ing, where the extension of reflexes of ʾl- to indefinite nouns erodes its exclusive
association with definiteness, even where it is maintained as a marker for ad and
nd nouns. The second mechanism is article loss, where direct reflexes of the
prefix ʾl- cease to exist as a productive marker either under certain syntactic cir-
cumstances or across the board.

The two primary case studies in this chapter have been selected to high-
light both of these circumstances. The first, Moroccan Arabic, is a well studied
and widely spoken North African variety that shows not only the semantic bleach-
ing pattern for ʾl-, but also obligatory indefinite articles similar to some of those
we have previously seen for other dialects. The second, Central Asian Arabic, is a
minority language spoken only in small enclaves in Uzbekistan and Afghanistan,
and shows the article loss pattern for ʾl-, as well as obligatory indefinite markers
that again resemble those found elsewhere in form and meaning. Dialects brought
in to establish the existence of innovative-type patterns elsewhere – even if they dif-
fer somewhat in their realization – include Algerian, Maltese, Khuzistani (southern
Iran), and Sason (southern Anatolia) varieties.
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5.1 Moroccan
The Moroccan dialect group includes Arabic varieties spoken in the far

northwest of Africa and generally follows the contours of the modern Moroccan
state, slowly giving way to more recognizably ‘Algerian’ varieties (§5.3.1) as one
moves east along a sort of geographic dialect continuum. To the south, Moroccan
borders the Hassaniya dialect group (§3.1), for which linguistic features represent
a more abrupt departure from the main Moroccan group. There is a great deal
of internal variation within Moroccan dialects, attested in detail in Heath (2002),
but in their treatment of definiteness Moroccan varieties show a unified approach
regardless of sub-grouping, a fact that I take as justification for their treatment
together in this section.

Definiteness in Moroccan has been treated in a fair amount of writing, in-
cluding my own previous analysis (Turner 2013), itself a summary and critique
of existing models. I summarize the consensus view of previous works as one in
which Moroccan has a ‘definite article’ l- and two ‘indefinite articles’ wāḥəd- l- and
ši, in addition to zero-marking.1 On a formal descriptive level the permutations
identified are accurate in that they are indeed the referential markers we find with
common nouns; on a terminological and semantic level, however, I take partic-
ular issue with the recurrent designation of l- as a ‘definite article’ – implying a
marker of ad and nd statuses – when even the same authors’ data, much of which
is cited here in this section, show evidence of l- occuring with indefinite (psi and
sni) meanings.

For the markers wāḥəd- (which accumulates with l- in most cases) and ši-,
I am in accord with previous authors on general meanings, and my goal in this
section is accordingly to bring more terminological clarity and comparative value
to those conclusions by interfacing them with the Reference Hierarchy model. The
preposed article wāḥəd-, which has been described as ‘concretizing’ and ‘always
refers to something clearly specific’ (Harrell 2004, p. 189), would seem to qualify
as a psi marker. Meanwhile, the marker ši-, which has been described as ‘potential’
and glossed in English as ‘some’, gives the initial impression of a pni article. I am
not aware of any analyses that have differentiated these markers for singular and
1 See Caubet (1983a), Marçais (1977, p. 160), Youssi (1992, pp. 140-141), Maas 2011, pp.
153-160, Harrell (2004, pp. 186-190).
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non-singular nouns, as I do in §5.1.2.
On the whole, this section maintains a relatively traditional syntactic anal-

ysis in order to keep a focus on the comparative distribution of historical forms;
for this reason, l- is treated as an additive morpheme in the same way it is in other
dialects we have looked at. At the same time, in my previous writing I made the
case for an alternative analysis wherein l- is seen as lexicalized into the noun stem,
and traditional ‘bare’ forms (without l-) are achieved via disfixation (Turner 2013,
56-66); this has the effect of giving Moroccan zero-marked ‘true’ definites, much
like the Central Asian group that follows in this chapter. A brief overview of this
hypothesis is provided in §5.1.4.

5.1.1 Basic Arrangement
The basic arrangement of forms for singular head nouns in the Moroccan

dialect group (Figure 5.1) shows a relatively broad distribution of the reflex of
ʾl-. Like in the ‘leveled’ and ‘conservative’ dialects, l- occurs with both ad and nd
statuses; for ad nouns, Moroccan also allows for auxiliary focus with a preposed
demonstrative adjective (hā)dāk- ~ (hā)dīk-. Moroccan differs from previously
encountered dialect groups, however, in that it obligatorily marks indefinite psi,
and some sni, statuses with l- as well. For psi singulars, l- ‘accumulates’ with
a second obligatory marker wāḥəd-; meanwhile, for sni statuses, it tends to occur
unless certain syntactic conditions are present (*) or the speaker wishes to explicitly
focus the ‘singular’ quantity of the noun. The only category for which l- does not
occur is pni nouns, which are obligatorily marked with an article ši-.

Figure 5.1: Basic Arrangement in Moroccan

ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-*, ∅
wāḥəd- ši-

(dāk-/dīk-)
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Anaphoric Definites
Most common nouns of a status ad are obligatorily marked with l-, which

undergoes assimilation patterns typical of ʾl- in most Arabic varieties.2 This pat-
tern is evident in the following example from Northern Morocco, where a certain
discursively prominent referent ḍār ‘house’ is first introduced (†), and then subse-
quently referenced with the marker l-:
(168) ... الدار حدا كيبقي العايل واحد وهادا الدار. واحد جبروا

žəbru
find.pfv.3pl

waḥd-
psi-

əḍ-ḍār†.
psi-house.

u-
and-

hāda
dem

wāḥd-
psi-

əl-ʿayəl
psi-boy

kā-yibki
ind-cry.ipfv.3msg

ḥda
beside

ḍ-ḍār
ad-house

‘They found this house. And there was this boy crying beside the house...’
(Vincente 2000, p. 221, sec. 105: Anjra)
The same is true in (169), an extract from a southern Morocco folktale,

in which a prominent referent kəbš ‘ram’ is first introduced, and also thereafter
marked with l-:
(169) بلّارج على الـكبش عرض النهار واحد صحاب. هما بلّارج. وواحد هو الـكبش، واحد ديال القّصة

l-qəṣṣa
nd-story

dyāl-
gen-

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-kəbš†,
psi-ram

hūwa
3msg

w-
and-

wāḥəd-
psi-

bəllārž.
stork

hūma
3mpl

ṣħāb.
friends

wāḥəd-
psi-

n-nhāṛ
psi-day

ʿrəḍ
invite.pfv.3pl

l-kəbš
ad-ram

ʿla
prep

bəllārž...
stork.ad

‘[This is] the story of this ram and this stork. They were friends. One
day the ram invited the stork over...’ (Destaing 1937, p. 89, text XXXVIII:
Souss)
Like in other varieties, Moroccan allows for additional focus on an anaphoric

referent – perhaps especially one that was not explicitly marked as psi from the
start – with an auxiliary demonstrative adjective (hā)dāk- or (hā)dīk-. This is ev-
ident for the referent ḥūta ‘fish’ in the following, which is initially introduced as
2 An important exception to this pattern is a few nouns, primarily of foreign origin, that are
consistently zero-marked when definite; see section 5.1.4.
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only a single item in a list of things,3 and then later recalled with both l- and a
demonstrative adjective dīk:

(170) الحوتة ديك هي كيجبد حاجة آخر ديالها الجلال ّ كتهز منين ... حوتة وكيجيب
w-
and-

kā-yžīb
ind-bring.ipfv.3msg

ḥūta†
fish

...

...
mnīn
when

kā-thəzz
ind-take.ipfv.3fsg

ž-žlāl
ad-gifts

dyāl-ha,
gen-3fsg

āxər-
final-

ḥāža
thing

kā-yžbəd
ind-take.out.ipfv.3msg

hīya
3fsg

dīk
dem

l-ḥūta
ad-fish

‘He brings a single fish ... when she takes her gifts, the last thing he takes
out is that fish’ (Turner 2013, p. 126, text 9, lines 25/28)

Although the expression dīk l-ḥūta (dem.f ad-fish.f) ‘that fish’ in (170)
seems to show gender concord, Brustad (2000, p. 125-127) notes that some va-
rieties within the Moroccan Arabic group allow for an invariant form dīk or dāk re-
gardless of gender; I suggest that this loss of stress and inflection shows convention-
alization of the demonstrative adjective as a referential-marking strategy. Nonethe-
less it is worth noting that Moroccan varieties also sees fully gender-inflected
demonstrative adjectives with a prefix hā-;4 this mirrors the case in Sana’ani but
contrasts with the more geographically proximate Hassaniya group.

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Head nouns of a status nd are typically marked with l-; unlike anaphoric

definites, however, they cannot generally have a demonstrative adjective as an
auxiliary marker. Like elsewhere, we can identify nd nouns as those that listeners
can be expected to uniquely identify via shared world knowledge, even if culturally
embedded. One such example is the following, in which a speaker is discussing lo-
cal traditions associated with the month of Ramadan. Here, we note two distinctly
nd referents. The first of these refers to the Pan-Islamic concept of fṭūr ‘iftar’, the
fast-breaking meal; the second, saħa ‘square’, refers to the open public square that
is a feature of many small towns in southern Morocco. Both referents are marked
with l-:
3 Refer to (192) below for further context.
4 For example, note hādāk atāy l-lūwəl (dem.m tea.m.ad ad-original) ‘that original tea’ in (208).
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(171) للساحة كتخرج صحابك، ولا ديالك العائلة معا تخرج للساحة، كتخرج الفطور كتاكل قاش
fāš
when

kā-tākʷəl
ind-eat.ipfv.2msg

lə-fṭūr
nd-iftar

...

...
kā-txʷrəž
ind-go.out.ipfv.2msg

lə-
to-

s-sāħa,
nd-square

txʷrəž
go.out.ipfv.2msg

mʕa
with

l-ʿāʾīla
nd-family

dyāl-ək,
gen-2msg

wəlla
or

ṣħab-ək,
friends-2sg.poss

ka-txʷrəž
ind-go.out.ipfv.2msg

lə-
to-

s-saħa...
nd-square

‘When you’ve eaten the iftar meal, you go out to the square, you go out
with your family, or your friends, you go out to the square’ (Turner 2013,
p. 121, text 7, line 19: Taznakht)
In the following, another culturally provisioned nd referent is nəggāfa ‘wedding-

maker’, a woman who is a fixture of most Moroccan weddings (at least in urban
areas) and who is responsible for arranging the bride’s costumes and conducting
various wedding events. Again, the noun is introduced with (assimilated) l-:
(172) عادي العرس غير كيديروا النّكافة. لعند العروسة كتميش ما

ma-
neg-

kā-tmšī
ind-go.ipfv.3fsg

-š
-neg

lə-ʿrusa
ad-bride

l-
to-

ʿənd
at

n-nəggāfa.
nd-wedding.maker.

kā-ydīru
ind-do.ipfv.3pl

ġīr
just

l-ʿərs
sni-wedding

ʿādi
normal

‘The bride doesn’t go to the wedding-maker. They just have a normal wed-
ding.’ (Turner 2013, p. 116, text 2, line 13: Asfi)
This pattern repeats again in (173), where a referent ḅākāḷūṛya ‘baccalau-

reate’ refers to the high school degree that Moroccans receive by passing a wide-
ranging, intensive exit exam. As a cornerstone of the Moroccan educational system,
it is uniquely identifiable to nearly everyone, and accordingly marked as nd with
l-:
(173) معاك، كتفرح ديالك والعائلة فرحان كتكون راه يا البكالور شّديتي إلا

ila
if

šəddīti
receive.pfv.2sg

l-ḅākāḷūṛya
nd-baccalaureate

rāh
foc

kā-tkūn
ind-be.ipfv.2msg

fərḥan
happy

w-
and-

l-ʿāʾīla
nd-family

dyāl-ək
gen-2msg

kā-tfrəḥ
ind-be.happy.ipfv.3fsg

mʿā-k
with-2msg
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‘If you receive the baccalaureate (high school degree) you’re happy and
your family’s happy with you’ (Turner 2013, p. 124, text 8, line 37: Taz-
nakht)

Like with ad nouns, then, the formal marking of nd nouns parallels other
dialects that we have seen.

Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
The marking of most psi singular nouns in Moroccan shows a relatively

complex, double-marked structure (i.e. wāḥəd l-wəld ‘a [certain] boy’) where the
prefixed article l- obligatory occurs alongside an initial marker wāḥəd-, ultimately
derived from pan-Arabic *wāḥid ‘one’. Because psi referents are by definition un-
known to the listener, and thus indefinite, I consider this fact alone sufficient evi-
dence that l- cannot be a ‘definite article;’ rather, it is a nominal marker that occurs
with a range of semantic status that includes those pragmatically specific indefi-
nite ones seen here. The marker wāḥəd-, by contrast, can accurately be called an
‘indefinite’ article in the sense that it occurs exclusively with indefinite statuses; a
more accurate view from within the current framework, that said, is to call it an
exclusive psi marker.

The psi prefix complex can be seen as a consistent and obligatory marker for
all new, pragmatically salient referents without regard to further syntactic modi-
fications they may undergo. The following excerpt from a Moroccan story shows
the pattern repeating multiple times, with four distinct referents – ʿāyəl ‘boy’,ʿāyla
‘girl’, ḍār ‘house’, and a second ʿayəl ‘boy’, as they occur – showing the psi struc-
ture:5

(174) بقاوا ومشاوا الدار. عندهم شي كانت ما يسكنوا، فاين شي بروا يج ما كانوا والعايلة العايل واحد هاذا
... الدار حدا كيبقي العايل واحد وهادا الدار. واحد وجبروا ماشين ماشين، ماشين،

hāda
dem

wāḥd-
psi-

əl-ʿāyəl
psi-boy

u-
and-

l-ʿāyla
psi-girl

ma-
neg-

kānu
be.pfv.3pl

ma-
neg-

yžəbru
find.ipfv.3pl

-ši
-neg

fāyn
where

ysəknu,
live.ipfv.3pl

ma-
neg-

kānət
be.pfv.3fsg

-ši
-neg

ʿand-əm
have-3pl

əḍ-ḍār.
sni-house.

5 Note that one instance of wāḥəd- modifies both ʿāyəl and ʿāyla simultaneously.
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u-
and-

mšāw
go.pfv.3pl

u-
and-

bqāw
remain.pfv.3pl

māšin,
go.ptcp.pl

māšin,
go.ptcp.pl

māšin
go.ptcp.pl

u-
and-

žəbru
find.pfv.3pl

wāḥd-
psi-

əḍ-ḍār.
psi-house.

u-
and-

hāda
dem

wāḥd-
psi-

əl-ʿayəl
psi-boy

kā-yəbki
ind-cry.ipfv.3msg

ḥda
beside

ḍ-ḍār
ad-house

...

‘There was this boy and girl who couldn’t find anywhere to live, they didn’t
have a house. They went and kept going, and going, and going and found
this house. And there was this boy crying beside the house ...’ (Vincente
2000, p. 221, sec. 105: Anjra)
We note that in (174), three of the four referents are animate, but the re-

maining one (ḍār ‘house’) is not, showing that the structure is not restricted as a
function of animacy.6 The below two examples further confirm this observation,
showing the use of wāḥəd and l- with the pragmatically salient inanimate referents
mādda ‘[school] subject’ and ʾīnāʾ ‘vessel, pot’, respectively:
(175) الخمسة حتى التلاتة من كندّوزها الانكلاي، هي العشية، في كندوزها خرى المادة واحد كاينة عحقاش

ʿəḥqāš
because

kāyna
exist.f

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-mādda
psi-subject

xʷra
other

kā-ndəwwz
ind-pass.ipfv.1sg

-ha
-3fsg.obj

fə-
in-

l-ʿəšīya,
nd-afternoon

hīya
3fsg

ḷ-ānglāy,
gna-english

kā-ndəwwz
ind-pass.ipfv.1sg

-ha
-3fsg.obj

fə-
in-

l-ʿšīya
nd-afternoon

mən
from

t-tlāta
gna-three

ḥtta
to

l-xəmsa
gna-five

‘Because there’s this other subject [test] I’m taking in the afternoon, [which]
is English, I’m taking it from three to five’ (Turner 2013, p. 123, text 8,
line 14: Taznakht)

(176) اللحم فيه كنديروا ... الطين ديال الإناء واحد كنقبطوا
kā-nqəbṭu
ind-take.ipfv.1pl

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-ʾīnāʾ
psi-pot

dyāl-
gen-

ṭ-ṭīn,
gna-clay

w-
and-

kā-ndīru
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

fī-h
in-3msg

...

...
kā-ndīru
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

fī-h
in-3msg

l-lḥəm
sni-meat

6 This is one of the ways in which it is semantically distinct from indefinite pronouns from a
cognate sourcewāḥid ‘one’, described throughout this work; see also discussion in Brustad (2000,
p. 33).
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‘We take this clay pot, and we put meat in it’ (Turner 2013, p. 118, text 4,
line 4: Sefrou)

In both of the above, we can confirm a psi reading by noting that the speaker
is able to give further information about the referents; on a grammatical level, this
is accomplished by various means, including the addition of clausal and genitive
attributes and anaphoric reference to the referents via suffixal pronouns.

Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
Common nouns with a status psi, for which the speaker seeks to commu-

nicate that the referent is unique in the world but not explicitly identifiable at
present, are obligatorily marked in Moroccan with a preposed article ši-, which
explicitly disallows l- under any circumstances. In the following, for example, the
speaker is speculating about a hypothetical person who has failed to pass his high
school exit exam. He uses a series of subjunctive forms (imši ixdəm ‘he can go
work’), underscoring that, while carrying semantic specificity, the referents blāṣa
‘place’ and məʕməl ‘factory’ are not uniquely identifiable to him:

(177) الميكاينيك يدير كيمشي ولّا معمل شي بلاصة، شي يخدم يمشي كيخدم، كيمشي اللي كاين نجحتيش ما
... ولّا

mā-
neg-

nžəḥtī
succeed.pfv.2sg

-š,
-neg

kāyn
exist

lli
rel

kā-ymši
ind-go.ipfv.3msg

kā-yxdəm,
ind-work.ipfv.3msg

imši
go.ipfv.3msg

ixdəm
work.ipfv.3msg

ši-
pni-

blāṣa
place

...

...
ši-
pni-

məʕməl
factory

wəlla
or

ka-ymši
ind-go.ipfv.3msg

idīr
do.ipfv.3msg

l-mīkānīk
gna-mechanic

wəlla...
or ...

‘And if you didn’t succeed, there are [people] who go work, can go work
at some place ... some factory or become a mechanic or ...’ (Turner 2013,
p. 124, text 8, line 31: Taznakht)

In the following, the speaker uses a parallel structure structure with the
referent bāṛāka ‘tip, blessing’; here, the speaker explicitly clarifies that the exact
nature of the this tip is unknown to him, even going on to offer a number of possible
monetary amounts. Again, the target noun is marked with ši-:
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(178) كان ما شحال درهم، مية ولا درهم خمسطاشر ولا دراهم عشرة إمّا بركة، شي كتعطيه كتخلّصه،
kā-txəlləṣ
ind-pay.ipfv.2msg

-u,
-3msg.obj

kā-təʿṭī
ind-give.ipfv.3msg

-h
-3msg.obj

ši-
pni-

bāṛāka,
tip

īmma
either

ʿəšra-
ten-

drāhəm
dirhams

wəlla
or

xəmsṭāšər-
fifteen

dərhəm
dirham

wəlla
or

mīyət-
hundred

dərhəm,
dirham

šḥāl
how.much

ma
comp

kān
be.pfv.3msg

‘You pay him, you give him sort sort of tip, either ten dirhams or fifteen
dirhams or one hundred dirhams, whatever there is’ (Turner 2013, p. text
4, line 16: Sefrou)

We note a similar uncertainty on the part of the speaker in (179), who is
speaking about the difficulties of marketing carpets, and speculates that either a
mīhrāžān ‘festival’ or məʿṛiḍ ‘exposition’ may be helpful as a solution to this prob-
lem. Like with other pni referents we have previously seen, the speaker’s apparent
unwillingness to uniquely identify the referent corresponds with her focus on the
purpose for which it will be used rather than exact nature of the referent itself:

(179) الووازكيتية الزربية ٺتعرّف باش معرض، شي ولا مهرجان شي وبغينا
w-
and-

bġīna
want.pfv.1pl

ši-
pni-

mīhrāžān
festival

wəlla
or

ši-
pni-

məʿṛiḍ,
exposition

bāš
purp

ttʿəṛṛəf
be.known.ipfv.3fsg

z-zəṛbīya
gna-carpet

l-wāwāzgītīya
gna-from.wawazgit

‘we want some sort of festival or some sort of exposition, so that carpets
from the Wawazgit region will get exposure’ (Turner 2013, p. 114, text 1,
line 22: Taznakht)

In both form and function, then, the marking of pni singular referents in
Moroccan is identical to that in Levantine, which also has a marker ši- that is used
exclusively with this semantic sense. For plurals, however, Moroccan seems to
assign ši- a wider range; see §5.1.2.
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Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Treatment of singular common nouns of a status sni is one of the more com-

plex issues for the Moroccan group. Traditional descriptions of Moroccan dialects
convey that indefinite or indeterminate nouns are consistently realized without the
article l-; Marçais (1977, p. 160), for example, implies that non-referential nouns
are necessarily zero-marked.7 There is substantial evidence, however, that this is
more of an idealized depiction than it is an actual description of real language,
posing a challenge for the traditional model. This challenge has seen some engage-
ment in the literature; Brustad (2000, pp. 36-42), for example, notes a number
of instances of l- in contexts that do not display any contextual signs of definite-
ness. Maas (2011, pp. 153-160), too, has grappled with this problem, ultimately
deciding to call such structures ‘generic definites,’ and Harrell (2004, p. 190) sim-
ply states that l- “is also widely used in referring to categories as a whole.” In
none of these cases have I seen a particularly convincing mechanism that would
differentiate the meanings in question from that of any other sni noun, so I see
no problem in simply calling l- a sni marker in its own right (albeit a polysemous,
non-exclusive one).8

Various textual sources attest non-individuated, semantically undifferenti-
ated sni nouns with a marker l-. In the following, for example, a noun tūr ‘bull’
is mentioned in passing and refers only to the type of animal that the protagonist
slaughters; here, the perfective form of the verb dbəḥ ‘slaughter’ shows that the
noun cannot be read as generic:
(180) الناس على عرض التور، دبح

dbəḥ
slaughter.pfv.3msg

t-tūr,
sni-bull

ʿrəḍ
invite.pfv.3msg

ʿla
prep

n-nās
sni-people

‘He slaughtered a bull, invited people’ (Brustad 2000, p. 37)
7 Marçais (1977, p. 160): “Tous les parlers maghrébins connaissent, dans l’emploi du
nom, l’opposition indétermination-détermination, comme il en est en arabe classique.
L’indétermination est caractérisée par la représentation du nom à l’état nu, au degré zéro, c’est
à-dire sans article ni complément déterminatif. La détermination est caractérisée par la préfix-
ation au nom d’un article, ou par l’annexion au nom d’un complément déterminatif.”

8 If anything, I believe that ongoing reluctance to call l- in Moroccan an indefinite article is rooted
in standard language ideology; see §1.1.1.
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A structurally similar example is below, where a referent kūra ‘ball’ is again
the object of a perfective verb, and represents the first and only mention of the
entity:

(181) الوليّد يلعب باش الـكرة كذلك معاهم ودّى
w-
and-

dda
bring.pfv.3msg

mʕā-hum
with-3pl

kādālīka
also

l-kūra
sni-ball

bāš
purp

ilʕəb
play.ipfv.3msg

l-wlīyəd
ad-child

‘And he also brought a ball with them so the child could play’ (Maas 2011,
p. 158)

This structure appears again in (182), where the participle form of the pre-
ceding verb and temporal adverb lyūm ‘today’ make it clear, again, that the noun
is not generic but rather refers to a single instantiation of its type:

(182) السلهام لابس هو اليوم
lyūm
today

hūwa
3msg

lābəs
wear.ptcp

s-səlhām
sni-cloak

‘Today he’s wearing a cloak’ (Harrell 2004, p. 190)

Finally, we see an sni noun ʿərs ‘wedding’ with l- in the following example,
where the classifying adjective reiterates that the noun is unindividuated and refers
only to the type of entity:

(183) عادي العرس غير كيديروا النّكافة. لعند العروسة كتميش ما
ma-
neg-

kā-tmšī
ind-go.ipfv.3fsg

-š
-neg

lə-ʿrusa
ad-bride

l-
to-

ʿənd
at

n-nəggāfa.
nd-wedding.maker.

kā-ydīru
ind-do.ipfv.3pl

ġīr
only

l-ʿərs
sni-wedding

ʿādi
normal

‘The bride doesn’t go to the wedding-maker. They just have a normal wed-
ding.’ (Turner 2013, p. 116, text 2, line 13: Asfi)
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For the sni examples above, my consultations with native speaker infor-
mants show that the above structures are unanimously accepted, but would also
be considered grammatical were the marker l- not present.9 In some cases, how-
ever, informants reject the zero-marked form as an alternative, suggesting there is a
case for l- as an obligatory syntactic marker under some syntactic circumstances.10
A representative example is the following, for which one of my informants accepts
the phrase as spoken but rejects zero-marking for the first instance of wəld ‘son’:

(184) الولد خّصني أنا لها قال ناض الولد. عندهاش ما
mā-
neg-

ʿnd-hā
have-3fsg

-š
-neg

l-wəld.
sni-son

nāḍ
rise.pfv.3msg

gāl
say.pfv.3msg

-lha
-3fsg.dat

ʾana
1sg

xəṣṣ-ni
need-1sg

l-wəld
sni-son

‘she didn’t have a son. He up and told her, I need a son’ (Brustad 2000, p.
36)

The relevant factor to the speaker’s judgment here appears to be the negat-
ing structure, in that she accepts both ʿənd-ha l-wəld and ʿənd-ha wəld for (non-
negated) ‘she has a son’, but accepts only mā-ʿnd-hā-š l-wəld for ‘she doesn’t have
a son’, rejecting forms without l-. Upon further investigation, that said, we may
note that it is not merely negation that controls of the syntax of l-, but rather use of
a discontinuous negation strategy with the postfixed particle -š. As seen in (185),
in negated contexts the marker l- exists in a complimentary distribution with -š,
where it is required in its presence and disallowed in its absence:

(185) a. mā-ʿənd-ū-š
neg-have-3msg-neg

l-wəld
sni-son

b. * mā-ʿənd-ū-š
neg-have-3msg-neg

wəld
son

9 Still, most speakers express a preference for the forms as given; this perhaps mirrors Chafik’s
(1999, p. 24) observation that zero-marked nouns are relatively rare in Moroccan dialects,
unless “a speaker is either of Arab [Bedouin] origin and has grown up exclusively around them,
or that he is a graduate of some sort of Arabic college” (my translation).

10 Such syntactically determined obligatory statuses in some ways parallel the combined semantic-
syntactic factors that control the appearance of -an in the Rural Sudanese group.
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c. * mā-ʿənd-u
neg-have-3msg

l-wəld
sni-son

d. mā-ʿənd-u
neg-have-3msg

wəld
boy

‘he doesn’t have a son’

On one hand, it is possible to frame the above distinction as a simple syntac-
tic rule. On the other, however, there is a semantic dimension to -š that I believe
ties in to the pattern we see here. Specifically, as Brustad 2000, p. 307 notes,
the absence of -š in Moroccan dialects is associated with categorical negation, an
important aspect of which is the emphasis on quantity (and a zero quantity in par-
ticular). In this sense, it is perhaps more appropriate to read (185d) not as ‘he
doesn’t have a son’, but rather as a more totalizing ’he doesn’t have a single son’.

Extending this concept back into non-negated contexts, I suggest that we
may account for the semantic value of l- for sni singular nouns in general by read-
ing those marked with it as entirely t pe-focused, contrasting with zero-marked
sni nouns that are primarily quantit -focused. This proposal finds support in
texts, where occurences of sni nouns for which quantity is explicitly important do
consistently see zero-marking. In the following recipe, for example, the speaker
is giving explicit instructions on how to make a slow-cooked Moroccan dish, and
wants to emphasize that only a single kās ‘cup’ of water is sufficient:

(186) صافي الما، ديال كاس وكنديروا
w-
and-

kā-ndīru
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

kās
cup.sni

dyāl
gen-

l-ma,
sni-water

ṣāfi
enough

‘And we add a single cup of water, that’s all’ (Turner 2013, p. 118, text 4,
line 8)

Similarly, in my reinterpretation of the following, the speaker also seeks to
emphasize the singular quantity of the noun ḥəwli ‘sheep’. Certainly if someone
cooks sheep on a daily basis they have the hypothetical ability to cook more than
one in a day; here, however, the speaker uses the bare form to indicate that he
explicitly cooks one sheep per day:

(187) حولي كنطيّب نهار كل
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kull
every

nhār
day

kā-nṭīyəb
ind-cook.ipfv.1sg

ḥəwli
sheep

‘Every day I cook a single sheep’ (Maas 2011, p. 154)
This semantic distribution is perhaps maintained by the association of the

zero-marked form with quantity-focused particles, among them kull ‘every’, ayy
~ ašmən ‘any’ ḥtta ‘not a single’, and bla ‘without’. The zero-marked form is also
consistently maintained with non-referential predicates, as in huwa wəld (3msg
boy) ‘he is a boy’; together, these facts show that the distribution of l- for sni
nouns is controlled by a combination of semantic and syntactic factors.11

5.1.2 Generic, Plural and Non-Count Referents
Like other Arabic varieties, the Moroccan dialect group consistently marks

generic entities as if they were nd with a reflex of ʾl-. For non-singular referents
(Figure 5.2), definite (ad and nd) nouns mirror patterns seen for singulars, but
for indefinite referents available markers, while the same in form, have slightly
different semantic scopes.

Figure 5.2: Plural and Non-Count Nouns in Moroccan

ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-(wāḥəd-)
ši- ∅-(dūk-)

Generics
Generic nouns are consistently marked as if they were nd with l- alone. This

is evident in the following excerpt, in which a speaker is describing the layout of a
11 The extension of l- in Moroccan to most indefinites, but not predicates or quantified nouns,
parallels a historical change in Eastern Late Aramaic, in which the definite article -ā also lost its
strict association with definiteness: “the determinate force of the emphatic state is lost, whereby
final -ā on nouns becomes the unmarked state. The now marked, absolute state is then limited
to predicative and distributive constructions...” (Kaufman 1997, p. 123).
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typical house in rural northern Morocco. The nouns ḍār ‘house’ and bīr ‘well’ are
accordingly marked:

(188) واللاجور والحجر ير بالج يبنيوه ... الما د المخبع واحد هو البير البير؟ معنى البير. فيها كيكون الدار
ḍ-ḍār
gna-house

kā-ykūn
ind-be.ipfv.3msg

fī-ha
in-3fsg

l-bīr.
gna-well

maʿna-
meaning-

l-bīr?
gna-well

l-bīr
gna-well

huwwa
3msg

waḥd
psi-

əl-maxbaʿ
psi-storage.place

d-
gen-

əl-ma
gna-water

...

...
yibnīw
build.ipfv.3pl

b-
with-

əl-ǧīr
gna-plaster

u-
and-

la-ḥǧar
gna-stone

u-
and-

l-lāžūr
gna-brick

‘A house [always] has a well. Whats the meaning of a well? A well is
this water storage place ... they build it with plaster and stone and brick’
(Moscoso García 2003, p. 272, sec. 20.69: Chefchouaen)

Plurals
For non-singular referents, marking of ad and nd nouns resembles that seen

for singulars, obligatorily requiring l- in both cases and allowing for a an auxiliary
demonstrative adjectives with ad statuses only. Like for singulars, l- can also occur
with sni plurals. The distribution of l- with both indefinite and definite nouns is
seen for the noun āʿšāb ‘herbs’ in the following:

(189) الأعشاب دوك تلقى باش بزّاف صعيب الجفاف كاين حيت دابا ولـكن الأعشاب ديال بزّاف كينين
الجبل في كيكونوا حيت

kāynin
exist.pl

bzzāf
many

dyāl
gen-

l-āʿšāb
sni-herbs

wālākīn
but

dāba
now

ḥīt
because

kāyn
exist

ž-žāfāf
sni-drought

ṣʿīb
difficult

bzzāf
very

bāš
purp

təlqa
find.ipfv.2msg

dūk-
dem-

l-āʿšāb
ad-herbs

ḥīt
because

kā-ykūnu
ind-be.ipfv.3pl

fə-
in-

ž-žbəl
nd-mountain

‘There are a lot of [different] herbs, but right now because there’s a drought
it’s hard to find those herbs, because they’re in the mountains’ (Turner
2013, p. 114, text 1, line 10)
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For psi plurals – contrasting with psi singulars, which are marked exclu-
sively with an article wāḥəd in combination with l- – we note that the article ši-
can mark plural nouns that the speaker can uniquely identify, as in the following
elicited example:

(190) الصداع كيديروا ديما جيران شي عندنا
ʿənd-na
have-1pl

ši-
psi-

žīrān
psi-neighbors

dīma
always

kā-ydīru
ind-do.ipfv.3pl

ṣ-ṣdāʿ
gna-noise

‘We have these neighbors who are always making noise’ (elicited)

The same speaker, however, also contends that the following example, which
has wāḥəd l- instead of ši-, is synonymous:

(191) الصداع كيديروا ديما يران الج واحد عندنا
ʿənd-na
have-1pl

wāḥəd-
psi-

ž-žīrān
psi-neighbors

dīma
always

kā-ydīru
ind-do.ipfv.3pl

ṣ-ṣdāʿ
gna-noise

‘We have these neighbors who are always making noise’ (elicited)

It thus appears that wāḥəd-, despite its etymological roots in *wāḥid ‘one’,
has begun to be extended to plurals as an auxiliary marker, likely following its his-
torical codification into a fully obligatory referential article for singular psi nouns.

Non-Count Nouns
Non-count nouns in Moroccan show a distribution of markers similar to

that of plurals. For ad, nd, and sni nouns l- occurs; this pattern is evident in
the following, where three sni collective nouns lūz ‘almonds’, gərgāʿ ‘walnuts’, and
tməṛ ‘dates’ are introduced with l-, and then later anaphorically recalled with l-
plus a demonstrative adjective:

(192) اللي والتمر القرقاع وداك اللوز داك ... حوتة وكيجيب التمر كيجيب القرقاع، كيجيب اللوز، كيجيب
الضياف على كنفرّقوه جاب،
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kā-yžīb
ind-bring.ipfv.3msg

l-lūz,
sni-almonds

kā-yžīb
ind-bring.ipfv.3msg

l-gərgāʿ,
sni-walnuts

kā-yžīb
bring.ipfv.3msg

t-tməṛ,
sni-dates

w-
and-

kā-yžīb
bring.ipfv.3msg

ḥūta
fish

...

...
dāk-
ad-

l-lūz,
ad-almonds

w-
and-

dāk-
ad-

l-gərgāʿ,
ad-walnuts

w-
and-

t-tməṛ
ad-dates

lli
rel

žāb,
bring.pfv.3msg

kā-nfərrqū
ind-distribute.ipfv.1pl

-h
-3msg.obj

ʿla
upon

ḍ-ḍyāf
ad-guests

‘He brings almonds, brings walnuts, brings dates, and he brings a single
fish. The almonds, the walnuts and dates that he brought we distribute to
the guests’ (Turner 2013, p. 126, text 9, lines 25/35: Asfi)
Another sni non-count noun marked with l-, lḥəm ‘meat’, is attested as a

first mention in the following instructions for making a dish:
(193) اللحم فيه كنديروا ... الطين ديال الإناء واحد كنقبطوا

kā-nqəbṭu
ind-take.ipfv.1pl

wāħəd-
psi-

l-ʾīnāʾ
psi-pot

dyāl-
gen-

ṭ-ṭīn,
gna-clay

w-
and-

kā-ndīru
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

fī-h
in-3msg

...

...
kā-ndīru
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

fī-h
in-3msg

l-lḥəm
sni-meat

‘We take this clay pot, and we put meat in it’ (Turner 2013, p. 118, text 4,
line 4: Sefrou)
Finally, like for plurals, we note that a preposed marker wāḥəd- (with l-) can

be used to denote non-count psi nouns, as for sāʿāda ‘joy, happiness’ below:
(194) وصط السعادة واحد وكيكون معاك، كتفرح ديالك والعائلة فرحان كتكون راه يا البكالور شّديتي إلا

العائلة
ila
if

šəddīti
receive.pfv.2sg

l-ḅākāḷūṛya
nd-baccalaureate

rāh
foc

kā-tkūn
ind-be.ipfv.2msg

fərḥan
happy

w-
and-

l-ʿāʾīla
nd-family

dyāl-ək
gen-2msg

kā-tfrəḥ
ind-be.happy.ipfv.3fsg

mʿā-k,
with-2msg

w-
and-

kā-ykūn
ind-be.ipfv.3msg

wāḥəd-
psi-

s-sāʿāda
psi-joy

kbīra
great

wəṣṭ
among

l-ʿāʾīla
nd-family

‘If you receive the baccalaureate (high school degree) you’re happy and
your family’s happy with you, and there’s this great joy among the family’
(Turner 2013, p. 124, text 8, line 37: Taznakht)
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5.1.3 Attributive Structures
Adjectival Attributes

We have seen that for head nouns in the Moroccan dialect group, an asso-
ciation of l- with ‘true’ (ad and nd) definitives is not active in the way it is for
conservative and leveled dialects. For adjectival attributes, on the other hand, Mo-
roccan does maintain a relatively strict binary distribution of l-, where attributes
that accompany ad and nd head nouns are marked and others are unmarked. In
this sense, most semantically definite noun-adjective pairings look much like those
in other dialects, showing apparent ‘agreement’ where both the noun and adjective
have l-: n-nhār l-lūwəl (ad-day ad-first) ‘the first day’.12

I contend, however, that the surface ‘agreement’ we see between definite
head nouns and their adjectives is only a surface illusion that emerges from overlap
in two independent systems. When we instead look to indefinite semantic statuses,
we find that even where l- is required for a head noun, as described above, it cannot
occur with the modifying adjective; this, in turn, results in patterns that violate the
agreement hypothesis. In the following, for example, two psi referents with the
article l- – kursi ‘chair’ and ṣāla ‘hall’ – are modified by zero-marked adjectives:
(195) كبيرة الصالة واحد في معيّن الـكرسي واحد في تيجلسوا

tā-ygəlsu
ind-sit.ipfv.3pl

f-
in-

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-kursi
psi-chair

mʿəyyən
special

f-
in-

wāhəd-
psi-

ṣ-ṣāla
psi-hall

kbīra
big

‘They sit in this special chair in this big hall’ (Turner 2013, pp. 125-126,
text 9, line 8: Asfi)
For pni indefinite statuses, which are obligatorily marked with ši- and do

not have l-, there is again the illusion of agreement, as seen in the following:
(196) قبيحة مسائل شي كيقول قبيحة، كلمة شي يقول كيبقى

kā-ybqa
ind-remain.ipfv.3msg

iqūl
say.ipfv.3msg

ši-
pni-

kəlma
word

qbīḥa,
nasty

kā-yqūl
say.ipfv.3msg

ši-
pni-

məsāʾīl
words

qbīḥa
nasty

12 But note ātāy l-lūwəl (tea.ad ad-first) ‘the original tea’ in (208).
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‘He keeps saying some nasty word, he says some nasty things’ (Brustad
2000, p. 27)

Once again, however, this illusion breaks down when we consider type-
focused instantiations of sni nouns, as discussed earlier, that do have l-. Because
such head nouns are indefinite, the adjectives that accompany them are unmarked,
as is the case for the nouns ʿərs ‘wedding’ and ma ‘water’ in (197) and (198), re-
spectively:

(197) عادي العرس غير كيديروا النّكافة. لعند العروسة كتميش ما
ma-
neg-

kā-tmšī
ind-go.ipfv.3fsg

-š
-neg

lə-ʿrusa
ad-bride

l-
to-

ʿənd
at

n-nəggāfa.
nd-wedding.maker.

kā-ydīru
ind-do.ipfv.3pl

ġīr
only

l-ʿərs
sni-wedding

ʿādi
normal

‘The bride doesn’t to the wedding-maker. They just have a normal wed-
ding.’ (Turner 2013, p. 116, text 2, line 13: Asfi)

(198) طايب الما عليه وكتخوى
w-
and

kā-txwa
ind-pour.ipfv.2msg

ʿlī-h
on-3msg

l-ma
sni-water

ṭāyb
boiling

‘and you pour boiling water onto it’ (Turner 2013, p. 119, text 6, line 1:
Asfi)

Finally, it is worth noting that there seems to be some fluctuation in accept-
able forms. Brustad gives the following example, where a seemingly generic noun
ḥānūt ‘store’ has l- is accompanied by an unmarked adjective. Native speaker in-
formants accept this example as is, but also report that a ‘matching’ configuration
l-ḥānūt l-ʿəṣri (gna-store gna-modern) would be acceptable:

(199) عصري الحانوت في كيتباعوا
kā-ytbāʿu
ind-be.sold.ipfv.3pl

fə-
in-

l-ḥānūt
gna-store

ʿāṣri
modern

‘They’re sold in a modern store’ (Brustad 2000, p. 41)
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I see it as likely that such variation represents competing grammatical pres-
sures on less frequent structures, where the native Moroccan definiteness system
comes into conflict with grammatical principles of the standard model descriptive
of Modern Standard Arabic and other dialects.13

Clausal Attributes
Like other dialect groups we have explored, the Moroccan group has a pri-

mary clausal attribute marker lli that is obligatory with definites, and allows zero-
marked clausal attributes with indefinites only. The following shows a relativized
clause that accompanies a series of ad nouns; it, as expected, is marked with lli:

(200) الضياف على كنفرّقوه جاب، اللي والتمر القرقاع وداك اللوز داك
dāk-
dem

l-lūz,
ad-almonds

w-
and-

dāk-
ad-

l-gərgāʿ,
ad-walnuts

w-
and-

t-tməṛ
ad-dates

lli
rel

žāb,
bring.pfv.3msg

kā-nfərrqū
ind-distribute.ipfv.1pl

-h
-3msg.obj

ʿla
upon

ḍ-ḍyāf
ad-guests

‘the almonds, the walnuts and dates that he brought we distribute to the
guests’ (Turner 2013, p. 126, text 9, lines 25/35: Asfi)

For semantically indefinite nouns, marking of clausal attributes is non-obligatory,
but common. The following example (201), in which the speaker repeats the same
psi noun qāḍīya ‘thing, issue’ twice, shows both strategies at play. It is even possi-
ble to read the change of structure as the speaker using an auxiliary marker to ‘up’
the overall specificity of the noun:

(201) بالصّح؟ وقعت اللي القضية واحد بالصّح، وقعت القضية واحد عرفتي
ʿrəfti
know.pfv.2sg

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-qāḍīya
psi-thing

wəqʿāt
happen.pfv.3fsg

bə-
with-

ṣ-ṣəḥḥ,
gna-truth

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-qāḍīya
psi-thing

lli
rel

wəqʿāt
happen.pfv.3fsg

bə-
with-

ṣ-ṣəḥḥ?
gna-truth

13 Higher-frequency structures do not seem to show this variation; most native speakers, for exam-
ple, would not accept l- with the adjectives in (195).
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‘Do you know this thing that really happened, this thing that really hap-
pened?’ (Sánchez 2014, p. 277, text 1C)

It is likewise possible to mark clausal attributes for pni nouns, as in the
following:

(202) مزيان تمشي اللي طوموبيل شي بغيت
bġīt
want.pfv.1sg

ši-
sni-

ṭūmūbīl
car

lli
rel

təmši
go.ipfv.3fsg

mzyān
well

‘I want a car that will run well’ (Harrell 2004, p. 165)

In this sense, the Moroccan group follows a pattern attested in most Arabic
varieties, where definiteness of the head noun plays a role in the marking of clausal
attributes, but is not as selective or restrictive as the standard model might suggest.

Genitive Attributes
Analytic genitive constructions are expressed throughout the Moroccan di-

alect group with a marker dyāl (short form d-); outside of the northern area, this
alternates with another form tāʿ. Moroccan dialects have a strong preference the
analytic genitive and only rarely use the Arabic construct state, suggesting that
these structures are quite old; perhaps relatedly, they show no particular restric-
tions on the definiteness of head nouns with which they may occur. The following
shows both variants of the genitive marker in a chain, with the first modifying an
ad noun ʿāʾīla ‘family’ and the second modifying another ad noun zūž ‘husband:’

(203) ديالها الزوج تاع العائلة معا الحال طبيعة كتكون
kā-tkūn
ind-be.ipfv.3fsg

ṭābīʿət-
nature-

l-ḥāl
nd-situation

mʿa
with

l-ʿāʾīla
ad-family

tāʿ
gen

z-zūž
ad-husband

dyāl-ha
gen-3fsg

‘Naturally, she [stays] with her husband’s family’ (Turner 2013, p. 126,
text 9, line 18: Asfi)
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The next example is syntactically parallel, but this time shows an indefinite
(psi) head noun ʾīnāʾ ‘pot, vessel’ followed by a genitive attribute:
(204) اللحم فيه كنديروا ... الطين ديال الإناء واحد كنقبطوا

kā-nqəbṭu
ind-take.ipfv.1pl

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-ʾīnāʾ dyāl-
psi-pot

ṭ-ṭīn,
gen-

w-
gna-clay

kā-ndīru
and-

fī-h
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

...
in-3msg

kā-ndīru
...

fī-h
ind-do.ipfv.1pl

l-lḥəm
in-3msg sni-meat

‘We take this clay pot, and we put meat in it’ (Turner 2013, p. 118, text 4,
line 4: Sefrou)
In its treatment of genitive attributes, then, Moroccan parallels most other

Arabic varieties, for which definiteness is not particularly restrictive.

5.1.4 Further Observations
Indefinite Pronouns

The Moroccan dialect group, like other groups we have explored, sees a se-
mantic distinction between psi and pni pronouns, though formal overlap between
the psi pronoun and article allows for a degree of ambiguity not found elsewhere.
The psi animate form, which can be used for an undefined person who is known
to the speaker but not the listener, is wāḥəd, as in the following example:14

(205) الخارج في قديم هو تى عربي، شيباني مغربي واحد معا وتلاقى ... آخر واحد معا تيهضر وجالس
u-
and-

gāləs
sit.ptcp

ta-yḥḍər
ind-talk.ipfv.3msg

mʿa
with

wāḥəd
person.psi

āxur
other

...

...
u-
and-

tlāqa
meet.pfv.3mgs

mʿa
with

wāḥəd
person.psi

məġrībi
moroccan

šībāni
elderly

ʿərbi,
arab

tta
also

hūwa
3msg

qdīm
old

fə-
in-

l-xārəž
nd-abroad

‘He’s sitting talking with someone else ... he met someone [who was an]
elderly Arab Moroccan who had also been abroad a long time’ (Sánchez
2014, p. )

14 The second instance of the pronoun refers to the same individual, and is simply a rephrasing.
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One of my native speaker informants, however, is skeptical of the above
phrasing, and for the second iteration of wāḥəd strongly prefers a psi structure
involving a common noun, as in wāḥəd- l-ṃaġribi šībani ʿərbi (psi- psi-moroccan
elderly arab) ‘an elderly Arabic Moroccan’. On a functional level this makes some
sense, because if wāḥəd- in the article sense can modify any noun regardless of
animacy, a homophonous wāḥəd becomes difficult to maintain as a purely animate
pronoun, and it thus seems preferable that the speaker should clarify whether the
referent is animate by explicitly stating its type with a common noun.

For the pni pronoun, there is less ambiguity, and two relatively stable and
interchangeable forms are attested in ši- wāhəd and šī- ḥədd (Harrell 2004, p. 145).
The latter of these is seen in the following, in which the speaker is referencing a
distinct individual who is nonetheless unknown to her:
(206) بعيد برّاني حّد شي تيكون ما حاضرة، اللي هي القريبة العائلة غا

ġa
on

l-ʿāʾīla
ad-family

l-qrība
ad-close

hīya
3fsg

lli
rel

ḥāḍṛa,
present

mā-
neg-

tā-ykūn
ind-be.ipfv.3msg

ši-
pni-

ħədd
person

bərrāni
stranger

bʿīd
distant

‘It’s just the family who’s present, there isn’t anyonewho’s a distant stranger’
(Turner 2013, p. 125, text 9, line 4: Asfi)
Although the pni form sees some variation with the larger Moroccan group,

it is significant that all attested variants include the marker ši-, which is elsewhere
in Moroccan a pni marker for common nouns; this serves as evidence of inter-
change between the article and pronominal systems and parallels the (less consis-
tent) extension of a similar marker ši- to the pni pronoun in Levantine (see §4.2.4).
Of the second element (ḥədd ~ wāḥəd), I suspect, based on comparative forms,
that ḥədd is the older, probably original pni pronoun, and that wāḥəd represents a
newer formation built off the common pni marker and the pan-Arabic psi pronoun
wāḥəd.

Zero-Marked Definites and an Alternative Analysis
A final observation relevant to the description of definiteness in Moroccan

Arabic is that, while the patterns we have seen above are true for a majority of
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nouns, there is a small but well-established class of common nouns that are not
modified with l- under any circumstance (Harrell 2004, p. 190). An example of
this particular syntactic behavior is in the following, where a common noun bəllārž
‘stork’ shows l- neither when it is modified with the psi marker wāḥəd- nor when
it is later recalled as an ad referent:

(207) بلّارج على الـكبش عرض النهار واحد صحاب. هما بلّارج. وواحد هو الـكبش، واحد ديال القّصة
l-qəṣṣa
nd-story

dyāl-
gen-

wāḥəd-
psi-

l-kəbš,
psi-ram

hūwa
3msg

w-
and-

wāḥəd-
psi-

∅-bəllārž.
∅-stork

hūma
3mpl

ṣħāb.
friends

wāḥəd-
psi-

n-nhāṛ
psi-day

ʿrəḍ
invite.pfv.3pl

l-kəbš
ad-ram

ʿla
prep

∅-bəllārž...
∅-stork.ad

‘[This is] the story of this ram and this stork. They were friends. One
day the ram invited the stork over...’ (Destaing 1937, p. 89, text XXXVIII:
Souss)

This pattern is again evident in the following, where an ad referent ātāy ‘tea’
can be established as definite by noting an accompanying demonstrative adjective
and overtly marked adjectival attribute. It, too, is zero-marked:

(208) للبرّاد تردّه اللوّل أتاي وهاداك
w-
and

hādāk
dem

∅-ātāy
∅-tea

l-lūwəl
ad-original

trədd
return.ipfv.2msg

-u
-3msg.obj

lə-
to

l-bərrād
ad-pot

‘And you return that original tea to the teapot’ (Turner 2013, p. 119, text
6, line 6: Asfi)

In §3.1.4, we noted that similar zero-marked definites are attested in the
Hassaniya group, and that (as is also the case in Moroccan) they are typically of
foreign origin. Where Hassaniya, however, maintains a strict separation between
definite nouns (marked with l-) and indefinite nouns (which are unmarked) for all
but this small nominal class, in Moroccan l- is not restricted to ‘true’ definites to
start with; accordingly, it is not really accurate to talk about a missing ‘definite’
article.

There is also a degree of evidence that casts doubt on the nature of l- itself
as an additive marker. Besides the fact that the class of nouns above cannot take a
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prefix l-, even when there seems to be no phonological rule that would prevent this,
we may also observe that common nouns beginning with a phoneme /ž/ see no
consistent assimilation rule for l-. The ad form for žār ‘neighbor’, for example, is
assimilated ž-žār; for žāṃəʿ ‘mosque’, by contrast, shows unassimilated l-žāṃəʿ. If
the allomorph of shape of l- is phonologically determined, as it is in other dialects,
it seems odd that the same phoneme would trigger different allomorphs. Finally,
we may even cite loans for which an initial phoneme /l/ was part of the loan
noun stem and has since been reinterpreted as l- and removed, as in Spanish litro
> iṭṛu ‘liter’ (Heath 1989, p. 130). All of these points, in my view, suggest that
subtractive, rather than additive, morphology may be at play.15

A subtractive morphology analysis of the Moroccan group would allow for
l- as an analyzable morpheme that is, by default, lexicalized into most (but not
all) noun stems. In turn, it would allow for treatment of all nouns – regardless
of whether or they occur with initial l- – with a single set of morphosyntactic
processes, summarized in the alternative basic arrangement model provided in
Figure 5.3. Central to this analysis is a productive, phonologically conditioned
disfix that would subtract any initial phoneme /l/ or otherwise de-geminate an
initial geminate, thus removing lexicalized traces of l-, and producing what are
traditionally seen as ‘bare’ forms.16 In semantic terms, this disfix would be active
for the same statuses for which ‘unmarked’ forms are in the traditional analysis
above, namely for pni referents (alongside ši-) and sni nouns that are explicitly
quantified or in predicate position.

Figure 5.3: Basic Arrangement in Moroccan (Alternative Analysis)

ad nd psi pni sni

+disfix*wāḥəd- ši-+ disfix(dāk-/dīk-)

On a system level, I see this analysis as a relative decomplexification of
definiteness in the Moroccan group so that, rather than having to account for ‘cu-
15 See the argumentation in Turner (2013, pp. 60-63) for more evidence in favor of this view.
16 For nouns like ātāy ‘tea’ which show no lexicalization of l- and would subsequently lack the
requisite phonological triggers for disfixation, no change would result.
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mulative’ markers such as wāḥəd + l- and distinguish nouns for which the latter
can occur from those for which it cannot, we can view all semantic-syntactic rela-
tionships through a unified lens. While I thus see particular advantages to the alter-
native model on a synchronic level, it nonetheless raises its own theoretical issues,
particularly when disfixation is a relatively rare morphological phenomenon.17 In
addition, using the traditional model does allow for focus on the semantic extension
of l-, an approach that I believe has value for comparative work; for these reasons,
I have maintained it for the primary analysis in this section.

5.1.5 Summary: Moroccan
In this section I have profiled the Moroccan dialect group, which shows

the key hallmarks of an ‘innovative’ type in its lack of a strict formal delineation
between definite and indefinite head nouns. Although the group sees an obligatory
reflex of ʾl- for a majority of ‘true’ definite head nouns, like the ‘leveled’ and
‘conservative’ dialects before it, it departs significantly from previous patterns by
also allowing for reflexes of ʾl- with indefinite statuses.

For singular head nouns, ad and nd statuses are, like in most other varieties,
typically marked with l-; also similar is the availability of an auxiliary admarker in
the form of a demonstrative adjective. For psi singular nouns, the Moroccan group
has a complex double-marked structure in which an obligatory marker wāḥəd- pre-
cedes l-; meanwhile, for pni singulars, the marker ši- alone (as in Levantine) stands
as an obligatory article. The marking of sni singular nouns is variable, and shows
alternation between l- and zero-marking as a function of combined semantic and
syntactic impetuses; in general however, l- occurs with sni nouns for which type is
the primary emphasis, and the zero-marked approach for those where quantity is
the focus.

Like other varieties, Moroccan consistently groups generic nouns of all types
with nd nouns, marking them with l-. Treatment of non-singular (plural and non-
count) nouns for the most part mirrors that of singulars, where ad, nd, and sni are
primarily marked with l-, and pni nouns are marked with ši-. The most variability
for non-singular nouns is witnessed with those of a status psi, for which ši- (showing
17 It is not, however, unattested; see Hardy and Montler (1988) on disfixation in Alabama verbs,
Golston and Wiese (1995) on German nouns, and Dorian (1978) on Gaelic nouns.
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a wider range than it does for singulars) is the default marker, but for some speakers
can be substituted with wāḥəd l- without effecting any change in meaning.

It is in its treatment of nominal attributes that Moroccan is most ‘typical,’
not diverging much from patterns seen in other dialects. Adjectival attributes, in
particular, follow a very strict semantically delineated distribution wherein those
that accompany ad and nd head nouns are consistently marked with l-, and those
that do not are unmarked; this pattern is maintained even when it results in appar-
ent ‘mismatches’ between the presence of l- on the noun and adjective. Like other
dialects we have seen, for clausal attributes Moroccan obligatorily marks those of
ad and nd head nouns with a marker lli ~ tāʿ, but also allows the same markers
in auxiliary function with indefinite head nouns. Finally, for analytic genitive at-
tributes Moroccan does not reveal any particular patterning with definiteness; this
too is in accord with most other dialects.

Finally, we have considered the possibility of an alternative analysis whereby
l- is not an additive marker, but rather a lexicalized component of the head noun
that can be productively disfixed, if present. While this analysis has only briefly
featured in the current section, it would allow for the possibility of a relatively
‘mainstream’ Arabic dialect in which definiteness is zero-marked, serving as a use-
ful conceptual bridge into the final case study we will engage.

5.2 Central Asian (Uzbekistan & Afghanistan)
The Central Asian dialect group refers to a set of isolated dialects spoken in

small, remote communities in Uzbekistan (near Bukhara) and northern Afghanistan
(near Balkh). Although there are other such Arabic-speaking speaking communi-
ties in Central Asia, Seeger (2013) shows that these two sub-groups are quite lin-
guistically similar, supporting Ingham’s (2003) impression that the Afghani branch
represents a more recent offshoot of the historically attested Arabic-speaking com-
munity of Uzbekistan.18 I take these similarities, particularly in their treatment of
definiteness, as reason to treat these dialects as a single group.

Geographically isolated from the main body of Arabic dialects, the Central
18 Other Central Asian varieties of note, including those spoken in Khorasan Province in Iran
(Seeger 2002) and Qashqa-Darya in Uzbekistan (Chikovani 2005), are not treated here.
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Asian group has been held up as a clear example of an Arabic variety transformed
by contact; Ratcliffe (2005), for example, argues that Bukhara Arabic has been
‘metatypized’ along the lines of nearby Central Asian languages such as Tajik and
Uzbek. Definiteness features prominently in such analyses, which are explicit in
noting the Central Asian group’s loss of the reflexes of ʾl- as a feature that distin-
guishes it from the ‘core dialects’ of the Arab world.19 One of the reasons I have
chosen to juxtapose Central Asian with Moroccan in this chapter, that said, is to
show that while phonological loss of ʾl- can rightly be seen as rare, innovative non-
binary configurations of the definiteness system are not necessarily something that
is limited to totally isolated or peripheral varieties.

The primary textual sources on Central Asian that I engage here are found
in two relatively short works by Jastrow (2005) and Ingham (2003) on the Uzbek-
istan and Afghanistan dialects, respectively.20 The relative brevity of these texts
means that the description in this section is somewhat less thorough than for previ-
ous dialect groups; still, I consider the Central Asian group interesting enough on a
typological level to warrant a cursory point-by-point investigation. I have limited
my main commentary to the basic arrangement of singular nouns, and relegated
notes on non-singular and attributive structures, for which I have less comprehen-
sive data, to the ‘further observations’ subsection.

Jastrow’s and Ingham’s respective comments make it clear that the definite-
ness system is a point of interest in these varieties; in addition to the absence of any
reflex of ʾl- both note an ‘indefinite article’ fad-, although it is not immediately
clear which sort of indefiniteness this may mark. On top of this, Ingham (2003)
shows a productive form of dialectical nunation in the form -in, paralleling a similar
form that we have seen in Rural Sudanese, where it is restricted to indefinites. My
primary goal in interfacing the Central Asian group with the Reference Hierarchy,
then, is delineating the exact semantic statuses with these forms can occur, thus
laying the groundwork for more informed comparison with other dialect groups.
19 Ratcliffe (2005, p. 11): “Unlike any of the core dialects, Bukhara Arabic has lost the definite
article.”

20 By far the most extensive body of texts is Vinnikov’s (1969) Russian language work on the
Arabic of Bukhara, which would doubtlessly allow for a more in-depth analysis; nonetheless,
I hold that the current, more accessible texts are sufficient to make my primary, typologically
focused point here.
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5.2.1 Basic Arrangement
The basic arrangement of forms for singular head nouns in the Central Asian

group (Figure 5.4) shows default zero-marking for definite ad and nd statuses, as
well as fully non-referential sni statuses; for ad nouns, an uninflected demonstra-
tive adjective duk- can serve as an auxiliary marker, mirroring a pattern in other
Arabic varieties. For referential indefinite statuses (psi and pni), the group has a
marker fad-, which – in a way somewhat reminiscent of ʾl- in other dialects – often
assimilates to the following noun. Finally, all semantic statuses show a syntacti-
cally conditioned nominal maker -in that, like in the Rural Sudanese group, occurs
only when the noun is modified by an adjectival or clausal attribute.

Figure 5.4: Basic Arrangement in Central Asian

ad nd psi pni sni

∅ fad- ∅
-in*(duk-)

Anaphoric Definites
Anaphoric definites in the Central Asian dialect group have no obligatory

markers, and can be expressed on a formal level with only the bare noun. An
example is the following, where a referent mara ‘woman’ is first introduced as the
chief protagonist (†), then thereafter recalled with zero-marking:
(209) قالت نخسته، نايم. آدمي فد طلعت، مقوّر أرون في ماسو. زوجين ضربت: گپ  قلبها في كانت، مراة فد

نايمنّك؟ لي هنت چرخين، ناس مراة:
fad-
psi-

mara†
woman

kōnət,
be.pfv.3fsg

fī-
in-

qalb-a
heart-3fsg.poss

gap
word

zarabət:
strike.pfv.3fsg

zuǧen
two.husbands

m-asū.
ind-do.ipfv.1sg

fī-
in-

arūn
center

maqawwar
market

ṭalaʿət,
go.out.pfv.3fsg

fat-
psi-

ādami
man

nāyim.
sleep.ptcp

naxasit
nudge.pfv.3fsg

-u,
-3msg.obj

qōlət
say.pfv.3fsg

mara:
woman.ad

nas
people.sni

čarxīn,
move.ptcp.pl

hint
2msg

lī
why

nāym-innak?
sleep-ptcp
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‘There was this woman, she said to herself: I’ll have two husbands. She
went out to the center of the market, this man was sleeping [there]. She
nudged him. The woman said: “people are moving about, why are you
sleeping?”’ (Jastrow 2005, pp. 138-138, lines 1-8: Uzbekistan)

In at least the Afghanistan dialect, however, it is possible to explicitly mark
an ad referent using a preposed auxiliary demonstrative pronoun duk- (presumably
< *ḏāk-). This is evident in the following excerpt, in which a child protagonist,
already introduced, has been left on a mountain to die and is rescued by a certain
phoenix. The anaphoric reference to the zaġīr ‘child’ is thereafter marked with
duk-:

(210) كبّرته صغير لدك ... شافته صغير لدك سيموغ عدل، كان بيت جبلة هما في كي سيمرغ فد
fas-
psi-

sīmurġ
phoenix

ki
rel

fi-
in-

hamō
same

jabala
mountain

bēt
house

kōn
be.pfv.3msg

ʿidla,
make.pfv.3msg,

sīmurġ
phoenix

li-
ad.obj-

duk
dem

zaġīr
child

šāft
see.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

...

...
li-
ad.obj-

duk
dem

zaġīr
child

kabbart
raise.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘This phoenix that had made its home in the same mountain, the phoenix
saw the child ... she raised the child’ (Ingham 2003, p. 33: Afghanistan)

The demonstrative form duk- appears to be uninflected for gender, as wit-
nessed in a similar ad structure duk bint ‘the girl’; in this way, it mirrors unstressed
demonstratives in Moroccan and Levantine that have seen grammaticalization into
ad markers even for nouns that are not especially focused.

Finally, it is also possible for singular ad referents to be marked with a suffix
-in, but only under certain syntactic conditions; namely, the noun must be followed
by an adjectival or clausal attribute.21 This is evident in the following, where a
referent (ad via ‘anticipatory anaphora’) parvardigōr ‘protector’ is followed by a
clausal attribute:

(211) ميحويني هم حالا حاويني، امّي رحم في لاي كي ان پرفردگار دك قال:
21 It is not conclusive whether this structure is obligatory or not for definites; see note in Ingham
(2003, p. 30).
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qōl:
say.pfv.3msg

duk-
dem

parvardigōr
protector

-in
-ad

ki
rel

lā-yi
to-1sg

fi
in

raḥim-
womb-

umm-i
mother-1sg.poss

ḥāvī
protect.ptcp

-ni,
-1msg.obj

ḥōlō
now

ham
also

mi-ḥvī
ind-protect.ipfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.poss

‘He said: that protector who protected me in my mother’s womb is still
protecting me’ (Ingham 2003, p. 36, text 2: Afghanistan)

Such uses of -in with definite nouns distinguish it on a semantic level from
its apparent cognates in Rural Sudanese and other Arabic varieties.

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Singular nouns of a status nd in Central Asian are, like those that are ad,

zero-marked; unlike them, however, they are never modified with a demonstrative
adjective, paralleling the situation in even dialects that do mark true definites with
ʾl-. The following excerpt shows a referent malika ‘queen’ who is, by nature of
shared world knowledge, uniquely identifiable even though it is the first time the
referent appears:

(212) متشوفه كان زين كثير لزال ملـكة
malika
queen.nd

li-
ad.obj

zōl
zal

kasīr
very

zīn
wonderful

kōm
be.pfv.3msg

mi-ššūf
ind-see.ipfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘The queen thought that Zal was wonderful’ (Ingham 2003, p. 34: Afghanistan)

The pattern is again evident in the following, in which the protagonist from
(209) decides that she will marry a man she has found sleeping in the street. To do
so, she fetches a referent xaṭīb ‘mollah’, who is uniquely identifiable (at least in a
sense that relates to the discourse) as the religious authority who can marry them,
assumed to present in any village. This referent, like before, is zero-marked:

(213) جابته خطيب إ مي؟ تاخدني مي؟ عندك مراة متنام؟ كي عندك شغل ايش : قالت مراة
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mara
woman

qōlət:
say.pfv.3fsg

“ēš
what

šuġul
work

ʿənd-ak
have-2msg

ki
comp

mi-tnām?
ind-sleep.ipfv.2msg

mara
woman

ʿənd-ak
have-2msg

mi?
q

tōxəd
take.ipfv.2msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

mi?”
q

i-
ad.obj-

xaṭīb
mollah

ǧabt
bring.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘The woman said: “What [sort of] work do you have, that you can sleep?
Do you have a wife? Will you [marry] me?” She brought the mollah.’
(Jastrow 2005, p. 139, lines 9-12: Uzbekistan)
While the Central Asian group thus strays from the larger body of Arabic

varieties in not marking nd referents with a reflex of ʾl-, it shows concord with
them in not allow auxiliary marking of any sort.

Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
Singular nouns of a status psi, which represent referents uniquely identifi-

able to the speaker and that are discursively salient, are obligatorily marked with a
prefix fad-, ultimately derived from pan-Arabic *fard ‘one, individual’.22 This pat-
tern is evident in the following example, in which we see two prominent referents,
fad ‘woman’ and ādami ‘man’, introduced for the first time. Both are accordingly
marked with fad-:23

(214) قالت نخسته، نايم. آدمي فد طلعت، مقوّر أرون في ماسو. زوجين ضربت: گپ  قلبها في كانت، مراة فد
نايمنّك؟ لي هنت چرخين، ناس مراة:

fad-
psi-

mara
woman

kōnət,
be.pfv.3fsg

fī-
in-

qalb-a
heart-3fsg.poss

gap
word

zarabət:
strike.pfv.3fsg

zuǧen
two.husbands

m-asū.
ind-do.ipfv.1sg

fī-
in-

arūn
center

maqawwar
market

ṭalaʿət,
go.out.pfv.3fsg

fat-
psi-

ādami
man

nāyim.
sleep.ptcp

naxasit
nudge.pfv.3fsg

-u,
-3msg.obj

qōlət
say.pfv.3fsg

mara:
woman.ad

nas
people.sni

čarxīn,
move.ptcp.pl

hint
2msg

lī
why

nāym-innak?
sleep-ptcp

22 In both meaning and form, this marker resembles the prefixed fadd- of some Iraqi dialects; see
§4.3.1.

23 Note that the second instance of fad- appears as fat-, presumably showing devoicing before a
vowel.
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‘There was this woman, she said to herself: “I’ll have two husbands.” She
went out to the center of the market, this man was sleeping [there]. She
nudged him. The woman said: “people are moving about, why are you
sleeping?”’ (Jastrow 2005, pp. 138-138, lines 1-8: Uzbekistan)

The same semantic notion is conveyed by fad- in the following excerpt from
a folk tale. Here, a particular sīmurġ ‘phoenix’ enters into the story as a prominent
new referent who ultimately adopts and raises the child protagonist. It is accord-
ingly marked with fad-, which is realized here with assimilation to the following
noun:

(215) غدت أخدته. شالته شافته. زين ... شافته صغير لدك سيموغ عدل، كان بيت جبلة هما في كي سيمرغ فد
ودته بيت في بيت، في

fas-
psi-

sīmurġ
phoenix

ki
rel

fi-
in-

hamō
same

jabala
mountain

bēt
house

kōn
be.pfv.3msg

ʿidla,
make.pfv.3msg,

sīmurġ
phoenix

li-
ad.obj-

duk
ad-

zaġīr
child

šāft
see.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

...

...
zīn
beautiful

šāft
see.pfv.3fsg

-u.
pick.up.pfv.3fsg

šālt
-3msg.obj

-u
take.pfv.3fsg

ʾxadit
-3msg.obj

-u.
go.pfv.3fsg

ġat
in-

fi-
house

bēt,
house

fi-
bring.pfv.3fsg

bēt
-3mgs.obj

watt -u

‘This phoenix that had made its home in the same mountain, the phoenix
saw the child ... she thought he was beautiful. She picked him up and
took him. She went and brought him home.’ (Ingham 2003, p. 33, text 1:
Afghanistan)

The assimilation pattern for fad- is interesting. Without better information
about the phonotactics of Central Asian varieties, it is difficult to make concrete
claims about the provenance of this feature; it is tempting, nonetheless, to ponder
whether it may represented the last traces of a historical combined article complex
*fad- il- (perhaps paralleling wāḥəd- l- in Moroccan) that became obscured when il-
was lost.

While the above examples represent animate entities, fad- does not show
animacy restrictions; this fact is evident in its use in several temporal constructions,
including fad yōm ‘one day’ and fad ʿašya ‘one evening’ (Ingham 2003, p. 33, text
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1). In addition, like we saw for ad nouns, psi referents can be marked with a suffix
-in in the case that they are modified with an attribute, as in had fad- adami-n jangi
dilōwar (dem psi- person-psi warlike brave) ‘this is one brave, warrior-like man’
(Ingham 2003, p. 34, text 1).

Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
Nouns of a status pni, which are semantically individuated but not explic-

itly identifiable to the speaker, are also regularly marked with a prefixed article
fad-. We see two such constructions in the following. The first involves a referent
gapp ‘word’ followed by an adjective maḥqūl ‘reasonable’, used literally as ‘some
reasonable word or the other’ and conveying the sense of ‘speaking reasonably.’
The second pni instance shows a referent ōrd ‘place’, the exact identification of
which is inconsequential to the actual discourse:

(216) سايرين أرض قد بنتك ايا زال كي قالت معقول ان گّپ فد لشاه، غدت بروحها
bi-
by-

rūḥ-a
self-3fsg.poss

ġat
go.pfv.3fsg

li-
to-

šōh,
shah

fad-
pni-

gapp-in
word-pni

maḥqūl
reasonable

qālit
say.pfv.3fsg

ki
comp

“zōl
zal

ya
with

bint-ak
daughter-2msg.poss

fad-
pni-

ōrd
place

sōyrīn
go.ptcp.pl

‘She herself went to the Shah, speaking reasonably, [saying]: Zal has gone
to some place with your daughter’ (Ingham 2003, p. 34, text 1: Afghanistan)

Like with ad and psi statuses above, we also note that the pni noun gapp in
(216) is marked with -in under the syntactic influence of an attributive adjective.

Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Fully non-referential, semantically unindividuated sni nouns in the Central

Asian group are (like ad and nd nouns) zero-marked by default. Unlike psi and
pni nouns, they are never marked with fad-, which goes to show that fad- is not a
general ‘indefinite’ article after all, but rather one that is limited to only a certain
range of indefinite subtypes. The zero-marked sni structure is evident for the
noun mara ‘wife’ in the following, in which the speaker cares only to establish the
existence of the category rather than any particular individual:
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(217) جابته خطيب إ مي؟ تاخدني مي؟ عندك مراة متنام؟ كي عندك شغل ايش : قالت مراة
mara
woman

qōlət:
say.pfv.3fsg

“ēš
what

šuġul
work

ʿənd-ak
have-2msg

ki
comp

mi-tnām?
ind-sleep.ipfv.2msg

mara
woman

ʿənd-ak
have-2msg

mi?
q

tōxəd
take.ipfv.2msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

mi?”
q

i-
ad.obj-

xaṭīb
mollah

ǧabt
bring.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘The woman said: “What [sort of] work do you have, that you can sleep?
Do you have a wife? Will you [marry] me?” She brought the mollah.’
(Jastrow 2005, p. 139, lines 9-12: Uzbekistan)
The same pattern is attested again in the following, where the first of two

sni nouns, ʿarūsiya ‘engagement’, is also zero-marked. However we note that for
the second sni noun, ʿirs ‘wedding’, the presence of a marker -in corresponds with
an adjectival attribute, in the same way that it does for nouns of other statuses:
(218) سوّوا كثير ان وعرس سوّاهم عروسية وزال رودابا

rūdōba
rudaba

wa-
and-

zōl
zal

ʿarūsiya
engagement.sni

sawwā
do.ipfv.3msg

-hum
-3pl.obj

wa-
and-

ʿirs-in
wedding-sni

kasīr
big

sawwu
do.pfv.3msg

‘They had an engagement [for] Rudaba and Zal and had a big wedding’
(Ingham 2003, p. 34, text 1: Afghanistan)
In the absence of any possible auxiliary structures, then, there is nothing on

a formal level to distinguish sni nouns in Central Asian from ad and nd nouns. This
somewhat resembles the patterning we have seen in Moroccan, where – although
there is a marker l- – it also is possible for ad, nd, and sni nouns to have the same
formal representation.

5.2.2 Further Observations
Generic, Plural, and Non-Count Referents

I have no explicit data on generic nouns in Central Asian, though cross-
linguistic typological trends, described in Dryer (2014, p. e236), would predict
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that they pattern with either nd or sni nouns, both of which are by default zero-
marked. For plurals, the zero-marking pattern also seems to be dominant for both
indefinite and definite nouns. This is evident in the following excerpt, where a
referent xyūt ‘ropes’ occurs three times, the first as an sni noun and thereafter as
an ad referent:

(219) فوق عل قزب زال خيوط من حاوتهن، رودابا خيوط هاد رشّهن. فوق عل كانن، زول في خيوط
xyūt
ropes.sni

fi-
at-

zōl
zal

kōnin,
be.pfv.3fpl,

ʿal
to

fūq
above

rašša
throw.pfv.3msg

-hin.
-3fpl.obj

had-
dem-

xyūt
ropes.ad

rūdōba
rudaba

ḥavit
hold.ptcp.f

-in,
-3fpl.obj

min
from

xyūt
ropes.ad

zōl
zal

qazab
climb.pfv.3msg

ʿal
to

fūq
above

‘Zal had some ropes, he threw them up. Rudaba held these ropes, from the
ropes Zal climbed up’ (Ingham 2003, p. 34, text 1: Afghanistan)

I am not able to locate any circumstances in which the singular psi/pni
marker fad- modifies a plural noun; semantically, it would make some sense for
the article, which has an original meaning ‘one, an individual’ to be resistant to
spread to non-singulars.24 Plurals do, on the other hand, show evidence of a marker
-in under the same syntactic conditions that singulars have it,25 as in zaġōr-ik kasōr
(children-sni many.pl) ‘many children’.26 Non-count nouns seem to behave the
same as plurals, also showing zero-marked forms in a majority of cases, as in the
following:

(220) أنتاه نڤازي راده، لخاجا
li-
ad.obj-

xōja
khaja

rād
summon.pfv.3msg

-u,
-3msg.obj

navōzi
kindness

anta
give.pfv.3msg

-h
-3msb.obj

24 This is not, however, a hard rule; see the ongoing extension of wāḥəd-, also from ‘one’, to non-
singular nouns in Moroccan.

25 The productivity of -in with plurals parallels the marker -an in Rural Sudanese; see §3.1.2.
26 The suffix -in here shows assimilation to the following consonant.
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‘He summoned Khaja, he gave him presents’ (lit ’kindness’) (Ingham 2003,
p. 35, text 2: Afghanistan)

Explicit distinctions between various tiers of referentiality, then, do not
seem to be particularly active for non-singular nouns in the Central Asian group.

Attributive Structures
In its treatment of attributive structures, the Central Asian groupmost closely

resembles Rural Sudanese, but still differs from it quite significantly in that it lacks
a reflex of ʾl- and has a unique structure for clausal attributes. Most interesting,
that said, is the question of the marker -in and its relationships to attributive struc-
tures, which raises a set of historical and theoretical questions somewhat parallel
to those of -an in Rural Sudanese.

If we are to follow the traditional synctactic analysis for Central Asian di-
alects, adjectival attributes are consistently zero-marked, as seen in structures like
ʿirs-in kasīr (wedding-sni big) ‘a big wedding’ in (218) and gapp-in maḥqūl (word-
pni reasonable) ‘some reasonable word’ in (216).27 At the same time, we note
that head nouns which are accompanied by adjectival attributes are fairly consis-
tently marked with -in,28 and that (unlike in other Arabic varieties) this marker
can occur with the totality of statuses along the Reference Hierarchy. This raises
the possibility of an alternative analysis, as we considered for Rural Sudanese in
§4.1.4, wherein -inmight be seen as an entirely syntactic ‘linker’ or simply a prefix
on the adjective -in instead. That is, rather than gapp-in maḥqūl, we might consider
a reading gapp in-maḥqūl.

When considering this alternative analysis for the Rural Sudanese group, I
raised the both the semantic distribution and morphological behavior of the cog-
nate -an, which is phonologically invariant, as possible counterpoints against it.
For Central Asian, however, neither of these counterpoints is at play. First, we
have seen that -in can occur for all semantic statuses, proving that its distribu-
tion is unrelated to definiteness, and strengthening the case that the marker is
conditioned entirely by syntax. Second, there is evidence that -in does not only
27 Although my data for definite head nouns is limited, this is presumably the case for them as
well because a marker ʾl- is unattested.

28 See Ratcliffe (2005, pp. 5-6) for further examples.
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show potential allomorphy, but that this allomorphy is triggered by the attribute
and closely resembles assimilation processes we see for ʾl-. When we reanalyze a
structure like had zaġīr-id darvīš (dem child-ad) ‘this dervish child’, for example,
instead as had zaġīr id-darvīš (dem child ad-dervish), we are left with a structure
that closely parallels a situation, attested throughout the Arabic dialect landscape,
in which zero-marked head noun is modified by an attributive marked with ʾl-.29
The correspondence between -in in Central Asian and il- elsewhere, then, is a point
in favor of reading the two forms as variations on a single historical morpheme.30

For clausal attributes, I have more limited data,31 but offer an initial impres-
sion that attributive clauses are, like adjectives, introduced by the marker -in ~ in-
plus a uniquely Central Asian ki, presumably a borrowing. Both of these structures
are apparent in the following example, in which a head noun parvardigōr ‘protector’
is modified by a relative clause:

(221) ميحويني هم حالا حاويني، امّي رحم في لاي كي پرفردگارن دك قال:
qōl:
say.pfv.3msg

duk
dem

parvardigōr
protector

-in
-ad

ki
rel

lā-yi
to-1sg

fi
in

raḥim-
womb-

umm-i
mother-1sg.poss

ḥāvī
protect.ptcp

-ni,
-1msg.obj

ḥōlō
now

ham
also

mi-ḥvī
ind-protect.ipfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.poss

‘He said: that Protector who protected me in my mother’s womb is still
protecting me’ (Ingham 2003, p. 36, text 2: Afghanistan)

Elsewhere, ki can be seen to act as a general complementizer, as in qālit ki...
‘she said that...’ in (216). This overlap is not typical of Arabic relativizers, though
not completely unattested.32
29 Compare Levantine samik it-tāza ‘fresh fish’ (§4.2.3) and Rural Sudanese sanat aǧ-ǧadib ‘a good
year’ (§4.1.3); see also notes on Khuzistani Arabic below (§5.3.1).

30 Stokes (2017, pp. 217-227) has suggested such a link, outlining how both *-(V)n and *(V)l-may
be derived from the same etymological marker *han; see also Pat-El (2009) on the development
of the Semitic definite article.

31 Ratcliffe (2005, pp. 7-8) provides some examples, but I do not agree that they constitute ‘relative
clauses.’

32 See Brustad (2000, p. 104).
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Genitive attributes in the Central Asian group are almost entirely expressed
via synthetic means (i.e. the traditional Arabic construct state) or attached posses-
sive pronouns, and I am unable to locate any contextualized examples in which
analytic genitive structures occur. Ratcliffe (2005, p. 6, ex. 22), citing Vinnikov
(1969), however, gives an example mart ila-y (wife to-1sg) ‘my wife’ in which the
preposition ila ‘to, for’ seems to play the role of a genitive marker. Without further
context it is difficult to make a solid judgment, but I tentatively suggest that an-
other, possibly more accurate reading is mart ila-y (wife gen-1sg) ‘a wife of mine’,
paralleling the syntax of the (relatively infrequent) analytic genitive structures we
have seen in Rural Sudanese (see §4.1.3). I also offer the observation that there
seems to be an inverse relationship between the productivity of the marker -(V)n,
seen both here and in Rural Sudanese, and the that of analytic genitive structures;
determining whether this relationship holds consistently across dialects, that said,
will require further comparative work.

Object Marker (l)i-
As a final observation regarding the formal expression of definiteness in

the Central Asian dialect group, we note the presence of an object marker i- (in
Uzbekistan) or li- (in Afghanistan), similar in form and function to one we have
previously seen in Levantine (§4.2.4), that precedes direct objects only when they
are animate and definite (ad or nd).33 An example is the following, in which an
nd noun xaṭīb ‘mollah’ is the object of a verb ‘to bring’; accordingly, it is prefixed
with i-:

(222) جابته خطيب إ مي؟ تاخدني مي؟ عندك مراة متنام؟ كي عندك شغل ايش : قالت مراة
mara
woman

qōlət:
say.pfv.3fsg

“ēš
what

šuġul
work

ʿənd-ak
have-2msg

ki
comp

mi-tnām?
ind-sleep.ipfv.2msg

mara
woman

ʿənd-ak
have-2msg

mi?
q

tōxəd
take.ipfv.2msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

mi?”
q

i-
ad.obj-

xaṭīb
mollah

ǧabt
bring.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

33 See Ingham’s (2003, p. 22-26) for a more in-depth exploration of conditioning for li- in
Afghanistan Arabic.
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‘The woman said: “What [sort of] work do you have, that you can sleep?
Do you have a wife? Will you [marry] me?” She brought the mollah.’
(Jastrow 2005, p. 139, lines 9-12: Uzbekistan)

The same is evident in the following example, in which an ad referent zaġīr
‘child’ has already been introduced in to the discourse. Both times the noun occurs
as the object of a verb, it too is marked with the equivalent form li-:

(223) كبّرته صغير لدك ... شافته صغير لدك سيموغ عدل، كان بيت جبلة هما في كي سيمرغ فد
fas-
psi-

sīmurġ
phoenix

ki
rel

fi-
in-

hamō
same

jabala
mountain

bēt
house

kōn
be.pfv.3msg

ʿidla,
make.pfv.3msg,

sīmurġ
phoenix

li-
ad.obj-

duk
ad-

zaġīr
child

šāft
see.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

...

...
li-
ad.obj-

duk
ad-

zaġīr
child

kabbart
raise.pfv.3fsg

-u
-3msg.obj

‘This phoenix that had made its home in the same mountain, the phoenix
saw the child ... she raised the child’ (Ingham 2003, p. 33: Afghanistan)

In both form and function, the similarity of the marker (l)i- to the Levantine
form l(a)- is unmistakable. They are not, however, fully equivalent in semantic
terms because, as we have seen, the Levantine object marker is restricted to only
nd referents, whereas the Central Asian equivalent is available for both ad and
nd referents. This wider range perhaps represents a historical leveling process
whereby a more restricted marker came to be associated with all ‘true’ definites.
The significance of the marker (l)i- in Central Asian, then, is that it establishes
definiteness as a formally productive category (albeit one restricted to animates)
even when most definites are, by default, zero-marked.

5.2.3 Summary: Central Asian
In this section I have shown how the Central Asian dialect group fits an

‘innovative’ typological profile, where the obligatorily realized formal division be-
tween definite and indefinite nouns that is active for ‘leveled’ and ‘conservative’
dialects can no longer be seen as applicable. As is the case for the Moroccan group
before it, this results in a formal equivalence between default marking strategies
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for definite (ad and nd) referents and fully non-referential (sni) nouns, leaving
referential indefinite (psi and pni) meanings as the more formally marked ones.
Nonetheless, the mechanism for this reconfiguration is unique to the Central Asian
group, and revolves around the loss of the Arabic article ʾl-.

In its distribution of forms for singular head nouns, the Central Asian group
has no obligatory markers for ad, nd, or sni statuses; like other dialects, however,
it does allow for auxiliary marking of ad statuses with a demonstrative adjective
duk-. For psi and pni singulars, Central Asian has an obligatory article fad- that
occurs with both animate and inanimate referents. Finally, all singular head nouns
– regardless of their semantics – take an obligatory suffix -in when followed by
adjectival or clausal attributes, although we have explored the possibility that this
marker may not necessarily be a feature of the head noun, but rather a prefix on
the accompanying attribute.

For other features data is more limited, but we are able to make a few
key observations. Plural and non-count nouns across the board, it seems, tend to
follow the zero-marked approach. For clausal attributes, we have made note not
only of a marker -in on the head noun (or otherwise), but also a unique marker
ki. Analytically constructed genitive attributes, for their part, are rare. Finally, we
have seen that for nouns acting as direct objects, Central Asian varieties have a
marker (l)i- that occurs with animate definite (ad and nd) referents; this fact is
important in establishing that, even where it is not a obligatorily marked for head
nouns in isolation, Central Asian does distinguish ‘definite’ as a functional category
for at least some grammatical operations.

5.3 Discussion
In the two preceding sections we have examined two dialect groups, Moroc-

can and Central Asian, and seen how both of them exhibit typological patterns that
qualify them as ‘innovative’, even where the actual forms they display differ. In
this final section I briefly review a selection of other dialects that display the key
feature of innovative dialects by showing – in one way or another – a distribution
of definiteness markers that belies the binary model. I then finish the chapter with
a summary of key points of variation we have seen within this typological class,
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and thus places we may expect to find them in future work.

5.3.1 Other Dialects with Innovative Features
Algerian

The concept of an ‘Algerian’ dialect group in someways presupposes a group
distinct from the Moroccan one, though the lingustic reality of northwest Africa is
probably such that there is no simple dividing line between the two. Still, Algerian
dialects show some interesting patterns that could potentially shed further light on
the distribution of forms we have seen in Moroccan varieties, in particular. The
dialect of Jijel in northeastern Algeria, for example, shows some of the most dis-
tinctive features of the Moroccan group, including a cumulative psi marker wāḥəd
l- ~ ḥə l- and a pni marker ši- for singular nouns (Marçais 1956, pp. 470-471).34
An interesting way in which the Jijel dialect diverges from those attested in Mo-
rocco, however, is in marking non-singular psi and pni with not only ši- but also
l-, as in the following example:

(224) بعضتهم مع يتحاكموا بالدوم ديالنا في مقابلة ادّي الدار في النسا شي كان
kān
be.pfv.3sg

ši-
psi-

n-nsa
psi-women

fə-
in

ḍ-ḍār
ad-house

əddī
rel

mqābla
across

fə-
from-

dyān-na
gen.1pl

bə-
with-

d-dūm
gna-constancy

yətḥākmu
quarrel.ipfv.3pl

mʿabaʿṭa-hum
among-3pl

‘There were these women in the house across from ours who were con-
stantly quarreling amongst themselves’ (Marçais 1956, p. 471)

Other examples given by Marçais include the plural constructions ši- d-drāri
‘some boys’ and ši- ṣ-ṣwāṛda ‘some coins’, as well as the non-count constructions
ši q-qəmḥ ‘some wheat’ and ši l-lbən ‘some buttermilk’. I see this ‘double-marked’
arrangement, which parallels the wāḥəd l- formulation, as historically significant
for the larger North African dialect collective in either one of two ways. Under
one interpretation, it may represent a semantic extension of l- to all non-singular
34 The fact that l- occurs alongside wāḥəd for psi statuses is sufficient by itself to show that l- is not
exclusively associated with ‘true’ definiteness in this variety, and thus qualify it as ‘innovative.’
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nouns regardless of semantic status, representing a leveling process as l- continues
to lose its association with definiteness. On the other, it may be a preservation of a
historical form, where ši- served as a partitive construction alongside a generic or
sni noun marked with l-. I am not immediately committed to either view, but be-
lieve further examination of such forms will certainly better inform our theoretical
perspectives on both Algerian and Moroccan dialects.35

Maltese
Maltese, which is in the historical sense also a North African Arabic dialect

(Vanhove 1993), is one of the few varieties for which explicit, focused work has
been done on definiteness. Fabri’s (2001) work shows that for head nouns, Mal-
tese follows a strict definite-indefinite binary distribution, where an article il- (the
reflex of ʾl-) obligatorily occurs with definite (ad and nd) statuses, and indefinite
statuses are consistently unmarked. Fabri makes no mention of any indefinite ar-
ticles, whether obligatory or optional, and my own readings support this. In one
sense, these facts would seem to place Maltese in the ‘leveled’ category, and even
seem to represent an ‘ultra-leveled’ variation on it, mirroring Libyan (§3.3.1) in its
overall lack of referential expressivity.

In its treatment of adjectival attributes, however, Maltese shows a thor-
oughly ‘innovative’ pattern, in which marking of the adjective with il- is deter-
mined not by the definiteness of the head noun, but rather the speaker’s determi-
nation of whether or not the noun in question implies a choice.36 The dissolution
of the marker il-’s strict association with definiteness represents a break in a trend
common to all the ‘leveled’ and ‘conservative’ dialects, and often results in appar-
ent ‘mismatched’ marking of noun-adjective pairings that resembles those we have
seen in the Moroccan group. An example is the following, where a referent xagħar
‘hair’ cannot be followed by a marked adjective because, contextually speaking,
Mary can only have one set of hair:
35 This task is will be facilitated by the availability of extensive transcribed texts in these varieties,
including those of Marçais (1954) from Jijel.

36 The hypothesis that Fabri (2001, pp. 163-164) tests and confirms is: “A definite adjective
implies that there is a potential choice of the individual referents denoted by the noun within
the discourse context. An indefinite adjective implies that there is no such choice, i.e. that the
reference is unambiguous in context.
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(225) ix-xagħar
nd-hair

twil
long

ta’
gen

Marija
marija

jogħgob
please.ipfv.3msg

-ni
-1sg.obj

‘I like Mary’s long hair’ (Fabri 2001, p. 168, ex. 38: Malta)

Within the current framework, the primary effect of this semantic rule is
thus to disallow il- with nd nouns, for which – by nature of them being uniquely
identifiable due to non-discursive knowledge – no choice of referent can exist. In
the same vein, it disallows il- with generic entities, as in the following:

(226) l-omm
gna-mother

għaqliya
clever

dejjem
always

taf
know.ipfv.3fsg

il-bżonniyiet
nd-needs

ta’
gen

wlied-a
children-3fsg.poss
‘The clever mother always knows her children’s needs’ (Fabri 2001, p. 167,
ex. 43: Malta)

For Maltese then, il- cannot be said to be a ‘full’ definite across the board,
as for attributes it can only really occur with ad nouns, and even then in restricted
syntactic contexts.37 Although this phenomenon represents a somewhat different
breakdown of ʾl-’s association with definiteness, it is one nonetheless, and is valu-
able as a case study in semantic reanalysis and reduction of the article’s scope in
an Arabic variety.

Khuzistani
Khuzistani Arabic, spoken in an area along the Persian Gulf in southwestern

Iran, is another dialect that shows innovative patterns in regard to the marking of
definiteness. A primary feature of the syntax of Khuzistani, described in Matras
and Shabibi (2007) and framed as a contact feature influenced by Persian, is zero-
marking of a definite head noun when accompanied by an attributive adjective, as
in walad č-čiḅīr (boy def-big) ‘the big boy’. Although we have made note of simi-
lar patterns in some of the ‘conservative’ dialects, including both Rural Sudanese
(§4.1.3) and Levantine (§4.2.3), these did not appear particularly productive; in
Khuzistani, by contrast, a majority of noun-adjective pairings show them. An ex-
ample in context is the noun xonfəsān ‘cockroach’ in the following:
37 See the effect of the demonstrative adjective in examples 30 and 31 in Fabri (2001, p. 163).
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(227) الاسود خنفسان هاذ بطل، له يقلّوا هاذ
hāḏ
dem

īgəllū-lla
say.ipfv.3pl-3msg.dat

botol,
botol,

hāḏ
dem

xonfəsān
cockroach.coll

l-aswad
ad-black

‘these they call botol, these black cockroaches’ (Shabibi 2006, p. 252, text
3: Khuzistan)

In addition, we may note that the same zero-marking pattern is attested for
definite nouns that have clausal attributes, as is the case for mara ‘woman’ in the
next example:

(228) خبرت أمس شفناها اللي مراة
∅-mara
∅-woman

lli
rel

šəfnā
see.pfv.1pl

-ha
-3fsg.obj

aməs
yesterday

xabarat
call.pfv.3fsg

‘the woman that we saw yesterday phoned’ (Shabibi 2006, pp. 135, ex. 3)

The apparent disassociation of il- as a marker of definiteness for some head
nouns mirrors, to a degree, the treatment of head nouns in Central Asian. At the
same time, my review of Matras and Shabibi’s (2007) own texts reveals that some
of their own examples do not follow their proposed syntactic rule. The following,
for example, shows a generic head noun šijra ‘tree’ that is marked with il-, even
when modified by an adjective:

(229) š-šijra
gna-tree

z-zġīra
gna-small

šwayye
bit

šwayy
bit

tṣīr
become.ipfv.3fsg

čibīra
big

‘The small tree gradually grows’ (Matras and Shabibi 2007, p. 142, Khuzis-
tani)

Such discrepancies suggest that Khuzistani might benefit from analysis us-
ing a model like the Reference Hierarchy and attention to subdivisions within the
traditional categories of ‘definite’ and ‘indefinite,’ which may reveal that the zero-
marking rule above is in play only for certain semantic notions rather than ‘defi-
nites’ as a blanket class.
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Arabic of Mutki-Sason (Anatolia)
A final variety worthy of mention for its ‘innovative’ approach to definite-

ness – showing one that is entirely unique among varieties we have seen - is the
Arabic of the Mutki-Sason region in southern Turkey, described in Akkuş (2016).
Like in the Central Asian group, Mutki-Sason Arabic does not have an obligatory
article for true (ad and nd) definites; also like them, it does have an obligatory
article for (psi and pni) referential indefinites. Where this variety stands out, how-
ever, is in its use of word order and resumptive pronouns to make subdistinctions
between different referential statuses. Akkuş (2016, p. 39) is quite exacting in his
terminology, thus making it easy to interface these distinctions with the current
model; a short summary of his conclusions is that Mutki-Sason Arabic marks two
groups of meanings simultaneously via different means: pni and psi statuses with
a suffixed marker -ma, and psi, ad, and nd statuses with inverted word order. This
ultimately results in a sort of ‘double-marking’ for psi nouns, conceptually paral-
leling the cumulative psi marker in the Moroccan group, but where word order
constitutes one of the markers rather than an explicit article.

5.3.2 Summary: Variation Within the Innovative Dialects
In this chapter I have explored two primary dialect groups that, despite be-

ing separated by the entire geographic breadth of the Arabic-speaking world and
representing widely different sorts of speaker communities, share a common ‘in-
novative’ typological pattern in their expression of definiteness. Although they
realize it by different means, the basic shared feature that unites these dialects is
a dissolution of the strict association between ʾl- and definiteness seen in other
varieties. A first look at a side-by-side comparison of the two groups, given in
Figure 5.5, may not immediately yield this impression, but when we compare the
respective semantic range of l- and zero-marking in Moroccan and Central Asian,
respectively, we find that neither is restricted to the ‘true’ definite (ad and nd)
range. In addition, we have identified similar non-strict, or non-existent, associa-
tions of ʾl- with definiteness in a number of other varieties.

As the driving force behind the patterns seen in this typological class, and
the one that grants its dialects their ‘innovativeness’, the breakdown of a basic
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Figure 5.5: Comparative Basic Arrangements for Innovative Dialects
Moroccan

ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-*, ∅
wāḥəd- ši-

(dāk-/dīk-)
Central Asian

ad nd psi pni sni

∅ fad- ∅
-in*(duk-)

definite-indefinite divide sets the innovative dialects apart from the ‘leveled’ and
‘conservative’ varieties engaged in previous chapters. The exact mechanics by
which this departure is realized, however, differ among individual members of
the class. Of the two primary case studies we have engaged, the Moroccan group
shows a ‘semantic bleaching’ effect, where l- is maintained as a marker but becomes
conventionalized for various indefinite statuses while simultaneously maintaining
its earlier association with definiteness. Meanwhile, the Central Asian group re-
veals an ‘article loss’ phenomenon in which a reflex of ʾl- ceases to exist entirely.
Despite their differences on a surface level, both of these mechanisms have a the
typological effect of allowing for ad, nd, and sni nouns to be expressed via the
same formal marking strategy.

As was the case with the ‘conservative’ dialects before them, the innovative
dialects also see a good deal of formal variation within the indefinite range of the
Reference Hierarchy, showing obligatory marking of singular psi and pni head
nouns and, for Moroccan, a unique set of semantic-syntactic rules for sni head
nouns as well. The Moroccan group is somewhat more complex on the whole,
maintaining distinct markers wāḥəd (on top of l-) and ši for psi and pni statuses, re-
spectively; meanwhile, the Central Asian group bundles the two meanings together
via a single marker fad-. For non-referential sni nouns, both dialects allow forms
that are formally indistinguishable from those of definites, although in Moroccan
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this is l- and Central Asian this is zero-marking. At the same time, Moroccan sees
further semantic differentiation within the sni category, revealing a complex sys-
tem whereby ‘type-focused’ non-referential nouns have l-, but ‘quantity-focused’
ones are zero-marked. This situation is unique and simultaneously conditioned by
both semantic and syntactic factors.

In their treatment of non-singular head nouns, both of the main varieties
we have looked at resemble other dialects in maintaining marking strategies that
are parallel, but not identical, to those of singular nouns. Moroccan shows all of
the singular markers with plurals, but the singular pni marker has a wider range,
occurring for both psi and pni plurals; in addition, the singular psi article complex
wāḥəd l- has began to expand into the plural range, alternating with ši-. The limited
data we have on Central Asian, by contrast, suggests that it does not show the
singular psi/pni marker fad- with non-singulars, which are instead consistently
unmarked; we can perhaps relate this observation to the original lexical meaning
of fad- as ‘one, an individual’ (though similar circumstances have not stopped the
extension of Moroccan wāḥəd).

In their treatment of attributes, the innovative dialects actually resemble
other attested varieties more closely than they do for head nouns. Adjectival at-
tributes in Moroccan, for example, show a strict binary association between l- and
‘true’ definiteness even where this distinction is not relevant for head nouns. In
lieu of an article ʾl-, Central Asian varieties cannot make such distinctions, but
do see an association between a marker -in on the head noun and the presence of
an attribute that resembles patterns we have seen in the Rural Sudanese varieties,
among others. Moroccan follows what we have seen to be a typical trend of requir-
ing marked clausal attributes for definite head nouns, but at the same allowing the
same marking as an auxiliary strategy for referential indefinites; data on clausal
attributes in Central Asian is limited, but again shows the -in marker. Finally, gen-
itive attributes in Moroccan are expressed with analytic structures regardless of
the definiteness status of the noun (as is fairly common in other varieties), but this
contrasts with Central Asian, where analytic genitives are exceedingly rare.

When we look beyond the above categories, we find that innovative dialects,
like those before them, use meanings along the Reference Hierarchy to organize
other structures as well. The Moroccan pronominal system, like other dialects,
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respects a distinction between psi and pni indefinite pronouns, and shows a degree
of article leveling in the extension of pni marker ši- from common nouns to the
indefinite pronoun. I do not have data on indefinite pronouns in Central Asian,
but this group too shows its own unique realization of definiteness for additional
categories, most interestingly in its maintenance of a direct object marker (l)i-
for animate definite referents. This structure parallels one we have seen in the
Levantine group, but has a wider semantic scope, perhaps revealing a process of
grammatical extension away from only nd referents and toward all true animate
definites.

In summary, possible arrangements and meanings within the innovative
typological class display a high degree of variability, seemingly more so than the
other dialect groups; this becomes especially apparent when we note the various
ways in which the ‘innovative’ detachment of ʾl- from definiteness may occur in the
other (non-case study) dialects briefly profiled above. We may perhaps attribute
this observation to the nature of the typological class itself, which is defined by a
departure from a norm – namely, the strict association of ʾl- with true definites, at
least for singular head nouns and their adjectival attributes – that would otherwise
seem to unite Arabic varieties. If, presumably, this norm is maintained via inter-
dialect contact or other social and geographic factors, it follows that those dialects
that preserve it might be more homogenous on the whole than those dialects seen
in this chapter that have, for whatever historical reason, broken free of it.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

In this dissertation I have worked to show that definiteness is a complex,
variable feature in Arabic dialects and that proper description of this phenomenon
– a deeper understanding of which promises to contribute to our overall historical
and theoretical outlook on the language – requires that we look to more refined,
cross-linguistically applicable models for semantic typology. Over the course of
the work I have used an approach inspired by Dryer’s (2014) concept of a ‘Refer-
ence Hierarchy’ (§2.1.2) to investigate how definiteness is expressed in six primary
Arabic varieties, looking not only to singular head nouns but also to non-singular
nouns, attributive structures, and other overt marking schemes for various tiers of
referentiality. In doing so, I have shown that Arabic does not uniformly follow a
single, unchanging model, but rather exhibits several different typological profiles
that vary from dialect to dialect.

In this sense, a key contribution of the present work is to serve as a counter
to the assumption, present throughout the Arabic linguistics subfield, that defi-
niteness is a simplex and well-understood system. This is true even of the first
typological group, the ‘leveled’ dialects (§3), which most closely reflect traditional
depictions of definiteness as a binary feature, but in which speakers still have access
to various auxiliary grammatical structures that allow them the option of further
pragmatic nuance. By subjecting these dialects to a meaning-focused, onomasio-
logical analysis I have provided evidence that both Hassaniya (§3.1) and Sana’ani
(§3.2) do show more complex internal patterning – one element of which is the
presence of optional sub-types of indefinite articles that have not previously been
described as such – and argued that similar structures are likely present in other
dialects that fit the ‘leveled’ description as well.

The second typological group, the ‘conservative’ dialects (§4), shows a pat-
tern wherein an exclusive marker for ‘true’ definites exists, but is also accompanied
by obligatory indefinite markers of one sort or another. Although the existence of
such indefinite markers has not gone unrecognized in previous literature, the value
of the current study is in showing how these forms can be envisioned within a more
exacting semantic framework, in turn laying the groundwork for better synchronic
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and, ultimately, diachronic comparative work. Along the way, I have made the
case that we would do well to distinguish indefinite markers that are conditioned
by a combination of semantic and syntactic factors (as in Rural Sudanese; §4.1)
from those that are conditioned on a purely semantic basis (as in Levantine; §4.2).

A final challenge to traditional representations of definiteness in Arabic
arises from the third typological group, the ‘innovative’ dialects (§5). For these,
the chief focus of the current work has been on clearly establishing how the se-
mantic patterning we find – which does not consistently distinguish definites and
indefinites on a formal level – departs from that of other varieties, and in turn
serves as counterpoint to generalizations about definiteness in the larger family.
By approaching these varieties through a typological lens, where I take the way
in which discrete semantic senses are grouped as primary rather than the partic-
ular forms that mark them, I have argued for a parallel between the Moroccan
(§5.1) and Central Asian (§5.2) groups, even though the former has arrived to this
situation by extending the semantic reach of ʾl-, and the latter by losing it.

The resounding theme of this dissertation, then, is that definiteness in Ara-
bic is not a monolith, and this fact alone calls for a reorientation of descriptive
practices so that variability within this domain is to be taken as a default assump-
tion rather than a special circumstance. While doing so promises to improve the
quality of descriptive works even when considered in isolation, the even more
promising application of this new approach to definiteness will be in comparative
and diachronic contexts. By aggregating data from a number of Arabic varieties,
the process of which I have begun in the current work, common points of variation
will come into focus; from there, because variation within closely related varieties
is often indicative of historical change in the overall language, we will be able to
piece together a more informed narrative of how these arrangements came to be.
Finally, identifying changes that have occurred within the Arabic family will sup-
port a more fruitful dialogue with historical linguists and typologists on the whole,
as observations from Arabic will provide evidence to both affirm and challenge
existing cross-linguistic models for grammaticalization and semantic change.

Keeping in mind these ultimate goals, I offer this two-part conclusion not
only as a review of the current findings, but also a glimpse into the direction that
further work on definiteness in Arabic is set to go. The first section serves as
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an aggregrated review of the previous chapters’ results, visually laying out the
data encountered in the six primary case studies and highlighting once again key
points of similarity and variation. Meanwhile, in the second section I adopt a
forward-looking orientation, describing some apparent historical developments in
Arabic that the data supports and briefly discussing the potential relevance of these
developments to wider views of language change and diversification, as well as
presenting some needed theoretical improvements that will strengthen the value
of the present work and those to follow it.

6.1 Review of Findings
In chapters §3, §4, and §5, I have performed an in-depth analysis of the

marking of definiteness in six major dialect groups, each of which falls into one
of three typological classes that correspond with the three chapters. At the end of
each chapter, I have summarized how the two representative case studies within
it fulfill the basic parameters of their respective typological class, but at the same
time reveal internal variation, and have used the Reference Hierarchy model as
means of identifying with greater precision exactly where these overlaps and dis-
crepancies occur. Here, I bring these previous chapters’ results into a fuller and
more conclusive view by comparing the patterns we see in all six dialects, finally,
side by side.

6.1.1 Basic Arrangements
The basic arrangement for marking of singular head nouns in the six dialects,

given comprehensively in Figure 6.1, shows such a degree of variability that no
single marking strategy can account for the expression of any given tier in all the
profiled dialects simultaneously. Nonetheless, we can identify some typological
trends in the distribution of markers, even if these are not necessarily accomplished
with the same discrete forms.
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Figure 6.1: Comparative Basic Arrangements for All Dialects
Hassaniya

ad nd psi pni sni

l- ∅
(-wāḥəd/-wəḥda)(-ḏāk/-ḏīk)

Sana’ani
ad nd psi pni sni

al- ∅
(-hākaḏāhā)(hāḏāk-/hāḏīk-)

Rural Sudanese
ad nd psi pni sni

al- -an*, ∅
(da/di)

Levantine
ad nd psi pni sni

(ha-)
il- ∅ ši- ∅

Moroccan
ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-*, ∅
wāḥəd- ši-

(dāk-/dīk-)
Central Asian

ad nd psi pni sni

∅ fad- ∅
-in*(duk-)
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Anaphoric Definites
For a majority of dialects surveyed, singular common nouns of a status ad

show a reflex of ʾl- as the obligatory marker; the major exception to this gener-
alization is in the Central Asian group, in which it is possible for ad nouns to be
completely unmarked (see §5.2.1). Where it exists, the reflex of ʾl- that occurs with
ad nouns is also consistently shared with nd nouns, meaning the current data sup-
ports the notion that the two ‘definite’ semantic statuses are often grouped together
on a formal level.

Another consistent pattern we have observed for ad nouns is the availabil-
ity of an optional, auxiliary use of a demonstrative adverb to focus or otherwise
support an anaphoric reading. This pattern is attested for all dialects, regardless of
whether or not ʾl- patterns exclusively with ‘true’ definites or exists as a marker at
all. There is a good deal of variation among the dialects, however, in the precise
forms and syntactic positions that these markers take. A majority of dialects seen
here prefer a distal demonstrative-like form that includes a reflex of the Arabic
deictic element *ḏā/ḏī; among these, most (with the exception of Rural Sudanese),
also have a suffixed element -k. The clear exception to this general trend is Lev-
antine, where an element ha- stands alone and no reflex of *ḏā/ḏī is present (see
§4.2.1). In other varieties, whether or not the prefix *hā- occurs alongside *ḏā/ḏī
is variable. Future work will do well to explore such variation among these auxil-
iary ad markers, ideally in a manner that distinguishes them from demonstrative
elements in non-anaphoric usage.

Non-Anaphoric Definites
Probably the most consistent and simplex semantic status across dialects is

that of nd nouns, which consistently share an obligatory marker with ad nouns. In
‘leveled’ and ‘conservative’ varieties, this marker is a reflex of ʾl- and is exclusive
to the two statuses, representing a ‘true’ definite article; in ‘innovative’ dialects, by
contrast, the marker may be a reflex of ʾl- or null, either of which can also occur
with some indefinite statuses as well. On the whole, nd statuses see less internal
variation than others, and beyond the obligatory marking strategy we generally
cannot identify any other formal markers. Among the six dialect groups surveyed
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herein, the only possible exception is in Levantine, in which Brustad (2000, p. 117)
suggests that a marker ha- can accumulate with ʾl- for nd nouns (see §4.2.1); my
data, however, does not show this to be a regular occurrence across the presently
surveyed Levantine sub-varieties. Further work will be useful in clarifying the
degree to which the extension of the near-obligatory ad marker ha- to nd statuses
might occur elsewhere in Levantine.

Pragmatically Specific Indefinites
In contrast to the relative consistency we see for markers of the previous two

semantic statuses, psi meanings stand out as a major locus of variation in Arabic
varieties. A majority of the dialects seen herein have some means or the other
available for marking psi referents, whether optionally or obligatorily. Among
the dialects that optionally mark such referents, including Hassaniya (§3.1.1) and
Sana’ani (§3.2.1), the strategy is exclusive and cannot occur with other semantic
statuses, a fact that that probably points to it as a more recent innovation. For
other varieties, such as Rural Sudanese (§4.1.1) and Central Asian (§5.2.1), we
find that the representative psi form is often shared with other indefinite meanings,
perhaps indicating a process of semantic extension or rearrangement over a longer
time period.

Etymologically transparent psi articles fall into two major classes. The first
and more common class sees a marker derived from a form , both substantives that
carry a meaning ‘one’ or ‘a single’; among the primary case studies here, the *wāḥid
variants are evident for the Hassaniya (§3.1.1) and Moroccan (§5.1.1) groups, and
the *fard variants for the Central Asian group (§5.2.1).1 The second and somewhat
less common etymological class sees a marker derived from a demonstrative ad-
verb, which is the case for the auxiliary psi marker -hākaḏā(ha) in the Sana’ani
group. Although it seems rarer on the whole, the extension of a demonstrative ad-
verb to referential use is not exclusive to Sana’ani; Egyptian Arabic, significantly,
shows a similar structure (see §3.3.1).

The final class of psi marker, which involves the suffix -an or a variant –
primarily seen here for Rural Sudanese (§4.1.1), but also attested with a similar
semantic range in Najdi (§4.3.1) – is of more opaque origin, and differs from other
1 In addition, reflexes of *fard with referential meanings are well-attested in Iraqi (see §4.3.1).
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markers in that it is not only semantically conditioned, but also syntactically con-
ditioned by the presence of a nominal attribute. It also does not have the same
‘exclusivity’ of the other psi markers, in that it can co-occur with all ‘true’ indef-
inites when the appropriate syntactic conditions are met.2 Instead, as we have
seen, the apparent frequency with which -an marks psi nouns seems reflect speak-
ers’ tendency to further specify such referents – about which they have unique,
discursively salient knowledge – with attributive structures.

The fact that explicit marking of psi statuses is so widespread and exhibits
such variability marks them as a promising avenue for future exploration, and
suggests that other Arabic varieties are likely to also recognize psi nouns as a formal
category. If anything, the data suggests that is actually typologically odd not to
have at least an auxiliary strategy for overtly marking psi entities; this observation,
in turn, frames the Levantine group as somewhat of a typological outlier.

Pragmatically Non-Specific Indefinites
Strategies for marking pni nouns are less widespread on the whole than

those for psi nouns, but are still relatively common, especially for ‘conservative’
and ‘innovative’ dialects. This distribution suggests a trend wherein dialects that
obligatorily mark any indefinite statuses at all are likely to do so for at least pni
referents, if not others as well. Meanwhile, neither of the primary ‘leveled’ varieties
analyzed here have any semblance of a pni article. Combined with the observation
that these same ‘leveled’ varieties do have nascent, auxiliary psi articles, this fact
may point to the development of pni markers as typologically secondary and more
likely to be established after the psi distinction is regularly made.

Transparent etymological sources for singular pni articles fall into two gen-
eral classes. The first of these, seen in both Levantine (§4.2.1) and Moroccan
(§5.1.1), is homologous to a partitive structure that occurs with non-singular nouns;
in both of these case study dialects, the pni marker ši appears to derive from a sub-
stantive *šayʾ ‘thing’. The current data set suggests that these partitive-like pni
markers are not typically shared with psi statuses, meaning they probably repre-
sent unique developments rather than extensions of another pre-existing referential
marker. The second class of pni articles, by contrast, is represented by forms that
2 No reflexes of *wāḥid or *fard that we have seen, by contrast, can occur with sni nouns.
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are shared with psi statuses, typically a reflex of a substantive meaning ‘one, a
single’, as is the case for fad- in the Central Asian group (§5.2.1). Because mark-
ers with this etymology are attested only as pni markers when they are present
as psi markers as well, whereas the inverse is not true, it is likely that they repre-
sent semantic extensions of a formerly restrictive psi article rightward along the
Reference Hierarchy.

In addition, dialects such as Rural Sudanese that have a syntactically condi-
tioned indefinite suffix -an also see this marker distributed for pni nouns (§4.1.1),
again owing to a tendency for speakers to provide semantic specification via at-
tributive structures. As is the case for psi articles, then, the presence of recurring
variation among forms used to mark pni statuses marks them as a point of de-
scriptive interest that future dialectological work will do well to explore in greater
depth, an endeavor that will in turn help establish with more certainty whether
the above correlations between etymology and semantic distribution can be gen-
eralized.

Semantically Non-Specific Indefinites
Finally, the expression of fully non-referential, sni singular head nouns

shows a trend toward zero-marked structures, but not so consistently that this
can be considered a rule across the board. For ‘leveled’ dialects, sni nouns are,
without exception, zero-marked; this rule mirrors the same dialects’ treatments of
pni referents. Meanwhile, ‘conservative’ and ‘innovative’ dialects, zero-marking
is present for all varieties in at least some circumstances, but some varieties are
subject to further syntactic or semantic rules that require other markers. Of these,
Rural Sudanese varieties group sni nouns with psi and pni referents, marking them
with a suffix -an only when they are modified by an attribute; although the nature
of sni nouns means such attributive structures are fairly rare, they are occasionally
attested when adjective are used in a generic, classificatory sense (see §4.1.1). In
the Moroccan group, on the other hand, the treatment of sni nouns is subject to a
different sort of complexification, whereby ‘type-focused’ sni entities marked with
the reflex of ʾl- and thereby resemble ad and nd nouns (see §5.1.1).

Despite these differences, on a typological level at least two generalizations
can be made about sni markers. The first of these is that none of the varieties
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investigated here show any overt means of marking sni nouns that is exclusive
to that one semantic category; rather, attested sni markers also occur for other
statuses as well. The second generalization is that sni nouns show little in the
way of auxiliary strategies, a fact that perhaps makes sense when we consider that
such nouns are inherently unindividuated, and that the functional role of auxiliary
marking is often place additional focus on the individuation of a referent.3 In both
of these generalizations, sni nouns parallel nd nouns, which also lack exclusive
obligatory markers and for which auxiliary strategies are not typically attested.

6.1.2 Treatment of Generic, Plural and Non-Count Nouns
Looking at singular nouns alone, a key finding of this study has been the

breadth of forms that we witness not only among different Arabic varieties, but also
often within the same variety. In this light, it is perhaps not surprising to find yet
another layer of internal variation in definiteness marking when we turn to dialects’
various treatments of other categories of head nouns. Throughout this work, I
have treated generics alongside plural and non-count nouns, a choice informed by
my impression that ongoing semantic overlap between these categories may be a
driving factor behind some of the extant variation within the latter. Here I briefly
summarize that link and show its apparent effect on the comparative distribution
of markers.

It is an accurate generalization that, across the entire breadth of the Arabic
dialect landscape, generic singular nouns are exclusively treated as if they were
nd singular nouns, an observation for which I have provided evidence in each of
the primary case studies. The chief hallmark of this pattern is that generics are
marked with a reflex of ʾl-, but never have any auxiliary markers.4 This same
equivalency is at play for plurals and non-count nouns, for which nd statuses are
marked, like singulars, with a reflex of ʾl- and unambiguous generic plurals are
formally identical.

The difficulty with non-singular generics, however, is that in object position
3 Review comments in §2.2.1
4 Note that I do not have any data on generics in the Central Asian group, which has zero-marked
nd referents; presumably, were we to locate instances of generic nouns, they too would be
zero-marked.
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Figure 6.2: Comparative Plural and Noun Count Nouns for All Dialects
Hassaniya

ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-∅ ši mən--ḏūk-
Sana’ani

ad nd psi pni sni

al- ∅
(-hākaḏāhā) (zārat-)(hāḏawlā) (al-)

Rural Sudanese
ad nd psi pni sni

al- al-*-an, ∅
(dēl)

Levantine
ad nd psi pni sni

(ha-)
il- ∅ ši- ∅

Moroccan
ad nd psi pni sni

l- l-(wāḥəd-)
ši- ∅-(dūk-)
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they also closely resemble sni entities, an issue that is raised briefly in §2.1.3 and
arises throughout this work. In theory, non-singular generic nouns refer to objects
of actions that are non-episodic (‘I like apples’), whereas non-singular sni nouns
refer to a single instance (‘I want apples’); in practice, however, whether a speaker
intends one or the other is not always clear to the listener. I have suggested that
this ambiguity seems to have had the effect of driving the semantic extension of
ʾl- into the indefinite range in a number of Arabic dialects, even those in which
it remains exclusively associated definiteness for singular nouns. This distribution
represents an unexpected finding that has not, as far as I am aware, been treated
in the previous literature.

An aggregated comparative view of marking strategies for plural and non-
count nouns, given in Figure 6.2, highlights this point.5 As is the case for singulars,
the case study dialects treat plural and non-count nouns relatively consistently for
ad and nd statuses, maintaining ʾl- as an obligatory article and allowing for aux-
iliary specification of ad nouns only with a plural demonstrative adjective. This
equivalence ends, however, when we look to sni nouns. For these, a reflex of ʾl- is
also attested for plural and non-count nouns in a majority of varieties, contrasting
with its more limited distribution among singular nouns. In some varieties, such
as Hassaniya (§3.1.2), Rural Sudanese (§4.1.2), and Moroccan (§5.1.2), ʾl- has
been fully conventionalized to the point that it is obligatory for sni non-singular
objects; in others, like Sana’ani (§3.2.2), it is variably present, perhaps indicating
that a reanalysis is currently in progress.6 The only dialect group that consistently
distinguishes episodic sni objects from generics in the same position is Levantine
(§4.2.2), which stands alone in maintaining a truly strict rule against ʾl- occurring
with indefinite nouns of any sort.

The fact that ʾl- often sees a different distribution for singulars and plurals
is alone sufficient to establish that these categories – while sometimes overlapping
– can nonetheless represent discrete systems, and is a point that future descriptive
work will do well to keep in mind. It is one that is also driven home by further
variation within the referential indefinite (psi and pni) range of the Reference
Hierarchy, where we may again make note of frequent formal distributions that are
5 Note that, due to limited data, the Central Asian group is omitted from this discussion.
6 Refer to (90), which shows a single speaker using both forms in parallel contexts.
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unique to plural and non-count nouns. For psi statuses, the markers that occur with
non-singular head nouns tend to mirror those that occur with singulars, though we
observe a restriction on psi articles based on ‘one, a single’ in the Hassaniya and
Central Asian (§5.2.2) groups. In the case of pni plural and non-count nouns, the
most common marker is a variant of ši-, which is attested in Hassaniya, Levantine,
and Moroccan. Only in Levantine, however, does the semantic range of this marker
mirror that which it has for singular nouns; in Hassaniya, by contrast, it is simply
not used with singulars, and in Moroccan it has a more expansive range. That such
incongruences are so frequent in the current data set suggests that future in-depth
analyses of other Arabic varieties will likely show unique rulesets for plural and
non-count nouns as well.

6.1.3 Treatment of Nominal Attributes
Throughout this work I have also made an effort to show that the referential

status of the head noun determines not only how it itself is marked, but also how
accompanying attributes are as well. In doing so, we have looked at three primary
attribute types: adjectival, clausal, and genitive. For these, we again find that the
distribution of markers can follow their own discrete rules, even where traditional
views of Arabic grammar might predict that they should ‘match’ the head noun (see
again §2.2.2), suggesting that future work should take care to look for grammatical
variation in this domain as well.

The formal expression of definiteness for adjectives can be broken into two
classes, the first of which can be seen as syntax-conditioned, and the second of
which can be seen as meaning-conditioned. The syntax-conditioned approach mir-
rors traditional views, whereby any adjective that follows a ‘definite’ head noun
marked with ʾl- must also be marked with ʾl-, and is active in the Sana’ani, Rural
Sudanese, and Levantine groups, where head nouns and adjectives always ‘match’
the marker ʾl-.7 Meanwhile, the meaning-conditioned approach prioritizes the un-
derlying semantic value of the noun phrase over its syntax, so that definite (ad and
nd) head nouns consistently have attributes marked with ʾl-, and indefinite (psi,
pni, and sni) head nouns have zero-marked attributes. In combination with the
7 This is true even when ʾl- marks an indefinite non-singular head noun, as is possible in Sana’ani
and Rural Sudanese, but not Levantine.
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fact that some such dialect groups do allow for ʾl- with indefinite head nouns, as
is the case for non-singulars in Hassaniya (see §3.1.3) and both singulars and non-
singulars in Moroccan (see §5.1.3) this rule has the effect of producing apparent
‘mismatched’ structures where a head noun has ʾl-, but the accompanying adjec-
tive does not. The primary contribution of the current analysis, then is in having
shown that such structures are not truly mismatches or production mistakes, but
rather predictable outcomes of underlying rules whereby formal expressions of def-
initeness for head nouns and adjectival attributes are determined independently.

For clausal attributes, the findings generally support the traditional Arabist
view that definite (ad) head nouns require that any following, relativized clause
be introduced with an overt marker (often illi or a variant). All dialects surveyed
herein show this pattern with relative consistency. At the same time, where the cur-
rent work departs from traditional views is in further confirming the observation,
made in Brustad (2000, p. 93-99), that the obligatory nature of such markers with
definite nouns does not mean that they cannot also occur as auxiliary markers with
indefinite (psi and pni) nouns. Brustad’s work has given evidence of such patterns
in Egyptian, Kuwaiti, Levantine, and Moroccan varieties; meanwhile, the current
study has not only reaffirmed her findings for Levantine (§4.2.3) and Moroccan
(§5.1.3), but also added evidence of formally marked clausal attributes alongside
indefinite head nouns in Hassaniya (§3.1.3), Sana’ani (§3.2.3), and Rural Sudanese
(§4.1.3). As evidence continues to mount that Arabic dialects, as a general rule, do
in fact allow for the clausal marker with indefinite semantic statuses, Arabists will
ideally move away from terminologies, such as Watson’s (1993, p. 235) ‘clausal
definite article’, that imply otherwise.

The last attributive structure that I have considered throughout this work is
the analytic genitive.8 In most of the dialects surveyed here, genitive attributes dif-
fer from adjectival and clausal attributes in that they are not seemingly restricted
by (or otherwise dependent on) the semantic status of the head noun. The major
exception to this trend is in the Rural Sudanese group (§4.1.3), in which analytic
genitive structures are much rarer on the whole and only modify, where they oc-
cur, psi head nouns. I have argued that the relatively infrequent use of the analytic
genitive in these Rural Sudanese probably indicates that it is a newer develop-
8 See §2.2.2 for views on the synthetic genitive, or construct state.
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ment that has emerged to allow speakers to explicitly mark indefiniteness in cases
where is is discursively relevant but the construct state would yield an ambiguous
reading. If such concerns are indeed the driving force behind the emergence of
synthetic genitive structures, the fact that the same structures have a much wider
synchronic range in other Arabic varieties may point to them being of older prove-
nance, having had time to undergo semantic extension to semantic statuses that
are less functionally distinct from the inherited construct state.

6.1.4 Other Referential Structures
A final theoretical point that I have sought to reinforce throughout this

work is the notion that the Reference Hierarchy model is useful for description of
not only common nouns, but also aspects of other linguistic systems as well. The
category to which I have paid the most consistent attention is that of Arabic indef-
inite pronouns, which are interesting not only because most dialects distinguish
between psi and pni pronouns on a formal level, but also because this is the case
even in dialects that do no obligatorily make such semantic distinctions for com-
mon nouns. This fact goes to show that, on an underlying cognitive level, speakers
are aware of pragmatic factors even when a certain subsystem in their language
may not require that they be expressed overtly.

For indefinite pronouns, we are again able to identify a couple of general
trends while, at the same time, recognizing that there is room within the system
for inter-dialectical variation. In the case study dialects, the most recurrent cross-
dialectical observation we have made regards the use of a reflex of the number
*wāḥid ‘one’ as a psi pronoun, a fact that is true for all varieties. For pni pronouns,
on the other hand, a much greater degree of variety is present, which we can
summarize by envisioning three major etymological classes. The first class of pni
pronoun, present in Hassaniya (§3.1.4), Sana’ani (§3.2.4), and Levantine (§4.2.4),
is built on a reflex of *aḥad, also meaning ‘one’; my impression is such forms are
relatively old. The second class, present in Moroccan (§5.1.4) is built – like psi
pronouns – on a reflex of *wāḥid, but always in compound with a second element
that is formally analogous to the pni marker for common nouns.9 Finally, the third
and least common class of pni pronoun is derived not from a number but from a
9 Moroccan has, for example, ši- wāḥəd ‘someone’, where ši- is identical to the pni article. A
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common noun, and is attested here only in the Rural Sudanese group, which has
ẓōl,10 otherwise a common noun meaning ‘man, person’.

In addition, we may identify some definiteness-conditioned structures that
are unique to certain dialects, and have no equivalent in the majority of Arabic
varieties. The most prominent of these is an animate direct object marker, which
is found only in the Levantine (§4.2.4) and Central Asian (§5.2.2) groups. By
re-framing the semantic conditioning that underlies these structures within the
current model, I have aimed to introduce a further degree of nuance to their re-
spective descriptions, suggesting that while the Levantine object marker l(a)- is
available only for direct objects with an nd status, its Central Asian counterpart
(l)i- is available for those with both ad and nd statuses. Because such comparative
findings are useful not only for descriptive work but the development of diachronic
hypotheses as well, it will be worthwhile for future dialectological studies to ex-
plore other such domains in which definiteness and pragmatic factors may play a
grammatically determinative role.

6.2 Future Directions and Applications
As I hope is clear from the review of findings above, issues of definiteness

in Arabic are far from settled. While I have attempted throughout this study to
identify the rules and motivations behind the expression of various forms in indi-
vidual dialects, and have tried to draw links between these dialects to the great-
est extent possible, this work has nonetheless left a number of topics untouched
or inadequately treated, and has almost surely raised more questions than it has
definitively answered. In the hope that these issues will see further investigation in
the near future, I conclude here with three primary directions in which the current
work is set to go.
parallel structure, fadd- wāḥəd, is present in Iraqi. Because these forms necessarily involve
transfer of pni articles – which are only attested for ‘conservative’ and ‘innovative’ dialects –
to the pronominal system, they are presumably unlikely to occur with ‘leveled’ dialects, all of
which instead show a reflex of *aḥad for the pni pronoun.

10 Or zōl-an, if followed by an attribute.
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6.2.1 Toward a Diachronic View
A number of times over the course of this work I have made direct reference

to the value that comparative work on definiteness promises to lend our diachronic
understanding of Arabic, improved models for which also promise to feed back into
the larger field of historical linguistics. Indeed, in a number of places I have taken
the liberty of speculating on historical development where the data clearly seems
to support them. At the same time, as I mention in the introduction (§1.1.3), it
is not appropriate to make broad pronouncements with diachronic implications
until sufficient data is available. While I offer some brief impressions here, I do
so with the caveat that these are only initial hypotheses, based on the synchronic
observations made in this work, that may be either reaffirmed or refuted as more
information about definiteness in Arabic comes to light.

It is nearly certain that many of the points of the variation I have identified
in the Arabic dialect groups surveyed here are the result of historical grammatical
change. A primary target for future work, then, should be identifying the mech-
anisms and impetuses that have driven these changes, an endeavor that will best
be served by interfacing the Arabic data with cross-linguistically applicable liter-
ature on grammaticalization (as described in Heine 2003) and contact-induced
change. A first step in this process, which I have begun here in part, will be in
identifying classes of innovations that are common among Arabic dialects, as well
as ‘outlier’ innovations that are limited to only in particular varieties. The com-
mon innovations I see as more likely representative of regular, internally effected
cross-linguistic processes of grammaticalization; the outliers, by contrast, are more
likely than others to be products of language contact.11

Among the common innovations we have witnessed, a number represent
pathways that are already well-established in the grammaticalization literature.
The widespread use of demonstrative adjectives as an auxiliary ad marker, for
example, represents a typical first stage in the development of definite articles, as
described in De Mulder and Carlier (2011); even the semantic ‘bleaching’ of the
article ʾl- in Moroccan, in which it is extended to indefinite nouns, represents a
late stage along the same proposed cline. Similarly, the attested emergence of
novel psi articles based on the forms *wāḥid and *fard align with Heine’s (2003,
11 I do not mean to imply here that these processes are mutually exclusive.
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p. 598) claim that “if a new indefinite article arises then most likely it will have
a numeral ‘one’ as its source.”12 That similar developments are so common cross-
linguistically supports the diachronic narrative of their independent emergence in
Arabic while, at the same time, their attestation in the Arabic family adds to the
body of evidence in favor of them as cross-linguistic grammaticalization pathways.

In addition, we have also seen that Arabic displays some grammatical in-
novations that are less expected on the basis of earlier cross-linguistic work. One
example is the auxiliary use of demonstrative adverbs in Sana’ani and Egyptian
Arabic as an emergent indefinite article, reflecting an apparent grammaticaliza-
tion pathway that remains unattested even among the hundreds profiled in Heine
and Kuteva’s (2002) World Lexicon of Grammaticalization. More opaque, but even
more typologically interesting, is the origin of the Arabic article ʾl- itself, which –
as I allude to in §4.1.4 and §5.2.2 – exists in an oddly complimentary distribution
with the suffixed form -an ~-in, perhaps indicating it was not formally a demonstra-
tive but rather an attribute marker.13 By documenting and more firmly establish-
ing that such innovations have indeed occured, further work on Arabic varieties
promises to furnish scholars of grammaticalization with additional data points,
perhaps even elucidating previously unrecognized cross-linguistic pathways.

Finally, a diachronic approach to definiteness in Arabic will undoubtedly
lead to the question of language contact, as generally described in Thomason and
Kaufman (1988). I am inclined to believe that, among Arabists, the effect of contact
has often overemphasized as a means of ‘explaining away’ internally occurring
variation. I have been guilty of this myself, insisting in Turner (2013, pp. 83-
90) that the extension of ʾl- to indefinites in Moroccan Arabic is likely related to
contact with Berber, a language that lacks a definite article. Because the current
work, however, has shown that many other Arabic varieties – including those that
have never been in contact with Berber – have also seen the extension of ʾl- to
indefinites (at least for non-singular nouns), I am now much more wary to pin this
change exclusively on contact. Instead, I believe that truly viable cases for contact-
induced change will only emerge once more thorough data on more dialects has
12 We can see a parallel process at work with the number ‘one’ in old French, ultimately giving
rise to the modern indefinite article Carlier (2013), and a number of other examples are given
in Heine and Kuteva (2002, p. 221).

13 This hypothesis finds support in Pat-El (2009) and Stokes (2017, pp. 217-227).
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been aggregated.

6.2.2 A Contribution to Typology
In the same way that this dissertation has laid some of the groundwork for

further diachronic investigation of Arabic, in turn promising to contribute to the
larger field of historical linguistics, it is also my hope that some of the theoretical
issues with which I have grappled on a synchronic level may hold value for the
field of linguistic typology. Without a doubt, this project would not have been
possible had the heavy lifting of theorizing and illustrating typological models for
definiteness, some of which are described in §2.1.2, not already been completed.
The ease with which Dryer’s (2014) Reference Hierarchy, in particular, can be
applied to Arabic is proof of it overall robustness and cross-linguistic applicability.
Still, over the course of extended analysis of the Arabic family, I have come to
recognize some valuable caveats to and modifications for the Reference Hierarchy
that may make it even more useful for other languages as well, and that future
typological works may want to consider better formalizing.

One of the most fundamental theoretical improvements to feature in the cur-
rent work is the notion that the Reference Hierarchy-inspired descriptive model
should be extended beyond the realm of singular head nouns. I have given evi-
dence throughout this work that the formal expression of definiteness for singular
head nouns is not necessarily predictive of how it will be expressed for non-singular
head nouns; the same is true of the relationship between singular head nouns and
the attributes that accompany them. Far from being an oddity of Arabic, this
arrangement is even attested for singulars and plurals in English (as discussed
in §2.1.3), suggesting that it deserves broader theoretical treatment. Ideally, fu-
ture typologically work will be able to put forth a more complex, multi-domain
model that formally recognizes discrete yet overlapping definiteness systems be-
yond those that are descriptive of singular nouns.

A related theoretical issue that the current work has raised regards the repre-
sentation of generic substantives in formal models such as the Reference Hierarchy.
Although some authors, such as Givón (1978), have afforded generics ‘equal’ sta-
tus within their semantic models, Dryer (2014) does not do so, instead framing
generics as a sort of sub-type of nd or sni nouns. While is does seem to be true
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that generics will often group with one or another of these statuses, their apparent
role in facilitating the extension of forms from one status to the other – especially
for non-singular nouns – suggests that they may be worthy of a loftier place in the
model that they currently occupy. My impression is that generics act as a sort of di-
achronic ‘linking pathway’ between nd and sni statuses, both of which they share
some features with, and in doing so may represent a non-linear step ‘outside’ the
hierarchy along which forms can travel while bypassing the intervening psi and
pni statuses. While I have not modified the basic five-tier Reference Hierarchy in
this work, a future re-sketching might be able to account for this observation.

Lastly, a useful but admittedly underdeveloped concept I have introduced
in this work is the notion of ‘structural correlates’ §2.3.1, described here as set of
ad hoc guidelines that can be used to diagnose discrete statuses when they are not
immediately clear from the discourse. While I believe the concept has promise,
its current iteration is not particularly scientific, and future work on definiteness
that wishes to ground the authors’ judgments in linguistic facts may do well to
take on the task of developing the fledgling notion of structural correlates in to
a fully fleshed-out diagnostic regime. One promising means of doing so lies in a
recognition that structural correlates essentially imply a series of constraints on
which meanings can co-occur; viewed in this light, semantic diagnosis might be
a problem to which Optimality Theory offers an effective solution. Regardless
of the means through which it is achieved, that said, a concerted effort to move
away from speakers’ isolated judgments and toward a contextualized and verifiable
approach to meaning will improve the overall quality of research on definiteness
and theories that can be drawn from it.

6.2.3 In Practical Application
All of the above endeavors can happen on paper. Nonetheless, in closing, I

express my hope that the lessons of the current work will not remain there – that
they will, instead, ultimately find their way to the places where descriptive linguis-
tics begins and ends: the field and the classroom. Above all else, this dissertation
has set out to establish that the traditional, binary model of definiteness in Arabic
is simply incompatible with a holistic view of the language. In writing it, my aim
has been to raise the standards by which linguistic knowledge of this domain is
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collected and transmitted, the pursuit of which calls for a change of protocol in
practice and on the ground.

In the context of fieldwork, a chief takeaway of the present work is that an
onomasiological, meaning-focused approach to description is likely to yield greater
information about a variety than an exclusively form-focused one. By familiarizing
themself with likely points of variation in the Arabic definiteness system and di-
agnostic strategies for teasing out specific form-meaning correspondences, both of
which have featured in the current work, Arabic dialectologists will almost surely
be able to produce more nuanced and theoretically valuable descriptions of this
domain. On top of this, a renewed focus on pragmatics and discourse-level gram-
matical concepts will ideally serve as a reminder to field linguists that there is
no substitute for sufficiently long, adequately varied, and properly contextualized
texts.

Finally, it is also my hope that some of the concepts raised herein will also,
in time, make their way to the language classroom. For most learners of Arabic
varieties, assumptions about the workings of definiteness – many of which we
have seen to be overly simplistic – are established from the start and thereafter
never challenged. Taking a view that ongoing mastery of grammatical variation
and complexity is a normal expection of language acquisition, however, it strikes
me as inappropriate that an entire domain would be lacking in attention. Instead,
I suggest that Arabic instructors may want to explore a ‘scaffolding’ approach –
similar to the one I have used here (§2.1.1) – whereby students’ knowledge of
the L1 is used to build a conceptual understanding of definiteness, which is then
transferred onto the target language. Ideally, the effect of such pedagogical efforts
will be to lead students down the path toward a more accurate and functional
understanding of Arabic, an arrival to which is the goal of learner and linguist
alike.
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